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Preface
These notes are based on lectures on molecular orbital theory that we
have presented at the University of Copenhagen and Columbia University.
They were designed primarily for advanced-undergraduate and first-year
graduate students as an introduction to molecular orbital theory.
It is apparent that the molecular orbital theory is a very useful method
of classifying the ground and excited states of small molecules. The transition metal complexes occupy a special place here, and the last chapter
is devoted entirely to this subject. We believe that modern inorganic chemists should be acquainted with the methods of the theory, and that they
will find approximate one-electron calculations as helpful as the organic
chemists have found simple Hiickel calculations. For this reason, we have
included a calculation of the permanganate ion in Chapter 8. On the other
hand, we have not considered conjugated pi systems because they are
excellently discussed in a number of books.
Our intuitive approach in the use of symmetry methods is admittedly
nonrigorous and therefore will be unsatisfactory to purists, but we believe
this is the best way to introduce symmetry ideas to the majority of students.
Once the student has learned how to use symmetry methods, it will be
easier for him to appreciate more formal and rigorous treatments.
Several reprints of papers on molecular orbital theory are included in
the back of the book. The papers treat a substantial number of the important molecular geometries. The reader should be able to follow the discussions after reading through the lecture notes.
We thank our colleagues in New York and Copenhagen for help with
the manuscript. We gratefully acknowledge the help of Dr. Arlen Viste
and Mr. Harold Basch in preparing Appendix 8-B. Finally, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the expert assistance of Mrs. Diane Celeste in preparing the final manuscript.
C. J. BALLHAUSEN,
KGbenhavn
HARRY
B. GRAY,New York

October 1964
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

/ ~ t o r n i cOrbitals

One of the most important questions confronting the chemist is
the problem of describing how atoms are held together in molecules.
Such a description can only be obtained by using quantum mechanical
methods. We a r e in general interested in accounting for the properties of excited states, a s well a s the ground state. A simple and
useful method of describing the electronic structures of molecules
starts with wave functions which are localized on individual atoms
in the molecule, and then proceeds to combine these functions in
various trial combinations. The combinations are called molecular
orbitals and a r e used a s approximate solutions to the molecular
SchrGdinger equation. We test their "goodness" as wave functions
for a molecule by calculating observable quantities with them and
comparing the results with experiment. In these notes we shall
treat the fundamental principles governing the construction and
properties of such molecular orbitals.
We must realize, however, that such a description of a molecule
involves drastic approximations; thus only approximate numerical
results can be obtained. It is p ~ s s i b l eby performing elaborate
numerical calculations to obtain better and better approximations
for the molecular wave functions. Here we shall be interested only
in semiquantitative approximate schemes which allow us to place
the low-lying electronic states of molecules.
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1-1 THE S C H R ~ D I N G E R
EQUATION

~

The Schrijdinger equation must be understood in the same way a s
Newton's laws, and, just like these, it cannot be proved by reasoning.
The presence of Planck's constant, h, shows that the equation
cannot be derived from classical mechanics. We know that all observable quantities which contain this constant a r e discontinuous and,
consequently, not classical. The proof of i t s validity lies, therefore,
in its applicability. Our calculations yield results that can be tested
experimentally. If we do our calculations a s accurately a s possible,
it turns out that our calculated results agree with experience. It is,
however, obvious that the more we apply approximate solutions to the
Schrijdinger equation, the l e s s we can expect t o obtain results that
"fit perfectly."
When we, therefore, in many cases a r e happy just to "understand" what happens, it is natural that we must rely on the validity
of the Schrijdinger equation. There is nothing in our experience which
indicates that the equation should not be true, provided the particles
under consideration do not have such large velocities that relativistic
effects become important.
Let u s f i r s t review the different atomic orbitals. These orbitals
a r e obtained by solving the Schriidinger equation for a particle of
mass m, the electron, in a central field produced by the nucleus:

where W is the total energy (a constant), V is the potential energy
a s a function of the position (x,y,z) of m, and A is Planck's constant h divided by 2n. The solutions a r e the wave functions
$(x,y,z) which satisfy Eq. (1-1). Since V2 = (a2/ax2) + (a2/ay2) +
(a2/az2), (1- 1) is a second-order differential equation.
The wave functions, $, must fulfill certain conditions:
1. They must be single-valued, continuous, and differentiable at
every point in space.
2. They must be finite for all values of x, y, and z.
For most purposes it is convenient if the wave functions a r e
normalized. This means that
d~ = 1; that is, the numerical
quadrate of the wave function integrated over all space must equal
one.
The physical meaning of the wave functions is a s follows: The
probability for finding the particle that the wave function describes
in a small volume element d r is given by I$ l2 dr. It is clear, then,
that the probability of finding the particle in the complete region of
configuration equals one (the condition of normalization).

S/z,bl2
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Furthermore, it can be shown that if w_e want t o find the expectation value for some observable quantity P(x,y,z), we have the expression

+

if is normalized. I?
is the operator expression for the quantity; $
operates on ?,b. ?,b* stands for the complex conjugate of the wave function in the case in which the wave function contains complex vari-ables.
From the SchrGdinger equation we obtain for the energy W of the
system

It is obvious that - (fi2/2m)V2 + V, which is called the Hamiltonian operator (X), is the operator that gives u s the energy of the
system:

A very important relationship is that different wave functions of
the same Hamiltonian operator a r e orthogonal. This can be proved
mathematically. Orthogonality means that the integral

is equal to one for n = m, but equals zero for n
pressed by the so-called Kronecker delta:

bn,m

=

1o

1 for n
for n

=
#

;f

m. This is ex-

m
m

The orthogonality of the wave functions plays an extremely important role in practice.

1-2 "HYDROGEN-LIKE" ORBITALS
If we consider a spherically symmetric field a s occurs around an
atomic nucleus, it is convenient to use a polar-coordinate system
(Figure 1-1).
The following conversions a r e easily obtained for the coordinates.

Figure 1-1 Polar and rectangular coordinates.

r sin 8 cos c,b

(1-7)

y = r sin 8 sin c,b

(1-8)

r cos 0

(1-9)

x

z

=

=

A little more difficulty i s encountered with the conversion of the
volume element d r = dx dy dz:
d r = r2 d r sin 0 dB d@

I

(1-10)

If the nucleus (which is placed in the center) has a positive
charge of Ze, where e is the numerical value of the charge of the
electron, we obtain the Hamiltonian operator for an electron in
this central field,

With V2 written out in polar coordinates, the Schradinger equation
f o r this system is

1

[$&(P-$+-- r2 sin 6

ao
a

(sin 6

$)

+

r2

"I*

6
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As expected, the equation i s a differential equation of second
o r d e r in three variables. Let u s t r y to guess a solution.
This i s substituted into the equation, and the r dependency is
collected on the left side of the equation, the 0 and @ dependency on
the right:

a m ) 2m (
t! k2T)

-R

+

r:

-

4

-

W

+

_

r2

) :z

1
Y(B,$) sin B

5

(Sin

Because r, Q, and cp a r e independent coordinates which can
vary freely, each side can be equated to a constant, A. Let Y stand
for Y(6',@) and R for R(r). We obtain then

-Ll(sin
sin 0 a Q

0

g)+ -e a @ 2
sm2

a2yyhy=o
-

We have split the Schradinger equation into two independent
second-order differential equations, one which depends only on the
angles 8 and @ and one which depends only on r. There a r e a numb e r of solutions which satisfy our conditions 1 and 2 (continuity and
m), but a condition for such solutions i s
"good behavior" for r
that h = Q(Q + I), where Q i s z e r o or an integer: L = 0,1,2,3,. . . .
. F o r Q = 0, Y = constant is easily seen to be a solution of the
angular equation. Normalizing this solution to one over the solid
angle sin 8 do d@, we get Y =
Looking now at the radial
equation for l a r g e values of r, (1-16) reduces to the asymptotic
equation

-

m.

Calling (2m/E2) W = - a2, we s e e that R = ekar is a solution. We
must discard the plus sign here, since for r
the wave function
would be ill-behaved.

-

6
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We now t r y by substitution to s e e if the asymptotic solution also
. i s a solution to the complete radial differential equation with P = 0,
and find this to be s o provided that a = Zme2/B2 = Z/ao, where
a, = Ii2/me2, the Bohr radius.
The f i r s t normalized solution to the radial equation with P = 0 i s
then found f r o m the condition

and i s

All orbitals with P = 0 a r e called s orbitals, and the subscripts 1 , O
associated with R ( r ) r e f e r to this function a s the f i r s t radial solution
to the complete set of s orbitals. The next one (similarly with B = 0)
will be R2,,(r), and s o on. The total wave function i s the product of
the radial and the angular function and we have

b

The energy W, of an electron in a I s orbital i s found by substituting the value of a, into the expression containing W:

We obtain W, = - Z2e2/2%.
This is the most stable orbital of a hydrogen-like atom-that is,
the orbital with the lowest energy. Since a I s orbital has no angular
dependency, the probability density 1111 l 2 is spherically symmetrical.
Furthermore, this i s true for all s orbitals. We depict the boundary
surfacel for an electron in an s orbital a s a sphere (Figure 1-2).
The radial function ensures that the probability for finding the
particle goes to z e r o for r -- m.
The probability of finding a I s electron within a spherical shell
with radii r and r + d r i s found from R ( r ) to be equal to

By differentiation the above function is found to have a maximum
?Boundary surface pictures outline a l a r g e fraction of
the signs on the lobes given by @.

[$

12,

and also give
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Figure 1-2 The boundary surface of an
s orbital; a n s orbital has
no angular dependency.

at r = a,/Z. At this distance (which for a hydrogen atom equals a,)
the electron density i s largest and the chance of finding an electron
is, therefore, greatest.

-

R ( r ) = 2 ( ~ / a , ) ~ e/ ' (Z/a,)r is, however, not the only function
which satisfies the Schrijdinger equation for P = 0. A second radia
can be found by
function which goes with the solution Y =
substitution of a t r i a l function into the radial differential equation
and normalizing. It is

and i t i s orthogonal on R,,, (r).
The total wave function i s again obtained by multiplication of
R2 (r) and the "angular part" d m . This orbital i s called a 2s
orbital,

The 2s orbital has the same angular dependency a s Is, but the
probability distribution has two maxima, of which the larger lies
farther out than the one which was found for I s . The energy of 2s i s
also considerably higher than 1s. The energy of a 2s orbital i s
W, = - Z2e2/8a,. The general expression for the energy i s given
by the Bohr formula

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

Figure 1-3 Boundary surfaces of the p orbitals.

We call n the principal quantum number, and n takes integer values
1,2,3, . . . .
The energy difference between the 1s and 2s orbitals is found to
be

which for Z = 1 gives A W = 3e2/8a, = 10 electron volts, abbreviated 10 eV.
We now turn to the possible solutions of the SchrGdinger equation
for Q * 0. For Q = 1 the angular equation gives three solutions
which a r e orthogonal to each other. These a r e the so-called p
orbitals:
z

r

p,

=

cos 8

py

=

sin 8 sin cp

=

Y
r

(1-26)

px

=

sin 6 cos cp

=

X
r

(1-27)

=

(1-25)

The subscripts x, y, and z indicate the angular dependencies.
As already mentioned, the three p orbitals a r e orthogonal to each
other, and it is obvious that they a r e not spherically symmetrical
about the nucleus. A boundary surface for each of the three p orbitals is given in Figure 1-3. The radial function is of course the
s a m e for all three p orbitals, and the first radial function is

ATOMIC ORBITALS
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Figure 1-4 Bdundary surfaces of the d orbitals.

The energy of the 2p wave function i s found to be the same a s 2s;
that is, W2 = -(Z2e2/8%).
In an atom with more than one electron, the energy of the 2p hydrogen-like orbitals i s in fact a little higher than the energy of the
2s orbital, because Z in an atom that contains both 2s and 2p electrons i s effectively larger for 2s than for 2p. This i s partly due to the
fact that the 2S electrons "shield" some of the positive charge of the
nucleus from the 2p electrons.
For Q = 2 we obtain the following five linearly independent solutions to the angular equation; they a r e called the d orbitals:

dxy :

side cos p s i n y

=

xY
r

(1-3 1)

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

Figure 1-5

The single-electron energies
for a many-electron atom. The
drawing i s only very approximate. The single s , p, and d
levels a r e separated for the sake
of clarity.

o

cos y

=

fl r2

d y z : a s i n 0 cos 0 s i n q

=

YZ
flrz

dx, : f l s i n 0 cos

(1-33)

The boundary surfaces f o r the different d orbitals a r e given in
Figure 1-4.
The radial function for a 3d orbital is

with energy W, = - Z2e2/18%.
It i s possible in any single case to calculate each of the orbital
energies in an atom with many electrons. The r e s u l t s may be presented a s an energy-level scheme such a s i s given in Figure 1-5.

1-3 THE PAUL1 EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
The Pauli principle states that a maximum of two electrons
can reside in each orbital, and we distinguish them by means of a
spin quantum number. Two electrons in one orbital must then have

11
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different spin quantum numbers. The spin quantum number can have
one of two values, designated a! and /3, or + and -. The physical basis
for the introduction of the spin i s that the electron turns out to have
an intrinsic magnetic moment.
The total wave function for an electron i s therefore
$(orbit). +(spin). Further, the two spin functions corresponding to
a! and /3 spin a r e normalized and orthogonal to each other; that i s .

and
J + ( @ ) $ ( P )d7 = 0
In the preceding section we found the single-electron energies of
the different atomic orbitals. Many-electron atomic configurations
a r e now constructed by placing the electrons one after the other in
the single orbitals, observing the Pauli principle. In the ground state,
for self-evident energetic reasons, the electrons f i r s t occupy the
lowest energy orbitals. There can be two electrons in each orbital,
and the ground states f o r the f i r s t few atoms a r e given in Table 1- 1.
The ground state of carbon presents a new problem: Which o r bital does the sixth electron go into? This question can be answered
by doing either an experiment or a calculation. The answers a r e
summarized in Hund's f i r s t rule:
When electrons go into orbitals that have the s a m e energy (degenerate orbitals), the state that has the highest number of equal spin
quantum numbers will have the lowest energy. Thus electrons prefer
to occupy different orbitals, if possible. since in many cases it i s
energetically favorable to avoid spin paiving.
The lowest energy for two electrons placed in a doubly d ~ g e n e r a t e
s e t of o r v t a l s , q, and $, is then, e.g.,
(1)$, (2), while zp, (1) (2)
and
(l)$, (2) have higher energy.
The ground state for carbon is, therefore, ( 1 ~ ) ~ ( 2 ~ ) ~ ( 2 p ~ ) ( 2 p ~ ) ,

4,

6,

Table 1-1 Ground States for Some Atoms
Atom

Ground-state electronic
configuration

4,

12
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2 phaving
,),
two uno r (1s)~2s)'(2px)(2p,), o r ( 1 ~ ) ~ ( 2 ~ ) ~ ( 2 p ~ ) (all
paired spins. We s e e that there a r e three ovbital configuratiws for
the two electrons which have the s a m e energy. In other words, the
ground state of carbon i s orbitally threefold degenerate.
For nitrogen the ground state is given by the configuration
(1~)~(2~)~(2p~)(2p~)(2p,),
having t h r e e unpaired spins. The ground
state of nitrogen is not orbitally degenerate. For oxygen the groundstate configuration is (ls)~2~)~(2p~)~(2p~)(2p~),
ov one of the two
other combinations. As f o r carbon, the ground state of oxygen is
threefold degenerate. The ( 2 ~electrons
~ ) ~ a r e called a "lone pair,",
a s a r e the ( 2 ~electrons.
) ~
The name "lone pair" is commonly used
f o r all p a i r s of electrons in an outer shell that a r e not involved in
bonding to other atoms.
If the difference in energy between orbitals that a r e to receive
electrons i s small, a s for example between the 4s and the 3d o r bitals, it sometimes is more energetically favorable (refer to
Hund's rule) to distribute the electrons in both orbitals. As an example, we find the lowest configurations for V, Cr, and Mn to be
([Ar]stands for a closed 18-electron shell)

V: [ArJ (3d)3( 4 ~ ) ~
Cr: [Ar] (3d)j (4s)
Mn: [ Ar] (3d)j (4s)'
Configurations such a s (3d)5(4s) a r e , however, the exception rather
than the rule. They occur for the f i r s t time in the transition elements.
Hund's rule can be traced back to the fact that electrons repel
each other. A complete Hamiltonian function for an atom with seve r a l electrons must contain a t e r m of the form i C i + (e2/r. .), to
11
account for the repulsion between any two electrons. Unfortunately,
the presence of such a t e r m prevents the separation of the variables
in the wave equation. As a result. all calculations can only be done
by approximate methods. However, in principle these can be done
with all the accuracy we wish.
I
In atomic problems involving s e v e r a l electrons it i s common to
construct the t r i a l wave functions for the whole system, using the
"hydrogen-like" wave functions as basis wave functions for the
single electrons. Because the single orbitals a r e found f o r only one
electron, t e r m s of the type e"r,,
a r e not included. After constructing the total wave function on the basis of the single orbitals
and observing the Pauli principle, we consider the e2/r,, t e r m s by
means of a "perturbation" calculation. In this method one conside r s the total energy of the system to be given by the sum of the ene r g i e s of the single "hydrogen-like" orbitals, and then c o r r e c t s for
the energy contributions that originate from t e r m s of the l/r,, type.

ATOMIC ORBITALS
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After choosing an approximate set of atomic orbitals, the f i r s t
problem is to combine these in such a way a s to obtain a good wave
function for an atom with more than one electron.Lwe choose a
product function, the reason being that the energy of the system then
is equal to the sum of the energies of the single orbitals, if the
e2/r,, t e r m is disregarded; This can be verified simply by substituting the product wave function into the Schriidinger equation for
the system. One product function for the ground state of He is:
(1;)(1) (ls)(2), where 1 and 2 stand for electrons 1 and 2. But we
could just a s well have chosen (li)(l).
(1;)(2). When we exchange
the numbering of the two electrons, the electron density function
must not change. Since this is determined by the quadrate of the
wave function, this means that an exchange of electrons can only
change the sign of the total wave function.
Since we cannot distinguish between the electrons, a wave function for the system could be one of two possibilities:

where 1 / f l is included to normalize the wave function to 1. Mathematically, we cannot decide whether the + o r - sign (or maybe
both) will give solutions to the Schriidinger equation which correspond to states in nature. Empirically, it turns out that only the
minus sign corresponds to a reasonably accurate description. Consequently,

By exchange of electrons number (1) and (2), we obtain

We say that the wave function is antisymmetric. As it turns out,
nature demands many- electron wave functions to be antisymmetric. /
Such an antisymmetric wave function can be written a s a determinant:

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

For three electrons; such as a r e present in the ground state of
Li, the total wave function becomes

If we exchange two electrons in this wave function, the wave function changes sign (a property of a determinant). Thus, determinantal
wave functions are always antisymmetvic. But in the same way, if
two orbitals a r e equal, the determinant has two identical rows, and
such a determinant equals zero. In other words, we note that the
Pauli principle is satisfied for determinantal wave functions.
We usually do not write a determinantal wave function in i t s entirety, but only give the diagonal term. For example, for the ground
state of lithium

When writing it in this way, we assume the presence of the normalizing factor 1/nand also the numbering of the electrons. But
it is important to remember that the latter is present. For example,
we have that

In principle, a change in sign in b,t has no significance regarding
the calculation of measurable quantities, but it has significance in
other connections (see, e.g.. page 46).
Nature requires-as we have seen-that the complete wave
function (space and spin) be antisymmetric. Consequently, for two
electrons in one orbital pa,

If two electrons a r e in different orbitals
and pb, the total
wave function must either be antisymmetric in space coordinates

ATOMIC ORBITALS
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and symmetric in spin coordinates o r opposite, s o that the product
is antisymmetric.

The orbital function

is symmetric, but
is antisymmetric.

For the spin wave functions, the products

a r e symmetric, but
is antisymmetric.
The complete antisymmetric wave functions, including both space
and spin coordinates, a r e now obtained by multiplication, and after
application of our shorthand notation for determinantal functions we
have the four possibilities

(sym. orb.)(antisym. spin)

=

I ($a)($b) I

-

I

1

(1-43)

or

Let u s find the energies of these states. We notice that since the
Hamiltonian operator is not a function of the spin, integration over
the spin coordinates can immediately be carried out. Owing to the
spin orthogonality, we see that the three wave functions that occur
a s (antisym. orb.) -(sym. spin) all have the same energy. Such a
state, which evidently is threefold-degenerate in the spin, is called
a spin triplet. Since the spin degeneracy i s equal to 2s + 1. we get
2s + 1 = 3 or S = 1. We note that the state contains two unpaired
electrons. Therefore, an atom in such a state has a paramagnetic
moment.
On the other hand, the product (sym. orb.). (antisym. spin) i s nondegenerate. A state that is nondegenerate in spin is called a spin
singlet; we have 2s + 1 = 1, and thus S = 0. A singlet state does
not have a paramagnetic moment.

2 / Diatomic Molecules

The problems that a r e connected with the solution of the electronic
structures of molecules a r e in principle the same a s those which
occur in the treatment of atomic structures. The single-electron
orbitals for molecules a r e called molecular orbitals, and systems
with more than one electron a r e built up by filling the molecular orbitals with electrons, paying proper attention to the Pauli principle.
Thus, we always require that the total wave function be antisymmetric.

2-1 MOLECULAR ORBITALS FOR
DIATOMIC MOLECULES
The first step is to find a set of molecular orbitals. Let u s consider two nuclei, A and B, each with a positive charge and separated
by a distance R (Figure 2-1). In this skeleton of nuclei we allow an
electron to move.
If the electron is in the neighborhood of A, we expect that the
atomic orbital #A gives a good description of the electron. In the
same way, the atomic orbital $B should give a good description of

DIATOMIC MOLECULES

Figure 2-1 An electron in the skeleton of
nuclei of a diatomic molecule.

the behavior of the electron in the neighborhood of B. This means
that in a molecular-orbital description our molecular wave function
must be approximately QA in the neighborhood of A and t)jB in the
neighborhood of B. We then guess that a linear combination of 'CIA
and +B will be a good wave function for the molecule AB. Thus, we
have, assuming that +A and $ B a r e r e a l functions,

Such a wave function i s called an LCAO wave function ("linear combination of atomic orbitals").
The Hamiltonian operator, which determines the energy of the
system, is given by the s u m of the kinetic and potential energies of
the electron (see Figure 2-1). To this we must add-as the l a s t
term-the potential energy of the nuclei:

For convenience we shall normalize our wave function to 1 before
we make any calculation of the energy. Then

( ~ l ) ~ J / t ) j+ ~( /c ~~ )d ~ ~J

I ( c ~ ~ +~ ~~ ~ cT

1
~ c ~ J ' = c-N~I ~ Q ~ ~ ~
(2- 4)

Assuming that the atomic orbitals q3A and GB a r e normalized, we
have immediately
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The definite integral $A#B d~ is called the ovevlap inteffval, S,
between the two wave functions $A and $B. The reason for this name
is clear. For example, if both $A and qB a r e s orbitals, we obtain
the picture shown in Figure 2-2. We s e e that the two wave functions
"overlap" each other in the region between the two nuclei.
By substituting S for the overlap integral in Eq. (2-5) we obtain

The normalized wave function is then

The energy of this wave function is given by the expression

We now abbreviate the definite integrals a s follows:

Figure 2-2

Overlap between
two s functions.
The cross-hatched
a r e a has electron
density which originates f r o m both
and B '

,+

+
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Since a definite integral i s a number, we obtain W a s a function
of the parameters c, and c, (thus indirectly a function of ZA, ZB,
and R):

We a r e interested in finding the values of c, and c, which, for
given atomic wave functions and constant R (that is, for constant HAA,
HBB, and HAB), will minimize the orbital energy W. This i s of interest because it can be shown that the minimized solution W always
is larger than or equal t o W,, where W, i s the LLcorrect''solution t o
the problem. Thus, the smaller W is the better. To determine c,
and c, we differentiate W with respect to these parameters.
Recall that, from Eq. (2-12),
W[(C,)' +

(~2)'

+ 2 ~ c2
1 S] =

HAA +

(~1)'

(~2)'

HBB

+

2 ~ Cz1 HAB

(2- 13)
and by differentiation

Since the extremum value is found for aW/ac, = 0, we immediately obtain

The equation obtained from aW/ac2 can be written by inspection:

These two simultaneous, homogeneous equations have the solutions
(not considering the trivial solution, c, = c, = 0)) given by the determinant
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This determinantal equation gives the extremum energy W of the
"best" linear combination of +A and qB for the system. Expanding
the equation gives

A second-order equation has two roots, and we find the two values
of W by solution of Eq. (2-18).
Let u s discuss this equation. F i r s t we assume that HAA = HBB.
In other words, we have a homonuclear diatomic molecule, where
"both ends a r e equal." Examples are Hz, O,, and Cl,. Then
HAA - W =

i (HAB

- WS)

or

Since S i s l e s s than 1 (if the A and B nuclei a r e together, S = 1;
if they a r e infinitely separated, S = 0), we get one energy which is
smaller than HAA = HBB and one which i s larger. These a r e called,
respectively, the bondi?zg and the antiboading solutions. This i s depicted in Figure 2-3. It i s customary to designate the bonding solution a s wb and the antibonding solution a s W*. We s e e that the
t e r m s bonding and antibonding refer to the energy l o s s or gain
which i s obtained when two atomic nuclei a r e brought together.

W

A

antibonding
/

/

\
\
\

HAA

1
\

/
/
\

Figure 2-3

bonding

Bonding and antibonding orbitals i n the A B

molecule.
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The sign of HAA i s negative, a s i s required for an electron bound
to a positive nucleus. Calculations show that HAB i s also negative
provided S i s positive. Calling HAB/HAA = y, we have W =
HAA [ ( I ~t y ) / ( l rt S)]. W < H ~ A ( < O )for ( I lt y)/(l S) > 1 or
i y > is. In other words if y > S the combination #A + qB i s
bonding. This i s always the case for diatomic molecules, but i s
not necessarily t r u e for polyatomic molecules. Owing t o the denominator 1 - S in the antibonding combination, we s e e that the
antibonding orbital i s destabilized more than the bonding orbital is
stabilized.
The energy of the bonding (and antibonding) orbital is a function
of R. We can minimize wb with respect to this parameter and obtain a theoretical value f o r the energy and for the equilibrium internuclear distance in the Hh molecule. This procedure yields for the
equilibrium distance r, = 1.3 A and the dissociation energy De =
1.76 eV (the experimental values a r e 1.06 A and 2.79 eV). In Figure
2-4 a r e shown the lowest orbital energies of the H', molecule. Better
r e s u l t s a r e obtained by also minimizing wb with respect to Zeff.
Let u s determine the coefficients c, and c, in our LCAO wave
function, f o r HAA = HBB. This i s done by substituting the values
found for W in the original s e t of equations, (2-15) and (2-16):

*

Figure 2-4 Lowest calculated energy levels for
the Hz molecule a s a function of R .
The energy minimum i n the W b curve
occurs a t R = 1.3 A with De = l.'i6 e V .
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Since
(

H

- w S ) ~= (HAA - W)'
~

~

or
(HAB - WS) =

* (HAA - W)

(2-24)

we get by substitution,
c,=-c,

and

c , = c,

(2-25)

The two normalized wave functions a r e therefore

1

d2-7zs

(?A - $B)

(high energy)

The coefficients c, and c, a r e in this case determined by the condition HAA = HBB. This i s actually a symmetry condition-we
take advantage of the fact that the molecule contains equivalent
nuclei.
, Let u s now examine the general case given by the following
equation:

HAA and HBB a r e the energies of the atomic orbitals $A and
respectively, in the molecular skeleton. For convenience, let us asa s s u m e that S = 0. With HAB numerically smaller than
I HAA - HBB 1, we have on expansion of (2-28),

DIATOMIC MOLECULES

Figure 2-5

Bonding and antibonding energy levels for
HBB >> H

~

~

.

One solution will give an orbital slightly more stable than $bA,
while the other one will be a little l e s s stable than
(Figure
2-5).
From (2-28),we s e e that if HAB and S a r e zero, no covalent
bonding occurs-that is, the energy of the ground state will not be
lowered. Also, if S and HAB a r e small, the covalent bonding is
proportionately small. The overlap is zero if the atomic nuclei a r e
far from each other. It becomes larger the shorter the distance i s
between the two nuclei (for two s orbitals s e e Figure 2-6). A large

Figure 2-6

The values of S and HAB depend strongly on R.
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Figure 2-7

Overlap between an s
and a p orbital.
Y

overlap between valence orbitals usually means a strong bond, and
for rough calculations one often assumes that the bond strength i s
proportional to the numerical value of the overlap integral.
With S given by the integral SqAqB dT we can s e e that the
atomic orbitals used for forming molecular orbitals must have the
same symmetvy around the line between A and B-otherwise, S
will be zero. Consider, f o r example, the overlap between an s and
a py orbital. Figure 2-7 shows that each small volume element "in
the top" of the py orbital i s positive, while the corresponding volume
element "below" is negative. Therefore, a summation (the integration!) over all volume elements will give zero:

The overlaps of an s orbital on A with various orbitals on B a r e
shown in Figure 2-8. We have /(sA)(PzB ) d r 3 0, /(sA )(dZ2B) d r #

0, but J ' ( S ~ ) ( ~ ~ Z . _d ~
i =Z 0.
B )Thus the general r u l e emerges that the
overlap integral is z e r o if the two orbitals involved have different
symmetries around the connecting axis.
We shall now show that the symmetry conditions which cause an
overlap integral to disappear also require that HAB = J # A ~ # Bd i
be zero.
Since

DIATOMIC MOLECULES

s and p overlap,
different f r o m zerg

s and d x ~ - yoverlap,
~
equal to z e r o

Figure 2-8

s and d,, overlap,
different f r o m zero

p, and dZ2overlap,
different from z e r o

Some different overlaps between atomic orbitals on A and B.

we have, recalling that $A and qB a r e solutions to the atomic
problem,

Thus,
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Figure 2-9

T-type overlap.

If qA and $B have different symmetries about A-B, S i s zero.
The integral J (4 $ / r ) d r i s also zero, since every volume
A B A
element, divided by the distance from A, has a corresponding
volume element of opposite sign, also divided by the s a m e distance
to A. HAB follows S; both a r e zero if the two wave functions,
centered respectively on A and B, do not have the s a m e symmetry
around the line joining the nuclei.
We distinguish among various types of molecular orbitals by
means of the "symmetry" of the overlap. If the overlap i s symmetric f o r rotation (as for example, s - s , s-pz , p,-pz , pZ-dZz, etc. 1,
the resulting molecular orbitals a r e called sigma (a) orbitals. If the
overlap gives a nodal plane along the connection line p x ~ - p x B ,
p y ~ - p y ~ the
) , resulting molecular orbitals a r e called pi (a) o r bitals. If the overlap has two nodal planes vh ich intersect along
the connection line (dxy-dxy, -dx,- 2-dx2-y2), the molecular o r Y
bitals a r e called delta (6) orbitals.
Note that three p orbitals on each of two atoms give one p,
(which u s e s the p, orbital on each atomic nucleus and two pa
overlaps (which use pxA, pxB and p ,p ). The resulting 71,
YA Y
and a y molecular orbitals have the same energy, since px and
p Y a r e equivalent in the molecule. Furthermore, since the S, .
overlap i s srnallev than the S, overlap, we expect a bonding to be
weaker than a bonding. It also follows that the a antibonding orbitals
have lower energy than the o antibonding orbitals (Figure 2-11).

DIATOMIC MOLECULES

Figure 2-10

6-type overlap.

It is now possible to draw a complete energy diagram for a diatomic molecule in which the atomic nuclei a r e alike. Since W(ls) <
W(2s) <~ ( 2 p )etc.,
,
we obtain a schematic energy diagram, which is
given in Figure 2- 12.
In a way quite analogous t o the building up of the electronic
structures of atoms, we now build up the electronic configurations
of diatomic molecules. The electronic configurations a r e obtained
by placing electron after electron into the empty energy levels,
filling up first the lowest energy levels. For example, the ground
states of the very simple diatomic molecules and ions a r e
Hi: (1sub)'
H,:

He;:

(lsub)?
(ls~~)l(lso*)~

He,: ( l s ~ ~ ) ~ ( l s (no
u * net
) ~ bonding)

Figure 2-11

Bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals
composed of the p orbitals in a homonuclear
diatomic molecule.
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We know that l s a * i s placed higher above the atomic I s level
than l s u b is placed below. Thus, no energy is released-on the
contrary, energy must be expended-in forming the He, molecule.
Therefore, two isolated He atoms have lower energy than a hypothetical helium molecule; this i s in agreement with the fact that
He, does not exist in nature.
Other representative diatomic molecules have the following
ground states:

Since ( 2 p ~ *can
) accommodate a total of four electrons, the two electrons of 0, that go in (2pn*) will go into different n orbitals, with
spins parallel (Hund's rule)! The ground state of 0, has two unpaired
electrons. Thus, the oxygen molecule has a permanent magnetic
moment, and we say that it i s paramagnetic.
Let us again consider the He, configuration (lsab),(l so*),. With
$(lsab) = (1/J2';+-ZS)(pA+ GB) and ~ ( l s o * )= (I/-)
x
((iiA - $B), where $A = PB = ~ ( l s )the
, charge distribution for
this configuration i s obtained by summing the contributions of all
four electrons:

For small S values the charge distribution i s approximately
2 4 i + 2$;. This i s just the value for the case in which there i s no
"bonding" between the atoms. In general, the overlap between the
atomic I s orbitals in niolecules containing large atoms i s very small
(high nuclear charge draws the I s electrons close to the nucleus).
Consequently, we can neglect the bonding between I s orbitals in such
molecules.

2-2 SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS
In general, it i s advantageous to use the symmetry elements of a
molecule in dealing with the molecular orbitals. For example, consider the symmetry properties of a homonuclear diatomic molecule
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(Figure 2-13). If we rotate the molecule around the x o r the y axis
through an angle of 180°, then A will go into B and B into A. But
if A and B a r e the same, the rotated molecule cannot be distinguished from the starting molecule. In addition, we can rotate the
molecule any arbitrary angle around the z axis without changing it.
A reflection in the plane which contains A-B also makes the molecule
"go into itself." An inversion of A and B through the center of the
connection line takes A into B and B into A, and again (since
A = B) there would not in a physical sense be any difference in the
molecule after the symmetry operation.
The symmetry operation of rotation by 180' around _the xAaxis is
called a rotation around a twofold axis and is _written C 2 ( = C,,,,,,).
A rotation of q0 around the z axis is written C where cp is an
V'
arbitrary angle. If we, for example, rotate around the twofold axis
two times, we return to the original position. This is the same
operation as IeavingJhe molecule alone; Th;s_latter_symme_try
operation is called E; we have, then, E = C,C2 = (C,)' = C;. The
symmetry operation that reflects the molecule in a plane which
contains the principal axis is called
F u r t h y , an inversion in
the center i s called ?, with
=
=
= E. In general we s e e
that symmetry operations change the numbering of atoms in a
molecule. But such a change of coordinates cannot alter the value
of any physical quantity. Therefore, only the molecular integrals
that a r e invariant under all symmetry operations of the molecule
a r e different from zero.

ev.

? a ?

Figure 2-13

Diatomic molecule. The
origin of the coordinate
system i s halfway between
A and B.
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Let u s now examine how the molecular wave functions $, =
( l / m ) ( s A+ sB) and $, = ( l / m ) ( s A- sB) behave under
the symmetry operations of a homonuclear diatomic molecule. Since
the normalization factor is a number (N), we have

The two wave functions change phase during certain_symmetry
operations. We call an arbitrary symmetry operation S. Operating
on a wave function $, we have S $ = A$, and we call h the ejgenvalue of the symmetry operator $. Since the eigenvalue of C is 1
C P .
(the orbitals a r e symmetric for rotation) the functions a r e a orbitals.
An eigenvalue of +1 for Gv i s indicated by a + , while - 1 i s indicated by a -. Further, an eigenvalue of +1 for the opezation ? i s
indicated with a g (gerade) and an eigenvalue of - 1 for i with a
u (ungerade). The following notation tells the important symmetry
properties of q ~ , and $,:

Let u s now look at q, = N(p,(A) + p,(B)) and ICI, = N(p,(A) -

p,(B)) (Figure 2-14).

Figure 2-14

Two p

orbitals, one centered on A and one on B. The minus

sign in qq i s formally used f o r "turning"

the orbital.
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We s e e that $, i s a o i orbital and q4 i s a oh orbital. We shall now
consider P orbitals (Figure 2-15).

We s e e immediately that rotating #, by an angle 90" arou_nd the
line AB will transform 4, into 4,. Thus, if we choose cp in C y to be
90' such that x goes to -y, we have, using matrix language and
matrix multiplication,

In general, we represent the yl's a s a column vector
have then, $ bfd = A

y,where

v.

We

A i s the so-called transformation

matrix.
The t r a c e (that is, the sum of the diagonal elements) of the transformation matrix

( -:)

for an arbitrary value of
cp, we have

Figure 2-15

is zero. However, this is not the result

b.

For rotation of the coordinate system by

px and p

Y

form two

T

bonding orbitals.
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s/

Because px and p

C~P,(A)

Y

behave a s x and y, we get

rn px (A) -

cos

;

e,pY (A) = sin

iy

s i n cp pY (A)

px (A) + c o s cp pY (A)

with corresponding relationships for px (B) and p (B). Consequently,
Y

e , ~ S,N(P,(A)
=

P~(B))

+

= N(cos q px(A)

cos q pX(B)

+

=

- sin cp py (A)

-

sin q py (B))

cos q$5 - sin q q s
A

In the s a m e way, we obtain for CqW,
C4q6 = cos qq, + sin q q 5
Written a s a matrix equation,
cos p
)

(

i

n

-sin q

cosq)(S)

The t r a c e of the transformation matrix i s equal to 2 cos q. For
a rotation p = n/2, of course, the trace i s _equal to 0, a s found before. Since q5 and ?, a r e "mixed" under C
we continue the
cp' .
investigation of symmetry properties using matrix notation:

with t r a c e 2. The operation

with the t r a c e 0.

Gv

gives
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We could, instead of reflection in the xz plane, have chosen r e flection in the yz plane:

again with a transformation matrix with a trace of 0. We s e e that
the transformation matrix is different for Gv (xz) and 6"(yz), but
the trace is the same. This is true, in general, f o r equivalent
symmetry operations.
Finally, we have for 7,

with a trace of -2.
We characterize these two degenerate orbitals #, and rCi, by the
symbol a,. The, letter a is used to indicate that the orbitals a r e twofold-degenerate with the trace 2 cos q under
As before, the
letter u is used to indicate that $, and
change sign for the symmetry operation
Thus, an "accidentally" chosen set of functions is characterized
according to its behavior in the molecular framework. As will become apparent, this is of enormous importance in reducing the work
of molecular computations. Since we want to characterize the different orbitals according to the traces of their transformation
matrices, we use the following chavactev table, which applies to
all linear molecules with an inversion center. Such molecules a r e
said to belong to the point group Dmh. In a character table the entry
under a symmetry operation gives the trace of the appropriate
transformation matrix (see Table 2- 1). All functions of interest can
thus be characterized according to their behavior under the different symmetry operations which transform a molecule "into
itself."
Next we shall demonstrate an extraordinarily important conceptthat molecular orbitals which have different symmetries cannot be
combined. Let us t r y to calculate the energy of an orbital obtained
by combining a function behaving a s a a+ molecular orbital with a
g
function behaving a s a;.
We construct the following linear combination, where $Jl transforms a s a
' and #, transforms a s a; :
g

eq.

?.A
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Table 2-1

Character Table f o r the Point Group D m h

-1

-1

0

2

0

0

A,

z
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-1
2 cos cp

-2coscp

-2
2

2 cos 2 q

2 c o s 2ip

a and b a r e the variable parameters. A possible minimum energy
i s obtained a s before by solution of the determinantal equation

inwhich H,, = J $ , X $ , d r , H,, = S $ , X # , d r , and H,, = H,, =
J$l X$, d r = f 4, KG1 d r . We shall now show that S = H,, = H,, = 0,
and therefore W = H,, o r W = H,,. Thus, the energies a r e not
changed; the orbitals $, and #, cannot be combined.
The proof will be done specifically for H,,, with quite obvious extension to S.

Since H,, i s a number that i s obtained by evaluation of the definite
integral in (2-54), it must not deperid on the coordinate system that we
choose to calculate this integral. X i s the quantum mechanical expression f o r t h e energy; it i s in all cases independent of the coordinate system, since the energy of the system cannot depend on how
we choose to describe the system. We have then, by using the inversion operator 2,

MOLECULAR
H,

=

IH~,= I JoiXU;

= /(up)

( x )(-o;)

d~

=
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(

J ( I )x

d r = -Joi

XU;

di

)
=

d~

-H,

(2-55)

The only number that is equal t o i t s negative i s 0; therefore,
H,, = 0. It follows that the off-diagonal t e r m always must be zero,
if q's in a h e a r combination a r e of different symmetries, for there
will, in such a case, always b e at least one symmetry operation which
gives a different character for the two q's, and a proof similar to
the above one can be carried through.
On the other hand, if the 30's have the same symmetry, the phases
will disappear, and thus S and H,, will be different f r o m zero. This
means that two such energy levels will repel each other, and that they

Figure 2-16 The noncrossing rule: two energy levels with the s a m e
symmetry properties r e p e l each other and therefore
never c r o s s . With I Hit 1 = 1 Hzz1 and S = 0, we have
W = Hit % Hi,; this ,means that the distance between
W, and Wz i s 2Hlz. In general, f r o m the equation
W' - W(H,, + Hzz)
H & + Hit Ht2 = 0, we obtain

-

W,

-

W, = AW = J ( H ~-~Hzz)' + 4 ~ : ~The
. two

energy levels will thus r e p e l each other and the energy curves f o r W1 and Wz define a hyperbola with
(Hit - Hz21 a s a variable. AW is s m a l l e s t f o r Hti =
Hz2

.

I

(b)

Figure 2-17 Energy d i a g r a m s f o r homonuclear diatomic molecules. The energy-level designations give the symmet r i e s of the corresponding wave functions. The numbering begins a t the lowest energy level and goes up,
and each symmetry s p e c i e s i s numbered separately. Diagram (a) is f o r no 2s-2p mixing, while (b) repr e s e n t s substantial 2s-2p mixing.
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can nevev c ~ o s seach otkev. This important rule can be seen by computing the energy levels using the relevant determinantal equationthis gives (HI, - W)(H,, - W) - (H,,)' = 0 for the simplest case of
S = 0 (see Figure 2-16). The nearest W, and W, can approach each
other i s if H,, = Hz,; then W = H,, k H,,.
Therefore, it i s appropriate to say that, for example, 102 (see
Figure 2-17) will be lowered in energy by interaction with all other
oi orbitals. Such an effect is called configuvation intevaction.
If we only look at the two lowest o i orbitals, the secular equation
for calculation of the "corrected" energies is

with x =JID ( l a i ) X $ ( 2 o i ) d r . We have further assumed that S =
(lo;) $(20i ) d7 is equal to zero.

Ip

If W(202)

>> W ( l a i ) ,

we have

One of the energy levels is lowered by the interaction; the other
one i s raised. These energy changes get smallev the l a r g e r the energy difference is between the two energy levels which "interact."
Of course, if x i s very small, we have only small changes in energy
in any case.

2 - 3 DIATOMIC MOLECULES WITH
DIFFERENT ATOMIC NUCLEI
We now t u r n to the diatomic molecules in which the atomic nuclei
a r e different. We still use an LCAO description of the molecular
orbitals,

The constant X determines the L'polarity" of the orbital-the

larger

DIATOMIC

MOLECULES

Table 2-2

Character Table f o r
the Point Group C m v

a+

1

a-

1

1
1

lr

2
2

2 cos eJ
2 cos 2 q

A

1
-1
0
0

the value of X the greater the chance of finding the electron around
nucleus A. The normalization constant N is given by the condition

To estimate an energy diagram for the molecular orbitals in such a
molecule we f i r s t have to examine the symmetry properties of the
orbitals.
Since the two atoms of the molecule AB a r e different, there i s no
longer a twofold cotation axis, a s in an M, molecule. Also, the symmetry operation i, inversion through the center, i s not present. Both
of these operations would transform A into B (Figure 2-13), and,
since A and B a r e different, the molecule i s differently situated aft e r such an operation. Therefore our description of the molecule cannot be independent of the identities of nucleus A and nucleus B.

Figure 2-18 A combination of Is orbitals with different
energies.
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eg,

The symmetry operations I?, and Gv (reflection in a plane
that contains the axis A-B) a r e present. All molecules that possess
these symmetry properties have the point-group symmetry Cmv. The
orbitals a r e characterized by symbols similar to those used for a
homonuclear diatomic molecule, such a s a', n, etc. The character
table for CWv i s given in Table 2-2.
Since the atomic orbitals of the atomic nucleus with l a r g e r Z (B)
have lower energy than the corresponding orbitals of the other atomic

I
Figure 2-19

A

AB

B

The molecular orbitals for a diatomic molecule with different atomic nuclei. The diagram indicates that 40' repels 5 0 ' , making
50' less stable than the lx orbitals.
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nucleus (A) (the "effective" charge of the nucleus is larger for B
than f o r A), the molecular orbitals that a r e formed from ls(A) and
l s ( B ) a r e a s illustrated in Figure 2-18.
To construct an orbital energy diagram for a diatomic molecule
in which the two nuclei a r e different, we must remember that orbitals
with the same symmetry repel each other. As shown earlier, this r e pulsion is dependent on the energy difference between the molecular
orbitals and on the size of the interaction. F o r diatomic molecules in
which the two nuclei a r e not f a r from each other in the periodic table,
the diagram will be approximately a s shown in Figure 2-19.
We now place electrons one after the other into the energy diagram
(Figure 2-19). For example, the electronic structure of CO(6 -t- 8 = 14
6lectrons) is given a s ( l u + ) " 2 ~ + (30')~
)~
( 4 ~ +( 5) ~ + )The
~ . electronic structure of NO is (lo+)"2a+)' ( 3 0 ' ) V l n ) ~(40')' (50')~(2n)'.
The last electron goes into an antibonding 71 orbital. Themolecule
-- is
paramagnetic since it possesses an "unpaired" electron.
On the other hand, if the two nuclei have very different "effective"
nuclear charges, a s for example the case of LiH, the orbital energies
a r e similar to those indicated in Figure 2-20. Here it i s a good approximation to regard the Li(1s) orbital a s "nonbonding" and suppose that the chemical bonding between Li and H takes place between
the H(1s) and the Li(2s) atomic orbitals. The Li(1s) orbital is, in such
an approximation, not a "valence orbital."

Li

Figure 2-20

LiH

H

Lowest molecular orbitals of LiH.

3 / Electronic States of
Molecules

J u s t a s it is possible to characterize the single-electron molecul a r orbitals using the relevant symmetry operations of the molecule,
it i s possible to characterize the total wave function using the s a m e
operations. The total wave function contains each and evevy electron
coordinate. It i s customary to characterize the single molecular o r bitals by small letters and the total wave functions by capital letters.
For example, we have the single orbital 0; , and the total wave function C.;
F o r systems that contain only one electron there is no difference
in the molecular-orbital and the total electronic wave function. F o r
many-electron systems, however, there i s a considevable diffeevence.
It should be noted that for many-electron systems it i s only the "symmetry" of the total wave function which has physical (and chemical!)
significance. This quantity i s the only "observable" quantity.?
The ground state and the f i r s t and the second excited electronic
? I n weighing an object on a balance it i s only the r e s u l t of the weights
that i s of interest, not how we have chosen to combine the different weights
on the other balance pan.
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'xi.

'C;, and
states for the H; molecule a r e then (Figure 2-17)
The spin multiplicity, 2s + 1, where S i s the value of the spin quantum number (here S = $), i s the left-hand superscript.
The ground s t a t e of H, i s ( 1 ~ ' )o r~, written in determinantal form:
g
= ( l g) (Pgl ) B
. ~ c ~ u s ~ & Q = ~ Q , ~ ~ Q = ~ Q=, ~ ~ Q
1Q ,

cP Q = 1 9 , and ? G v 9 = lQ, the ground-state transforms a s 'C'
g'

since for this state S = 0,"and therefore 2s + 1 = 1. We call the state
a "singlet-sigma-g-plus" state. Low-lying excited electronic states
for the molecule a r e obtained by promoting one of the ( l o + )electrons
g
to the (lo;) orbital. The configuration ( l u + ) ( l o G )gives, a s we shall
g
s e e , more than one electronic state of the molecule.
Since the two orbitals a r e different, the two electrons can have
the s a m e spin. A total spin quantum number of one (S = 1) i s obtained if both electrons have the s a m e spin; on the other hand, a spin
quantum number of zero (S = 0) is obtained if the electrons have different spins. With the spin multiplicity equal to 2s + 1, we get both
a triplet (S = 1) and a singlet (S = 0) state.
A wave function for the triplet state i s

= l a , and 2% = - l a , the total wave
Since 6%= I @ , (?
= la,
cP
function i s seen to transform a s 3CG, a "triplet-sigma-u-plus"
state.
The wave function for the singlet state is

We have written a combination that i s antisymmetric for exchange
of both space and spin coordinates. This singlet wave function can
also be written

By performing the symmetry operations we establish that this wave
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function also transforms a s 2;. Since the spin multiplicity i s one,
we have a '2; state. We might na'ively suppose that both l ~ and
G
3C; have the same energy. But a calculation (Hund's rule!) tells u s
that the triplet state (in which the spins a r e parallel) has lower energy than the singlet state.
The next excited configuration occurs if both the lo: electrons
D

a r e excited into the lo; orbital. The wave function i s I ( l g ~ ) (Pl o , +I, )
which represents a l ~ g state.
+
The lowest energy levels or tevms for the hydrogen molecule a r e
given in Figure 3- 1.

Figure 3-1

Lowest electronic s t a t e s f o r
H z . On the left, the electronic
configurations a r e indicated;
on the right, the resulting
t e r m s . The difference between these t e r m s i s given
by hv, where v i s the frequency of light absorbed (in
promotion) o r emitted (when
electrons "fall" to lower
levels).
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We notice that, in general, filled electron "shells" give a state
that i s totally symmetric under the symmetry operations. This i s
due to the fact that there a r e no "degrees of freedom" in such a
case.
.
Li, has 6 electrons, and these 6 electrons fill the three lowest
energy levels. The ground state then is (lo;)' ( 1 ~ : ) ~( 2 ~ ; );~lC;.
N, has 14 electrons and the ground s t a t e i s (Figure 2-17) ( 1 ~ ; ) x~
(la:)' ( 2 u i )' ( 2 ~ ; )(InU
~ )4 (30i )' ; 'C;.
Again, we s e e that the ground
state is lC;, since all the "shells" a r e filled.
0, has 16 electrons, 2 more than in N,. These 2 extra electrons
go into the ( l a g ) orbitals. If we write this (N, )(lng ),, in which (N,)
stands for the closed nitrogen configuration, we s e e that different
arrangements of the electrons in the ( l ag ) orbitals a r e possible.
Specifically, the electrons can be in different orbitals with the s a m e
o r with opposite spin.
The wave functions for 0, can now be written (we distinguish between the two n orbitals by the l e t t e r s a and b):

This i s a component of a spin-triplet state, the three components being

The spin-singlet functions a r e

We now have, with nga 2 (1/"T)(pxA - pXB) and ngb = (l/fl) x
(pYA- pYB):
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6

n a = c o s c p n a - s i n cp n b
cp g
g
g

(3-11)

. i r b = S 1. " c p T a + cos cp ngb
g

(3-12)

cpg

6 n a = , a .
v g

(3-13)

g

N

The molecular wave function ( ( n g a ) (fgb)
1, which according to
Hund's rule should be the ground state, transforms a s follows:

evl(Fga)(ggb)1 = / (cos q

(fga) - s i n q

(F2))

x (sin cp (Fga) + cos cp (Fgb))/
C Y C Y

= cos cp sin' cp /(nga)(nga)

- s i n cp cos
CY

CY

1

q 1(Fgb) (fgb)l
CY

(3-16)

CY

The determinants I ( r g a ) ( n g a ) 1 and I ( agb ) ( n g b ) / a r e zero (the columns a r e identical). Thus,

Reversing the columns in the last determinant will change the
sign, and with sin2 q + cos2 cp = 1 we have, finally,
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Further,

Since both orbitals a r e symmetric during the inversion 2, their
product has to be symmetric. Therefore, referring to Table 2-1, the
ground state of 0, i s a 3Zg state. Let us examine the singlet state

Here we have
E*,

=

19,

eg*,

=

1
-[l(cos

c:: ga

JZ-

=

(3-21)

J(COS

- sin 50::

b)(sin ,{a+

cos

yli

b)l

g

~ IgPa - sin ylfgb) (sin 50fga + cos eFgb ) j l

k [l

I I

cos 250 - iGa)(@gb) - (tga)(fgbjl

&[

+ sin 250 - l(gga) (fga)

'

g

I

I - 1 (ggb)(pgb)l ]

(3-22)

We notice :hat !I?,
does not go "into itself" during the symmetry
operation Cc but into a linear combination with another wave function which is itself made up of a linear combination of determinants.
i s one of the components of a douWe therefore suspect that
bly degenerate set of wave ficnctions, of which the other component
is given by the combination

*,

The symmetry operations on the set 9, and

,.,(;:)

(cOs

;

250

-sin 250

sin 2 c )
cos 250

*, give

(1%)

-

*
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and

The t r a c e s of the transformation matrices a r e , respectively, 2,
2 cos 2 p , and 0. By comparing these with the D,h character table
(Table 2-I), we find that these two combinations togethev constitute

lag.
We have not yet considered the linear combination that i s orthogonal to 9,. Calling this function 9, we have

The symmetry properties of 9, follow:

1
e * -a [/(cos
'P4

=

+ l(sin

q3

a!

::a
g

- sinp

a

na! b)(cos p Bn a
g

nga + cos y, ngb)(sin

g

- sinp

Bn

")I

g

B
P
nga + cos p ngb)l]

We s e e that this function transforms a s lC;. The lowest states of
0, a r e outlined in Figure 3-2.
It may seem strange on examining Figure 3-2 that all three
states have different energies, since they all a r i s e from the s a m e
( ag )' configuration. However, the energy differences a r e due to the
presence of the electron-repulsion t e r m (e2/r,, ) in the complete
Hamiltosian function. F o r example, we have for the energy of the
ground state,

C
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Figure 3-2
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Lowest states of the O2 molecule. The
two excited states play a part in the
absorption of light in the atmosphere.
The energy unit i s the electron volt,
o r eV. The energy of 3 2 ; is arbitrarily s e t at zero.

Since
2

JC(mo1ecular orbitals) + e2/r12

X =

(3-32)

1

w (SZ;)

(v)1

=

J / (Fga)

=

2W(ng) + the electron repulsion t e r m

X (molecular orbitals)

I (F a) (8 1
g

b, dig

(3 -33)

Because the last t e r m i s different for each state (the wave functions a r e different !), the three states have different energies.

4 / Hybridization

The formation of a "chemical bond" will, a s we have seen, increase the electronic density between the "bonded" atomic nuclei.
We may say to a good approximatioq that the larger the overlap the
stronger the bonding. Therefore, to obtain a strong bond between
two atoms, we should take atomic orbitals that point toward each
other and have a large overlap.
For example, we can form a good bonding orbital from a linear
combination of a 2s and 2p orbital:

(See Figure 4-1.)
We s e e that by alternately using a plus and minus in front of
the 2p orbital we obtain an electronic density which is concentrated to the right o r to the left of the original center of gravity.
Forming such a directional orbital, however, requires energy.
Figure 4-2 shows this schematically.
The more 2p wave function we take together with the 2s function,
the higher the energy of the lowest wave function. For h = 1 we
have two equivalent orbitals, which have the same energy but which
a r e oriented differently, as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 "Hybridization" of 2s and 2p orbitals. Boundary s u r f a c e s of
(a) 2s + 2p, (b) 2s - 2p. In the l a s t c a s e the minus sign i s in
front of the 2p orbital, effectively turning it around.

Figure 4-2

The energy changes on hybridizaton of 2s
and 2p orbitals. Note that the "hybridized"
orbitals a r e not solutions of the Schrcdinger
equation for the atom on which they a r e centered, although their components a r e solutions. In this way we use the atomic wave
functions a s basis functions in o r d e r to cons t r u c t t r i a l wave functions which can be used
a s molecular orbitals. A hybrid orbital always h a s higher energy than the lowest energy of i t s atomic components; f o r example,
2s and 2p a r e orthogonal t o each other and
thus the mixture must have an energy W(hybrid1,
where W(2s) < W(hybrid) < W(2p).

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

Figure 4-3

Energy diagram for Liz: (a) with hybridization and (b) without
2s - 2pz hybridization. The (Is) orbitals a r e left out.

The overlap between two s p hybrid orbitals that a r e centered on different atomic nuclei is much larger than the overlap of the single 2s
o r 2p functions. We would then expect a strong bond to be formed
between the hybrid orbitals.
In Figure 4-3, (a) and (b) show the situation for Li, with and
without hybridization. For the Liz molecule a calculation indicates
that a substantial increase in the calculated bond energy of the
molecule is obtained by mixing about 10 per cent 2p character into
the wave function. Thus (see Figure 4-3),

HYBRIDIZATION

Figure 4-4

Electronic levels of CO with 2s-2p
hybridization. The I s orbitals a r e not
included. A s i m i l a r diagram c a n be
constructed f o r the isoelectronic ions,
CN- and NO'.

As we go down the row t o N+, K,, etc., h gets smaller; the hybrid
orbitals a r e l e s s and l e s s "polar." It has been pointed out by Mulliken that "A little bit of hybridization goes a long way." We use a
little energy to construct the hybrid orbitals, but since the bonding
is strengthened we obtain a lower energy when the calculation i s
made. In addition, the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons is reduced, since the orbitals a r e now directed away from each other.
However, we must of course realize that such an accounting is ouv
way of keeping track of the total energy of the molecule. Surely the
molecule does not c a r e at all which orbitals we use in order to get
the strongest bonding!
Let us now consider the CO molecule. Ignoring the C(ls)' and
O ( ~ S levels,
)~
we construct the energy diagram shown in Figure 4-4.
We s e e that this diagram is consistent with the chemical properties
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of CO, the two electrons that have the highest energy a r e mainly
localized on the carbon atomic nucleus. It t u r n s out that the energy
of the lone pair level is favorable for bond formation with the valence orbitals of the transition-metal atoms. Our d i a g r a m makes
it possible to understand why it is the carbon end which coordinates
to the metal. and why the M-C-O
sequence is linear in metal
carbonyls. The maximum o overlap of the lone-pair s - p function
with a metal o function would be obtained along the - C - 0 line, a t
the carbon end.
Because CN- and NO' a r e isoelectronic with CO, we could
make s i m i l a r r e m a r k s concerning their p r o p e r t i e s a s ligands.

5 / Band Intensities

In chemistry it is common t o indicate the intensity of a spectral
band by stating the maximum molar extinction coefficient emax.
Usually the shape of the absorption curve i s given a s a function of
the wave number 7,and a curve E(V) is obtained a s given in Figure
5-1.
From a theoretical point of view, the intensity of a transition i s
given by the avea under the absorption band. Assuming the band
shape to be Gaussian, it is a good approximation to set the intensity
equal to (in proper units)

where qr2i s the so-called half-width of the band in cni-l (the width
of the band where E = E ma, ).
Theoretically, the intensity f for a spectral transition i s given by
f = 1.085 x l o v 5? ID 1" where D, the transition moment, i s given by
the integral

Here $7 i s the wave function for initial state, $, i s the wave
function for the final state [(W, - ~ , ) / h c= T ( c m - ' I],and R i s the
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E (F) composed of four absorption bands. Band half-widths a r e usually between
1000 and 6000 cm-'

Figure 5-1 Absorption curve

.

dipole vector R = r, + r, +
r, f o r all the n electrons included in
the wave function.
We note that transitions a r e allowed only between states which
have the s a m e spin quantum number S. If they do not have the s a m e
S value,
and $, will be orthogonal to each other, and since R i s
not a function of the spin, integration over the spin coordinates will
give zero. In such a case, we s a y that the transition i s spin-fovbidden.
Further, if the molecule has an inversion center, transitions can
take place only between an even and an odd state. The proof i s that
R i s an odd function (it changes sign on inversion in the center), and
since the integral (which represents a physical quantity) must not
change sign, one of the wave functions,
or
, must change sign
during the inversion. This means, of course, that one of the wave
functions has to be even (g) and the other one odd (u).
In general, transitions from s t a t e 1 to state 2 a r e allowed only if
the integral J+FR+, d r i s totally symmetric for all the symmetry
operations of the molecule under consideration.
F o r example, considering the lowest states of Hz (Figure 3 - I ) ,
only the transition C
';
'Zd i s allowed. The other ones a r e for3C; i s spin-forbidden (S = 0 -+S = 1) and
bidden, since lC$
C
' gC
'2; i s parity-forbidden (g +g).
a

+,

+,

-

+

+

+,
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Now, to prove that 'C+
g
sition moment integral
D =

J1z+
( i x + j~
g
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'C.;

i s allowed, we write down the t r a n -

+ kz)'C;

d~

(5-3)

where i, j, and k a r e unit vectors. Since

E,D

=

I1zl[i(cos qX - sin pY) + j(sin qX + cos pY) + k Z ]

we s e e that the X and Y components of the transition moment depend on p. Since these components a r e physical quantities, the integ r a l consequently cannot depend on our chosen coordinate system;
the X and Y components must be zero. We shift our attention to the
Z component and get

and

ZD,

=

' ( - k ~ ) ( - ~ = Dz

Thus, the integral i s totally symmetric under the relevant symmetry
operations and the transition l C + Z
' ; is allowed. We have also
g
established that it will be polarized along the Z axis. In other words,
the transition takes place only when the electric vector of light i s
parallel to the molecular axis.
Ostensibly, only "allowed" transitions should be observed experimentally. In many cases, however, transitions a r e observed which
formally a r e forbidden. This is not a s disastrous a s i t would appear.
Usually it i s our model of the molecular structure which is wrong;
we assume a static molecular skeleton and forget that vibrations can
change this "firm" geometry and allow the molecule to have other
structures. These other structures have different "symmetry" elements from those we worked with and give new and different selection rules. For example, we could destroy the inversion center and
remove the parity restriction.
Also the selection rule AS = 0 is eliminated (especially if the molecule contains heavy atomic nuclei) by the so-called spin-orbit coupling.
One may thus wonder if the selection rules a r e any use at all. However, a general rule i s that the "forbidden" transitions have a considerably smaller intensity than the "allowed" ones. The completely

-
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allowed transitions have an cm,
= lo3 - l o 5 , parity -forbidden
transitions have E = 10' - l o 2 , and spin-forbidden transitions have
E =
- l o 0 . These estimates a r e necessarily approximate, but
they do give the o r d e r s of magnitude involved.
As indicated in Figure 5-1, the observed bands a r e sometimes
rather broad. This may be surprising, since it s e e m s to indicate
that the electronic energies a r e poorly defined. However, the explanation is that the wave function of the molecule is a function not
only of the electronic motions but the rotational and vibrational motions a s well. Assuming the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we
have for the total wave function,

Since AEel = l o 5 c m - l , AEvib = los cm-l , and AErot = 1 cm-l,
we have AEel > Evib AErot, and we draw the potential-energy
curve for an electronic state a s pictured in Figure 5-2.
Neglecting the rotational states, we now have that the transition
moment connecting one s t a t e to another i s

>

Figure 5 - 2

Potential surface f o r a n electronic s t a t e . De i s the
dissociation energy, and the horizontal lines repr e s e n t the allowed vibrational states. The rotational s t a t e s have been omitted.
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Figure 5-3 Transitions between different electronic states. In this
example no change takes place
in the vibrational state of the
molecule, nor in the equilibrium configuration.

*, (el) and 9,(el) a r e orthogonal to each other r e J~cI~*
(vib)$, (vib) drVib J $? (el)Rel $, (el) drel

which because
duces to
D

=

We notice that the electronic transition moment has been multiplied with a "vibrational-overlap" integral. In the solution of the
vibrational problem, the vibrational wave functions will depend only
upon the geometry and the force constants of the molecule. Therefore, only if all these parameters a r e identical in the two electronic
states 1 and 2 will the two s e t s of vibrational wave functions be the
solutions to the s a m e SchrBdinger equation.
In that c a s e one vibrational function will be orthogonal to all the
others, and transitions can only take place between two electronic
states which have the s a m e vibrational state, a s shown i n Figure
5-3. However, if these parameters a r e not completely identical, the
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Figure 5-4

Figure 5-5

Transitions between different electronic states
with no requirements on
the change in vibrational
level.

Vibrational lines composing an electronic absorption band:
(a) Many lines give a broad absorption band; (b) fewer lines
give a less complex band.
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vibrational wave functions a r e not orthogonal, and we obtain a situation a s pictured in Figure 5-4. The magnitude of a given transition
i s thus given by the vibrational-overlap integral.
Remembering that the vibrational levels of the ground electronic
state of an ensemble of molecules (such a s found in the sample we
measure) will be populated according to the Boltzmann distribution,
we s e e that a broad electronic absorption band will be composed of
many absorption lines. As better and better spectral resolution i s
obtained, more and more details appear. Cooling the sample down
greatly increases the number of molecules in the lowest vibrational
state, thereby diminishing the number of possible transitions having
"measurable" vibrational overlap. Thus, the number of lines dec r e a s e s , and the spectrum is easier to interpret. This i s illustrated
in Figure 5-5.

6 / Triatomic Molecules

The s a m e principles that we have used for the description of diatomic molecules will now be used in a description of the electronic
structures of triatomic molecules. However, let it be c l e a r that in
using molecular-orbital theory with any hope of success, we f i r s t
have to know the molecular geometry. Only in very r a r e cases i s it
possible from qualitative molecular-orbital considerations to pvedict the geometry of a given molecule. Usually this can only be discussed aftev a thorough calculation has been c a r r i e d out.

6-1 THE CO, MOLECULE
As the f i r s t example of a triatomic molecule we choose CO, .
From electron-diffraction measurements and from infrared-absorption spectra we know that in the ground state the molecule is linear
(Figure 6-1).
) ~ each
There a r e 16 valence electrons -6 electrons (2s)' ( 2 ~from
oxygen atom and 4 electrons (2s)'(2p)' from the carbon atom. The
molecule i s linear and has a center of symmetry. Thus, we characterize the orbitals according to the symmetry operations which a r e
found in Dmh. We have for the carbon orbitals,
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Figure 6-1 Coordinate system for the ground state of the C 0 2 molecule.

F o r the oxygen orbitals i t i s practical to form f i r s t the possible line a r combinations, and then find the transformation properties of
these combinations:
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We now combine the oxygen orbitals with the appropriate carbon o r bitals to obtain the molecular orbitals for CO,. Remember that only
orbitals which transform alike can be combined together. We have,
for example, the a, orbitals $(flu) = cr#C(aU)+ p $10 . . . 0 ] ( n u ) . The
coefficients a and p have the s a m e sign in the bonding orbital and
different signs in the antibonding orbital. The final a +,a:, and a
g
g
combinations a r e obtained in the s a m e way. The energy-level diag r a m f o r CO, i s given in Figure 6-2.
The 16 valence electrons occupy the lowest orbitals in the ground
state, giving the configuration (log )2 ( l a u (Zag )' (20, )' (1nu )4 (1 a )4
R
The filled "shell" configuration for the ground state transforms a s
'2;

C

Figure 6-2

co2

0

Bonding scheme for C 0 2 .

.

e

.

0
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Low-energy excited states occur by promoting an electron from
the l a orbital to the 2au orbital. The electronic configuration
g
( a ) 3 ( a U ) 1gives r i s e to states with S = 0 and S = 1. We shall cong
centrate on the singlet (S = 0) t e r m s , since only transitions from the
ground state to singlet states will be "spin-allowed."
The linear combinations of atomic orbitals which transform a s aU
and a a r e
g

The wave functions for the excited states a r e given by the possible
products ( a ) 3 ( n u ) ' . Since the distribution of a "hole" i s the s a m e
g
a s the distribution of an electron in the a orbitals (both can be disg
tributed in either a a o r a b ) , we s e e that the possible distribution
g
g
of the 4 electrons in the configuration ( a ) 3 ( a U ) 1i s equal to the disg
tribution in ( a ) I ( a U ) ' . Such a distribution gives four wave funcg
tions:
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These four wave functions, o r linear combinations of them, represent the lowest excited orbital states for the molecule. They can
be used both a s spin-singlet and spin-triplet functions since the
single orbitals a r e different.
We now examine* hoAw these y2ve f s c t i o n s transform for the symmetry operations (E, C q , G v , i C q , iq,). F i r s t , note that they a r e
odd-that i s , they change sign on inversion in the center. This is a
consequence of the fact that the product of an even and an odd function is odd.
The t r a c e for 6 i s four. The t r a c e for GV (see Figure 6-1, r e flection in the yz plane) i s

The transformation matrix i s seen to be diagonal. Thus in forming
linear combinations of $, , $, , $, , and $, which a r e to have a diagonal
transformation matrix, we must combine $, with
o r 4, with $, .
It i s convenient to make these linear combinations, in 2 r d e r to
examine how the wave functions $, to $, transform under C
We
cP '
f o r m the new combinations

+,

A rotation of the coordinate systems 1 and 2 through an angle cp
around the connection line 0 -C -0 transforms the coordinates to

cos cp
sin cp

s i n

7);)

cos cp

On substitution and calculation,
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From the above, it follows that

A

We s e e that Ijl, and q7 a r e "mixed" by the symmetry operation C
4P'
while I),and 4, a r e not "mixed" by any s y m p e t r y operation. Finally,
we write the transformation matrix f o r the E operation:

Using the character table for a molecule with DWh symmetry, we find
that Ijl, and Ijl, transform a s .AU, a s C; and $, a s Z,.
The lowest states for the linear CO, molecule a r e given schematically in Figure 6 -3a.
The removal of the fourfold degeneracy of the ( a )3 ( a U ) lconfigg
uration is a s usual caused by the repulsion t e r m (e2/rl, ) between the
electrons. As we have seen, we find out beforehand that there will be
three energy levels from such a configuration [six in all, if we consider triplet states (S = 1) also]. However, it is only by more quantitative calculations o r by experiments that we can find the energies
of the states.
Electronic trailsitions can take place from the ground state to the
three excited states. But these transitions a r e not all orbitally allowed. By (as for the Hz molecule) looking at the integrals JC 'RX dT,
g
in which X i s an excited state, we find that only the transition Ci
CG i s allowed. The f i r s t intense absorption band for CO, has a & x i mum at 1335A (75,000 cm-'). This band i s assigned to the transition
#J,

-

lcgc
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Figure 6 - 3

'A,

The lowest electronic singlets (S = 0)
f o r the C 0 2 molecule with ( a ) a line a r configuration in both the ground
s t a t e and the excited s t a t e s and
(b) a bent configuration.

In the above assignment we assumed that the molecule i s linear
in the excited state. This m e r i t s closer investigation. If we look at
Figure 6-2, we s e e that the n orbital i s a nonbonding orbital, and
g
with nub filled we have used up all the available n-bonding charact e r in the ground state. If we twist the 0's and make an angle
some of the n bonding i s destroyed. Thus, the ground
\o
state should prefer a linear structure, but this i s not necessarily the
case if an electron i s excited into the antibonding nu orbital.
O/

Table 6-1 Character Table for Czv
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Comparison of Orbital Symmetry P r o p e r t i e s i n Drnh and C2,

E

Orbitals i n D r n h

C2(y)

a , (xy)

a, (yz)

Symmetry
in Czv

The angular molecule has the following symmetry operations
(symmetry CZv):

6

~ Z ( Y )

~

X

Y

)

Gv(yz)

The characters for the representations in Czv a r e given in Table
6-1.
We place the bent CO, molecule in the coordinate system shown
in Figure 6-4 and examine how the previously constructed molecular
orbitals transform in the new molecular geometry. We obtain the
results shown in Table 6-2. Note that in the C,, symmetry there

Figure 6-4 The C 0 2 molecule lies in
the y z plane.
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Figure 6-5

Molecular orbitals for
(a) a linear C 0 2 molecule
and (b) a bent C 0 2 molecule.

a r e no doubly degenerate s e t s and that, consequently, the degeneracy
of the n orbitals i s removed.
In Figure 6-5 the molecular-orbital energy levels for the linear
CO, molecule (Figure 6-2) a r e displayed on the left-hand side. By
bending the 0 - C - 0
angle a little, we have the energy levels shown
on the right-hand side.
In the f i r s t approximation, the splitting of the a levels will be
symmetrical; one component will be a s much above the original level
a s the other one will be below. Since l.rr and In, in the ground state
g
a r e filled with electrons, and since all the orbitals more stable than
lru a r e filled, there i s no net gain in stability in the ground state by
bending the molecule.
If we consider the splitting of 2 n u , we s e e that one of the new a,
levels can interact with a, ( 3 a i ) , since they have the s a m e symmetry
and a r e close to each other. Thus, a , ( 2 ~ will
~ ) be strongly stabilized a t the expense of a , (30;). The other decomposed component,
b, (2nu), has no nearby orbital of the s a m e symmetry with which it
can interact. Thus, the b, orbital i s rather unaffected by the bending (Figure 6-6). All this means that if we excite an electron from
lng
2nu (components b,, a,), the CO, molecule will bend if the
electron occupies a , (2su) but will stay linear if it i s excited to
b, ( 2 7 ~ ~ ) .

-
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The ground state is linear with a total wave function which t r a n s forms a s 'C +. Of the four "product functions" (b, )' (a, )l (a, ),, (b, ),x
g
(a, )' (b, )' , (a, )' (b2)' (a, ) I , and (a, )' (b, )l (bl ) l , which a r e wave functions for the low-energy excited states, the first and third will be
"bent" states and the second and fourth will have a linear configuration.
The total symmetries f o r these four states a r e
( b) ( a) ( a ) : A
(b, ), (a,

)l

(bl )l : lBz

(bent)
(linear)

(a, )' (b2)l (a, )' : lB,

(bent)

(a, ), (b2)l (b, )l : lA2

(linear)

Figure 6-3 shows the correlation of the excited states in the bent
molecule to the states in the linear CO, . From the single orbitals
we s e e that on bending we have '2; -- 'A, , etc.
The absorption spectrum of CO, has three bands, a s shown in
Figure 6-7. The absorption at 75,000 cm-l i s still interpreted a s
'c; ('B, ). The molecule i s almost
the "allowed" transition '2'
g

-

Figure 6-6

Variation of t h e molecular-orbital
energy levels i n C 0 2 a s a function of
a , the angle 0-C-0.
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I

59,000

67,000

75,000

-crn-l

Figure 6-7 The absorption spectrum of the C 0 2 molecule.

linear in the 'C.: excited state, a s predicted. The weaker bands at
59,000 cm-land 67,000 cm-l a r e assigned, respectively, '2;
'A,
( IhU) and '2;
'B2 ( 'AU ). These two excited states a r e associated

-

-

with a bent molecular configuration.

6 - 2 THE H 2 0 MOLECULE
As the second example of a triatomic molecule, we shall consider
the bonding in the water molecule. Water in i t s ground s t a t e has an
angle i s about 105".
angular configuration in which the H-0-H
This angle is often explained a s the angle of 90" between two 2p oxygen orbitals, expanded a little due to the mutual repulsion of the
two protons (Figure 6-8). One ignores in this description the two
"lone pairs" of electrons on oxygen ( 2 ~(2p
) ~)'. However, we must
z
remember that the "lone pairs" of electrons repel each other
strongly, and calculations have shown that in H,O this i s a very i m portant effect. The eight valence electrons in the H,O molecule will
naturally t r y to stay a s f a r apart from each other a s possible. This
is accomplished by hybridizing the 2s and the three 2p orbitals of
the oxygen to four equivalent orbitals, which a r e directed toward
the corners of a regular tetrahedron (Figure 6-9).
The ion 0,- will have its four lone pairs distributed in the four

TRIATOMIC MOLECULES

Figure 6-8

NaYve picture of H 2 0 9 s
ground state.

tetrahedral orbitals. Two protons use two of these orbitals,
which destroys a little of the hybridization. The two N"s draw
electron density away from the oxygen. Thus, the two orbitals which
the protons s h a r e have a little more 2p "character." This i s the
localized description of the two 0-H bonds, with the two lone pairs
in the remaining two orbitals.

Figure 6-9

"Tetrahedral model" of HzO. For reflection in the plane a,, 4 = 3 . For reflection in a:, 1 = 2.
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Ideally one can, therefore, consider the H-O-H
angle a s derived from the tetrahedral angle of 109 O 28'. This angle i s s m a l l e r
in the H20 molecule (about 105"), owing to the expansion of the electron cloud by the two protons. This idea i s consistent with the fact
that the F-O-F
angle in OF, i s only 102O, since we expect F + to
draw much more electrbn density than H'. The result i s that the
pure sp3 hybridization i s disturbed even more. The 2p character in
the F - 0 bond is l a r g e r and the angle is closer to 90'.
Let us now construct four equivalent orbitals directed out to the
corners of a cube, a s in Figure 6-9. As our basis functions we have
2.3, 2px, 2pv, and 2pZ. An orbital directed toward 1 in the f i r s t octant must bk made up of equivalent amounts of 2p 7 2py , and 2~
z'
and with 2s distributed equally among the four hybrids we have

Similarly, for $,

, $, , and

,

Notice that the four hybrid orbitals all a r e orthogonal to each other.
They a r e also normalized to 1; the coefficients of $ a r e needed for
that purpose. The four hybrid orbitals a r e called sp3 hybrids.
Using two of the spS hybrids to form bonds with the two hydrogen
atoms, e.g., $, and $,, we have a s e t of LCAO-MO's,
sol

=

~ $ +1

(6-23)

+$I

The energies of the molecular orbitals will be, in o r d e r of increasing
energy 1

wb (so,

=

wb ( R ) < W($3 1

=

W($4

< W* ( s o l )

With six electrons from oxygen and two electrons from the hydrogens, the electronic ground state of water in this formulation i s
1

:

(sop)"&)

($3 )2 ($4
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It i s c l e a r that all the bonding orbitals and all the nonbonding orbitals
a r e occupied.
This description i s then a localized description, because we cons i d e r one 0 -H bond a s completely independent of the other one.
Let us now consider a delocalized description of the bonding in wat e r . F i r s t we investigate the transformation properties of the various
atomic orbitals, because we want to f o r m a s general a s e t of molecul a r orbitals a s possible.
The symmetry operations of the water molecule a r e collected in
Table 6-3, together with the transformation properties of the sundry
orbitals classified under CZv, the point group of water (see Figure
6-9).
The most general molecular orbitals which can be constructed
a r e thus of the type

The bonding scheme i s s e t out in Figure 6-10.
The ground state i s 'A, (ap )' (bp )' (a, )' (b, )'. Notice that the 3 x 3
determinantal equation for the a, orbital gives three roots: one
strongly bonding, one nearly nonbonding, and one strongly antibonditlg .
By making the linear combinations $,
$, and putting h, = h2 =
h, = cr and h, = A, = $p, we obtain

*

These new combinations a r e just the localized "hybrid" orbitals for

Table 6-3 Symmetry Orbitals for H 2 0
E

Cz(z)

av

a$

Transformation properties
of the orbitals
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Figure 6-10 Molecular-orbital description of the bonding i n
water.

the water molecule. The molecular-orbital method gives the most
general description of the bonding in the water molecule, and we s e e
that in this description the bonding between the H's and the 0 is
completely delocalized. To convert to the localized description we
place restrictions on some of the variational parameters. This means
we have a l e s s flexible description. However, we have an added advantage, since we can use our chemical intuition to pinpoint the location of the "bonds" in a molecule.

Nitrogen dioxide has 17 valence electrons. Since this i s an odd
number, there must be a t least 1 unpaired electron. In the ground
s t a t e the 0 - N - 0
angle i s approximately 132". The orbitals of the

TRIATOMIC MOLECULES

Table 6-4 Character Table f o r Czv Symmetry

Table 6-5

Transformation P r o p e r t i e s of NO2 Orbitals

E

C2(z)

UV(XZ)

uV(yz)

Irreducible r e p r e sentation i n C2,

Figure 6-11 The NO2 molecule i s situated i n the x z plane. The
s y m m e t r y operations a r e
E, C 2 ( z ) , oV(xz), and uV(yz).
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I

N

NO,

0---0

Figure 6-12 Energy-level scheme for NO2. Some of the dashed lines
a r e omitted in order to simplify the diagram.

molecule must be characterized according to the symmetry operations in the C,, point group. F o r practical reasons we orient the
NO, molecule a little differently in the coordinate system than the
angular CO, molecule. The symmetry operations change accordingly,
but a r e , of course, equivalent in both cases (see Figure 6-11 and
Table 6-4).
W e now examine the transformation properties of the orbitals on
N and on the two 0 atomic nuclei (see Table 6-5). The energy-level
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scheme f o r NO, is shown in Figure 6-12. The ground-state configuration i s (la, )' (lb, )' (2a1 )' (2b1)' (lb, ), (3a1 )' (la, )' (3b1 )' (4a, )' ,
(la, )' (3b1 )l (4a1 )',
which gives 'A,. The f i r s t excited s t a t e i s
with the total symmetry 'B, . The absorption band in NO,, which has
a maximum at approximately 4400 A (23,000 cm-' ), may be tentatively assigned to the 'A,
'B1 transition.

.

-

6-4 0,A N D SO2
The 0, and the SO, molecules have 18 valence electrons. They
both have angular molecular configurations, with 0-0-0
and
0-S -0 angles of about 120". The energy-level diagram for NO,
can be used to describe the electronic structures of 0, and SO,.
There i s one more electron to place in the diagram in Figure 6-12.
The ground s t a t e is then
(la, ), (3b1 )' (4a1 )' ; 'A, .
F o r SO, the lowest transitions a r e

...

.
.-

(la, )' (3b1 )' (4a1 )' ; 'Al

..

(la,

( l a , )' (3b1 )' (4a1 )' ; 'A,

and
)2

(3bl )2 (4a1 )' ; 'A,

-

(la, )' (3b1)' (4a1 (2b,

; 'B,

- (la, )' (3b1 (4a1), (Zb, )' ; 'B,
- (la, (3b1)' (4a1 (2b2 ; 'A,
)'

),

)'

(6-31)
Since the components (X,Y,Z) of the dipole vector transform a s
'B, i s orbitally allowed and polar(B, , B, ,A, ), the transition 'A,
ized at right angles to the plane of the molecule. The 'A,
'B,
transition i s polarized parallel to the plane of the molecule (A, x
B, x B, = A,), while the transition 'A,
'A, i s n o t allowed a s an
electrical-dipole transition (A, x A, = A, + B,, B,, o r A,).? The
spectrum of SO, i s shown schematically in Figure 6- 13.
Experiments show that the band at about 27,000 cm-l i s perpendicularly polarized and this transition i s assigned 'A,
IB, . The

-

-

-

-

-

t ~ e c a l that
l
transitions M
N a r e allowed only if the integral JMRN d ~ ,
in which R is the dipole vector, i s different f r o m zero. The integral i s nonz e r o provided that the product of the functions M , N, and R i s invariant to
a l l symmetry operations in the molecule under consideration. With M = A t ,
the t r a c e of M i s +1 for a l l the symmetry operations. By examining the chara c t e r table f o r Czv s y m m e t r y , we s e e that the transition i s orbitally allowed
only if the electronic excited s t a t e t r a n s f o r m s in the s a m e way a s one of the
components of the dipole vector.
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Figure 6-13

The absorption spectrum of the SO2 molecule.

transition 'A, -- 'B, is found at 34,000 cm-' . The molecular geometry of the excited state is very probably quite different from the geometry in the ground state.
The absorption spectrum of 0, should be s i m i l a r to the spectrum
of SO,. The weak band in 0, at 6000 A (= 16,600 cm-' ) with gmax =
1, can be assigned a s the orbitally forbidden 'A, -- 'A, transition.

7 / Selected Molecules with
Four or More Atoms

The f i r s t tetratomic molecule we shall treat i s H,O,. The s t r u c t u r e of H,O, , from electron-diffraction measurements, is "helical,"
a s shown in Figure 7-1.
F o r the 0-0 bonding, we form (2p, + 2s) and (2p, - 2s) hybrids on the two oxygen atomic nuclei (Figure 7 - 2 ) .
The bonding in the ground state of 0;- i s indicated by the diagram

Figure 7-1 Molecular structure of Hz Oz . The angles
a and p a r e actually somewhat larger than
90".
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Figure 7- 2 Orbitals in 0;-

I

0

Figure 7-3

0;-

.

0

A bonding scheme for 0;-

.
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Figure 7-4

Bonding between 0(2px ) and l s ( H ) in Hz Oz

.

given in Figure 7-3. Note that we have 14 valence electrons in the
energy levels. With 14 electrons the bonding and the antibonding n
orbitals a r e filled, and thus the 0;- ion is not a s stable a s 0,. The
4 electrons in (2p, - 2s) orbitals a r e the "lone pairs."
If we bond a proton t o one of the 0's using a 2px orbital, there
is a resulting gain in stability. This i s shown by the energy-level
diagram in Figure 7-4. The second proton can be bonded to the
other oxygen by using either the 2px o r the 2p orbital. If the 2px
Y
orbital is used, the two 2p orbitals on the 0's a r e able to combine
Y
to give bonding and antibonding n orbitals (Figure 7-5). This i s not
iavorable because both the bonding and the antibonding n(py) orbitals
a r e fully occupied.
However, by using the 2px orbital on one of the oxygens and the

Figure 7-5

Hypothetical

T

bonding between O(p ) - O(p ).

Y

Y
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and
Y1
2px2 orbitals that remain a r e not able to interact. These occupied
2pY orbital on the other oxygen for the 0-H

bonds, the 2p

orbitals represent two new "lone pairs" of electrons.
This type of argument allows u s to rationalize the "staggered"
molecular structure exhibited by H,O, (shown in Figure 7-1). The
above argument i s a fancy way of saying that the lone p a i r s repel
each other strongly, and thus prefer to occupy orbitals that a r e
perpendicular to each other. This simple view is consistent with
the observed structure. We could also say that a "slight" sp3 hyangle s m a l l e r
bridization (as in H,O) exists, with the H-0-0
than the tetrahedral angle, owing t o the difference in the bonding
and nonbonding electron pairs. This is, of course, in agreement
with the experimental structure determinations.

7-2 FORMALDEHYDE, H,CO
The formaldehyde molecule is planar in i t s ground state (Figure
7-6). We f i r s t construct three strong 5 bonds involving the carbon,
the two hydrogen, and the oxygen atoms. Since the angles in the
plane all a r e approximately 120°, we construct t h r e e equivalent o r bitals in the xy plane which a r e directed from carbon toward HI, H,,
and 0. For this purpose we hybridize the t h r e e carbon atomic o r bitals 2s, 2px, and 2py. F r o m three orbitals we can construct t h r e e
linearly independent hybrid orbitals.
Along the x axis we have an orbital $, = cr(px) + P(s), in which
a, and IJ a r e the "mixing coefficients" in the hybridization. Since
we want to construct three equivalent orbitals, each one must have
of the C(2s) orbital.

5

Figure 7-6 The geometry of formaldehyde
in the ground state.
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Recall that 2px, 2py, 2pz, and 2s all a r e orthogonal to each
other. Thus, the condition for the normalization of Iji, is

with 8' =

$,

we have

(r2

=

5. Finally,

To construct an orbital equivalent to q,, we rotate Iji, by 120".
Since
cos 120'
sin 120"

-sin 120)

(;)

cos 120"

and p, transforms a s x, we have for the orbitals directed toward H(,)

A further rotation of $

H(1)

by 120" gives

which goes back t o
on a final rotation of 120". These three o r bitals a r e called the sp2, or "trigonal," hybrids of carbon. We
notice that C(2pz ) has not been used, and that the boundary s u r faces of the three hybrids actually form 120" angles with each
other.
On the oxygen we hybridize 2px and 2s a s usual (see Figure 7-6)
and form 2px - 2s and 2p + 2s. The o electronic structure for
x.
formaldehyde i s shown in Figure 7-7, with a "lone pair" on 0
directed away from the carbon.
O(1s)' electrons,
All together we have, ignoring C(ls)%d
2 x 1(H) + 4(C) + 6 ( 0 ) = 12 valence electrons, of which we have
accounted for 8. Still available a r e C(p, ) and 0 ( 2 p y ) (2pz ). The
n-type orbitals situated on C and 0 a r e shown in Figure 7-8. We
s e e that C(p,) and O(pZ) form n molecular orbitals. The 2py o r bital on oxygen i s nonbonding. Assuming that the u bonding orbitals
a r e very stable and therefore that the o antibonding orbitals have
very high energy, we obtain a schematic energy diagram as given in
Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-7 The a electronic structure of formaldehyde.

Formaldehyde has symmetry operations which place it in the
point group CZv. The character table for CZv was given in Table
6- 1. Since O ( P )~transforms a s b, and O(pZ) a s b,, the ground

.

state is . . (b:)2 (bJ2; 'A1.
The lowest electronic excited state occurs on exciting one of the
electrons in the b, nonbonding orbital to the antibonding n orbital
(b:). The electronic configuration is then . . . ( b t )Z (b,)' (b :)I. Since
the two different orbitals (b,) and (b*,) each contain an electron, the
excited electronic configuration gives states with S = 0 and S = 1.
Because the product of two functions transforming a s b, and b,
transforms as a, (see Table 6-I), we obtain 3A, and 'A, excited
states (Figure 7-10). Hund's rule tells u s that the triplet state 3A,
has lower energy than the 'A, state.

Figure 7-8

T

orbitals in formaldehyde.

M O L E C U L E S W I T H F O U R OR M O R E A T O M S
o antibonding

a bonding

Figure 7-9 Molecular orbitals in H2 CO.

(b,I1(b#l

-\.

,,'

'A,
=A-

Figure 7-10 The lowest terms for
formaldehyde.
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Figure 7-11 The molecular structure of formaldehyde

in the excited state I A ~ . The barrier for
the "umbrella inversion'' of 0 is 650 cm-I.
Because the components (x,Y, Z) of the dipole vector in CZv
transform a s (A,, B,, B,) the transition 'A, -- 'A2 is orbitally
3A2 is both orbitally forbidden and
forbidden. The transition 'A,
spin-forbidden. Although the transitions a r e theoretically forbidden,
they a r e both observed but with small intensities. The 'A, -- 3A,
transition i s found between 4000 and 3000 A, and ,A,
'A, i s found
between 3700 and 2300 A. We shall not discuss the mechanisms that
make these transitions slightly allowed. The 'A,
'A, transition,
with a maximum around 3000 A, is a trademark of the carbonylgroup.
Both of these transitions transfer a nonbonding oxygen electron
into the n antibonding C=O orbital. Both transitions should, therefore, be accompanied by an increase in the C- 0 bond length. This
is verified experimentally. In the excited state the C -0 distance
is -1.31 A, but it is only 1.22 A in the ground state. In addition, in
the excited states the oxygen atomic nucleus is no longer in the
plane formed by H,
,H. The out-of-plane bending i s about 20"
(see Fig. 7-11).

-

-

-

7 - 3 THE BORON HYDRIDE B2H6
The last molecule we shall consider in this chapter is diborane,
B2H,. Electron diffraction indicates the molecular structure of B2H,
a s shown in Figure 7-12. Ha, Hp, Hy , and H6 lie in the yz plane,
while B2H2 lies in the xz plane.
If we ignore the B(1s)' electrons we have 2 x 3 ( 8 ) + 6(H) = 12
valence electrons. We assume that the B 2s and 2p orbitals a r e sp3hybridized. Thus 8 electrons can be placed in four o bonds from the
two borons to Ha, HB, Hy , and H6 This means that we have 4
h).Clearly,
electrons left to dispose of in the s i x orbitals
diborane is an "electron-deficient" molecule. There a r e more
valence orbitals than there a r e electrons.
We construct the following orbitals in an attempt to explain the

.

.
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Figure 7-12
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The structure of diborane.

bonding in the B,H, part of diborane, in which the two hydrogens
bridge the two borons:

The symmetry operations of the molecule place it in the point group
Drh . The DZh character table i s given in Table 7- 1.
q6 transform, we find $,(ag), qz(Brg),q3(blU),
By examining how
and $,, and also 4, and q,,
#4(b3U),q5(ag),and i~i,(b,~).Notice that
can be combined. Thus we obtain the bonding scheme shown in

..
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rn
a antibonding

Figure 7-13

Bonding scheme for BzH6

Figure 7-13. The four electrons completely fill the ag and b,,
bonding orbitals. Thus the ground state i s 'Ag.
The exercises we have gone through for a few simple molecules
can be carried out no matter how complicated the molecular geome t r y is. The only condition i s that we know this geometry. The
placing of single-electron energy levels i s best accomplished by
doing a thorough calculation, but the qualitative level schemes
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Table 7-1 Character Table for Dzh

arrived at by the u s e of symmetry properties a r e often very useful.
The energies of excited states for molecules a r e very difficult to
calculate by any theoretical method-therefore, we almost always
rely on experiments f o r this information.
In the next chapter we shall discuss molecular orbital theory a s
applied to transition metal complexes. Since we shall be dealing with
d orbitals, the power of the symmetry methods developed up to this
point will be clearly shown.

8 /Molecular Orbitals Involving
d Valence Orbitals

8-1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The transition metal ions possess a very stable set of d orbitals,
and it is likely that d orbitals a r e involved in bonding in all transition metal complexes, regardless of structure. The common structures that use d valence orbitals for forming o bonding molecular
orbitals a r e square-planar, tetrahedral, and octahedral. Examples
of these structures a r e given in Figure 8-1.
In addition to a set of nd valence orbitals, the transition metal
ions have available (n + 1)s and (n + 1)p valence orbitals. Since
the transition metal ion is centrally located in most complexes, the
molecular orbitals a r e conveniently written in the form

where q

M

is the metal orbital, Qlia is a normalized combination of

attached to the metal in a
ligand orbitals (ligands a r e the
complex), h is the mixing coefficient, and N is a normalizing
constant:

d VALENCE ORBITALS
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square-planar

Figure 8-1 Structures that use d orbitals in bonding.

In Eq. (8-2) G is the total overlap of the metal orbital with the
linear combination of ligand orbitals,

A quantity of some usefulness in the discussion of the electronic
s t r u c t u r e s of complexes is the "fraction of electronic charge" found
on the central ion. Consider, for instance, a complex ML?',
containing ligands which a r e neutral molecules. In an ionic model the
charge distribution would be M'+ (L,)'. It is, however, much more
likely that the positive charge is "smeared out" over the complex,
with the charge on the metal close to zero, and each ligand having a
positive charge of approximately Z/6.
Examining the molecular orbital Z/J = N ( $ +
~ hmlig), it is apparent that the fraction of electronic charge "belonging" to the
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metal atom i s N2. However, to keep the formal charges straight we
must also give to the metal atom half of 2N2hG, which is the "overlap population." Thus, this fraction for each singly-occupied o r bital i s given a s

We notice that for A = 1, the fraction is $, a s it should be f o r
symmetry reasons; each center s h a r e s the electron equally. The
fractional positive charge on the metal atom in a complex M L is~
thus

where the summation i s taken over all the valence electrons.
The importance of the concept of fractional charge is the fact
that it enables us to make rough estimates of the values of certain
molecular integrals. Consider an LCAO, ) = N ()i + A@
In a
variational treatment we have H.. =
11

Jqix $i d i ,

j

).

where X is the

Hamiltonian of the molecule. It is now possible to estimate Hii a s

Figure 8-2

Coordinate system f o r an
octahedral complex.

~
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Table 8-1 Character Table for Oh

Aig
Azg

Eg
Tig
Tzg
Aiu
-42,

E,
Ti,
Tzu

1
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
3
3

1
1
-1
0
0
1
1
-1
0
0

1
1
2
-1
-1
1
1
2
-1
-1

1
-1
0
1
-1
1
-1
0
1
-1

1
-1
0
-1
1
1
-1
0
-1
1

1
1
2
3
3
-1
-1
-2
-3
-3

1
1
-1
0
0
-1
-1
1
0
0

1
1
2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2
1
1

1
-1
0
1
-1
-1
1
0
-1
1

1
-1
0

-1
1
-1
1
0
1
-1

the ionization potential of an electron from an atom with a charge
equal to the fractional charge on the center i.
Let us now consider in some detail the molecular orbitals for an
octahedral complex containing a first-row transition metal ion. The
orbitals that will be used in the bonding scheme a r e the 3d, 4s, and
4p orbitals of the central atom and the ns and np orbitals of the
ligands. The coordinate system that is convenient for the construction of a and 71 MO's is shown in Figure 8-2. The character table
for the Oh symmetry is given in Table 8-1.

8-2 MOLECULAR ORBITALS FOR
A N OCTAHEDRAL MOLECULE
We shall now find the transformation properties of the 3d, 4s,
and 4p orbitals of the central atom in octahedral symmetry. The
symmetry operations a r e given in Figure 8-3.
We have, by looking at one of the C, symmetry operations, that

(f)(i).

2,

=

Using this operation,

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY
\

Figure 8-3

Symmetry operations in O h .

and

It is evident that the s e t s (s), (p,, py , p, ), (dz2, dxz-yz), alld
Table 8-2

Traces of Transformation Matrices
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(dm, dyz , dxy ) a r e mixed together under this symmetry operation.
By performing the other symmetry operations, we find that the
t r a c e s of the transformation matrices a r e a s given in Table 8-2. By
comparison with the character table of Oh we s e e that (s) t r a n s f o r m s a s alg, ( p x , p y 9 p Z )a s tlu, (dx2-y\dzz) a s e g ' and
(dxy , dxz ,dyz ) a s tzg.

8-3 LIGAND-ORBITAL REPRESENTATIONS
In the next step we find the linear combinations of the ligand ns
and np orbitals which can be used f o r bonding. The o orbitals a r e
(Figure 8-2) ns and np, and the a orbitals a r e np, and npy. Since
ns and npZ will transform in exactly the same way, we shall adopt
a linear combination of the two for the a valence orbital furnished
by'the ligands, i.e.,
(8-9)

a(lig) = @$(s) + -$(pz)

F i r s t we construct six linearly independent molecular orbitals
from the s i x ligand a functions. The t r a c e of the six a functions
under the symmetry operations of Oh i s

F r o m the character table 8-1 we s e e that the six orbitals behave a s
the combination alg, tlu, and eg.
The totally symmetric a(alg) orbital can be written by inspection:

I
o(alg) = - (a, + a,

fl

+ U,

+ ~4

+ 05

+

a,)

-

(8-10)

This ligand combination i s normalized, neglecting overlap between
the s i x a orbitals. Thus, we have for the complete alg molecular
wave function,

With
c,"

cz2 + 2c1 c2G

=

1

Remembering that p orbitals change sign on inversion in the
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center, the "extension" of the metal p orbitals to the ligands leads
to the functions (Figure 8-2)

Again, we s e e that the p orbitals and the linear combinations of u o r bitals "follow" each other under the various symmetry operations.
With dX2-y2 and d,2 we construct the a orbitals a s follows: The
"extension"

of the dX2-y2 orbital to the ligand orbitals yields

Let u s now rotate this orbital, using the threefold axis (see Figure
8-2):

Hence these two linear combinations a r e the o molecular orbitals
transforming a s e
Note that we have now used up all the a valence
g'
orbitals: e.g., let u s add up all the u, parts:

We now turn our attention to the .rr ligand orbitals. We s e e that
the proper wave function with (d,,) is (see Figure 8-2)
@(dm) = c. (d,)

+

c, t ( y 1

+

x,

+

x3

+

(8-17)

Y6)

e,

and +(dyz ) and lii(dxy) can be obtained by use of the
operator.
All in all, by matching the metal-orbital lobes in sign and magnitude
we get the results shown in Table 8-3.
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Table 8-3

Proper Ligand Orbital Combinations for an Octahedral Complex
Ligand combination must match

Representation

Ligand
combination

The possible combinations of ligand 71 orbitals a r e found by looking at the t r a c e of all the 71 ligand orbitals under the various symmetry operations of the octahedron:

The t r a c e s of the transformation matrices a r e made up of tlg, tZg,
t l u , and t2, s e t s of functions. We can, a s shown above, easily find
the combinations which transform like t2g and tlu.
We have yet t o find the tlg and t2, ligand combinations. There
a r e no metal orbitals with these symmetries. Therefore, we know
tlg and t2, will be nonbonding in the metal complex. The tlg and
t2, combinations a r e found by recalling from the Oh character
table that the character under C, i s -1 for T, and 1 for T,. This
means that the t2g combinations a r e converted to t by changing
lg
every other sign,
Y1 - xs
X2

-

+

x3 - Ys

Y5 + Y4

- Xs

X1 - Yz + Y3 - X4
Similary, tzUi s obtained from tlu by alternate sign changes,

(8- 18)

Table 8-4

Metal and Ligand Orbitals f o r the Molecular Orbitals of a n Octahedral Complex
Ligand orbitals

Representation

Metal orbital

u

71
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The metal and normalized ligand combinations f o r an octahedral
complex a r e grouped in o and a classifications and summarized in
Table 8-4.

8 - 4 GROUP OVERLAP OF METAL A N D
L I G A N D ORBITALS
The total overlap of a metal orbital and a linear combination of
ligand orbitals is called the group overlap G. That is,

where $ i s a normalized metal orbital and @ i s a normalized
M
L
combination of ligand orbitals.
The G's a r e usually expressed in t e r m s of the two-atom overlap
integrals,

The standard two-atom overlaps a r e shown in Figure 8-4. For an
octahedral complex, we have the following group overlaps:
G[alg(o)]

=

1
y6
(a,

/4s

+ a, + a, + o, + o, + o,) d7

(2 + 2 + 2) S (a,3do) =

- - A

a s (a, 3da)

2 n
=

G[tl, (a)]

=

=

/ 3 d , ~ - ~ 2 $(o, - a, + a, - o,) d i
4px

1

(o, - o,) d~ = v"TS (o,4p,)

1
J'4p - (a,
y f l

(8-23)

-

o,) d r

=

/4p

1

-(a, - a,) d r
za

(8-24)
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Figure 8-4 Standard two-atom overlaps.

In Appendix 8A is given an example calculation of G[e (a)].
g

8 - 5 ENERGY CALCULATION'S
Approximate energies of the molecular orbitals a r e obtained by
solving the secular equation 1 H.. - W G 1 = 0. There i s one sec4
9
ular equation to solve for each type of orbital. Thus, we have a
lg,
eg , tag, and tlu secular equations in Oh symmetry.

d VALENCE ORBITALS

Figure 8- 5 Molecular -orbital energy-level scheme f o r an octahedral complex.

The problem is in estimating the Coulomb (Hii) and exchange (Hij)
integrals. A simple method estimates the Coulomb integrals a s
atomic ionization potentials. Since single-electron ionization potentials a r e functions of charge and electronic configuration, it is important to iterate until the Coulomb integrals taken a r e appropriate
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for the final charge distribution and electronic configuration calculated for the complex.
The exchange integrals a r e assumed to be proportional to the
overlap integrals since
" $GML (#M z,bM + GL GL ):

A value of k of about 2 has been used in most cases.
The energies of the molecular orbitals for an octahedral complex
ML, a r e shown in Figure 8-15. There a r e 36 + n electrons t o place
in the molecular orbitals (6 from each ligand and n from the central
atom). As a simple example, we find that the ground state of TiFzis

since Ti3+ contributes 1 electron. The details of a calculation of
C r F i - a r e given in Appendix 8B.

8-6 ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
METAL COMPLEXES
A low-lying excited state in TiFz- occurs upon excitation of an
electron from tzg(,*)
eg (a*). It i s now established that the
colors of many transition metal complexes a r e due to such "d-d"
transitions. The energy separation between eg (a*) and tZg(n*) is
known a s A, o r 10 Dq, and we s e e that the molecular-orbital theory
predicts a positive A because of the difference in the covalent interaction of the d, and d, valence orbitals. The value of 10 Dq in
TiFi- is obtained from the weak-absorption-band system in the
5000 to 7000 A region of the spectrum, which is due to the parity2Eg. Then hF = 10 Dq " 17,000 cm-'
forbidden transition 'TZg

-

+

for the complex TiFi-. The value of 10 Dq in all cases of interest
is obtained from experiment. It i s found that for trivalent ions of
the f i r s t transition s e r i e s Dq
2000 cm-' and for divalent ions of
the f i r s t transition s e r i e s Dq
1000 cm-l.
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Higher electronic excited states a r i s e on excitation of an electron
from a bonding o r nonbonding MO into tZg(a*) o r eg (o*). Since the
bonding and nonbonding MO's a r e mainly localized around the ligands, and t (a*) and eg (a*) a r e mainly located on the metal, this
2g
type of transition i s known a s ligand-to-metal charge transfer
(abbreviated L
M). The f i r s t such band occurs higher than
50,000 cm-I in TiF:-.
In certain complexes, low-lying eltcited states a r i s e by the transf e r of an electron from an orbital based on the metal to an orbital
L)
based on the ligands. This i s called metal-to-ligand (M
charge transfer, and it i s exhibited by complexes containing ligands
such a s NO, CO, and CN-, which have relatively stable a* orbitals.

-

-

A P P E N D lX 8 A / Evaluation of

G Leg(@ 1

Recall from Eq. (8-23) that

Expanding, we have

The integrals involving a, and a, a r e just the two-atom overlaps
S(a, do) shown in Figure 8-1. Thus we have

/ (3dZz)(20,)

d7

=

J (3dzz ) (20,)

d~ = 2S(a,3da)

(8-3 1)

The integral involving a,, a,, a,, and a, is transformed into the

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY
Table 8-6 Coordinate Transformations

z- Y
x--2
Y-x

'

-

z-X
x-y
y--z

-

z
-x
x- z

z
-y
x--x

Y--Y

Y - 2

standard two-atom overlap integral S(cr,3dU) by rotating the metal
coordinate system t o coincide with the coordinate systems of ligands
and @. Referring back t o Figure 7-12 we s e e that the
rotation of metal coordinates leads to the transformations of Table
8-5. Since the angular part of 3dz2 = c(3z2 - r2), we find

0,
0,
0,

-(3dZz) (a,)

=

-c(3y2 - r2)(a)

(8-32)

Adding equations (8-32), (8-33), (8-34), and (8-35), we have

- (3dZ2) (a, + a,

+ a, + c4)d r = -c

=

-c J(2x2 + 2y2 - 4z2)a d~

=

2 J(3dzz) (a) dT

Thus, from Eq. (8-30),

=

=

2S(o,3da)

(6x2 + 6y2 - 4r"u d r

2 Jc(3z2 - r2)o d~
(8-36)
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A P P E N D I X 8 B / Example Calculations
8-7 BASIS FUNCTIONS
The valence orbitals taken f o r a molecular-orbital calculation of
a transition metal complex a r e the nd, (n + l ) s , and (n + l ) p metal
orbitals and appropriate a and n functions of the ligands. Many of
these valence orbitals a r e not individually b a s i s functions f o r an irreducible representation in the symmetry under consideration. Symmetry b a s i s functions transforming properly must be constructed, by
methods analogous t o those used throughout this volume. The r e s u l t s
f o r a number of important symmetries a r e tabulated in this volume
in various places, a s follows:
DWh: Eqs. (6-1) and (6-2)
C,, : Table 6-5

Oh : Table 8-4
Td : Table 8-6

C4v : Table I, Ballhausen-Gray reprint
Dlh : Table 11, Gray-Ballhausen reprint

8-8 NORMALIZATION INCLUDING
LIGAND-LIGAND OVERLAP
The basis functions r e f e r r e d to in Section 8-7 a r e normalized
assuming z e r o ligand-ligand overlap. In reality, of course, the
ligand valence orbitals overlap, and this should be taken into consideration when normalizing the basis functions. As an example,
consider one of the T, (as ) functions for a tetrahedral molecule
(see Table 8-6). For as of T,, row 1:

=

a [4 - 4 ~ ( s , s ) ]= [l - S(s,s)l

Thus,
us (t,

"' )

=

1

(sl -

2[1 - S ( S , S ) ] ' / ~

S'

+ S3

-

s4)

Table 8-6 Basis Functions for Td ~ o l e c u i e s ~
Irreducible
representation

Row

A1

1

Metal orbitals

Ligand orbitals

-

S

-

3(ik,

f [h(px*
+[6(PX1
3

+

+

-

Px,

+

Px,

1

+

px4

px2 - Px3 - Px,)
PX2+PX3- Px4)

1

~ P Y ~ + ~p ~ Y3+ P
~Y4+

' ~ e f e r r e dto the coordinate system shown in Figure 8-6.

+

p ~ +i p ~ 2-

Py3 -

- p y 1 + p ~ 2- p

I

p ~ 4

~ 3 + p ~ 4 1

d
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Figure 8-6

Table 8-7

Coordinate system for a tetrahedral
complex.

Correction for Ligand-Ligand Overlap-Tetrahedral

Irreducible
basisfuncrepresentation
tion Iki

Geometry a

Correction factor Ni

a The subscripts o and a denote the type of overlap involved; L means
ligand orbital.
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Table 8-8 Correction for Ligand- Ligand Overlap- Octahedral Geometry a
Irreducible
representation

*I,

Ligand
function

Correction factor Ni

Z I + Z ~ + z 3 + Z ( + Z 5 + Z ~[ l + s ( U L . a L ; 2 ~ )

+ 2S(aL, u L ; f i R )
- + 2s

kL

, nL ;V'TR)]-~"

(a L , u L ; 2R ) means the overlap between two ligand a functions a t distance 2R, where R i s the metal-ligand internuclear separation.

By similar procedures, it i s found that the basis functions previously
tabulated must be multiplied by correction factors in o r d e r to be
correctly normalized including ligand-ligand overlap. For tetrahedral and octahedral geometries, correction factors a r e given in
Tables 8-7 and 8-8.
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8 - 9 EVALUATION OF A GROUP
OVERLAP INTEGRAL: GT2(d,oS)

To evaluate S(dyZ, s,) we may resolve dyz into d orbitals based
on a new coordinate system x', y', z', with the z' axis coincident
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with the z, axis of atom 1, the x' axis parallel to the x, axis, and
the y' axis parallel to the y, axis. This is shown in Figure 8-7.
The new coordinate system x', y', z' is related to the old coordinate
system x, y, z by the following Euler angles17:

where tan b =

(")
z'

=

cos
(-sin#
0

1
-,

a

sin b

sin #
c o0s ;

=

-,1

and cos b = -

a.

J'j-

.) (koso

0
1

0

0
-sin6

new

old

0
csin.)
os6

cos cP
(-sin+
0

s i n cP
c o0s 1

:)(I)
1

old

new

Some useful relationships involving the normalized angular p a r t s of
the d orbitals a r e a s follows:

d VALENCE ORBITALS

We can now c a r r y out the resolution of the old d
orbital in the new
YZ
(primed) coordinate system.

Figure 8-7

Transformed coordinate system
for evaluation of an overlap integral, S(dy,, sl ) .
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iA check of the normalization gives
+ $ + $ + $ = 1. Next
we can evaluate the overlap integral ~ ( d , s,). Since the z' axis
coincides with the internuclear axis, d "has been resolved into
YZ
components which a r e a. r , o r 6 with respect to the internuclear
axis, whereas s, i s , of course. CJ with respect to this axis.

=

g

3

~

Si-

IF

d d~ +~ - ~
JdXIZI
2 s1d7
~ -~ /dyrZ, s1d7
6
6

where M and L denote metal and ligand, respectively.
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Table 8- 10 Group Overlap Integrals- Octahedral ~ e o m e ta r ~

(4,
for the a l a
g

L

for example, i s the normalization constant

combination, including ligand-ligand overlap.

Similar procedures can be used to evaluate other group overlap
integrals. The results for tetrahedral and octahedral geometries
a r e given in Tables 8-9 and 8-10.

8-10

RADIAL FUNCTIONS

The radial functions for atoms through argon tabulated by
Clementi"' a r e particularly useful for simple MO calculations.
Other sources a r e watsonQ' and Richardson et al.(3)for transition metal atoms, and Slater'4) for simple single-exponential-term
functions.

8-11 B O N D DISTANCES
Bond distances a r e needed for overlap integral calculations.
Standard sources a r e S ~ t t o n , ' ~Pauling,
'
( 6 ) and Wells. (7)

8-12

OVERLAP INTEGRALS

Evaluation of two-atom overlap integrals has been discussed by
Mulliken et a1.'8' Tables of overlap integrals a r e given in Mulliken
et al.,'* Jaffe et al.,"' Leifer et al.,'1° and Craig et al.(ll Lofthus
gives some additional master formula^."^'

'

'

'
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8-13 COULOMB INTEGRALS (Hii)
The Coulomb integrals Hii which appear in the secular equation
a r e approximated a s valence-state ionization energies (VSIE's)
corrected for ligand-ligand overlap, if any. In general, each VSIE
is a function of the charge and the orbital configuration of the atom
in the molecule in question. Arlen Viste and Harold Basch at Columbia have calculated the average energies of all the t e r m s in the
important orbital configurations for the atoms hydrogen through
krypton. These average t e r m energies were calculated for neutral,
singly ionized, and doubly ionized atoms, and in some instances for
higher ionized species; the one-electron ionization energies of var ious orbital configurations a r e given in Table 8-11 for the first-row
transition metal atoms. One-electron ionization energies for some
important ligand atoms a r e given in Table 8- 12.
In Sections 8-16 and 8-17 the example calculations of MnO, and
CrFi- outline in some detail the use of the VSIE's given in Tables
8-11 and 8-12.

8-14 EXCHANGE INTEGRALS

( H o e )

.'I

The exchange integral between two orbitals on different atoms is
assumed to be a function of the overlap of the two orbitals a s well
a s their stabilities. Wolfsberg and Helmholz suggested the approximation 'I3 )

(

H!. + Hi.

H..

13

=

F..
13

l1
J)

with F approximately two. We have used the very similar approximation '14 )

which is, of course, approximately equal to the Wolf sberg-Helmholz
formula when F % 2 and HI. "- HI. .
11

8-15

33

OVERLAP CORRECTION FOR Hii
OF LIGANDS

F o r the ligand functions we have
#i =

Z
aia*Ia
ff
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The basic assumption i s that for two different atomic orbitals
(two orbitals on different atoms, o r different orbitals on the s a m e
atom), cPk and cp,,

Using this assumption,

Hiuia = Hii, the diagonal element uncorrected f o r ligand-ligand
overlap. If qi has already been normalized neglecting ligand-ligand
overlap, then Ni i s the correction factor for the normalization,
a:,
= 1.
which was tabulated previously. In this case,
a!

Let

For the central metal-atom orbitals, of course, Hii = H!.11' That the
off-diagonal elements H. a r e to be computed from the uncorrected
lj
H!.11 rather than the corrected Hii can be shown a s follows:

H - = NN.
'J

l

J

(The assumption

Cza i a a j P

a

(Pi,

u

S

[-2.00(fI.

H. . ) 1 / 2 ~ ( i ajp)]
,
laia JYJP

a J.Er is a reasonable one, since 'lii and +.J

a r e symmetry basis functions belonging to the s a m e row of the
s a m e irreducible representation.)
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Table 8-11 VSIE Results-First-Row

Transition Metals

Valence state ionization energies (VSIE's) a r e tabulated here. The VSIE's
a r e obtained by appropriately combining the values of Wav for the two configurations under consideration, together with the appropriate ionization potential. Wav i s the weighted mean of the energies of the t e r m s arising from a
configuration, relative to the ground state of the atom o r ion in question. The
weighting factor i s equal to the total degeneracy (spin x orbital) of the term.
If necessary, the average can be taken over the J components weighted by
their degeneracies. For example, Wav (P2) = [9W( 3 ~ +) 5W( ID) + W( IS)]
provided the J components a r e not too widely separated.
The VSIE's (given in 1000 cm-I) have been smoothed by subjecting the
available data across the transition s e r i e s to a least-squares fit, for given
charge, s , and p character. The fit i s quadratic if not more than two VSIE's
a r e missing o r omitted, linear otherwise. The fitting parameters A, B, and
C in the relationship VSIE = A (n - 3)' + B (n - 3) + C a r e given, a s is the
standard deviation of the individual points from the line. Parentheses around
a value indicate that it was obtained only by interpolation, with no corresponding data being fed into the least-squares analysis (either because no data were
available, o r because the originally calculated value was off the line by
roughly two standard deviations or more).

I. 3d VSIE's
0
Atom

n

3dn

Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn

2
3
4
5

(18.7)
23.2
27.4
31.4
35.1
38.6
41.9
44.8
47.6

6

7
8
9
LO
I1
12

Standard
deviation
A
B
C

1.4
-0.13
4.4
23.2

-

+ 1 - 4-2

+1

3dn-I 4s 3dn-14p

3dn-'

+2

-

+3

3dn-24s 3dn-24p 3dn-2 3dn-3 4s

d VALENCE
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11. 4s VSIE's

-

0

Atom

n

Ca
Sc
Ti

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

v

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn

dn-i

s

q =

+1

dn- 2 s2

+1-

dn- 2

SP

dn-zs

+2

dn-3s2

+2

dn-3

SP

-

dn-3

+3

s

Standard
deviation
A
B
C

111. 4p VSIE's

0

Atom

n

Standard
deviation

dn-ip

1.I

4 =

- +1

dn-2 p2

1.9

+1-

dn-2 SP

2.1

dn-2

1.7

+2

dn-3 p2

+2

dn-3 SP

3.4

-

+3

dn-3 P

3.0
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Table 8-12
Atom
H

Orbital Ionization ~ n e r g i e s ~ ?
1s

2~

3s

3p

4s

4P

110

3dn-'4s
Atom

2s

-

3d

3dn-2 4s

3dn-'4s

--

3dn-I

3dn-'4p

4s

-

3dn-I

4~

aThe one-electron ionization energies of the valence orbitals given, calculated by finding the average energies of both the ground-state and ionizedstate configurations (that is, the average energy of all the t e r m s within a
particular configuration).
b~tom
configurations s or s2pn ; energies in 1000 cm-'

.
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Table 8-13 Group Overlap Integrals for MnO;

a

8-16 CALCULATION OF MnO;
The valence orbitals taken for the calculation a r e 3d, 4s, and 4p
f o r manganese and 2s and 2p for oxygen. Radial functions for Mn
a r e taken from Ref. 3, for 0 from Ref. 1.
The proper basis functions a r e given in Table 8-6. There a r e
four secular equations t o solve, t o find the MO's transforming a s
a, (3), e(2), t, (5), and t, (1). The first step i s to calculate the
group overlap integrals, using the expressions in Table 8-9. Twoatom overlaps a r e either estimated from the available
o r calculated accurately. The calculated group overlap integrals for
MnO; a r e given in Table 8 - 13.
We obtain the Mn Coulomb integrals from the VSIE data given in

'
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Table 8-11. The d, s, and p VSIE's a r e strong functions of the
charge and orbital configuration of Mn. It i s assumed that a VSIE
for a particular configuration (e.g., dn ) can be represented quadratically a s VSIE = Aq2 + Bq + C, where q is the charge on Mn.
The VSIE curves for Mn, calculated from the data in Table 8-11,
a r e given in Table 8- 14.
The ligand Coulomb integrals, in this case oxygen 2s and 2p,
a r e given fixed values. Either the neutral atom values f r o m Table
8-12 o r the values for an appropriate hydride (e.g., H,O) a r e taken.
We shall take the 2p Coulomb integral a s the I.P. of H,O, and the
2s value from Table 8- 12.
The four secular equations ( H.. - WG.. [ = 0 a r e solved a s fol1J

1J

lows: For a given cycle, an input electron configuration and charge
a r e assumed f o r the metal, and the Hii t e r m s a r e computed. Hii
t e r m s for ligand basis functions remain constant throughout the calculation. F o r each of the MO's calculated in the cycle, a Mulliken
population analysis i s performed, in which each overlap population
is divided equally between the two basis functions involved. 'I6'

If the nth MO is occupied by one electron, POPni represents the

Table 8-14 VSIE Functions for ~ a n g a n e s e ~

VSIE

a V S I ~=

Starting
configuration

A

B

C

+ Bq + C; energies in 1000 cm-l.

d VALENCE ORBITALS
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fraction of the time which the electron spends in basis function i, o r
the fraction of the electronic charge which resides in basis function
i. By adding up the appropriate POPni t e r m s , the output configuration can be computed for the metal.
In subsequent cycles the input configuration(s) i s altered until a
self-consistent result is obtained. The result is considered selfconsistent if the input and output configurations for the cycle a r e
the same.
To calculate the uncorrected Mn Elli's from the VSIE curves, we
make use of the following equations:
Assumed charge on Mn: q = 7 - d - s - p
Assumed configuration on Mn: d (7-s-P-q)

Ss PP

-Hid = (d VSIE) = (1 - s - p)(d VSIE: dn) + s(d VSIE: dn-' s)
+ p(d VSIE: dn-

+

'p)

(8- 60)

(s - l)(s VSIE: dnW2s2)

(8-61)

+ p(s VSIE: dn-2 sp)

- H'

PP

=

(p VSIE)

=

'

(2 - s - p)(p VSIE: dn- p)

+ (p - l ) ( p VSIE: d n-2 p 2 )

(8-62)

+ s(p VSIE: dnT2 sp)
The self-consistent charge and configuration values in this particular calculation turn out to be a s follows: q = 0.6568, s = 0.1817,
p = 0.3436. For these values the final Hii's in l o 3 cm-I a r e

Following the treatment in Section 8-15 the H!.'s a r e corrected
11
for overlap a s follows:
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Table 8-15

Molecular Orbitals for MnO,
i

Eigenvalues

Eigenvectors

Input charge:
Input configuration:
Output charge:
Output configuration:

0.6568
d5.8178
0.6568
d5.8178

P
P0.3436

-

-

Table 8-16

Calculated and Observed Transition Energies in MnO;

Band maxima,
cm-l
(14,500)
18,300
(28,000)~
32,200
(44,000)'

Calculated one-electron
energies, cm-I

f

Assignments

Weak
0.032

' A ~-- 'T1(tl
2e)
'A, -- ' T (ti
~
2e)
1 ~ -1 1 ~ (3t2
1
2e)
' A ~-- ' ~ ~ ( -3 2e)
t ~
'A, -- 'T, (ti
4t2)

b

0.070
c

---

23,400
23,400
32,700
32,700
47,100
--

aSee Ref. 15.
bWeak shoulder.
'Shoulder indicating a band with

E

-

1500.

a

'

d V A L E N C E ORBITALS
orbital energies

Figure 8- 8 Molecular-orbital energy-level diagram for MnO;

Hii

=

.

aH!.

11

F o r the metal and ligand symmetry orbitals, the a's are calculated
to be
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The exchange integrals a r e estimated f r o m the expression given
in Eq. (8-50). The four secular equations a r e solved t o give the final
MO's. For example, the final 2 x 2 E secular equation i s a s follows:

The final MO eigenvectors and eigenvalues a r e assembled in Table
8- 15.
A diagram showing the relative MO energies in MnOi i s given in
Figure 8-8. The ground state i s . . . (3t2)6(t$ = 'A,. The spectrum
of MnOi in aqueous solution shows fairly intense bands at 18,300,
32,200, and 44,000 cm-'. These bands may be assigned'15' a s the
one-electron transitions t,
2e, 3t,
2e, and t,
4t2, r e spectively. A comparison of theoretical and experimental values
is given in Table 8 - 16.

-

-

-

8-17 CALCULATION OF C ~ F ; We present the r e s u l t s of a calculation of the MO's of CrFg-,
f o r the benefit of persons wishing to work through the problem. The
procedure followed is the s a m e a s in the calculation of ~ n O i .
1. Valence orbitals: C r 3d, 4s, 4p
F 2p (we shall not use the F 2s; s e e the
discussion at the end of this section)

d

VALENCE ORBITALS

3. Group overlap integrals:
Alg

G ~ l (S,,P)
g

Es: G
T U G

~ (d,up)
g
Tlu

(pPp)

T l u (p7np)

=

0.2673

=

0.2321

=

0.1427

=

0.2788
0.0312

4. Coulomb integrals:
F o r Cr, f r o m VSIE data in Table 8-11, we obtain VSIE c u r v e s
given in Table 8-17. F o r F 2p we obtain VSIE c u r v e s f r o m neutralatom VSIE in Table 8-12.
Table 8-17 VSIE 'unctions

VSIE

Starting
configuration

5. Final H!.'s (in 1000 cm-I); q
11

for
A

=

era
B

C

0.7733; s = 0.2128; p = 0.2833
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In the MnOi calculation we took 2p, = 2p, = 2p a s a f i r s t approximation. However, it is probably better to take Hzpo
< Hzp, zp,,
since the o orbitals a r e directed toward the metal nucleus. From
studies of charge-transfer spectra, it appears that H,
i s approximately 10,000 cm-l more stable than H,, . Thus we take 2p, =
= 2p, + 10,000 cm-l for F.
6. H ii correction factors (a's):

7. Final form of Eg secular equation:

Table 8-18. Final results:
Orbital energy Designation Degeneracy Ground-state occupancy

Eigenvalues

Eigenvectors

d VALENCE ORBITALS
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Eigenvalues

e

g

-169.73

Eigenvectors

3d

2Pu

0.4387

0.8026
ZP,

Cr

charge =

0.7733

cr configuration= d4.7306 s0.2128 P0.2833
The calculated value of A for CrF:- is ca. 13,400 cm-l. The experimental value is 15,200 cm-'. The calculated separation of t,,
and 2tZg i s ca. 43,200 cm-l; the f i r s t L -- M charge-transfer band
in CrFi- i s probably at even higher energy than the calculated value.
A casual glance at the excellent agreement between theory and
experiment in our two examples, MnOi and CrFi-, may give one the
impression that this type of theory is, in fact, quite good. On close
examination, however, it i s clear that the ground rules a r e slightly
different in the tetrahedral and octahedral calculations. Specifically,
a double o (ligand) basis s e t (2s,2p) was used in MnOi, and only a
single 2p function in CrFg-. Indeed, a calculation with a double a
basis s e t in CrFz- gives a A value which i s much too large, while a
calculation of MnOi with a single a valence function gives a A with
the wrong sign. This simply means that the theory i s incapable in
i t s present form of quantitatively calculating A a s a function of
geometry. From the calculations published, it is a striking fact that
all the successful octahedral o r distorted octahedral calculations
have employed a single a function, while the successful tetrahedral
calculations have required a double o set.
Thus, although we feel it i s useful to do simple MO calculations to
help in interpreting and classifying electronic spectra, it i s certainly
c l e a r that the calculated MO's must be consistent with a goodly amount
of experimental information before they can be taken seriously.
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Problems

1. Prove that the 1 s orbital of hydrogen is orthogonal to the 2s
orbital. I s this also t r u e if Z, the "effective nuclear charge," i s
different in 1s and 2 s ?
2. Sketch the periodic system in a world such a s ours, but with
only two dimensions:

in the plane (r,cp). Set the constant in the separation of the R ( r ) and
+(q) equations equal to k 2 .
3. Calculate the energy needed to ionize an electron from the 2s
orbital of Be3+, from a 2p orbital of Be3+, and from the I s orbital
of He+.
4. Write the determinantal wave functions for the ground s t a t e of
the oxygen atom, assuming the unpaired electrons have a spin. What
i s the orbital degeneracy of the ground s t a t e ? What is the spin degeneracy ?
5. The elliptical coordinates A and y a r e defined a s follows (see
the figure):

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY
X

X

R i s the distance AB. Further,
R
r~ cos 8, = 2 ( 1 + h y )

r~ s i n

ea

=

R
rB sin Ob = 2 [ ( h 2 - 1)(1 - l ~ . ~ ) ] " ~

Calculate the overlap integral,
centered at a distance R from
S ( l s , l s ) for R
0 and m ?
6. With the normalized 2pz
cos 0 and 2px = R ( r ) sin 0 cos

-

S ( l s , l s ) , between two 1s orbitals,
each other. What i s the value of
and 2px orbitals given by 2pz = R ( r ) x

cp, with

calculate the following using elliptical coordinates (see Problem 5):
S(P, ) = S(2pz A,2pz B)
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The answers should be expressed using the so-called A integrals,
defined a s

Calculate numerical values for ST and S,,
7. In H,' we take

with Z = 4 and R = 2%.

and

Show that HAA - HBB , a s well a s HAB - HBA , using elliptical coordinates a s in Problem 5. With the overlap integral from Problem
5, obtain the expression for the lowest orbital in H; a s a function of
R and Z. Putting Z = 1, sketch the curve W = f ( R ) .
8. Construct a molecular-orbital energy-level diagram for HF.
Compare and contrast the bonding and the energy levels in H F and
LiH.
9. The ground state of C2 i s not known for certain. The 311u and
'Ci states a r e believed to have approximately the same energy.
Which orbital configurations a r e responsible for these states, and
under what conditions would they have nearly the s a m e energy ?
10. What a r e the t e r m designations for the ground states of the
following molecules: S,, B,, Cl,, Cl;, O,, BF, BN, BO, CH, and
NH?
11. A 0.01-M solution of a substance absorbs light between 5500
and 8500 A. In a cell of 1-cm path length, the maximum absorption
at 6800 A i s 0.6 units, and the absorption at 7500 and 6300 A is 0.3
units. Calculate the E and the f values of the band. I s the transition
fully allowed?
12. Calculate the dipole transition integral D for the ' C ;
C
';
transition in Hz a s a function of S and R. For the ground state,
S ( l s A , lsB) = 0.75 and R = 0.74 A. The transition is observed at
some l o 5 cm-'. What i s the theoretical f value?
13. Theoretical calculations of the rotatory dispersion curves for
molecules require knowledge of the magnetic-dipole transition integ r a l AM between two states, $, and $2 This integral i s M = -iP x
S$f MI), d r , where p is the Bohr magneton (= eK/2mc) and i =

-

.

a.
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Calculate the value and direction of M for the 'A, -- 'A, transition in
formaldehyde.
14. The F, molecule shows a continuous absorption band with a
maximum at 34,500 c m - l . Discuss the possible assignment and polarization of the transition.
15. When a carbon a r c light burns in a i r , the radical CN i s
formed. The spectrum of the a r c shows two strong absorption bands
at about 9000 cm-I and 26,000 cm-I .
a. What i s the t e r m designation of the ground s t a t e ?
b. Make tentative assignments f o r the two transitions.
c. How would the bands be polarized for your assignments ?
10. What is the t e r m designation of the ground s t a t e of N, , a s suming the molecule is l i n e a r ? What i s the t e r m designation for a
bent N, molecule ?
17. The N; and NNO molecules a r e linear. What a r e the groundstate t e r m s ? What a r e the designations of the excited states which
a r i s e on the lowest energy electronic transition? Discuss the intensities and polarizations that might be anticipated for the bands.
18. The molecule HNO is diamagnetic in i t s ground state. We
note that H + N equals 0. What shape does the molecule have? What
would be the f i r s t electronic transition? If you apply s i m i l a r ideas
to HCN, what do you obtain?
19. Formulate the bonding in NH, in t e r m s of delocalized molecul a r orbitals. The molecule is trigonal-pyramidal (CSv point group).
Compare the general molecular-orbital description with a localized
"tetrahedral" model for NH, . Discuss the values of the following
bond angles: H-N-H,
107"; H-P-H
(in PH, ), 94"; and F-N-F
(in NF, ), 103 ".
20. Boron trifluoride has a trigonal-planar structure. Formulate
the bonding in t e r m s of molecular orbitals for the D,h symmetry. In
addition, construct wave functions for three equivalent sp2 hybrid
orbitals, using the 2px,
, and 2s boron valence orbitals, which
2pY
may be used to form three localized bonds with the three fluorines.
Compare and contrast the molecular-orbital and the hybrid-orbital
descriptions.
21. The VC1, molecule has a tetrahedral structure. Construct
the various LCAO's that give a and 71 bonds between vanadium and
the four chlorines. What i s the ground state of the molecule? The
f i r s t electronic transition i s found at about 10,000 cm-l. Assign
this band.
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22. The SF, molecule has an octahedral structure. Construct the
various cr and a bonding orbitals. What is the ground state of the molecule ?
23. Construct wave functions for six equivalent octahedral (d2sp3)
hybrid orbitals, using %,, dz2, s , px, py , and pZ valence orbitY
als.
24. Assume that the Coulomb energies Hdd and HLL a r e the
same for an octahedral ML, and for a tetrahedral ML, complex, and
further that no a bonding occurs. Use (2-30) in connection with (8-49)
o r (8-50) t o prove that the tetrahedral splitting W(t8) - W(e) is $ of
the octahedral splitting W(e*) - W(tZg).
g
25. An octahedral complex ion in (MA,)3f has excited electronic
states corresponding to the excitation of an electron f r o m an orbital
on the M3+ion into an empty orbital on one of the ligands A, say the
jth one (charge transfer excitation). Let us designate the zero-order
wave function representing an electron from M excited to an orbital
on ligand j a s $j. Because the electron may "tunnel" from one ligand to another, there is an effective interaction between any two excited states $i, @j. The matrix elements a r e a s follows:

,

( Q 1~ H'I

Qi)

=

V, if i, j a r e adjacent vertices

(Qj I H'I Qi)

=

Vz if i, j a r e opposite vertices

In zero-order all the states cpj have excitation energy W, above the
ground state.
a. Calculate the first-order perturbation energies and the correct
zero-order wave functions associated with them.
b. What is the energy of the electric dipole-allowed transition?
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Notes on the Molecubr Orbital Treatment of the Hydrogen Molecule.
By Prof. C. A. COULSONand Miss I. FISCHER,
Wlleatstone Physics Department, King's College, London.

THE molecular orbital (m.0.) method has been used regularly for inany
years (Coulson 1947), but relatively little is known about its va,lirlity
except on semi-empirical grounds. The purpose of these notes is to investigate the fundamentals of the m.0. method in its LCAO form (linear
combination of atomic orbitals) somewhat more fully than before. For
this study we have chosen the hydrogen molecule. By virtue of its
simplicity this molecule allows us to make calculations which would be
prohibitively difficult for larger systems. Now both the ground state
and several excited states of H, have been successfully treated by other
authors. Our object is not to achieve a better agreement with experiment
than that already obtained, but to examine the possibilities and limitation$;
of the m.0. method in its simplest form, and including certain refinements.
Some of our considerations have been published earlier, though in a less
completed form (see a paper by Coulson (1937) and a review by Van
Vleck and Sherman (1935)), but we believe that the rest, particularly
the detailed numerical values, are here made available for the first time.
If we confine ourselves to molecular orbitals composed out of atomic
Is functions $, and $a of the atoms A and B, the allowed m.0. are t ~ n d
X, where
a
+
+
*
(1)
~=(#~-#b)/(~(~-~))*,
. - (2)
and
S=~verlapintegral=J$~(l)$~(l)d~. . . . . . (3)

+

...
.

.

If #, and $, are exactly the same as the atomic orbitals for an isolated
hydrogen atom (perturbation method of Coulson (1937)),then, in atomic
units,

But if we include the possibility of a partial screening (variation method
of Coulson (1937)), we write
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where c is a constant which varies with the internuclear distance R and
which may be calculated in the standard manner. We shall be concerned
with the inter-relations of the various molecular states that arise from
different possible occupations of the orbitals 4 and X. No details of the
manipulative part of our calculations need be given, for they follow
completely conventional lines, once the appropriate wave functions for
the molecule have been set up.

5 2. FAILURE
AT LARGEINTERNUCLEAR
DISTANCES
GROUND
STATE.
It is well recognized that at large internuclear distances R the m.o.
method fails badly because it takes insuEcient account of the electron
repulsion. This repulsion ensures that when the molecule diqsociates
one electron is found on each nucleus. But the conventional m.0. description of the ground state, viz.
Y=4(1)4(2) x spin term,
. .
. . . (6)
IN THE

.

divicles each electron equally between A and B. It is important to know
at what value of R the wave function (6) falls seriously in error. This
may be done as follows.
We may imagine that as R increases, one of the two m.0. tends to
concentrate more round atom A, and the other around atom B. This
could be achieved by replacing the m.o. 411) and 4(2) in (6) by two
different orbitals
*,+h*b,
*b+h*,,
.
. . . . . (7)
where h is a parameter not necessarily equal to 1. Assigning one electron
to each of these orbitals we describe the molecular system by the wave
fi~nction
{*,(l)+h*b(l)){*b(2)+h*&(2)).
. . . . . (8)
Now, the parameter A has to be determined by a variation method.
For those values of R for which h turns out to be 1, we can say that the
ordinary m.o. is a valid type of approximation ; but for those values
for which h differs considerably from 1, we interpret the significance of
the wave function (8) to be that the repulsion between the electrons,
tending to separate them on to different nuclei, is stronger than the
additional attraction which arises when both electrons are under the
influence of two nuclei.
We have chosen the appropriate value of h for each R by minimizing
the " energy " function SY*HY ~ T / J Y * Y ~where
T , H is the Hamiltonian
of the hydrogen molecule. For this purpose we used the valucs of the
exponent c in (5) which had previously been calculated for the true m.0.
wave function (6) by Coulson (1937). Fig. 1 (curve 1) shows the value
of A plotted against R. Up to R=2.27 a.u. (i. e. R=1.6 R,, where
R, is the equilibrium distance in H,) h is exactly equal to 1. But when
It >l.6 R,, h rapidly falls almcst to zero, indicating a complete breakdown
in the simple m.o. theory.
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It is very probable that these conclusions hold for other molecules.
I n that case our calculation shows very clearly the dangers inherent in
too naive an application of m.o. theory to interactions across large
Fig. 1.

Values of the parameter h in unsymmetrical m.o.'s (7) giving energy rriininiu~rl
with : curve 1 : an a,symmetrical wave function (8) ; curve 2 : a wave
function including exchange (9).
distances, as, for example, in trying to follow tho uornylelr: uuurse of a
chemical reaction (Coulson and Dewar 1947).

A second criticism of m.o. wave functions such as (6) is that even a t
the equilibrium distance they overemphasize ionic terms. MTe may
discuss this also with the aid of the unsymmetrical molecular orbitals (7).
If we suppose that those are the occupied m.o., then the true wave f~~nction,
in which antisymmetrization is employed, is, apart from a ilormalization
factor and a spin term :

+

' * a + * { * *
If we write this in the equivalent form

+

= + 2 * a * + * * u t + { * a u + *

+ .
1

,

,-

(9)

(1'4

we recogiiizc it as the wave function used by JVeinbaum (1'33:1), who
actually used
= * a * b i - * b * + ~ * +~

.

-

(11)

The expressions in brackets are the simple Heitler-London covalent
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wave function and the pure ionic wave function ; p shows the degree
of mixing between them. It is interesting-and, to us, new-that the
conventional covalent-ionic resonance can be descrited equally well
by the introduction of asymmetrical molecular orbitals, as in (9). The
significance of this equivalence is that if we wish to refine the m.0. theory,
while still retaining the idea of a molecular orbital, one possibility is to
abandon the m.0. in equation (1) in favour of the pair of functions (7).
If it turns out that with the wave function (9), the value of h is not equal
to 1, then the best description of the molecule in terms of a pair of m.0.
composed linearly of 4,and $, requires the two orbitals to be different.
Values of p which minimize the energy function for (11) are shown in
fig. 2 in terms of the internuclear distance R. The three curves shown
relate to different choices of the screening constant c. I n curve 1 we used

+

Fig. 2.

Contribution p of ionic tcrms calculated with best screening constant of :curve 1 : a molecular orbital wave function ; curve 2 : a Heitler-Loncion
wave function ; curve 3 : atomic orbitals.
The dotted lines show the values of the equilibrium distance R, calculated
with these wave functions.
the values calculated for a pure m.0. wave function by Coulson (1937) ;
in curve 2 we used the values appropriate to a pure Heitler-London
wave function ; and in curve 3 we used the atomic wave functions
(perturbation method) for which c= 1. Fig. 2 shows that provided some
allowance is made for screening, the value of /L is not particularly sensitive
to c ; but if no allowance whatever is made, values of p in error by as
much as 70 per cent, may occur. As we should expect, the ionic contribution to the ionic-covalent hybrid decreases with increasing R.
A comparison of (10) and (11) allows us to convert our p-values into
A-values. The conversion appropriate to the second curve in fig. 2
is shown as curve 2 in fig. 1, where it may be contrasted with the curve
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already drawn on the basis of wave function (8). This shows very clearly
how grossly the naive m.o. theory with A= 1, exaggerates the importance
of ionic terms, and how, though in a smaller degree, the asyrnmctrical
function (8) also does so. As we might have anticipated, antisymmetrization, or exchange, has the effect of reducing the two-centre character of
the molecular orbitals, i. e., of making thcm more asymmetrical.

There is a third point of view from which we may qucstion the validity
of the naive m.0. treatment. The idea is thoroughly discussed in a qualitative way by Hund (1032), but the only published numerical rcsults
that we have found, are incomplete and take no account of any screening
(Slatcr 1930, Mulliken 1932). If we start with the two m.0. $ and x
of (1) and (Z), we can form four molecular states Y, . . . . Y4. Neglecting
spin terms, these are

These may be said to be the wave functions associated with the " pure
configurations " +2, qhX and x2. If our molecular orbital description of
the molecule is sound, these configurations should be practically noninteracting with each other : and also the energy of the singlet function
Y,, which is an ionic function and represents the main part of the experimentally found B state, and which corresponds to excitation of one electron
in a process q52-tq5~,should lie between that of $2, in which there is no
excitation, and that of x2 in which two electrons are excited. Now
Craig (1949) has given reasons for believing that among the n-electrons of
ethylene, where states analogous to those of (12) occur, the energy of thc
configuration XVSeither just below, or closely similar to, the energy of
4 ~ .This makes it desirable to make similar calculations for Hz, where
the approximations in calculating the energy are less severe than for
ethylene. We have therefore calculated-and show in fig. 3-the energies
appropriate to the four pure configurations 'PI . . . . Y4. In these calculations we used the atomic orbitals (4) rather than (5) because that
seemed the best compromise between values c >l for the $ orbitals and
c < l for the y, orbitals (Coulson 1937). Fortunately the main character
of these curves is still maintained if, instead, we use the values of c found
most suitable for the 4 orbitals. It will be noticed that at fairly largc:
internuclear distances (R >3.2 a.u.) the energies of the singlets $X and
X2 are in an inverted order.
The interpretation of this is that our pure
configurations interact with each other. So far as the configurations
listed in (12) are concerned, this only involves Y, and Y&,for these are
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the only ones with equivalent symmetry. We ought, therefore, to replace
Y, and Y4by two " mixed configurational " wave functions

Explicit expansion
where v and v' are two co~lstantssuch that vvl= -1.
of !P5shows that it is of exactly the same form as (lo), so that we may use
Fig. 3.

Energy crlrves for the hydrogen molecule. Curves 1 . . . . 4 corresponii tc
the " pure configurations " yl . . . . y4 of (12), curves 5 and 6 to y6
and Y8 (13) which account for configurational interaction between Y,
and %.
our calculations with this wave function to infer the value of v corresponding to any chosen R, without further labour. The value va1/8 a t R=R,
has already been given by Slater (1930) and used by Mulliken (1932).
Our fig. 4shows that for large distances v increases, indicating an increasing
configurational interaction, until, a t R-too, we find v-tl. The figure
also shows that the degree of interaction is almost independent of the
choice of screening constant.
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This configurational interaction lowers the energy of the state Yl
and raises that of Y4,so that, as fig. 3 shows, the unsatisfactory crossingover of the energies ( 6 and
~ X2 no longer takes place, even a t large distances.
For reasonably small R the configurational representation in terms of
(6 and x is valid-though there is always some degree of interaction between
configurations-but for R larger than about 1.5 R, this interaction is
so large that the (6, x representation becomes quite invalid.
Fig. 4.

Configurational interaction constant v calculated with :-curve
I : best,
screening constant of molecular orbital wave fi~nction; curve 2 : atomic
orbitals.

As already pointed out, ?P5and Y,are of the same form as (10) and
are thus equivalent to the use of asymmetrical molecular orbitals.
may make the parallel between conventional descriptions of the wave
functions for H2 and our new description a little clearer if we label the
two asymmetrical m.o.'s (7) A, and B+, and we introduce two related
orbitals A _ , B-, where
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It is easily veriiied that the " inixed configurations " which result from
interaction among the group (12)are represented by the four wave functions

The energies appropriate to these four wave functions are given by curves
5, 2, 3 and 6 respectively of fig. 3.
Now the Zu states in (15) are identical with those of (12). But the Zfl
states could, if we wished, be regarded as arising from pure configuratioiis
A+B+ and A-B-. Indeed, t o this degree of approximation, we can avoid
the annoying configurational interaction between Y,and Y4 if we replace
the symnietrical molecular orbitals (1) and (2) by the asymmetrical ones
(14), giving the non-interacting configurations Y,and Y8. If we are t o
use a configurational representation a t all, i t must be in terms of these
latter ft~iictions. Jn this way we get further light on the discussion
in 5 3.
I n any complete treatment of this molecule, we ought also t o include
further interaction with other configurations such as those built on the
2,s or 223 atomic orbitals. This would depress all the levels slightly,
but i t is unlikely that their sequence would be changed.
I n conclusion we wish t o point out that tlie configurational interaction
to which we have drawn attention is likely t o be particularly significant
when the energies of the levels are closer together than in H,. We
rnay therefore anticipate that some of the diEculties already founcl in
interpreting the U.V. spectra of large condensed molecules arise from its
neglect. Work in progress in this department suggests that this is inclced
the case (Miss J. Jacobs, unpublished calculations).
One of us (I.F.) would like t o acknowledge a grant from the Swedish
State Council for Scientific Research-(Statens
Naturvetenskapliga
Porskningsrad)-which has made possible this work.
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Directed Valence*
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Departmenl of Chemistry, Columbia Uniwersily, New York, New York
(Received October 19, 1939)
The problem of directed valence is treated from a group theory point of view. A method
is developed by which the possibility of formation of covalent bonds in any spatial arrangement from a given electron configuration can be tested. The same method also determines
the possibilities of double and triple bond formation. Previous results in the field of directed
valence are extended to cover all possible configurations from two to eight s, p, or d electrons,
and the possibilities of double bond formation in each case. A number of examples are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

found combinations which are directed toward
the corners of a tetrahedron, others directed
problems of molecular structure, can be toward the corners of a square, and others diof an octahedron.
attacked by either of two methods: the method rected toward the 'Orners
of localized electron pairs ( ~ ~ i ~ l ~or~ Electrons
. . ~ ~ occupying
~ d ~ ~these
) new orbitals can then
the method of molecular orbitals ( ~ ~ ~ d resonate
- ~ ~ with
l - unpaired electrons occupying orliken). while it is now
that these bitals of other atoms lying in the directions of
methods are but different starting approxima- these new orbitals and so form covalent bonds
tions to the same final solution, each has its with these atoms. The further these orbitals
advantages in obtaining qualitative results. project in the direction of the surrounding atoms,
Theories of directed valence based on the the stronger should be the resulting bonds.
In order to construct such sets of orbitals, i t
of localized pairs have been developed
t o make use of group theory.
by slater2 and pauling3 and extended by ~
~ is 1most~convenient
gren.4
~h~ method of molecular orbitals has been Each set of equivalent directed valence orbitals
symmetry group. If the
developed principally by H
~ and ~~ ~ ~l l Ki khas~ a~ characteristic
. ~
These methods have been compared extensively operations of this group are Performed on the
orbitals, a representation, which is usually reby Van Vleck and Sherman.'
the previous papers no attempt has been ducible, is generated. By means of the character
made to discover all the possible stable electron table of the group7 this representation, which we
groups which lead to directed valence bonds, nor shall call the u representation, can be reduced to
have the possibilities of double bond formation its component irreducible representations. The
been completely explored. In the present paper s, Ps and d orbitals of the atom also form repreboth of these deficiencies in the theory have been sentations of the group, and can also be divided
removed.
into sets which form irreducible representations.8
Let us refer to the set of equivalent valence
METHOD
orbitals as the set 6 . If the transformation which
Pauling's method consists of finding linear
reduces this set is T , then the set T 6 can be
combinations of s, p, and d orbitals which differ
broken up into subsets, each of which forms a
from each other only in direction. Thus he has
basis for one of the irreducible representations of
*Presented at the Boston meeting of the American
Chemical Society. September 15, 1939. Publication assisted the symmetry group of 6.
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where 6;
belongs to the ith irreducible repre- The set 8 is already reduced, for s and d ,
sentation. If we let 8 be the set of available belong to A;, p , to A;', the pairs p,, p, and
orbitals of the atom, these may always be d,,, -d,+, to E ' , and the pair d,,, d,, to E".
chosen so that they fall into subsets each of Hence ( 2 ) becomes
which is a basis for one of the irreducible
representations :
8 = Cb,%,.
( 2 ) Since the coefficients in (5) are each not less than
the corresponding coefficient in ( 4 ) , the desired
If each of the coefficients b, in ( 2 ) is equal to or directed orbitals are possible. In fact, since we
greater than the corresponding a, in (I), we may have a choice between s and d , for the orbital
form the new subset %', given by
TABLE11. Reduction table for trigonal orbitais.

in which each orbital transforms in exactly the
same way as the corresponding orbital in ( 1 ) .
If we now apply the inverse transformation T-I
to this set we obtain a set of orbitals T-l8' which
must have exactly the symmetry properties of
the desired set (5.
T o illustrate this process, consider the set
(53 =a~+az+aa consisting of three valence orbitals lying in a plane and making equal angles
of 120" with each other. If the atom in question
has available s, p , and d orbitals, the set 9?
consists of the nine orbitals s, p,, p,, p., d,, d,,,
d,,, d,,, d,+,. The symmetry group of G is Dab,
and the set G may be reduced by the transformation
a,'= l / d 3 ( ~ 1 + ~ z + a 3 )
a;= 1 / . \ / 6 ( 2 ~ 1 - ~ z - a a )
(3)
a,'=l/d2(az-a8).
Of these orbitals, a,' belongs to the representation8 A : while a; and a,' belong to E'. Hence
we find for ( 1 )
@=A,'+E1.
(4)

Dah

AX'

A,"

Ax'

AP

E'

E"

belonging to A,', we may construct two different
sets of directed orbitals. If we choose for 8'
the set
%'=sf p,+p,
(6)
and apply the inverse transformation

we obtain Pauling's trigonal orbitals

TABLEI. Character table for trigonal orbitals.
Dl&

E

oh

ZCa

2S3

3C3

A,'
Az'
A,"
Azfl

1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3

1
1
-1
-1
2
-2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
-1
-1
1
0
-1

1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
-2
1

1
-1
1
-1
0
0
1
-1
1

E'

23"
S

5

9

3.9

1
-1
-1
1

0
0
1
1
1

The notation used here is that of Mulliken, Phys. Rev.

43, 279 (1933).

On the other hand, this theory shows that we can
everywhere replace s by d,, or in fact by any
linear combination ols+@d, provided a2+B2= 1.
Similarly p, and p, can be replaced by d,,
and d,,.
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I t is not necessary, however, to carry out the
actual determination of T and the reduction of
6 and 8 to decide whether or not a given set of
directed orbitals is obtainable from given atomic
orbitals, for the coefficients a, and b, can be
obtained very simply from the character tables
of 6 and 8.The transformation matrices of the
u representation can be written down and the
trace of each gives the character for the corresponding element of the group. The characters
for 8 are easily found by the method of Bethe.8
We can thus construct a character table for the
representations based on 6 and 8. We also can
enter in the same table the characters for the
irreducible representations, as given for example
~
a character table for the
by M ~ l l i k e n .Such
plane trigonal case we have been considering is
shown in Table I. By means of the orthogonality theorems for group characters, the
coefficients a , and b, can easily be found. These
are entered in a second table, to which I shall
refer as the reduction table. The reduction table
for our trigonal case is shown in Table 11.
Comparing the coefficients a , (given in the row
marked a) with the coefficients b, (given in the
rows marked s, p, and d ) we see immediately
that the trigonal orbitals require one orbital
which may be either s or d , and two p orbitals
(remembering that the representation E' is of
degree two) or two d orbitals. Hence the possible
valence configurations are sp2, dp2, sd2, and d3.
I t is interesting to note that the method of
molecular orbitals leads to identical results, but
by a rather different route. In this method we
consider first the set of orbitals on the atoms
surrounding the central atom. If this set consists of orbitals symmetrical about the line
joining each external atom to the central atom,
then these external orbitals form a basis for a
representation of the symmetry group which is
identical with the a representation. The reduction
of this representation then corresponds to the
resonance of these external orbitals among themselves. The formation of molecular orbitals then
takes place by the interaction between these
reduced externaI orbitals and the orbitals of the
central atom. This interaction can only take
place, however, between orbitals belonging to
the same representation. Hence, to obtain a set
of molecular orbitals equal in number to the

number of external atoms, i t is necessary that
each of the reduced external orbitals be matched
with an orbital from the set % which belongs to
the same representation. The condition for this
is again that b,>a,, so that the same result is
reached as before.
The possibilities of double or triple bond
formation are most easily discussed in terms of
molecular orbitals. The principal type of multiple
bond consists of two parts: first, a pair of
electrons in an orbital symmetrical about the
axis of the bond; and second, one or more pairs
of electrons in orbitals which are not symmetrical about the axis. The first pair of electrons
form a bond which differs in no way from the
ordinary single, or a, bond. The other pairs are
ordinarily in orbitals which are antisymmetric
with respect to a plane passed through the axis.
They may be regarded as formed by the interaction of two p orbitals, one on each atom, with
axes parallel to each other and perpendicular to
the axis of the bond. We shall refer to orbitals
of this type as ?r orbitals.
In a polyatomic molecule, consisting of a
central atom and a number of external atoms
bound to it, bonds of this type may also be
formed. As far as the external atoms are concerned, the condition for the formation of ?r bonds
is the presence of p orbitals a t right angles to
the bond axes. These p orbitals, however, will
resonate among themselves to form new orbitals
which are bases of irreducible representations of
the symmetry group of the molecule. This
reduction can be carried out in the same way as
the reduction of the a representation. We first
determine the representation generated by the p
orbitals of the external atoms. Since there are
two such p orbitals per external atom, this
representation, which will be referred to as the ?r
representation, will have a degree twice that of
the a representation. The characters of this
representation are then computed, and entered
in the character table. This has been done for
the case of a plane trigonal molecule in Table 1.
The component irreducible representations are
found as before, and entered in the reduction
table.
The condition for the formation of a ?r bond is
now that there be an orbital of the central atom
belonging to the same representation as one of
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TABLE111. Resolution table for J i m m bonds.
DW,

~

z.+

n,

no

z.+

i

o

A,

n

A=

n

n

TABLE
IV. Resolulion table for angular bonds.
CZS

At

Az

Bz

orbitals. No such simple picture, however,
seems to be available for the a bonds formed by
d,, and d,,.
n I t should be noted that this method does not
predict directly the type of bond arrangement
formed by any given electron configuration.
Instead it merely tells whether or not a given
arrangement is possible. In many cases it is
found that several arrangements are possible for
a single configuration of electrons. In these
cases the relative stability of the various arrangements must be decided by other methods, such
as Pauling's "strength" criterion, or consideration of the repulsions between nonbonded atoms.
?r

B2

the irreducible components of the ?r representation. Since this molecule is already supposed to
be held together by a bonds, i t is not necessary
that all of the irreducible components of the ?r
representation be matched by orbitals of the
central atom. However, unless a t least half of
the irreducible components of the a representation are so matched, it will be impossible to
localize the ?r bonds, and the resulting molecule
will be of the type ordinarily written with resonating double bonds.
Thus in the plane trigonal case, Table I1
shows that ?r bond formation is possible through
the p orbital belonging to AP(p,), the d orbitals
or through the two
belonging to E1'(d,.,d,,)
orbitals belonging t o E' which are not used in
forming the original u bonds. Since, however,
the a bonds are probably formed by a mixture
of both the p and the d E' orbitals, these last two
?r bonds are probably weaker than the others. In
general we shall divide the ?r bonds into two
classes, calling them "strong" if they belong to
representations not used in a bond formation, and
"weak" if they belong to those representations
already used in a bond formation.
Because of the "resonating" character of P
bonds, i t is usually difficult to form a mental
picture of them. In this trigonal case which we
have been discussing, we may imagine the p,
orbital of the central atom to interact in turn
with the p, orbitals of the external atoms. If the
orbitals d,, and d,, are available, these may be
combined with p., in the same way that p. and p,
can be combined with s, to form three directed

The results of these calculations are most conveniently arranged according to the coordination
number of the central atom. For the sake of completeness all of the results, including those previously obtained by Pauling, Hultgren and
others, are contained in the following summary.

Coordination number 2
If the central atom forms bonds with two
external atoms only two arrangements of the
bonds are possible: a linear arrangement (group
Dmh)and an angular one (group Cm). The resolution tables for these are given in Tables 111 and
IV. The configurations sp and d p can lead to
either arrangement. The linear arrangement,
however, is favored by both the repulsive forces
and the possibilities for double bond formation
and is therefore the stable arrangement for these
configurations. The configurations ds, d2 and p2
on the other hand must be angular.
In the linear arrangement two p and two d
orbitals are available for double bond formation,
while in the angular arrangement only two strong
?r bonds are possible, one of which must be
through a d orbital, the other of which may be
formed by either a d or a p orbital. The other two
possible ?r bonds are weakened by the fact that
their orbitals belong t o representations already
used by the a bonds.
The angular nature of the pe bonds in such
molecules as HzO and H S is well known, and
need not be discussed further. As examples of
double bond formation in molecules having this
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TABLE
V. Resolutzon table for trigonal fiyramid bonds.
CI,

A>

Az

TABLEVI. Resolution table for three unsymmelrical bonds
i n a $lane.

E
Cs

primary valence structure the nitroso compounds
are typical. The prototype of these compounds
is the nitrite ion NO,-. In this ion each oxygen
atom is joined to the nitrogen by a u bond involving one of the p orbitals of the nitrogen. In
addition to these bonds, however, there is a a
bond which belongs t o the representation B I and
cannot be localized. Its component orbitals are
the p, orbital of the nitrogen atom and the
normalized sum oi the p, orbitals of the two
oxygen atoms. The remaining parts of the oxygen
p orbitals are occupied by unshared pairs of
electrons. Because of the distributed character
of the a bond no single valence bond picture can
be drawn for this molecule, but only the resonating pair

Bz

Ar

BI

BI

orbital, but in either case the resulting configuration (ps or pd) should give the observed linear
arrangement.
The effect of double bond formation is shown
clearly by COz and SOz. In COz the valence
configuration of the carbon is sp3. The primary
structure of u bonds is sp, which requires the
molecule to be linear. The other two p qrbitals
form the two a bonds. In SO,, on the other hand,
the primary bonds are certainly formed by two
p orbitals, thus producing angular arrangement.
The customary way of writing the structure of
this molecule,
O=S+

\

0-

(analogous to NO,-) is quite possible, since the
a bond can be formed by the third p orbital of

In the true nitroso compounds RNO, and also
in the nitrosyl halides CINO, etc., the situation
is very similar. The lack of complete symmetry
does not change any of the essential features of
the structure of these molecules. In these cases,
however, the difference in electro-negativity between oxygen and the atom or group R may
cause ionic structures to play an important role.
Pauling has suggested for example that in ClNO
the important structures are

the sulfur, but the structure

is also possible and probably as important as the
first. In this structure one of the d orbitals of the
sulfur acts as an acceptor for one of the electron
pairs of the oxygen. I t should be noted that the
formation of two double bonds by an atom does
not require the linear arrangement.

Coordination number 3

The bond formation in both these structures is
in acc8rd with the present theory.
Examples of the linear configuration are found
in the ions of the Ag(NH&+ type and those of
the 13- type. In Ag(NH3)z+the configuration is
certainly sp. In 13- and its relatives i t is not certain whether the promotion of one of the 5p
electrons of the central atom is to the 5d or 6s

For this number of u bonds three arrangements
are important: the plane trigonal arrangement
(group D3h) already discussed, the trigonal pyramid (group Cr), and an unsymmetrical plane
arrangement with two of the bond angles equal,
but not equal to the third (group CZ,). The resolution tables for the last two are given in Tables
V and VI. As has already been shown, the plane
arrangement is stable for the configurations spz,
sd2, dp2, and d3. (The pyramidal configuration is

aiso pcssfblr, i i u t less st,\l;ie bc.c:ii~se of -epulsive
forces. Such cases will siiilply be ciiiittid i i ~the
future.) T h e ~ o n f i j i i i ~ ~ /j3
t i ~an:!
i i ~13'p ::re therefur- i k r o:ily onis i i d i f i q 10 a pyra:~?ici;i sirticturtl.:"The
conf~gumrion dsp ieads t o rlie u ~ i is-n;mi.trical pianit nrrar;gernri-.i.
"The p~ssibiliiiesof doiible bond iormnticii: iii
i h e piane triqoilai ariafiyeinent have already
ljcei; discus:jed. ir: tht. pyramidai arrtingemeiic
no strong dor:ble iioi~dsare possible, althcrigh
meak ;T bonds arc po~siliiewir ti a' nrbit~ils.T h u s
the st;lfirt ien, for exainplc, is restricred co the
hir~icture

thereiore tl;ree coniparativeiy stroiig double
bonds, :vhi!e the SOa- ion has on]>-weak double
bonds, if a n y a t al!, I: is this lack of stabilizing
docible bonds which gives S O j = its rciative
instability.
T h e relciaining cunfijiiir:ition, d s p , &oiiiXjiive
;ise ro three bonds in a plarle loriili~i;: r\%-oriyhr
aii.r!es. N o examples of i?:oleculci of this configuration ai-e known. This is hardly surprisin:,
l r ~ w e v e r ,in view of the in~tabiiityof this arrangement compared :o he cjthers. if ~noieculcs
irf this arrangenlent are t o Lc foii:d :linil they
would be complex ieils oi :he transicioii eicn~eiits.
For exampie. if the ion ? j i ( l i i 3 ) r ' ~ Lrxistrd i t
\,voi~ldbe of chis striictcre.

Coordination number 4
iVith a coordinarion nunibcr of four there are
I t is interesting t o contrast this hrructure with three ;I;-rari~einents u:hich need coilsiderarioc.
thnt of SO.?. T h e i~iosteasily reri:oved paii- of T h e reduction tables for these are given iii
eiectrons in SOa= is the pair of 3s electrons in the Tables VII, VIII, IX aild ?I. TaIAe V i i is for
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of :he 3, pairs forming n a bond falls i o the 3s I t is easily seen t h a t rhe configurations sp3 anti
!eve!, i h u j i?iaki!lg the valence c:ir?fig~!ration spz d3s lead t o this a r r a ~ ~ g < ~ i ~For
l e n tdouble
.
bond
and the moieciile plane, T h e vacated 3 p orbital formatioii there rernaia two d orbiiinls which can
is then 511cil by an uirs!:nred pair froni the form strong a borids and two other d orbitals
osygen aroms to give a r boiid. 'Two inore (if the c boiids are sp3j or t1vo P orblids (if the a
:~nsharzd pairs of eiectrens frcrii the oxygen bonds are @s) which ca!: form n-eaker a bonds.
a:oii?s rn;i:- i n r t w c t with the ~ L Iorbitnis thtis These possibilities oi doiible Lo~idforniation are
ior::ling two more a bo:~iis, which are someu,hnt in accord with Pauiing's suggestion t h a t tile
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DIRECTED VALENCE
orbitais of t h e suifur a t o m , t h u s giving the

I t must, i~oivever,be doirbtful t h a t i x i - 0 further
a boilds ;]I-cfortired t o give t h e stru2ti;re

T h i s structure :zIfords a n interesticg contrast
with t h a t of i\;i(CO;l, in which one !?;ore pair of
electrons :i;ui.t be zccommodated. Tiiis p i r
occupies tlie ci orbital of t h e nickel, thus pushing
t h e valence configuration i p to sp%nd maki:~g
the molecuie teiraliedrcl. There a r e then oiily
two a i;oi;ds possible, and rhe strucicre is

T h e situa:ior! in snc5 :i;oiecdes a s SiCl r is
similar.
From T a b l e \'Ill i t is seen t h a t ietragonal
Tile eon5gttratio11 iFp2 is Eound ii> sdch ions a s
p!anar (square) bonds are possible with con- IC1 I--, wiiicii a r e k ~ ~ o \ vtroi be pl;i~:e.
figuratioils dsp' a n d d2p2.Beside t h e primary
From Table IX i t appears t h a t t h e ciinfigurabonds, four strong a bonds a r e possible, using one tions d,!!and d3p con lend t o a retmgona! pyrap and three d orbita!~. 1x1 S ~ / C ' N ) I - -for
, example* 113iti aLr,iciurc. while froni Table X i t appears
[he prfrnai-J- valence eonfigurn:idn e i t h t Xi is rha; 1st. "ii.rcgular iei-rahedra:!" is a!io possible
cis:)" qo t h a t the struc:ure
for ti-iese same confipurntio~is a n d also for the
,cc-ni'igdmiicri d2sp. 8:: "ij-;.egL1laii e ~ s ~ ~ h e d r oisn "
n;e2L,it ,i. i.+c r .L. C- .L-.~ ir,I ~\::irich three of tile toiids a r e
t l i r t c ~ e dto the rciriiers of .in e q ~ i i a i e i - a7;riangie
i
and riic lusrih aiong the !iue ptrpcnjicuia!- to t h e
_.,_ ' at I' r s center. T h c central atcj~riis no:
.,ldn:ic
i;ecrss;:riiy i o c a k d s t t h e center or :he triangic.
bi!; :i is proh;ibiy somen~i;atabove i t i c :he dirtbeci,m o i the foiirth bond. T h e choice betwCi-il
these t\>;,.o structures in the cxe; of the conis ,me possil?lc ser~iciii;e for :his ion. B:, 2 stiiii of
.
.
5gL.:ation~ I:i%nd
d::p 1s very cloee, x;%.iih t h e
c c e of the ;ipairs iormii-iji the ('- N r r i p k hi116
acivai:t,tge sorne\vlij: on the side of t!ic. i:.regul;zr
LO tile nitrogen. howtvrr, tile c;ir1)(?11
awrn is left
tvti-:ihedicn. The configtiraiin!; d' c ~ ! io.:iy have
u-iiii . - ti-i-ipt) oi ti it.^?, a-hicb ci,ii accep: .rii i.!ecthe pyrc;iiiidai s!rt;cidrv.
Lron p,lir dona:ed h], the xiicikci atom. 11: thi.
Exai3;pic.s of thcse ccinfigur.itioi!s are rare. In
a.ay three a boiids ~2.1: he formed beliveen t h e
the tetrnhaiides of the suiiiis f a n i i y we ha\ e tlie
iifckel and carbon. At rhe sanm i;n:c or;e oi the
coi;figiiratlon p?d produced by rlle pmincciorr oi
trl;>!e bi:ild T pairs can shiit in t h e :ippos;te
ciile o i tile p c!ei.rro;ls of tile -enti-a: s t e m to a d
direction 311d he donated by tile cn;-bo:? :o t h e
or-bita;. I:nfortunn!ci>- t h e spacial nr;a;igeInen:s
in;piy $ ori;itai of t h e iiickel. These shi1'1s \x-oiild
of these !;lo!ec!!irs at-c iiiikilown. T h e oilier t n i ~
lead t o the srriic~i;re
configuratio;:~ siie:l: "; bbc :instnhic. Such ions zs
Fe(NIiaj,%---a n d FelCS:,- woLild ktavr t h e configurarlon d'sp, "sti d o 2ot seem ro exist, \c~hlch
is perhaps some inclication of this iiisrabliity.
4

C ~ I L I

Coordination number 5

-.
.
r o c :;:is coiii-6in;t~ionnu:i:bei- iocr- bo;;? arrang,en:~,:l(harc possible. 11: T;i!:!r 9 1 is giver! rke
~

6. E. KIMBALL
TABLE
XI. Redudion tizlile for trigonal bipyr~anaidal bonds.
--

-.
DU

A,'

A,"

4

nc

or

TABLE
XlI. Reduction table o r ,$re 1tc.trugonnl pyramidal
bonds.

E"

reduction table for a trigonai bipyramid, which is
TARLE
XIII. Radndion tulle jor $en!ngonal pliane b o n d ~ .
seen to be stable for the configurations dsp%nd
d3sp. In Table XI1 the bonds are directed from
Dih
4,'
.li"
'19'
A:"
El'
I:,"
El'
E2"
the center to the corners of a square pyramid.
This is the arrangement expected for the configurations d2sp2,d4s, d2p3,and dip. Table XI11
is for the case of five bonds in a plane, directed
toward the corners of a regular pentagon, the
arrangement for the configuration d3p2,and Table
XIV. Redzdion table for pentagonal pyranzidal bonds.
Xll' is for the case of five bonds directed along TABLE
the slant edges of a pentagonal pyramid, the
arrangement for the configuration d5.
In PC13 and other molecules of this type, the
pentavalent state is formed by the promotion of
an s electron to the vacant d shell. The valence
configuration is therefore dsp3 and the bipyramidal structure is to be expected, in agreernent
i n IF,, however, the valence configuration is
with the results of electron diffraction studies.
Table XI shows that two of the remaining d p"d2, and the molecule should have the square
orbitals are capable of forming strong n bonds; pyramid structure. Here again two strong n
the other two, two weak ?r bonds by accepting bonds can he formed by donations of pairs of
pairs of electrons. Xegiectiilg weak bonds, the electrons from the F to the I, so that the structure may be
structure of PC], is best written
I.'

'F

In the moleci~ieFe(COjj the valence configuration is again dsp3, and the bipyra~nidnistructure
is to be espected. Here n bonds can be formed by
donation of pairs of d electrons from the iron
through the carbon to the oxygens, as in n'i(COj4,
giving the structure

\

bat the high eiectro-negativity of fluorine makes
the existence of the double bonds doubtful. 'The
spatial configuration of this molecule has not
yet been determined experirnentaliy.
The pentagonal configurations crowd the
atorns so much that they must be nnstable.

Coordination number 6
Six bonds may be arranged symmetrically in
space in three ways: to the corners of a regdar
octahedron, to those of a trigonal prism, or to
those of a trigonal antiprism (an octahedron
stretched or compressed along one of the tri-
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T ~ LXV.
E iiedirciinn tablcjor octabedml bonds.
.-

.-

li,,

At,

A,,

~
p
d
u
7

i
O
O
l
0

0
0
O
0
0

A>,:

A:,

0
0
O
0
0

El

0
0
O
0
0

0
l
I
O

Ty

Ti"

0
O
O
:

0
1
O
l
l

Eu

0

0
0
O
O
0

Tzv

0
0
l
0
l

T:"

0
0
0
0
l

If SF6the remaining d orbitals are empty, and
can accept pairs of electron froin the fluorine
atoms, giving the structure
0

F
F,I //
F'=S-L-f.',
F/, f:-1

.-

--

TABLEXVI. R P ~ ~ Z Itilblejor
C ~ ~ O trip07:il:
~Z
W i i ~ z u t i clhnds,

I : is rhis structure which accouiits for the great
resistance of SF6 to hydrolysis. I t has been sug.-gested by Sidgwick" that the hydrolysis of
halides takes place either by their accepting a
pair of electrons from the oxygen of a water
moieci~le,wirh stibsequent decomposition, or by
donation of an unshared pair on the central atom
to a hydrogen atom, with loss of hypohalous
acid. n'ith the usual single bonded structure of
SFs, the first mechanism is possible, and one
would expect the hydrolysis to take place easily.
bVith the double bonded structure, however, all
of the electrons in the outer shell of the sulfur
are taking part in bond formation, so that one
should expect the same inertness as that displal-ed by CCI,. I t is interesting to note that
;anal axes). The reduction tables for these possi- SeFd is like SFF,hut TeFGis easily hydrolyzed.
Oilities are give11 in Tables XV, XVI, and X\'II. This must be due to the possibility of the Te
Table XV shows that octahedral bonds are atoni's accepting a pair of oxygen electrons in the
formed by the configuration d%p3and no other. vacant 4.j orbital.
In MoS2 and \VS?in the crystalline form the
The commonness of this arrangelnent is therefore
due to the fact that the configuration d2sp3is the valence configuration is d5,b and the arrangement
usual configur:ltion of six valence electrons, is piisnratic, as Hulig~.en%aspointed out. Table
rather than any particular virtue of the oeta- X\'I indicates that the tw\.o empty p orbitals of
hedral arrangement. This configuration arises the met;ri at0111cannot forin strong s bonds to
s . configuration d"p should
both in the 6-coordinated ions of the transition the sulfur a t o ~ r ~ The
elements, and in the ~noleculesof the SF6 type also lend to the prismatic arrangement, but no
in which one s and one p electron are proinoted examples are known.
The cases of the ions SeBro--%nd S ~ R S are
~-~
to the next higher d level. Table XV also sholvs
that all three remaining d orbitals are capable of interesting in that the configuration in each of
forming strong n bonds. In the ferrocyanide ion these should be p%d This configuration should
Fe(Cl\;)a-", these d orbitals can donate their lead to the antiprisrnatic arrangement, i.e., the
pairs of electrons to the nitrogen atoms, giving octahedral symmetry should not be perfect. If,
hou~ever, the unshared pair of s electrons is
Pauling's structure
pronioted to a d orbital, and one of the valence
pairs slips into its place, the configuration will
be the octahedral d'sp" The deciding factor here
may be the possibiiity of double bond formation
offered by the octahedral but not by the antiprisnlatic arrangement.
-

D3h

A,'

A"

2

A*"
-.- - .
'

L'
E"
-

l1

Sidgwick, Thc Electronic TTkory o j Vutei8cy (Oafiini,

l U Z i j , p. 1.57.

-i h a coi:figurntions

dZsth2, dSs and dZ@' do not
permit any arrkngement in which ali of the bonds
..
are equn;aiei!i. \Viii!e the configuratkin d"spZ
ini&i;tfo~i?ib~::d".f
a mixed type, e.g., the tetrahedmi d%Arhe angular $?, the i;o;iiis will be
weak, a::d the coniiguraiii;n unstable. i.loIewles
lihich n:ighi be e-:pccteed to have this armnger : ~ c - n ~e.g.,
, Fe(C:<ji--j, rearrange the electrons L o
:,btaic i.!re -;:ore stabie &sp3 cuniiguratio~:. i n
Fe(CSj6-Vor esarilple, the odd ciectroi:, which
nornlaily should occapy a 4p orbital, instead goes
to a 3d orbital nlaking the third 4p orbital
availabli: for the formation cf octahedral bonds.
~

TAIILE
X X . Rdz~ctioniu;~le.foiil cuhir Lends,

- ----- - .Ch

Atp

-..--

--

.-

Lsc

E9

E,,

.

-~

T I ~ TI*

T?#

?tU

.- .-.
.
.
. -..--

-1.ii%~r:XXI. /<?discbinnzable f o t~Iro~o:01~ai
~
~nlifiristlliitic
bonds.
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-

.
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Lo

As,

S

:

0

d

The conr-dina~ionnumber 7 is estrcmeiy rare.
'The fact that i t appears only in the heavier
atoms, such as Zr, Cb, I, and Ta, leads one ro
suspect thax for stability j electrons are necess r y , aithough it is possible that the determining
factor is ion size. Two arrangements of seven
bonds have beer, observed : I 2 the %rFi-%tructure,
which may he obtained froin the ocxahedron by
adding an atom a t the center of one face; and
the TaFi-? structure, which may be obtained
from the trigonai prism 557 adding an atom a t the
center of one of the square faces. The reduction
tables for these two arrangeilqetits are given in
Tables XVlIl and XIX.
From Table XVllI we see that if nc f orbitals

- --

. -

p

Coordination number 7
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TIBLEXXliI. Redlittion table jor juce-cev~iered p r i s n ~ n i k
bonds.
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AS

A,

-- ..
8,

>A

TABLE
S V I I I . Rcdzidion l u i i i for % r F y 4 type bnlids.

2

-77

-

--

2

5

-

.
..

TABLP.
Y IX. Xeditctiofr iah!ejor TaFr-"~PC bonds.
-------.--p--...-.----pC2,,

A,

.f

*

XI

B"

are involved, the ZrF7-"ype
bonds can arise
i r o n tile coilfigurations d3spZand d"sp. The configiiratioir expected for ZrF7-"is d::p, so that it
i i not necessary to appeal to the f orbitais to
form these bonds. This, however, does not preclude the possibility that :.orbitals are used to
strengthen the bonds.
Table S I X shows that the TaFy-? srruciure is
pcssibie wit11 the configurations djsp:, d'sp" &sp?
dYP",ind d5p'. The ion TaFi-' itself is isoe:ectronic
v.:+b
, L t 2 T~F-..:
, so that i t is difticult to understand
why it sho~iid prefer its structure to char of
ZrF:-j. I t is quite possibie that the bonds in all
the 7-coordinated molecules are so ionic that the
a

x 2 ~ a r n ~ sand
o n ?aoiiir::,
j'. :\XI. Chem. Soc. SO, 2702
(19.38); Hoard, j.In:. Chcm. Scc. 62, 12.52 (1939).
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Coordination number 8
Uneii very recently thc spatial arrai~gernenrof
ilo nioitca!c ir;vc!vin,- ;c~~;diiiatri
;\u:nber of 8
t a d bees determined expertmentali:;. I t had beei:
s~pposedchar the arra.ng,eineiiis whicii were Z ~ S L
probable \\-ere the cubic and che ti:ir;igonai aatiprismhilc. Elcard 3r.d >:ordsieck'" haxic now dctermiined the arrargerleni: of xhc IGII ?JO(CS)~1
the s:rucrr;i.e is
:iei;irei :"Sic
have found
nor ac:iprisnia~ic, bur insread ibzr of a do&ccihedron with triangular faces and symmetry
vBiCIDd).The reduction tables for these three
r2;iis
are given f!l TnLies XX, XXI, and XXII.
Table XXili is the reducricr~:able for il~. arrangement ~;bich Is derivable from a crigona!
prisrn by placing two atoms ;t tl-re centers of ri\ L
of tile rec~anguiarfaces. 11: is seen ;bat the cubic
requires tile cse ofjorhitals, an4 even then arises
onlj. from the configurations f i j s p and d y s . The
cubic arrarigemeni shw~iiitherefore nor be ordinarily foucd. Tne aniiprismxic arrangement is
*table fer the con6gcrations &@? and d'p3, ,ar;ci
the dcdecahc~rai for oniy 2 s p 3 . The obser.*ed
nrrange;neiit icr i.io(CS
~vhichhas the configi?::,tior; d'sg?, i11dlc31es tha; the dodecahedr:il
:irrar:aer?;r?; ii-,. qrenter stability !.!lac tile sntl'
.
p.;;i~nari. 1 ile strilcture of srich icns as TaFb-"
a d :i;c rnolec:.:e O s f a which should i1:is.e t i l e
~or~figi~;,iti~:i
@::pi stii;i;i$ he the iccc-cctitert:d
.
prisrcanc stsuccurz of T a S k XXIII.
Table XXIV sdin:i;-,rizes these reauits. I n it
are given ?he mob.; stablt: liond armngemeuts iolc?h ;onfigt!raiioi? cf two to eignt e1ec;rc;n~ iii
2,
or d oriiitnis. The oi-bitais avaiiabk for
s?io:?g r bonds and weak .;bonds are ; t l w given.
i n those cases where :here Is a chaice of two i?r
Inore orbi:r:ls -s;heii only one c m Le chosen, the
oriii~als;re enclosed i3 p:ireneheics.

.
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ii2p"eien:agon,ii
p1;x:sr, i ~ : c : ! r a ~ o ~pysanrid
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d
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dd

-

XI1
XIli
XI'J

XL
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,

directed nature of ci?v~lei~t
boilds has little in]g;~r:ance lri determinii~gthe aeoil~icair;~i:geii;cnt.

z41io.:r,i and h-ordsizik, J.
(1~139)~

.lil:.
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From: J . Chenz. PJzys., 17, 1248-1267 (1949)
Formulas and Numerical Tables for Overlap Integrals*
R. S. >I.j~zIiiE', C. A. R I E K E , D.
~ ORLOFF,AND *I. O R L O F E ~ ~
Deparlmmls n j Physics and Jfalhematics, 1rnic.crsily of Chicago, Chicago, iliinais
(Received April 27, 1949)
Ehpiicit formulas and numerical tahlcs ior the overlap integral
a and
6 are given. These cover all the most important coinbinations a i
AO pairs involving ns, ,,pa, and npn ~ 0 , ~h~~
~ .
based on
approximate ~ c ofythe~slater
each containing two
eters,, ceqna1 toZl(n-6)1, and n-S, ,+,here n-6 is a,, efictive
principal
number. ~h~ s lormulas are given as iunctions
oi two
and
P=fGaTllb)RlaH,
being the

S between .40's (atomic orbitals) of two overlapping atoms

interatomic distance, and r=Gh-rai!Gh+llai- Master tables oi
computed values oi
and
are given over wiric ranges oi
values corresponding to actual molecules, and also including the
case p=O iintra-atomic overlap integrals!. In addition, tables oi
computed S values are given forseveral cases involving 2-quantum
s, p hybrid AO's.

,

Hybrid S values lor any desired type 01 hybrki can t ~ olitained
e
very easily from the tables as simple linear conibi~intions01 nonhybrid S values. I t is shoi\.n how S values cotresponding to
orthogonalizrd Slater AO's asid approximate S values ior SCF
(self-consistent-fiela AO's can also be ohtainc-d as linear coml~inations of the Siater-A0 S values. S values ior carbon-carbon
2pa- and 2pr-honds using SCF carbon AO's have heen computed
(see Table in Section Vb); they corr~s:>on(ito stronger overla13
than ior Slater AO's. Yon-localized 510 group-orbital S values
are also discussed, and are illustrated liy a n application to HPO.
The use of the tahles to iil~taindipiilc moments ior electronic
in certain
is &is,, mc,,t,.,r,fd. ~h~
of the
to obiain s v;llues lor various FI)CciliCatom~PajrS
and
resuiting conciu,ions, , ~ i i tie
l disruised i n
bond.typej,
paper.

is defined for any value of the internuclear distance R by

A.

S is well known, the quantity known as the overlap
mtegral is of considerable importance in the
theory of molecular structure. Although the existing
literature' contains a number of formulas and some
numerical values for overlap integrals, it was thought
worth while to carry through the much more systematic
and comprehensive study whose results are presented
below.
The overlap integral .S for a pair of overlapping AO's
(atomic orbitals) x, and x b of a pair of atoms a anii b
*This ~r.orkwas assisted i,y the OKR under Task Order I S
of Contract N&,ri-20 with the Cniversity 01 Chicago.
t Present address: Physics Department, Pur,iiii. Universiiy,
Lafayetie, Indiana.
tt The nork was begun before thc war rrith cum~iutatioiison
a considerable variety oi individual atom-pairs (see alislrnct by
R. S. Mulliken and C. A. Rieke, Rev. >!.loti. Ph?s. 14, 259 (1942)).
Recently, with the indispensable assistance of Mr. Tracy J.
Kinyon in making the numerical computations, it was extended
to the comprehensive effort reported here.
I (a) W. Heitler and F. London, Zeits. i. Physik 44, 455 (1927),
for homopolar SCls, Is); (b) J. H. Baitlett, Jr , Phys. Rev. 37,
507 (1931), ior homopolar Si2p0, 2po) and S(Lpr, 2pn) and a
table of values of the intcgrais 4 (see Eq. (15) helaw); (c) J. 1%.
Bairlett. Jr. anti W. H. Furry, Phys. Rev 38, 1615 (1931); 39
210 (1932), especially tahie of values 01 homopolar S12s, 2s).
Si2s. 2po), St2ps, 2poi, StLpr, 2pr) - Tahlr VII, p. 222; f d j
X. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 38, 255 (19.31) ioi formulas and extensive
tables of values of thc integrals A and B (see Eqs. (15). (161
below); (e) Kotani, .imcmiya, and Sinme, Proc. I'hys. Math.
Soc. Japan 20, 1 11'138:; 22. 1 (1940) These authors give equntions lor S lor all A 0 comiiinationi with n = 1 and 2, and (1040,
p. 13) numerical tahles lor .?(Is, 2si and S(ls, Zpo) idr various 1
vaiuei. The? alsi, 11038. pp 2.L-30, corrections 1940, pp. 17-18)
give very cnrnpletr anil useful numerical tat,les for the 1ntejiiai5
.I and B , ii; C A. Coois-jn, Pigic. Cam), Phil. Soc. 38, 210 (1041).
Coulson gives very extensive ioimuias liut no numerical ta1,les.
lor integrals which iiiifrr fn,m .S only by multiplicative lactois.
These ccoricspontl to S ior ali mmhinstioiis oi ns, npo, niiil npir
AO's with n = l - 3 tand a fe~wmore), 110th iar t i 0 (in our notation, and lor 1=0. lei Several oi the S iormuiai anrl a ieiv numerical values are also given elsewhere.

In the present paper we give formulas for S for all
..I0 pairs involving ,is, npo, and tipn AO's ior I ? =1, 2, 3,
and 5 using Slater AO's. \Ve also give numerical tuhles
for tile most important of these cases, applicable to a
wide variety of atom pairs over a wide range of R. Iii
addition, we show how the tables, though based on
Slater AO's, m:ty he useti to obtain S values for centr;i!tieid AO's, as \%.ellas for hybrid AO's. Explicit tahles
of hybrid S values are aiso given ior 11 = 2.
In a subsequent paper, tables aild figures ior a variety
of srlecte(l atom-pairs will l ~ epresenterl, together with
some comments on their significance for the theory oi
chemical binding.
11. THE CHOICE OF ATOMIC ORBlTAL FORMS

In order to evaluate overlap integrals, it is necessary
first to specify the forms of the AO's. As a background,
and also to obtain certain neeileil formulas, ivc first give
a brief review of useful aplir(iximate :I0 iorms. iVe are
primarily concerned with ceriirai-!irk2 orbitals, classified
under the familiar designations ris, izp, rid, r!i, . . .
corresponding to 1=0: 1, 2, 3. . . ., with N > / + I .
However, since the application of our conrpiitatii,ns is
to atom-pairs in which e a c ! ~atom is uiicler the itrflucircc
of the cylindrically-symnictrical liclil of its partner, \vc
need a sub-classiiic:ttiiin ;iccorr!ing to values of the
diatomic quantum number X ( X = Inill ). 'Tiiis gives the
A 0 types szs, npa, izdo, . . .(A=()) ; I I ~ Xrrdn,
, . . .(A= 1);
and so on.
Let us consider an electron belonging l o either of a
pair of atoms a a~ici6, using spheric:il polar coordinates
ahout either ccnter, as in Fig. 1. Intentionally, we takc
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the positive direction of the z axis for each atom to be
directed toward the other atom, since this ensures a
psitive sign for S in all ordinary cases. Every central&Id .A0 oi atom a is of the form

, p ~ ,

,'

FIG.1. Polar coordinates for
a n eiectr8n at P is an AO of
atom a or 'b. In addition (not
shown),

'

Q=Q~=@I..

I n normalized form, the Y s ior the cases considered in
:!!is p p e r are:

0

obtained for several states of several atoms by minimizing the total energy of a complete antisymmetrized
(3)
wave function built of .4O's having Rnr's of the type
given by Eq. (j), subject also to the condition that the
I.,,,= (3,'4n)! sine, j c o or
~ sin41
2s A 0 is kept orthogonal to the Is. These AO's were
also chosen in such a way that the virial theorem for
Corresponding expressions hold for atom b.
When there is only one electron (hydrogenic ;lo's), the mean total kinetic and potential energies is satisfied.
The well-known Slater AO'sQre obtained by apR,,l takes the well-known form
proximating the series of Eq. ( 5 ) by the single term
.Y,irn-'e-*""H
(or by a modification of this,
.\',~r"-'-~e-*'~'~). The values oi p and 6 are specified by
Slater ior any .%O oi any atom by a simple recipe. This
uhere Z is the nucie;lr charge, and 0 1 3 (O.S?'i:\) is the gives p-values surprisingly close,'b for 2-quantum AO's,
I-quantuni Iiolir radius. The coefficieiits in Eq. (41 are to those obtained for the I-' term by minimizing the
t!rose oi the associaled Laguerre polynomials, and the total energy. ITnlike most of the forms given by Eqs.
(2)-(S), Slater's AO's have no radial nodes. This,
R,,,'s for each 1 form an orthogonal set.
\Yhen there is more than one electron, the best Rni's however, does not much impair their ability to represent
:are of tlie S('F (seli-consistent-fielci) type obtainable by the ouier parts of AO's, hence they should be especially
tile method of Ifartrec and Fork. These are not given useiul for the computation of overlap integrals. Foli)y analytical e~l,rcssions,and arc usually presented in lowing is a summary of Slater's recipe as applied to s
:he form of nunlerical tables. Moreover, these SC'F Rnl's and p .;\O's in normalized form:
: > tabu1:ltcd are not always all orthogonal; however,
:t is alivays possible to tinil an equivalent set oi equally
good SCI. R,.I's \vhich are orthogonal.? For practical
5 = 0 for I & = 1 to 3 ; 0.3 lor 1s, 1 p ;
cdrii~~utations,
:is Slater has
the SCF R,,I's may
i j e sp:~rosim:iteii pnssably well by a finite series similar
1 ior 5s. j p ;
s, that oi Eq. (4) but wit11 :I diferent exponential
(7)
p.r=pnp=Zo
(
1
1
a),
iacror in each term:

I',,

=(

3 ' 4 ~ cosO.,
)~ ;

.J

where tlie (1,'s ;iiid pi's (Iepeiltl oii 11, !, anil on the
~,articul:ir ;itolii and electronic btate. .;\ coiisiderably
iietter series is oht:iiiied if thc e~ponentialf;ictor ill the
term for whicli k = 11- 1 is replaced by 3 sum of t ~ v oor
liiree esponctnlial terms, as iollorvs:'

For .\toms coi~lniniiigIs. Zs, aticl Lp electn~ns,tlie
l)cs: ap1)roxim:tte R,,!'s of tlie type of l.:q. i.5). so iar ns
\ve ktiow, are those obt,riiied by Morse. Yoiing, . I I I ~
l+aur\iitr, and 1)uncaiisoii and (~ou1so1i.lThese \\.ere
-

'Ser, e.g., ('. C. J . Ros,li~.i:tn.ii,rtlicoi,iing pai,el.
J C Sialcr, I'ii?i R e \ . 42, 3.3 ilO.32).
*(,a)L l o r x , Yo:bng, :trxI Ifaur\iil~ '11~s.I\'\. $8, 048 ,1:)35\;

(1)) extendmi an<! 1xtrti.liiy correctmi !,fiv.'i:'
1)ilr,r~nst>n
.tixi
C' .\ Ciiulwn, I'rctc. H i i y Sor. Ediol~urgli62.4, 37 (19%).

with Z values ilepeiideni on the atom a and on 11. For
convenience oi later reference, Slater &-values for the
isair~iiie-slieliiis and rip AO's oi several atoms and ions
are given in Table I. Inner-electron -10's ii present are
assigned larger Z v'llues."
As a coiiseque!ice of their nodeless character, Slater
.iO's of equal 1 and different ii (e.g., 1s and 2s) are very
far iron1 being orthogonal, but they can easily be
ort1iogon:llized if desired. Tliis process restores the
missing noiles, giving ;\O's of the form of Eq. ( 5 ) , and
surprisingly close to the best possible of this form.?;\s
a11 example, ii 1 1 ,atid x:, refer to Slater .;\O's, atid x.,"'
J C' S/:>IPT,
l'b! s Ile\.. 36, Si , 10301, C %cr;er,firys Rev.

36, 51 I I'iSOl

1; liotlitt :in<i C%. .I. Cc~ulw>,
Phil. 11.1s [ i ] ,38. 634
i10.\7). TI~cscautliois :dsu give i:riIiurlivc soniour <ii:igrsoi5 of
alc,m ?it, ?I,, and ?di hybri<i .\O's, using ortliugonaiized
Siaiei 2s AO's.

cai!,iin
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overlap or non-orthogonaiity integral, are indicated by
the foliowing exampies. Sirnpihed syzkois can be used
in special cases.

a Poi tr inrcr-sheii AO'S, ii-2 -0 3 io a!! ~
our!ear cha-#P.

~ ~ i- l ?4 .-r
,

Z is i b e ~ ~ L U X :

refem to the orthogonalzed Slate; 2s AO, iue hare

Although Q is often idrly large (for .exanpie, 0.225 if
atom a is carbon), the process of orthogona!ization has
efisci on the computed values of overlap integrals
(see Section V).
In addition to overlap integrals for pure central-iield
AU9s, those for hybrid AO's are obviousiy of great
interest for moIecuiar problems. Hybrid AO's, aithough
they can be constructed as h e a r combiilations of
central-field AO's, are not thenseives central-field .kO's.
Hybrid ovedap integab can be obtained as simple
h e a r combinations of Sleter-A0 S's (see Section V),
so that no laborious new computations are required.
For purposes of computing S's, approximate hybrid
AO's built from Slater M ' s without orthogonaiization
shwdd according to our previous reasoning give satisfaceow results.
f i e hybrid AO's which can he formed from s and p
AO's are ail of o-type, that is, have cylindrIca1 symmetry. Let x be a nom.alized hybrid e A 0 of the form
where O < a < I , and x,, and x,, are as defined by
Sqe. (2)-(3) and Fig. I, with R,I given by Eqs. ( 7 ) for
the case of hybrid Slater AO's. In the foliowing, :he
abbreviations le, tr, and di (tetrahedral, tripnai, and
digonai) wi!! be used for hybrids with u2=i,+,and f
respecii\.ely and with the plus sign in Eq. (9). A
further, complementa~).,set of hybrid AO's te', Ir'* and
di' is obtained by using the minus sign in Eq. (9).
The hybrids :e, tr, di of an atom give large ouerlap
(large S) with corresponding or similar " 0 s of a second
atom, whiie le', tr', $nd di' give snmll ocerlap.

rn. NOMBNCLATC~PCE
A K D PAWMETERS

FOR

O\%RLAP INTEGRALS

i n discussing and tabulating overlap integrais, a
careful choice of nomenclature will ?rove lo be iinportant. In order to characterize an overla? i:ltegrai ii~liy.
we need to specify (a) the two 3 0 ' s involved; (b) the
two atoms involved, and which A 0 belongs to each
atom; (cj the va!ue oi X.Tnxo suitable types of general
symbols far this puvose. also a symbol for an internal

(a) Aton-pair a t any distance R :
geneiai '40's and atoms: S(a,r,
R)
srecihc AO's, general atoms:
C;~S,,2Pog; R ) O i IS, 2Ps: R)
specific AO's and atoms:
S(2qw,~ P T s , i.75A)
;
(bj Atom-par involved in specified hsnd
equiiibriom diszance:
S(2s, 2pr; C=C!: S(5tc, 3pe: C-Cl: ;
S(is, 2s; H-ii); S(Lpr, ipa,O b C j
jc) Single acorn a (internal overlap inteprai) :
.?(Is,, zs.;,
In tile atom-pair symbols above, it is intended to be
cndeistood that thejrst AChymbol always goes -&zh lizs
j i s i atom, the srcond wiih the second. However, It is not
essentiaI here to ioliow any 5sed ride as to which A 0
(or atom) symboi shaii be written Grsr. Xevertheiess,
in another type of riotation ~ , h i c hmill be required
below, it does become essential to adopt certain fixed
conventions in this matter, and it wili diminish the
possibilities of error ii we follow ?he same conventions
aiso in using the types of notation given above. These
conventions are: the 40 of snlaller i~ is to be written
first, or if both fz's are equal, :lie A 0 belonging to tile
atom of larger Z is to he written first. These ruies
wcre ioiiowed in the examples given above.
CVe turn now to the matter of coorriinatrs and
parameters to be used in the evaluation of the S's. Tne
computation is best eiiected after transforming irom
polar coordimares of the two atoms (see Fig. I) to
spheroidal coordinates 6,q,b given by:
~
- I to + I _
The coordinate 4 rac,nes from 1 to 7 1 , from
For any given tZO pair, luz sha!l wish to obtain S
values for various pairs of atoms, each for various
i~~teratomic
distances R. To accomplish this, rile best
procedure is first to set up ior each A 0 pair a single
master formula expressed in terms of suit~bieparan?eters depending on the r ' s oi the two AO's and on I?,
and from this to coinpuie and tahui:ite r~unlerical
v-iiues of S as a function of tile cboser~ pazarneters.
For this purpose, :he two parameters p and t defined
as foi!ows are found to be ttppropriate for tl;? case of
Slater AO's jsce Eqs. (7: and Tabie I).

'To iind S for 3 given Slarer-A0 pair, atom pair and R
value, one then first computes p aiid f for the particuiar
case. then looks up tile value ci S hi the master rab!e
ior rhe given 10 pair! Methods of oblaii~ingS values
for ot1:cr types of .40's wili be described in Section V.

Since m connection with the master tabies we replace
&lorn designaiiocs by parameters p and 1, it is now
nrsessary to introduce a type of S synihoi different
:rom those given in i,40j, and indicated by the following
cxsrnpies'
(a; rl,tom pair characterized by parameters p, i:
Genera: iorm: S(n,r, no:+;p, t) ;
SpeciSc form: S(2s,, 3 p a ; p. f;,
,r r;,ure brii-tly, but with tile san?e n~eanir~g,
S(2s, s p a ; p, I).
;: Single &tom iinternai overiay integral; :
Genera! iorm: S(rr,x, 71,iy)
Specific form: Sjfs, 2s; 0, i ) .
-. n~,,.s,,ns
:, oi :he cuordinate q iir. E p . (11; and ci the
,i,tr;meter L In Eqs. (12) obviously depend on the
--signmeet of the labels a and 6 to Pbe i:wo atoms in
r,.? a:cm jiLt;r. Ifi order :a niake the niastei iorrcu!as
~ n i tsbies
i
unambiguous
respect to the sigcs oi a
31;:'
!; it is therefore necessary to adopt suitable con:eil:ions to i1x this assignment. The foiiovving two
(iiecessarily arhiirar).) co~xventiocswiii be used in this
:,2ptr:
1 w case die !-&o AO's h m i urzeqzt~l?I, ike iiliim
:.'1:se .A0 itas smaller 12 will aiwirys be idciikjiaz jiib
~!e,?ci; orzl' i l s A# wiil aiways be writlciz Srsi iiz ihs
- I. ~ w : i d l.for 3, io; C:\L:~?!F
S(2%,3 j C h ; 9,I ) o i more
t >*,
. . t,-I
u Y .Y[?S, 3p0; p* 6) ; but ?it~.ef' : I ( j p ~ , : ,251 ; t,:) Oi
.\::;po, 2s; p, :;. As another example: i i e may write
:$29<,Ss), LIUL neac-i S(3s, 2 ) ~ ) .Furtl~eiesan~p!esa r t
.,rs, 3s) ,(:d s(2po, 3ty-). in
iormu!niionsp
.ir:bois
as s ( ~ , , ,~z.b ~ Oor) .yilZupC-,lz9: vJl;i be
. . stcii
..>' --.,..,,
,
z~i%,<-ays
5vi:il t11e l;~~p~icc.tion
that rzm<~zb. fi w i ~
r;.i:i(ed tiid: for ?kt jxeserii case of two .lo's wit11
;-.irical n; hs:h positkc: acd itegarive i vaiiiis are

possible, depending on the sigrr of
[see Ta.ole 1):
!(2pap9~

For example

S M ~ )j2.~-0.9.5)/(2.6R+0.95)>Oo
=

biit

!(Zpgse, s s p )= (1.30- 1.61))/(1..30+ I.60><0.
Also, bnt only by accident, i = O is possible. The rehtive
practicai importance of the positive and negative ranges
of 1 varirs according to whac A0 pais-type one considers.
(2) in sirse the tzzo AO's iiave cqml n, the aim - d h
larger fi will a h a p 5c ideni$d -with a t m a, a d ils A 0
will alwap be writteii $rsl in Ihe symbol fur S; ij the ~ ' s
are equal, eiliier atom may be call& a. For example,
S(?zr,, n p a ) or briefly S!FZS:n@) ;S ( P Z ~1U~ ~~ >
6or
) briefly
S ( ? z p a , as); and S(2@., Zprb! or briefly S(Zprnr,
2@),
aii L ~ p i yZ,2Zt. Hence, according to Eqs. (92), convention ( 2 ) here restricts 1 to the range 120. The
integrals S(ics,, n p a b ) and S(npoa, nso)-see Eqs. (14)
below, takiiig n,=nl-require
a little speck! comment
because of their somewhat confiigng sirnilari~y.~
For
:>O, the tsro integrals are d i e r e n t and have &rent
values, bur for i = 0 they become identical. For instance,
S(2pa0, 2sc) and S(2s0, 2pocj, which are examples of
the two cases wr;ttei~in accordance with convenzioo (2),
iicve b s e r t n t values; hut S(Zpce, 2 s ~ and
) S(2sc, 2kacj
are idenriczi.
W . MASTER FORMULAS AND COMPUTATIOX
METHODS FOR MASTER TABEX§ OF
STATER-A0 OVZ3RLAB I R T E G U S
*-,,

W:th the icregoing conventions, the 5 n;asier Icmiias :a]: ;xito five baJIc tygcs. Using Eqs. (1)-(3j, ( 7 ) ,

(11)-(12,!, letpb~g
nl==n-6,

%, .

ir::egrathg

+, t h e s e h er y p e s n ~ eihz forms:

I

i(n,pr,
?~,,)n;
P . i , ==( 3 4'S,.i-!~{+Kj7-+mt7i
~

i;,--sb.

...

rlit,.a~:i r . ~ , ~ v c . ~ i i (2:,
~ ~ ; i Sins,, rzpoa! a..i,.ia !)r dciined for pcsitivc, zero, and negatiw :ai?iis of i :L,:ZC, Zu=Zr, Zu<Zo;
Cq-. !i211. 71.1.s.ii: c ~ , . o b i i iLC 1n.a ,): Stnpa,, , z : ~ >?'I:,
:ria intc<rsls ivooid then oiFev n n l r
:h<~ir.ann.r i:? \\-hi& :he I s h i s
!;
a-ii;c&nrei, n n r l i :kc .iO ioirrs rrs ?mi r ~ ; ~ .?;ON as al!l kc seen t;o:ii 17q3 {i!!, :12). ail cxchnngc
the iabsis a 2nd
u -1.i i ~ c ) ili'inpis ~ h (ie!;nii~cins
r
0: rl 6r.d L in >uch j. way thirt L r j>usi.lve iinni3ins of
aria 1 it?: !he i-nc labelitig I,%? v'r ti) bnome
n irir,ion,li!rp ni'oative :ion:aiiii for tile ii:hri lssy ?", Pi.Cs:iscquc?tiy, if in Eqs. (1;) for S!ss, npv) a n i S~npcr.nr) we
..,:. q', :' in !be ~ n equat!i?n
z
a.id ri", I" in. r"i* oihe:, acd then i.iaki the cubbriwtion n"= -?', 1. = -i'~
ihe N.O;
equauons
7

T

..&\

-.

.%,:'I

:,ti.

,I.
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The integrals over E and 7 in Eqs. (14) may be evaluated bp making use of the iollowing mathematical r e l a t i ~ n s : ~

but Bx(0)=2/'(k+l) for k even; = O for k odd. The factors S in Eqs. (14) (see S,,in Eqs. jij) may be evaltiaie~i
by means of:
~ ( kq, ) = J i ~ e - q ~ h =1!/~&-1.

(lij

0

The numerical computation of the overlap integrals
is comparatively simple if the .in's and Ha's are first
computed for appropriate values of the parameters p
and 1; here the simplest procedure (rather than using
Eqs. (IS), (16) directly) is to obtain the higher k .l's
and H's from those with lower k by using certain
recursion f~rrnulas.""'~
We first note that any particular
S involves the integral of a polynomial in E and 7.
Then it is plain that each value of S is the product oi
a factor times a linear combination of '1~'s and Bi's
all computed a t the same values oi p and I.
For the computation of the master tables given beloiv,
the necessary Ar's and He's were first computedqor
the desired values of p and 1: and then comhined in
accordance with the iollolving Eqs. (18)-(SO) to give
the S values.These iormulas were obtained by the
use oi Eqs. (1.5)-(1;) in connection with Eqs. (14) and
( 7 ) . I t will be noted that a separate formula is given
in each case for t=O, for reasons that will be understood on looking a t Eqs. (16). Certain addi:io:ial
special iormulas will now be described.

Although in general the computation of the .l's and
B's followed by the use of Eqs. (18)-(50) is thc most
expeditious procedure, a n alternative set of iorinulas
very considerably simplifies the computation in the
important special case oi two identicai atoms (tz,= n b ,
t=O), if one is interested oniy in this case. This case
includes not only integrals of the type S(izs, i ~ zp,; 0).
but also such integrals as S ( t ~ s , n p o ; p , O ) or
S(npa, ns; p, 0) ; these are particularly important i n
the computation of hybrid-A0 S values (see Section V).
The simplified iormulas were obtained liy silhstitutin::
for the A's in the t=O formulas in Eqs. (18)-(SO), using
Eq. (15). Although we did not use them in computing
the master tables, they are given below as Eqs. (51)
(63j for the convenience oi readers who may wish to
make their own computations ior additional p values."
One iurther set of special formulas is required, for
the internal overlap integrals S(ic,s, iztjy;0 , 1); s e e
(10) and (1.3). This type of integral occurs if one
ortiiogonalizes Slater AO's, and 'ilso ii orte wishes to
compute SCF S's from Slater S's (see Section V). The
necessary formulas are given below as I+. (64)~-(i3).

MASTER FORMULAS FOR SLATER-A0 OVERLAP INTEGRALS

t=O:
S(ls, 1.7) = (6)-'p'[3.t~-il o]
/>(I:
S ( i s , Is)= (4)-'$?(I-12)' 2[:I~Hc,-:t~,l~:j

(18)

i?rcomc identical excejil ii:r thc sign of t i n the exponential, anri corn:ilctclv i<!ciiiic,:l ioi f = 0 . Iicrice S i i r i , ,ip<, i,,: jii,,iiive t
woulii l)e cqu:ri to S(npo, nsi ior neRative I, s i i , i ?ice uersn, if negative 1 herc ir,cie nr,! c.rcltiile,I 11)- o,iivrntiaii ( 2 : . .iiiii lor
1=0, Sins, npn:r.S(npo. nrj.
* X o s t of this i a i i ~ xci,i;li! have iieeii avoiiie<i i,y :hi. r:iu of :lie ,I ~ n i Bl ial>les oi rcfricncci iil i,r cijieci.rily Ic .\cio.ili~, hoi>ever. ~niIcpm(lentcornputstiiini werc made. . \ i i o i u ~ i ~ iiliecki
.
i w i e r;~aiieui iome oi (Bur I anti H r.tii~i.\.~q.iriiit tlri,\e i r i tlic
i a b l r i of reicrriice lu, and excclient agrecrncni s.ti t.jun<l.
* Coulson lrelererice i f ) ai?u zivr. ioiinul;tr c i ~ i r c ~ ~ ~ i ~ti,n rhi.
i l i :m.tjoii!y
~~
of :Re S iiitcgr:~l, liitcii iicic. fli:.xc..,i.i,
!lib ii,!ii?ul.i.
i ~ tie0
r a r e in terms uf P O , pi, &n'I K , in a ioiai nail _~(i.~j)t(lO
1 0 tiir picwnt coi?ij~ili~tii,ri
ail(/ ! : L / I U / , ~ ~lits
~ . ~ I/UIIIIII/.LS
I
(01 I--0
are identical s i i h our 1:its. (51)-(63, cxcept i h a l ilicy .ire nu1 ni,ro>.~iizcii lthe i,urs to give 5 v.riuer i l i i ~ ~ t i j
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!=O:
S ( l s , 5s) = (i20)-1(3.i)-~p"[15.~ts~10.iJ-9il;]
1+0:
.T(ls, 5s) = (96)-i(35)-jp"l+l,?/';I
-!)v"[.~1sBo-3.44H,+2A3Rz+2242R3-3Ai&-k'40fh]

1=0:
Sjls, .ip,) = (210)-'(10.5)- :p"25:iniio:
S ( l s , 5po)-; (32i-'(lO.i) " ' ( 1 ~ 1)'

(23)

6.42- 3rial

'\1-/)"~'jili!/ie f 2Hr)+.41(2H~--H:)-H;(2.,1ilf.1~!-

(21)
Nn(.~toi-Z.l~)]

i=o:

S(2s, 2.7) = (360)-'p,'[15.1
lO.!:-b3.l0~
1>0:
.S(~S,2 ~ 1 =(48) 'p,'(l-p),j 2[.t*!3,- 2.121i2-.t013::

i?S)

1=O:
S(2s, 2pn) = (60)--'(S)-:p"5.1,,- .l,l
:+O:
.'(Zs, 2 ~ ~ ) = ~ 1 6 ) ~ ' ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l - i ? ) ~ ' [ . t , ,B2)tB1(.4?-.44)+B~(.42-',io)]
[B~,-f~~)+.2~(B4.T(Zpo, 2s): same as S(2s. 2po) except c,ici~Riit) rejilaced by R,\-t)

(26)

S(2s, 3s)- (360)-'(30)~~~p~15..is10.l ~ t 3 . 1 , ]
!#O:
S(2s, 3s)= (18) '(30)-'p"llt/)j";l -1)~'~~.l~~,-:f~B~-Z.iiB~+2:i~Ii~+
;I IH,-.InH~]

(27;

!=()I

.S(2s, 3po) = (360)-'(10)-:pR[15.1

!#o:

,- 10.1:+Xi,,;

S(2.7, .3po: = (48)-'(10) ip"lL/), '(1-1:'

S(2s, 5s) .-= ;IO,OXO! L(105)-~p~[10.~.1,-.i.ii14-Ll.12t-15.1,]

/+o:

~$'{2s,,5>)=(I1>?,'f10,5'~',37(1
2 - i ) '(1 -;)'I

;=o:

(281

'[- .Isli;+.14,80+2.1iH L.lli?-.I IRs+.!oN4 j

:[.I

61j,,- 2.t51ii- .i ,li.t$.l dl<J-.12/i,- 2.1 : f i a + . i O R R ~

jziii
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,A:

, . ~ 8 B l + ~ ~ 1 7&)+,.f
( ~ o - 3(i:.-73,Bz)+ 3'4 6(ijs-L(,la(B.,+Ba)f3.1 ( N ; - b b j +itlz.3Bs+B:jT ii
Si5po; 5s:: sn::;e ss S!js, Spo; except tach B,(!) re;l.iced by A;(-fj.

3<5,s,.5pe')= (26,QYO)~-!/3!-4;J{1-

(44;

f>g'z[-

113-ioBj,

SPECIAL FORPdULAS FOR SLATEX-A0 OVERLAP INTEGRALS P\?R t - 0

"(:-:

js)=e-~;:

(51)

+~-y(l,'.:;pLj

!',2$, is)- c-P!?+p

+ (4

O ; ~ ~ - ~ - : l t : ) , ~ ; ; --15!piJ

,v(~?s. ~ ~ j : = ~ - ~ i i + p - + 1{ 571, ~ 2 + ( 2 , 15>F7-:2,
75)+-(1

(52)

'225jp+-(I 'i,5i.5)psj

(53)
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SPECIhL FORMULAS FOR SLATER-AO OVERLAP INTEGRALS FOR p=O

s ( ~ s 1s)
, =( ~ - t ~ ) ~ ! ?
S ( l s , 2s)= [(3/4)(l+t)3(l-1)511
S ( l s , 3s)= [(2/5)(1+t)3(1-1)7]"
S(1s, 5 ~ ) = [ ( 5 / 2 8 ) ( 1 + i j ~ ( l - t ) ~ ] ~
S(2s, 2s) = - S(L)po*2pa) = S(Zpn, 2@) = ( i -t2j".'
S(2s, 3s) = -S(2pu, 3pa) =S(2pa, 3pn) = [(5,'6)(l+l)5(1-l)7jb
S(2s, 5s) = -S(2pa, 5po)=S(Z+, 5pn) = [ ( l j , 28)(1f ~ ) ~ ( l - l ) j ] ~
$(3s, 3s)= - S(3po, 3pa) = S(3pa, 3pn) = ( 1 - Pi7'?
S(3s, 5s) = -S(3pu, Spa) =S(3pn, jpn) = [(7/8:(l+ii7(l-:jY]:
S(5s, 5s) = -S(5pu, spa) = S(5pr, 5pn) = (1V. USE OF TRE TABLES TO OBTAIN NON-SLATER
OVERLAP INTEGRALS

Although the master formulas above and the master
tabies below are for Slater-A0 overlap integrals, they
can also be used in a relativeiy simple way to obtain
S's for orthogonaiized Slater AO's, for SCF AO's; for
hybrid AO's, and in other says. This follows from the
definition of S in Eq. ( 1 ) and the iact that other types
of Ail's can be written as linear combinations of Slater
AO's.

Va. Orlhogonalized-Skater-A0 Overlap Integrals
As a simple example for the casc of orthogonaiized
Slater AO's, we have for S r ( 2 s ,2s) from Eqs. (1; and
i8), using the atom-pair notation of (10):

Sr(2s,, 2sb: R ) = [S(Zs,, 2st; R ) - 2QSiIs, 2sr.i R )
+Q'Sjls., Is*; Rj!!(l-Q2), (74)

where Q--S(ls,, Zs,). Using the parameter notation uf
(13),Eq. (74) becomes

with Q=S(!s, 2s;0, i). It will be noted that the
computation of S's corresponding to orthogonalized
'40's involves the knoivledge of interna! Slater S's, iikc
Siis,, 2s,j, and of other Slater S's involving inner-shell
AO's, iike S(ls,, 2sb) and S(ls,, Isb) in Eq. (71).Thes?,
however, differ from like-designated outer-sheii S's only
in the particular ranges of p and I values needed. For
internal S's we have p=0, but i#O,-see Eqs. (61)-(73).
In the master tables, an effort has been made to
include such ranges oi f and 1 that orthogonaiized-A0
S's can be computed if desired. However. we believe
that these are not likely to be i m ~ ~ o r t a for
n i the range

OVERLAP INTEGRALS
TABLE
11. Comparison of Slatei-A0 with orihogonalized

TABLE
I11 Compar~sonof S C F and Slater S's for
carbon-cnrbon 2P bonds

Slater-A0 S1s.
Iiiie~ral

Siater
AO'8

Orthogonelized
Slatrr AO'r

of R values (medium and large R) that occur for
molecular problems. This conclusion is based on the
sample cases in Tabie 11, where it will be noted that
the two sets of S values differ little, in spite of the
rather considerable magnitude (0.220) of the integral
S(lsc, 2sc),< of Eq. (74),-which is involved in three
of the cases. A wider variety of cases might of course
sometimes disclose larger differences, but it seems
unlikely that these would ever become important.

Vb. SCF-A0 Overlap Integrals
We have made no extensive study of SCF-A0 S's,
but it is obvious from Eqs. (I) and ( 5 ) or (6) that
these are approximately expressible as linear combinations of Slater S's similar to Eq. (7.9, although usually
containing a number of terms. As an example, and for
its own intrinsic interest, we have, however, computed
SLICF(2p~c,
2prc; R) and SSCF(2puc.2poc; Ri. This
\:as done after litting the following normalized formula
to the SCQ2p AO as given by Jucys in tabu!ar numericai formlofor the state ls)Z2s)22p)2,
ID :

The formula applies equally to 2po or 2pn. Each of
the symbols x(2p; M) denotes a 2p (a or r) normalized
Slater A 0 with RSpof the form S,re-':@a (see Eqs. (7)).
h three-term formula (see Eq. (6)) was found necessary
here to obtain a reasonably good fit to the mmerical
values oi Jucys.
When Eq. (i6), used for either 2po or 2 p , is COGbined with Eq. ( I ) , one obtains an expression for
SSCF(?poc,2 p w ; R i or SSCF(2pnr,2pnc; R) as a linear
combination of six terms involving Slater-AO,S's. For
:I given R, all of these have different p Values; three of
them have 1=0, the res:, other I vaIues.>O. Referring
to the master tables for the necessary Slater S's, we
obtained the SSCF(R)values given in Table III. The
'fable also includes comparisons with the corresponding
simple Slater-i\O quantities.
The foregoing example shows that good SCF '40's
inav, ',
eive ouite different S values than Slater AO's.
-'%. Jucys, P r o ~ .K O ~SOC
.
173A, 50 ii939i; accurate SCF

.

iliethoii including exchange. JULYS'21 AO'S air apjiicclatily
iliiiereni ior the states FP.1). sod IS. oi which we havc scli.itr.d
ihr 'D, where the A 0 form apprtixiinales tiie average of those
icn the three cases. We ~houliihave preieirai t h r presiirnnlify
.ornewhat diiirrent SCF 2 p A 0 for ?sLp3, but Jucys did not
conpute this.

R
(A)

i

1
AO!

S'ZP-c 2P-C. Ri
Slarei

SCF

S 2 0 s ~ ?@rc,
.
R)
SCF
Slafer

especially a t large R values." %%en one examines the
forms of SCF AO's as given by Hartree and other
authors in numerical rabies for such atoms as carbon
and oxygen, it is seen that they differ characteristically
from those of Slater and hydrogenic AO's in their more
gradual decrease a t Large R values, especially for p
AO's."" This typical ditference makes understandable
the results set forth in Tabie 111. For the computation
of S values (and of other interatomic integrals used in
molecular calculations) these results evidently raise
much more serious questions than does the matter of
orthoyonaiization. In particular, they suggest that
non-neighbor interactions in poiyatomic molecules may
he relatively large. I t might then seem that we ought
to proceed to compute SCF S values for suitable
parameter-ranges for the more important A 0 pairs.
However, second thought brings to mind the fact that
the best AO's for a i m s i n moleodes must be very
considerably diserent than in free atoms, even thougn
u-e are not very well informed as to the exact nature of
these differences and as to their variety in dieerent
molecular states. Still, for the case of AO's used in
molecular states with stable binding, we would probably

FIG.2. :Axes arrd notation
for HzO.

e

I

i

XI

+

-':Our conclusions given above as to the smailness of the eiiecc
on S of orthoganaliza6on (which introduces inner nodes into
Slatei's radially nodeless AO'sj suggests that the inner nodes in
SCF AO's might be dropped without much error for the cornputntion of S values. Tnat is, i t n i i ~ n be
t adeijuete to relain only ihc
ouleiinost loop as Slatei does; pmeidrd, hiixvever, this ;s reprcsenteii by a sum of t\wo or more exponeiitini terms as in Eq. ( i h i .
instead of iiy a sinpic Slater funrtio~i.
'".?;iiip
ndctd .din proof 11: rubsequent anik in t h s Inboratory.
I l i IT. Shuli has found that in the case oi 2s .kO'., there is :ittie
dilierence brrnrrn SCI: and Sister .kO's excop: !or smail R values
where the SCF A 0 has an inner ioop. Hcncc S vaiue.; cmipute,f
using S!a:er ns AO's are nearly the same as using SCF ni .\cjXs.
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emeet the free-atom AD'S to be so modified as to
correspond to o.~~cr&ared
rathe: than decreased overlap;
and
inciezse
be
to SCF 40,s, and
The more so
to
AO,s,

study, Obviously
Ob,JiwJsiy the nlarter desen;es
Slater S's should wCbe taken
also, ~e
too seriously.

Vd. Group Overlap Integrals
, h iurther simp!e application of tile present tables is
LO ?he conpclatlon of overiap i:ltegrali i!l which one or
hot11 atoms arc replaced by groups ~f atoms. S's 01ihis sort frequenily occur when one is workiiig with
non-localized ;irlO's (moieiular orbitals) in l.C.40
approximatitin.
'The iioii-iccallzed MCi s:ruciore oi H 2 0
..
furnishes a c ~ n w r i e n exa:nl;ie.
t
Xcglccting s, 2 hybridizatioi:, the rlestrun confiyuii,~ionniay 1.e iiri:ti.n:

Vc. Hybrid-A0 Overlap Integrds
The cornputadon of S values for hybrid :lo's is a
Is2))2;cSpz~
rather satisfying matter, since it is very easy ro obraiii (ls~,'~2(2~o;j2(~ipy,,i-b[1.c;these from Siater S's, acd since :he results are very
-+d[is:+ Bs~)'(Zp;c!".
(80)
striking. As discussed a t the end of Section jI; only
~ . Sere tile tivo bonding J"ii)'s isave bet-TI~iritter,out in
o-hybrid ,402~ can be formed from and ~ 0 ' T~~
nolagon (see (lo),
and conveniioils
section
LCAO form (see Fig. 2 io; ncia:ionl. In ccnncztion
ior ~ l ~ ss
~ can
~ be~ . ivithoui
~ o change for witn these >f07s, rile cvcrlap I;iiegrais
hybrid-Siater-A9 S's.
I n general, for a o-bond between two atoms a and I;,
formed by AO's ;'i~$ respective hybridization coeacients u, and aa (see Eq. (9)), Eqs. (I) and ('9) give
Shy(n,z, % b y ; p, i) =a,abs(nss, nos;p, 1)
+ota,(l-ub2)5(*(n, nape; p, 6)
- ; ~ i ( l - ~ r , ~ ) ~ s ( n ,%Gj
j i i , p, !)
+u~~(l-o,z)!(l-utf>*S(n,pa, nbpo;p , t ) , : T i )

are rif interest. The ;iltemai H-1; p;ei;p irorm~lizniior~
ijcrors i2:22S,.,,i? hie olr<:iccd using the Si!r, Is)
and ua denote the signs beiore (1-a')$ i i ~ master table. The remainkg integrals arc eiiily evaiu"where
Eq, ('i),and the parameter-pair p, i have ?he same 3tt.d by writing Zpyo or 2pzo ~s a linear mrnblna!ii.n u i
values
ail rbe integrals. For a Xoinopoiar bond this a 2po and a 2;-?r funition, relative to the axis of cI4;r
reduces to
the 0-Ex or tile 0 - E 1 2 hirid. Tfitis
S":*(fir;
r:<;p, 6)= u2S(ns,n; ; p, 0)
Zpyo = (sina; (2pai)+(ciisu) i,2?ri)
&(I-a';kS{ns, itpa; p, 0)
- (s!na)(2p2)- (~39;) ( L P T ~ ) ,
f (1-02)5(113c,~l!jg, P, 0).
2PzOT= (Cosa)(2pg!ji. iSiila)j2:in,)
For a bond beriveen a 1s bydragen awm kii and a
;rosu)(?>cl) :3Li:n!; ?F/x: I
hybrie n-A0 of acoti~eratom 5; it bcc~nies
.
.
011 scf,s~l?~tii.g
irito
eq>ress(r!sfor S@G, 5-sl ~ ; i t l
S"Y(fsli, nby; , ;) =aaS(Isi:, ma;9,1)
S(co, s+s) ai~oire,aort noting r:~;lrJ 2 p a , l s . d ~ - ( i , we
rt (I-al")!Y(?:r;, npob; p, t ) . (,'I)
ob:sln

-

A

In order to obtair; ~lumcricalvaiues of 5 for an:;
given hybrid case, it is necessary onif to speciiy a, and
ab, then to look up iiie approl:riate Siakr-A0 S value5
in the master rabies, a r ~ diiaally to form iizear comb;nations in accordance :+-itb Eqs. (77)-(79). Ii desired,
S values correspo?id;eg to hybrid ,)rthogona!ized Slate:
.%OSs,%r;o hybrid SCk' (ifi's; can simllariy he oiitbii~ed
by using Eqs. (77:-(i9) ir. ,:onnec:io:i with orthogonaiizeii or SCF pure-A0 .i' v a ; ~ e s .
Since V values tor any desired pair oi S!a:er--40
XybriOs can readily be ottainci! "sing Eqs. (77) (79;
and the master rabies, no extensive hybrid tables will
be given here. Zeveribeiess, two sets of Slaier-A0
hybrid 2' tablci (-Tables XXIV-XX7<III) have been
computed explicitly in order to aid tile ieatler in
. .
appreciating quan;itaii\ely the rather rernarkniiie
cffecrs of hybri(iiu~tio:~
:,]I S vaiues. Further evmiples
of hybrid S values for specif,c noiacuic~,anii :r :iiicussion. :\,ill be gi%;en ii? ioliowi!:g pa2rr."'
,ab .:s
.+. p,L~,m.:~~,:.,
.
y ~ j p o r t ,secJ, Ci~en,.?hy\, 17, 51C ,:<)?I)
-?,

-

+

Here die oolliiio;: oi :?ii;;
(13) 11;s iiec.1 ilse,i l i l :i
convenient way fcr the S's.
Eqliatiozs ( 8 2 ) iilustrate 1;.ia :i,e co:njiut:itioi~ or
even the mere :~ir~nu!:~tien
ci gioq: overlap i:itigmls
affords atiiieJ insight into tile i>o;;iii!ig ci:arac:erisiics
of ;~cn-localized 1 1 0 ~ s .;i Lu iii ti:"! .ii.cie 'iG3, iS(;s.
(82) iconid give

.
.
in:egi,i: th,:' \vi,ul:i or-cur Ls!ng idcai;~dii
1,XO's or ubir~gtile ~J:~!~~!IC<--~~~,II~!
:I0 m e t l ~ ~ j <
~%i-tu~:~ly.
i,
the cx:~erin:eii~:iiZa= 1O.i ii,,il<e. S,yi;; i - s l 2is:l;;itiy
k g e r and S(zo, s i s ) :lisilnLriy srn.tiiri [;,.ti: ;hi%, the
-r"
LXL
~ U(lzf=S,+
.~
,",3
erill~11ce t:his eKc(c c o ~ l ~ i ~ l ~ ~ t a ! ~ ~
To the extent tii;~rS va:r!es can be i;ikrn :is measures
L ~ C>J!I:C

.?-a
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of bonding strengths (see following p p e r ) , this indicares that the yo+<ls--lrj MCj is more strongly
bonding in H,O thzn the z o + ( i s t Is,; also t!:3t rile
1:litding (i.e., !oniza?icn) eilergies oi rile two Mii's are
11; the sanre order.
The discussio:: could he iurriier elaborated hv a con.ide:tirioi:
of s, p hyliridiz:ition, which is undoubtedly
oI some importance kcre. For reasons of qyrnrnerry,
can afieit
Czc+(ls+lsxl M0 in the
rcn-localized SfG ire&tnenl; :be reslilr must be that
Pile ?so A0 in (dm acquires some >A0bonding properties and the bonding ciiaracter of ;zo-C(ls+is)] is
fu:tbar weakened; but tvit;l a n nve;-al) gain in boilding,
Sjso. ST-s) in Eqs. :81j row is replaced by a linear
.
<omblnaiion i11ciudli.g S!?sn, S - ~ S )the
, final S bring
easily computed as a iunction ol the exten"& hybridi~:itionif this were knwnn.
i;ro?;p cver!ap ii:te:.ra!s can be u~ci!$0obtain iilrigh?
:n:o bond strecptks i;i rraoy mo!ecuiar prahienis, for

example in the study of hypeiconjugation. This subject
iviU 110: he developed here, however, since the object
of ?be present paper is to give methods rather ihac to
discuss app1iciitions.

Ve. Transition Moment Integrals
Certain tra~sirionmoment integrals for eiecironic
i r a n s i t i ~ nin
~ homopolar diatomic moiecuies can be
obtained very simply from overlap Integralsl" for
example :
Qrn."

P; G j .

$ ~ l ~ p r z ~ X n w ~ i ~ ~ = $ i ~ ( ? *pi-:
;P^-.

,831

rl

.
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TABLEVI.
0

t=-0.5

1=-0.4

1=-03

i = -02

I= -0 I

1=0.0

S ! ~ S2.0.:
1-0 1

1d.2

(=O.i

1=04

1-0 5
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VII.
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0 285
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0.248
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$1 1111
0080

O Oh?
003%
0 O>,I

1-,I

2

r=,13

,=<I4

;,

S"ii, i s ,
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t=..05

0.C67
G.663
0.69;
0.634
3.61:
0.582
6.54*>
,<!2
11.472
lJ.42'!

0.3b7
9 , : da ' 4
6.304
0.265
0.230
0.155

C. ih'?
0 !2i
3.685

ii..G,4
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ti--<.I

116.4
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2

d.65'i
0i 5 7
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!k38
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;..5ci
0.5:Q
il.47,,
0 42,!
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0.19:
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11,931
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il4W

0.354

ii3ii

7

1.0

3
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1 2
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2
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0.iU

nliO
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O(XX1
i1.IS.i
0 261

0.100
0.465
0434
0 4
0,366
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0.2;s
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1
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0 5
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1
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6
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2
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7
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0.W
Om2
0.013
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X

0.MW

-

0
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0LW
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-3032
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u.371
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0 ti25
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-0.0i3
-G.iiZ4
-0.031

1
i!:48
11.179
0

I

-GYMS
0 . 3

-0.O.iX
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--0.034
--0033

- 0.019
1 . 5
-- 9.1110

-0.029
-0.121

OZ;li;
ci.288
C iSi9

0.!3

-

1

-0.01;

.

0 . 7

n).035

b iLO

O.!S
0.06:
ti083
'I.(M
9fRi
1 . 3
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0.1.:3

5.185

O.I@
1 3

1 ,
D.147

0
0
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0 . 7

0 . 3
0 04;
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From: Quuvt. Revs., 11, 273-290 (1957)

TEB MOLECULAR-ORBITAL AND EQUNALW-ORBITAL
APPROACH TO MOLEC
STRUCTURE

lnGroduction
THEelectronic theory of chemical valency has to explain a set of facts and
empirical rules some of which suggest an interpretation in terms of localised
electrons and others require a picture of electrons spread throughout the
whole ~nolecule. I n the pre-electronic era a chemical bond was regarded
as a genuinely local link joining neighbouring atoms in a molecule, and
this was associated with a pair of bonding electrons in the early electronic
theory developed by Lewis and Langmuir. I n accounting for all the
electrons some were assigned to atomic inner shells and others were supposed
to form inert pairs (or " lone pairs ") on a single atom. The rules of stereochemistry implied certain restrictions about the geometrical arrangement
of neighbouring bonds, but, apart from this, there seemed t o be considerable
evidence that the pairs of electrons in different bonds behaved independently
to a large extent. For a great many molecules i t was found possible t o
interpret heats of formation on the assumption that there was a definite
energy associated with each type of bond (the bond energy). The refractivity of a large molecule can usually be predicted by assuming that the total
is a sum of standard contributions from the various atoms and bonds.
Similar additive laws also hold for magnetic susceptibilities. All these
facts, which imply the existence of a standard type of bond between two
give11 atoms, are best interpreted in terms of a theory in which a pair of
electrons is moving in locnlised orbits in each bond and is mainly independent
of electron pairs in neighbonring Fonds.
On the other hand, there are properties of molecules which do not seem
to fit this picture. Consider the ionisation of (removal of an electron from)
a simple molecule. According to the localised picture, we might expect
this process to consist of the removal of an electron from one of the bonds,
or possiftly from one of the lono pairs. However, in the case of a molecule
such as methane, where there are several bonds exactly equivalent to one
mother, there are variotis possil>ilities. There is no n priori reason why the
electron should be removed from one bond rather than another and, in such
circutnstnnces, what actually happens is that tho electron is removed partly
from them all, or, an equivalent statement, the electron which is removed
was moving in an orbit or p t h extending over the whole molecule. Similar
situations arise when we consider the electronic excitation of tl molecule.
Methane being taken as an example again, instead of exciting the electrolls
in n single I)oncl, nu clrctroil is tnlicn out of one orbit spread over the whole
moleculc i~ntlplaceti in another excited orbit. It seems, therefore, that ill
order to interpret s]i)cctroscol~icproperties of ~tioleculessuch as methane,
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we ought to treat the electrons as moving in orbits extending over the u hole
molecule, processes such as ionisation and excitation corresponding to the
removal or reallocation of electrons atnong these paths. 8uch a procedure
is, in fact, a logical extension of the ideas originally used by spectroscopists
to interpret atomie spectral lines and i t has since proved its value in the
theory of the electronic spectra of molecules.
It appears, then, that there are two apparently divergent modes of
description of molecular structure, localised electrons in bonds and lone-pair
orbits on the one hand and electrons moving in orbits covering the whole
molecular framework on the other. But the success of both descriptions
in their respective fields of application is so considerable that the two must
be more closely related than appears a t first sight. When we consider the
general quantum-mechanical probIem of finding the distribution of electrons
in a molecule we find that this is so and that the localised and delocalised
pictures are just two &Rerent ways of breaking down the same total wave
function describing the combined motion of all electrons. The purpose of
this Review is to elaborate this transformation and show how it Links together
alternative descriptions of certain simple molecules.
To do this we begin by considering the general properties that the wave
function for the electrons in a molecule must possess. If we consider only
one electron moving in the electrostatic field of the nuclei, then i t is quite
clear that its path or orbital must extend over the whole nuclear framework.
Thus the electron in the hydrogen molecule-ion, Hz+, is equally distributed
around both nuclei. When we come t o systems of several electrons, however, we also have to take into account the indistinguishability of electrons
and, further, the all-important antisymmetry property of the wave-functiot~.
The way in which this is incorporated into the moleeular-orbital theory is
discussed in the next section and its consequences are then illustrated in
terms of a simple one-dimensional model. I n the remaining sections the
transformation between the localised and delocalised descriptions is carried
out for certain simple molecules. I n this way we can see the relation between
the bonding- and antibonding-orbital picture of a diatomie molecule such
as F, and the alternative description in terms of lone pairs. The relation
between the a-n and the two-bent-bond descriptions of the standard carbon
double bond in ethylene also becomes apparent. Similarly a triple bond, as
in nitrogen or acetylene, can be regarded as three equivalent bent bonds or
as a a bond and two n bonds.

Qusnturn-aneehanical basis of orbital theories
The basic quantum-mechanical problem is to formulate the wave-like
description of an electron moving in the electrostatic field of the nuclei
and other electrons. If the potential energy of an electron a t a point
(2,y, z ) is V ( z , y, z ) , this is accomplished by solving the well-known
Schrodinger equation for a wave function y(x: y, z )

w " n ~E is the energy of the eeleetrola and h and rn are PIenck9sconstant
ar;d the clectronic mas$ respectively. (For many-electron systems some
care has t o &re taken in oi~tiii~iing
tho potani.ia1 energy P for which a knowledge of other zlccdron distrihuticaris is required. The calculations have to
be made self-eonsistenL. The details arc not relevant to the present topic,
however, and ave ahall not go into them.) The function y which &pen&
on t h co-ordinates
~
(xiy, z ) of the electron in space will be referred t o as
a space orbital nr often just as an orbital. It3 physicai interpretation is that
yzds dy d:: represents the probabiii&y that the electron will be found in
a, snla.LL rectangular element of volume dx dy dz near the point ( x , y, 2).
Thus y2 is a probability density and the electron is most likely to be found
where this density hss its Iai-gest value.
The other impoatatlt property of an electron that must be speciEerB
besides its spatial distribulioan is its spin. According to quantum-mechanicah
arguments, into which we need not go in detail, each electron Bas a spin
which can take one of two values. I t is convenient to include this descriplion
in the wave function by defining ct and so that oe = 1 if the spin is in one
direction and cc = 0 if i$ is in the other. /3 is defined in a complementary
manner. Thus the electron moving in an orbital plz, y, x) may be associaw
with two functions yjx, y, z)a and y(z, y, 1.18according to the direction of
ids spin. A function such as yjz, y, z)a which gives the probabiEty &s%ribuGion of the spin co-ordinate as %riel1as that of its spatid co-or*aM
is
sometimes referred to as a spin orbital.
A11 this is very straightforward if we are dealing vritk a system which
conhains only one electron such as the hydrogen atom or the hydrogen
moiecnle-iora Hz+. But when we consider a many-eleckon molecule we
are faced with the problem of combining the orbitals for the individual
electrons into n totalwave f~mctionfor the whole system. Suppose m are
dealing with two electrons which occupy space orbitals y, and y,. The
simplest co~xpoundwave function for both electrons is the product
yproiluct

YIJX:~

YI,~ 1 1 ~ 2 ( ~Y2a3 ~ 2 ) -

PI

where jri. yi, zI)and (r,, y2,z,) are the Cartesian co-ordinekes of electrons
1 and 2 rec;pectne-e?y. 'l'o be complete $Elis should be multiplied by one of
$pin fi~r~ctlons
a(l)a(%j, ci(L)/3\2], 3(2)@(1),or @(1)@(2).
eke four pr)~~ib!te
The physanitl. interpretation of thls compoun~dwave fulrtctiora is again in
term;,, oi probabrlity. YJ2 a3 now proportional .to the joint probability of
electroll I being at. posit~ar-i(x,,yl, z , ) and electron % a t position (z,, y,, 2,)
sinirrEt~ffrn~>.EyIf the produet fur:n is used this is just the product of the
t w o scp'braie priibal>ilitne~. 'rims the prudtrct witve ft~nctionimplies that
the hvo elcctrroras rilove illdependently of o m rtnotlicr.
krodinct w c r r Ir:nci:oils cnra clearly lie con~trueiedfor any nnmber of
eletbtrons Early =w<ivef~irkctlcjniuere conrtrncted on this Xiasis together
1 ~ 1 t the
h ctnpirlcnl rule that ncrt more than two electrons co~rldhe assigned
to o ~ing!c crhital n w ~f c ? c b p i c Further, electrons tend t o occupy
t
energy in the absence of other factors.
the orbitals wrth ! o i ~ e ~p~wYLJ3le
The major disadt~antageof the prodact fundion is that it fails to satisfy
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another important quantum-mechanical principle, nnrncly that of antisymmetry. This is really a consequence of the indistinguishability of
electrons. If we consider the operation of interchanging the positiolls of
two electrons the probability of the new configuration must be just the
same as previously. Thus the square of the total wave function must be
unaltered, and consequently the wave function itself can only be multiplied
by
1 or by - 1. It is found that the second choice is demanded for
electrons so that we formulate the antisymmetry principle by requiring
that the wave function changes sign if we interchange the co-ordinates of
any two electrons. Clearly the product function ( 2 ) does not satisfy this
condition, for if we interchange the co-ordinates of electrons 1 and 2 we
obtain yl(x8, y,, z,)y,(x,, y,, 2,) which is not a direct multiple of its previous
form.
The next step is to construct a wave function frorn products of the
type (2) which satisfies this further condition. This can be done in tcririd
of what is called an antisymmetrised product. Let us consider, first of all,
the case of two electrons in the same space orbital y , with two different
spins. The simple product function is

+

yl(x1, Y,, z1)y,(x,, 92, z , ) 4 1 jP(2)
.
. (3)
The antisymmetrised product is obtained by subtracting from this the
corresponding product with tohesuffixes 1 and 2 interchanged. This gives

- (4)
( l / d 2 ) ~ 1 ( ~Y,,
1 Z, , ) Y ~ ( Z , ,YZ, 22) ( d l ) B ( 2 )- ~ ( 2 ) P ( l .) j
The factor (1/.\/2) is inserted so that the total probability added over all
configurations is unity. This function may be said t o be symmetric in the
space co-ordinates but antisymmetric in the spins. For an overall intcrchange it is antisymmetric.
Next, suppose we have two electrons in different spice orbitals y , and
y Z but with the same spin a. Then the simple product function is
Y , ( X I . Yl, ~ 1 ) ~ 2 ( Y,~ 2 ~. , ) ~ ( l ) 4 2 ).
and the antisymmetrised product constructed in the sixrnc way is

.

(5)

1 / 1 11 1
2
2
-1
y 2
y
(6)
Both the antisymmetric functions (4) and (6) can be written as 2 x 2 determinants. Thus (4) is

and (6) is

Here we have written y , ( l ) as a short form of ?/ll(xl,yl, 3).
These simple deterniinnntizl functions for t u o clectronh suggest t h ; ~ we
t
can construct antisymmetric wave function5 for nny n1:rnl)cr of electrons
in a similar manner. Thus if we have a hct of of l)it,lli 7jr,. y ~ , . . . y), rach
containing two electrons, one of C , L C ~ Iip111(tl~i'i~ p p l ~ to
c i ~ i l o s titlolct.ulci),
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an antisymmetric wave function can be constructed as a determinant with
a different spin orbital in each row.
7pl(l)cX(l) ?pl(2)cr(2). . . yl(2n).(gn) I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
y,(l)?(l) y,(2)&2) . . . y,(2njB(2n)
The interchange of the co-ordinates and spins of two electrons corresponds
to interchanging two columns of this determinant. This leads to a change
of sign, so that the antisymmetry property is satisfied. This type of total
wave function is that used in niolecular-orbital theory.
Another well-known property of determinants is that they vanish if
they have two identical rows. This means that it is not possible to
construct a non-vanishing antisylnrnetrised product in which two electrons
in the same orbital have the same spin. Thus the rule that not more than
two electrons must be assigned to any one space orbital follows as a direct
consequence of the antisymmetry principle ; for product wave functions it
had to be introduced as an extra postulate.
Another important physical interpretation of the molecular-orbital determinant follows from an application of a similar argument to the columns.
The elements of two columns become identical if two electrons have the same
spin (cr or p ) and are a t the sanie point (x, y, 2). The determinant then
vanishes and consequently the probability of such a configuration is zero.
Such an argument does not apply t o electrons of different spin, however.
The antisymmetry principle operates, therefore, in such a way that electrons
of the same spin are kept apart. We shall see in later sections that this
is an important factor in detern~iriingstereocIlemicaI valence properties.
The antisyrnnletry principle is also of great importance in understanding
the dualism between localised and delocalised descriptions of electronic
structure. We shall see that these are just different ways of building up
the same total deterrninantal wave fu11ctions.l This can be developed
rrlathematically from general properties of determinants, but a clearer
picture can be fornied if we rnake a detailed study of the a~ltisynin~etric
w:Lve function for sorne highly simplified model systems.

Simple models illustrating the effects of antisymmetry
The simplest system thktt ci~nbe used for illustrative purposes is one in
which electrons are free to rnove in one di~nensionztlong a wire of length I .
r
1 he potential energy will be constant and can be taken as zero. If the
position of a, point on the wirr is nleasured I)y the distance .c frctni one t~nci,
the Scltrodirrger equation is
3
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where E is the energy. This is just the simple harmonic equation which
has the geneal solution
8n2mE
Sn2mE
p = A sin {J(--i;l---)x>
-k B cos
.
. (I I)

{J(---~
h.)l)

where A and R are constants of integration. The wave function must also
satisfy the boundary conditions of being zero a t both ends (that is a t x = 0
and s = I ) . The first condition requires that B = 0 and the second that
2/(8n2mE/h2)1is an integral rnultiple of n. The lowest orbitals that
electrons can occupy (those with least nodes) are therefore
y1 -- d ( 2 / 1 ) sin (nx,1)
yz = ~ ' ( 2 ~sin
1 ) ( ~ z " c I. ~ )
. (12)
p, is positive over the whole length of the segment while y, is zero a t the
centre of the wire (Fig. 1j.

FIG. I
Lowest occupied nulrculctr orbitc~lsi n model system

Now suppose two electrons are placed one in each of these orbitals.
The distribution of these electrons in their individual orbitals will sirnply
be given by y,2 and yS2. If we wish to examine the probability of various
simultaneous positions of the two electrons, we have to consider the total
wave function Y , which will be an antisymmetric product with a form
depending on the spins of the electrons. If we wish to investigate the
effect of the antisymmetry principle on the spatial arrangement of the
electrons, it is convenient to examine the case in which they both have
the same spin a. Then the wave function %,ill be of the form given in
equations ( 6 ) and (8). If the factor a(l)u(2)is omitted.

p

~ 1 ( 2 ) =(211)(sin (nx,/l) sin (2nx,/l)
Y Z ( ~ Y) Z ( ~ )
- sin (n.z2/Z)
six1 ( 2 3 .1)~} ~ ~
(4/1) sin (nx,/l) sin (nx2/l)(cos (nx,/l) - cos ( x x , , ~ ) )
. . (13)
Y2is then proportional to the probability of electron 1 being found a t
position x, and electron 2 a t x,. The significant points to be noted are
( I ) that if x, = x, the wave function vanishes so that the configuration has
zero probability and ( 2 ) that there are two equivalent most probable configurations in which the electrons are in different halves of the wire 'I'hese
two configurations differ only in the numbering of the electroils and arc
otherwise indistinguishable.
==

-

~ l ( * )
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The effect of using an antisymmetrised wave function instead of an
ordinary product, therefore, is to cause the electrons to move in two different
regions in the two halves of the segment, the probability of configurations
in which both are in the same segment a t the same instant being relatively
small. This suggests that the system could be alternatively described in
terms of two localised orbitals, one in either segment with one electron in each.
This alternative description in terms of localised orbitals can indeed be
set up by taking linear combinations of the orbitals yl and y, and using
these in the determinant instead. If the linear combinations are suitably
chosen, the value of the determinant is unaltered, although the individual
rows change. Let us consider, therefore, how we can construct localised
orbitals from our two starting orbitals y, and y, As we have already
noted, y, is positive everywhere while y, is positive in the left-hand part
of the segment and negative in the right. If we consider y,
y,, the two
eomponerits will add on the left, but partly cancel on the right. This,
therefore, can be used as a localised orbital mainly concentrated in the
left-hand part. Similarly y, - y, is mainly concentrated on the right.
We therefore define two new localised orbitals 1, and 1, by
X,= (yl y2),/2/2 = vP(4/E)
cos (nx/21) sin (3nx/21)
'
(14)
xb = (yl = V'(4/1) sin (nx/21) cos (3nx/21)
'I'he factor (1/-\/2) is included to keep the total probability equal to unity.
These functions are illustrated in Fig. 2. They are mirror images in the

+

+

.

FIG. 2
E:qui~,crlef~t
orbitals irc model systenb.

mid-point of the line-segment. They are sometimes called equivalent
orbitaLs.1, 2
The total wave function can now be written in terms of the equivalent
orbitals

If we substitute fox 2, and x, and expand the expression, it is easily confirmed
that the value of this determinant is identical with the original total wave
function (13). 'rllis is a partic~~lnr
example of what is known as an orthogom1 transformntlon of the rows of the determinant.
I t appears, t therefore, that we hnvc two possiblc descriptions of this
system. We can describe it as two electrtrns, each of which occupies one
of the delocrtliseti (or ~~rolecirlar)
orl)itals which are sulutions of the

' Lennard Joncs

and Popl~,,I'roc

Roy Soc , 1950, A , $02, 166
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Schrodinger equation. Or alternatively, we may say, equally accurately,
that the two electrons occupy two localised orbitals X, and x,, one a t each
end of the segment. These are just two different ways of inkrpreting the
same total wave function.
The two descriptions are useful in rather different contexts. If we are
interested in the relative positions of the two electrons, then the interpretation in terms of localised orbitals gives a clearer description of the qualitative
features of the overall probability distribution. On the other hand, if we
are interested in the removal of an electron, the first description is more
appropriate, for the remaining electron must ockupy an orbital which is
a solution of the original Schrodinger equation. Thus the electron must
be removed from y, or y,.
This sort of model can easily be generalised to deal with more than two
electrons and other assignments of the spins. The case of most interest
in molecular studies is that in which a set of molecular orbitals are all
occupied by two electrons. Thus if there were two electrons, one of either
spin, in both orbitals yl and y,, the total wave function would be a 4 x 4
determinant. But most of the features of the two-electron model are
retained. The system could be alternatively described as consisting of two
electrons in each of the equivalent orbitals. The effect of the antisymmetry
principle is then to keep electrons of the same spin apart, the motion of
the two opposite spin-types being uncorrelated.
Although the one-dimensional model bears little resemblance to any real
molecular system, many of its features carry over to cases of practical
interest. Suppose we consider three-dimensional motion in a central field
as in atoms. The orbitals or single-electron functions now become atomic
orbitals and can be classified in the usual manner as Is, 28, . . . 2p, 3p,
. . . 3d, . . . . Suppose we are dealing with an atom in which there are
two electrons of the same spin (a, say) occupying the 28 and 2p orbitals
(inner shells being ignored for the present). Then the antisymmetric product
function is

This wave function has many features in common with that of the previous
model. While y,, is spherically symmetric, yz, has a nodal plane through
the centre of symmetry. A similar transformat,ion can be applied and we
can use two equivalent orbitals

Atomic orbitals of this mixed type are usually referred to as hybrids (cbr
inore specifically digonal s-p hydrids). As with the one-dimensional model,
they reinforce on one side of the nucleus and partly cancel on the other.
Hence the transformation is from the deiocalised n and y description to
a description in terms of two equivalent orbitals, localised on opposite sides
of the nucleus. Again a similar transflorrnation may be applied to a 4 x 4
determinant describing a syrtem with two electrons in each of these orltitals.
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For the next example, consider a system of three electrons of the same
spin occupying atomic orbitals 28, 2px, and 2py. Here the antisymmetric
wave function is
Yzs(1) Y Z S ( ~ ) Yzs(3) I
Y' = y,,,(l) y2,,(2) yz,,(3) ~ ( 1 ) 4 2 ) 4 3 ).
(18)
Yzpv(1) ~ ; z p w ( ~ )Y ~ P v ( ~ )
In this case we can transform these into three equivalent orbitals which
are s-p hybrids (called trigonal hybrids) pointing towards the vertices of
an equilateral triangle, so that the angle between neighbouring directions
is 120". The actual transformation is
xl

.c'(~,'~)wZ~

+

2/(2/3)~2PB

+

-

1/(1/3)~8s- %/(I/6)yJzpx -t/(I/2)yzpy
. (19)
~3 = 2/(1/3)~28- \/(1/6)~zp&
- d(lI2)~zpV
It is not immediately clear from the form in which these are written
that they are equivalent functions, that is, differ only in their orientation,
but it is easily confirmed that they do transform into each other if the
axes are rotated through 120". Again it can be shown that the determinant
of X-functions has the same value as (18). One other point about this set
of equivalent orbitals is that there appears to be no preferential direction
in which any one of the vertices of this triangle may be chosen. The choice
is, in fact, arbitrary and any set of three equivalent directions perpendicular
This only applies for an atomic wave
d
to the z direction w o ~ ~ lsuffice.
function, of course. I n molecules (such as planar XU,) there may be
a preferred choice of axes on account of symmetry. This will be clear from
some examples considered in the next section.
The case of four electrons in the atomic orbitals 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz
can be handled in a sin~ilarmanner. Here we can transform the expression
into four equivalent orbitals given by

Xz

=

XI

=

;l(wzs

+ W ~ P *+ Y&PY+

Y ~ ~ P Z )

X 4 = fr(Y2s - W 2 p 2 - WDPYt Y~PZ)
which sre directed towards the vertices of a regular tetrahedron. These
equivalent orbitals are usually called tetrahedral s-p hybrids. If we have
eight electrons (two of each spin in each orbital) this description can be
applied directly to the outermost shell of electrons in the neon atom. The
neon atom is not usually described in terms of locslised tetrahedral orbitals,
but such n description is just as valid as the more conventional s2p6. We
shall see iri the next section that the localised picture is useful in discussing
the structure of molecules isoeleetronic with ncon.

The orbital description of molecules
We now turn to the description of actual molecules in terms of 11:olecular
orbitals. The usual procedure is to find orbital functions y,, y,. . . . which
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are solutions of a suitable Schrodinger equation, assign the electrons in
pairs t o those orbitals of lowest energy, and then construct an antisymmetric
determinantal wave function [as in eqn. (911. We can then consider possible
alternative descriptions obtained by transformations of the rows of the
determinant as with the models of the previous section.
I n the complex electrostatic field of a molecule, it is usually impracticable
to obtain accurate molecular orbitals, so it is customary to express them
approximately as linear combinations of atomic orbitals belonging to the
constituent atoms. This is called the " linear combination of atomic
orbital " or LCAO form. Although they are only approximate, the LCAO
functions do show most of the properties of the precise orbitals. Both
molecular and localised equivalent orbitals can be expressed in this
manner.
Diatomic M01e~ule~.-We shall begin by discussing diatomic molecules,
which bear some relation to the models discussed in the previous section.
To begin with, the hydrogen molecule has two electrons which both occupy
the lowest molecular orbital whose LCAO form is
y1 = A(lsA-1.
. (21)
Is, and Is, are the two hydrogen Is atomic orbitals. The factor
is
introduced so that the total probability adds up to unity. If the overlap
between the atomic orbitals is small, A is approximately 1,'2/2. Since
there is only one space orbital in the determinantal ware function [eqn. (7)]
no transformation of the orbitals is possible.
If we now go to a pair of interacting helium atoms, there will be four
electrons of which the first pair will go into the corresponding ortbitsl yr,
and the second pair into the next lowest orbital for the systern whose LCAO
form will be
Y z = /A(X~S~
- 1 . ~ ~ ).
- (22)
This function is zero for all points equidistant from the two nuclei (that is,
it hhs a nodal plane). The orbital y, is large in the region between the
nuclei (where 18, and IsB overlap and the electrostatic potential is low)
and is generally referred to as a bonding orbital. Similarjy, y,, which keeps
its electron away from the internuclear region, is antiboding. The tlno
functions y, and v, are analogous to the symmetric and antisgrnirletric
orbitals for the one-dimensional model.
similar transformation can be
applied and two equivalent orbitals constructed. These are

( 1 /2/2)(1, L p ) l t ~ A
t ( 1 2 ) ( i - / r ) l sB
. (23)
XB = (l,/dz)(v1 - v2)= ( l / \ ' 2 ) ( 1 -- / I ) I < S4~ (1 \'2)(}% { ! / ) L s ~
If the overlap of the functions ia not large. 2. and I, arf both nearly
4 $2 and so the equivalent orbitals approxinlate to the atomic orbitals
f i r the isolated atoms. The complete equil i11enc.e of the t a o configurations
~ ~ b o n ~ l n and
~ xA
~ 2~ ~a 'n is
~ the
~ r sitnpieit
~ ~ ~ euanipie
~ ~ ~ i of ~ the d ~ i ; (~I i~ S C I . ~ ~ tion of a molecular systern.
Proceeding further along the series of homonuclear tl~;rtoniirrtloleeuIci,
the I s inner shells can still be dcbcrihed in either rnanner. Since the Is
Xn

= (I,'\/'2)(yl 3- yi,) =
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electrons do not play any appreciable part in bonding, it is usually most
convenient to treat them as localised. The lithium molecule Li, can be
described in terms of a pair of inner shells and a bonding orbital which is
similar to that in H,. There is a difference, however, in that there is now
a possibility of appreciable hybridisation between the 2s and 2p atomic
orbitals which have compirable energies. The best LCAO representation
of the bonding orbital wiil be a sum of two hybrid orbitals of the form
r/.(2s) t B(2pd
where 2pa represents an atomic %porbital with its axis along the internuclear
line. Again, since this is the only occupied orbital formed from valence
shell atomic orllitals, no transformation to localised orbitals is possible.
Proceeding further along the Periodic Table, let us next consider the
nitrogen molecule N,. Here we have to consider molecular orbitals constructed from all the 2p functions for each atom. (The 2p orbitals with
axes perpendicular to the molecular axis are usually called 2 p n functions.)
To hegin with, four electrons are a.;signed to the inner shells, represented
by equivalent orbitals l.7, and 1 ~ Secondly,
~ .
there will be two molecular
orbitals, bonding and antiitonding, formed from the next orbitals, 29,
and 28,.
These can be transformed into two equivalent orbitals in a similar
lnanrler and correspond to lone-pair or inert electrons. Then there will be
n 1)onding orbital formed from %pa functions

+~P@L) -

~ o ~ ~ , l l d l l r g ~ ( ~ / ~ ' ~ ) ( ~ ~ ~ ? i

. (24)

al~ilt i ~ oI,ondi~~g
or!)itnl\ whose L('A0 fornls are s u n ~ sof the 2px atomic
orltirals

I f two electru~tsare assigned to each of these orbitals, all fourteen in the
~z~olecule
are accounted for. 'Phis set of orbitals would be slightly modified
if hybridisation between the its and 2 p electrons
~
is allowed.
This description of the triple bond represents it as an axially symmetric
0 bond together with two perpendicular x bonds.
This is appropriate for
spectroscopy and must be used if we are discnssing excited N, or N,+.
But for N, in its ground state, another description in terms of three equivalent
bonding orbitals can be obtained by applying the trigonal transformation
to (24) uncl (25). Thus if we write

f hc. three.

ric.\\

~ i 1i ,t ttir,lietl into one another ity L: rotdtion through
o f tlte tl~olectile. 'Ilhey r e p r e s t ~ tthree bent Imnds

<,I lrit,~I\w

120 ; ~ l > o l tilt'
~t

il'iis
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concentrated in three different azimuthal planes.
and add t o get the total electron density

+
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If we square the orbitals
2

P = ( ~ l - b o t i d l n ~ ) ~~ ~ t - h o n d i n g ) ~(~3-iio1id1ng)
this is found to be axially symmetric. Xevertheless, the existence of the
three equivalent orbitals implies that the pairs of electrons dijpose thernselves relative to each other in such a way that their distributions are simitar
and interrelated by a 120" rotation.
Although the nitrogen rnoIecnle represents the standard type of triple
bond, the bond in 0, is in no way typical of a double bond. There are
two extra electrons and the next orbitals to be filled are the antibonding
n orbitals

These both have the same energy bo that, in the absence of other determining
factors, the electrons go one into each with the same spin (or an equivalent
state). This means that they are kept apart by the antisymmetry principle
and so the energy is lowered by the reduction of Coulomb repulsion. I n
this rather exceptional ease, therefore, the orbitals are not all doubly
occupied and we cannot carry out any simple transformation into localised
orbitals.
If we now proceed further to the fluorine molecule, both the n-antibonding
orbitals will be doubly occupied. ,4s with the s functions, the configuration
(~rrr-bondlli~)2(~~I.ar1tIbondIng)2
Can be transformed into tivo n-lone-pair orbitals,
one on each atorn. Similarly with the ny orbitals. The localised description
of F,, therefore, has four localised n-lone-pairs, there being only one single
bonding orbital.
Io1ecules Lsoelectronic with Neon.- Another set of molecules whose
structure is typical of many standard chemical environments is the set of
ten-electron first row hydrides Ke, WF, H,O, NW,, and CH,. On p. 281 we
saw how the outer electrons of the neon atorn coultl be described either as
being in the configuration (%s)"(Pp)6 or, alternatively, as occupying four
tetrahedral orbitals
x,, xJ, and X, orientated relative to one another
in a tetrahedral manner, the orientation of the tetrahedron in space being
arbitrary. The electronic structures of the other molecules of the series
(:an now be discussed in terms ofthis basic system if we imagine unit positive
charges to be removed successively from the nucleus.
If a single positive charge is removed to give HE', a preferred direction
is established and the orbitals have to be referred to the internuclear line.
s z axis. The orbitals will be somewhat distorted
Suppose we take this i ~ the
but their general arrangement will not be radically altered. One of the
four localised neon orbitals will be pulled out illto a, localised bonding
orbital : it can proi)d)ly he expressed fairly itceurately in the LCAO form as

x,,

XI,,,
= &k*s)l 4- / 4 2 p ) i 3 > i ~ ( l ~ ) i f. (28)
where 2, j l , and v are numerical coefficients. This is a linear combination
of an s-p hybrid on the fluorine atom directed ;tlting the z axis and the
+
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Is hydrogen orbital (Fig. 3). The other three neon-like locaiised orbitals
will not be distorted as much, so they will remain as three equivalent
~etrdhedrt~i
hybrids pointing in directions making ail approximahly b t r a hedral angle with the bond. They are three equivalent Ione pairs. It is
interesling that the most; important Ione-pair direction (where the negative
charge is most likely to be found) may not be directly a t the back of the
fluorine atom. As the lone-pair electrons play an important rBIe as the
negative end of hydrogen bonds, this is probably closely connected with
the non-linear structure of hydrogen fluoride polymers.
The molecular-orbital description of H F can be obtained if we note
chat the three equivalent lone pairs can be obtained from a a orbital and
two n orbitals by a transformation similar to that used for obtaining the
bent-bond description of N,. I n the LCAO form the a lone pair will be
and (2py)" It is
another s--p hybrid and the two lone pairs will be (2~232)~
generally found that n lone pairs are less firmly bound than a lone pairs
so ehat the lowest ionisation potential would correspond to the removal
of an electron from one of the last two orbitals.
We can now consitler the structure of the water molecule by supposhg
(00,

pair

Xbondin9

FIG.3
Locnliscd orbitals for ltydrogen JEuoride.

a further positive charge removed from the nucleus.

The Localised description gives some insight into the reason for the non-linear structure. Given
that one positive charge has been removed, as in HF, the second charge
will prefer to be pulled out in the directions where the remaining electrons
arc most likely to be found. As we have seen above this is in a direction
ad ;m approxirnatcly tetral~edralangle to the first bond. I n the localisedorbital picture, therefore, the outer electrons of the water moIecule occupy
two sets of trio equivalent orbitals. The first two are bonding orbitals
conce~rtratedmainly itlong the O-H bonds, and the other two are localised
lone pairs which point in two equivalent directions towards the back of
the molecule, above and below the plane of the n ~ c l e i . ~
Once ;&gainthis is it very usefrll cicscription for understanding lnolecular
iiltornetion. 'I'he norrtinl form of the ice crystal, for example, is held
together by ilycirogen I)ontXs in such a WRY that each molecule i s sl~rroundett
Ictra1retlr;~lly .1,
four o r hers
'I'hrs is cornpictely coi~sistent with the
eiectrost<rtic. rilcory of t h hytltoycn
~
bond nccortling to which a proton is
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attracted by a localised lone pair of electrons on <~notker
rnole~nle.~There
is also considerable evidence that this structure persists to a large extent
ir-n the liquid.6,
To deal with the molecular orhitnlr for water it is uscfrll to examine the
effect of certain symmetry operittions on the moiecule. IVe choose a set
of rectangular Cartesi~znaxes (Fig. 4) so that thc* x axis bisects the silgle
between the bonds lt~rdthe z axis is perpeidicuiar to the nuclear plane.

k-ic. 4
Cuttesiccn axes for the ?r3uter.ntolecule

Then we can classify the molecular orbitals according t o whether they are
antisymmetric or not in the planes of symmetry. These are Oxy and 0x2.
The molecular orbitals are summnrised in the Tnl~le,together with LCAO
forms.

TABLE. ,Molecular ortituls for t / ~ cwatrr r n o l ~ c t t l ~ .
I

I

symn~etry

Totally symmetric
Totally syrnmrtrlc

.
.

?ps Totally b>rnr;;etrlc
W , Antisyrnmetrlc in

fane

I y,

I y,

LCAO form

1

Oxygrn inner shell
(16)o
1 Symmetric bonding orbiliil M t r t ~ l r rof oxygen hybrid
1
of (d,),, and ( Q - C ) ~with

I

Syrnrnetrlc lone pals
A4ntii~ntrnetric
lone p a r

Oxy

I

The localised equivalent orbitals are corltrcctcd with tlrese I)y the
bransformations

It is interesting that the molecular-or1)ititl fnnctioris give

,Lrt

altcrnative

I,cnnard Sorics an0 I'opiis, Proe. Roy S o r , 1!)>1, t . 235, 135
Uernal and I'owlcr, .J. C'hs~rc. Phyu , 1!13R, 1, 513.
Pople, Proc. Roy. S'oc., 19.51, A , 205, 163.
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description of the lone-pair electron\ which $till distinguishes them from
bonding electro~ls. Thcre are two distinct lone-pair molecular orbitals, one
of which, p,, is an r p hybrid on the oxygen atom directed along the negative
x-axis, that is, backwards along the line bisecting the two 0-H bonds.
The other (y,) is antisyrnrnetric in the HOH ~ d a n eand approximates to
an atomic 2p-function. This is the orbital of Iou~estenergy for t h t water
molecule and corresponds to the lone-pair electron removed in the first
ionisation process.
The structure of ammonia, the next molecule in the series, can be considered in a similar manner. If a further unit positive charge is removed
from tlie nucleus in W,O, the most favourable direction energetically will
be towards one of the localired lone pairs. The ammonia moiecule, therestructure with three equivalent localised
fore, will have a tetrah~dr~xl-like
bonding orbitals and a hybrid lone-pair orbital in the fourth direction.
The three bonding orbitttls can be transformed into three delocalised orbitals,
but here the lone pair is already symmetrical and approxlrnaks to a molecular
orbital. It is interesting to consider the behaviour of the lone pair during
the inversion of the molecule (this is known to occur with relatively high
frequency). I n the equilibrium configuration, the orbital is close to a tetrahedral s-p hybrid. As the molecule flattens, the amount of s character
decreases until, in the intermediate planar configuration, the lone-pair
orbital is a pure p function. After passing through this position, s character
reappears, causing the lone pair to project in the opposite direction.
The final molecule of this series is methane, the tetrahedral structure
of which follows if n fourth unit positive charge is removed from the nucleus
in the ammonia lone-pair direction. There are now four equivalent bonding
orbitals, which may be represented approximately as linear combinations
of carbon s-p hybrid and hydrogen Is functions. The transformation frorn
lnolecular orbitals into equivalent orbitals or vice versa is exactly the same
as for the neon atom.
Rlolecules with Multiple Bonds.-The double bond in a molecule such
ris ethylene provides a striking example of the transformation between
eqrrivalent and moleeular ~ r b i t a l s . ~The nuclear configuration of ethylene
is known to be planw, so the nlolecular or symmetry orbitals can be divided
into two classes according to whether they are symnletricaf or antisymmetrical in this plane. By analogy with the classification for diatomie
molecules, these ,ire referred to ns a and n orbitals respectively. If we
take the z direction to be normal to the plane, the LCAO fornis of the
o lriolecult~rorbit& ( ~ p i ~from
l ' t the carbon inner shells) will be constructed
frorn tlie hydrogen Is and carbon 28, 2px, and 2py atomic orbitals. The
only low-lying n atomic orbitals are 2pz. Two types of transformation are
pofiible. I n the first place, the a orbitals rnay be transformed among
themselves, so th'tt a11 orbitals will retain the property of symmetry or
antisymmetry in the nrtciear plane. 'The occupied a rnoleeular orbitals
could be transformed in this way into a set of localised o orbitals which
eorresporlrl to bond.: of sin& nuially-sym~netrictype. There will be five
VLenncird-Jonesarid I-fall, I'roc. Roy Soc , 1931, -4, 205, 357.
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in ail, four local C-H bonds and one C-C bond whose Lt'AO forin will be
approximately
YC co.bonii = il/\i'Z)(tfA
trB)
.
. (:30)
where tr, and tr, are trigonal s-p hybrids. The remaining two electrons
will occupy the n-bonding orbital

+

YC C x-bond

=

(1/\/2)(2~zA

t2 ~ z i i ) -

which will be antisymmetric in t h e 11ucle;w plane.

.

(31)

T\~esebwo o r b i h 1 ~

a-bond

r c -bond
3310. 5
o c ~ rr
~ Boruling
d
orbitnLs i ? ctliglene.
~

cont?titute the u--n repj.eserltation of the double bond (Fig. 5). li' me rlow
carry out a further transforr~~ntion
by writing

XI

Xz

=

(1/\'2j(~~-~
(1/1/2)j~C

.-bond

C o-bona

4- %-c

7-bond)

- YC-c .i-bond)

. (32)
*

we get two equivalent orbitals, concentrated one above end one teIo\v the
plane. This description correspo~ldbto two bent bonds (Fig. 6). Each
carbon atom takes part in four bonds in directions which are approximately
tetrahedral, Lwo being bent round towards the other carbon atom.

Actually the TICH bond angle in ethylene is rather larger than the
tetrahedral value. According to the equivalent-orbital picture, this can be
attributed to the closing up of one pair of bonds leading to the opening of
the other pair.
The carbon-oxygen double bond in aldehydes and ketoiles is simlit~rand
can be described in either of these two ways. If we adopt the jocaiisedorbitd description, formaldehyde tvill have t w o directed lone pairs in place
of two of the C-N I~ondsin ethylene. In this case the axes of these hybrid
orbitalr mill be in the moiccnlar plane (tlnlike tltc oxygen lone p i r s in water).
Either the eomponen;~of the double honct or the lone p:tirs can ha transformed bark into symmetry form?. The n1tcrri:ttivr deqrription of the lone
pairh ~ ~ l i Xic
l d one a-type long tlic i'0 tiirccticrn ' ~ n t lone ~ - t y ~ ) e w w i t h
a x i ~y e r p e n ~ i i r ~ i tl ao~the (' 0 'iionii Init in :he rr;\iIcc~ilnrplroitc. 1: i h the
latter orhit:ti which has the Inighe\t energy. so that an electron is renlcived
from it in ronisation or excleation to the Io\+est excited itate.
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The carbon-c:brbon triple bond in acetylene can be treated in a similar
way t o that in tile nitrogen nrolecuie.8 The details of hybridisation may

Frc. 7
E i ~ r r i v n l r ~ tlonr
t
paifis in f o r r n ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ l i ? y i l r .

d d e r sorneniiat, but there m i l l be a Cr-C' o bond and two perpendicular
C-C' n bonds. The altern'itire description is in terms of three equivalent
bent bonds. The triple bond in hydrogen cyanide H C s N is similar.
Bsonanee and @onjugation.-All the molecules described so far have
been sinipIe ones which can be described in -terms of s single classical
vnientse btrueture. For such systems we have seen how the molecularorbital wdve function can be expressed in terms of a set of Iocalised equivalent
i~oridiugorbit,xis, each such orbital correspon&ng t o a chemical bond or
t o a Io:ic paw of electrons. I n Inany more conlplex moleenies, it is generally
reccigrli*cd t l ~ a,t single valerice structure in
insuficierrt and that the ground
si;,~tcsllo~ildbe represerlted as a xriixture of several structures. This raises
&he question of what happens to the locallsed bonding orbitals when such
miking occurs.
This can be illustrated by the ,z electrons of buta-l : 3-diene as an
example (inset). This nlolecule is planar and its principal
sir~lcturehas t u o ethylenic-type double bond.. The correct
cyunvalelit-orbit,lI ciich5cription of this structure wotlld be in
ccrnls oi two 1ocainsi.d bonding orbitals

'

+,,

where
d,, +,, and 4, arc the 2 p z :ltornie orl>itals. Tkc corresponding
sym~ncriio,tI o r j ~ i t a h:~rcobtailted J)y tilkillg the snin 't~ld ~1iRt3r~"43re
of
ti1e.e tn o :

S o w actual rnitulations bnscd on a simple nrcidel of n i~ydrocarltonsuch as
ehis suggost that tlicvse ~nolccularori)ital%arc better i~p~)r~."xinmtcii
by
yaSrl,
- 0.3717d1 t 0-6015$2
U.tiO15$13 : 0.:371 744
. (3,5)
v ~.,,, ' = ~0.GOi5dl
~ ~ 4-~0.37li;e& - 0.37
- 0.(iOl,5+4 *
The eysriv,iier;t orbitals corrc-spo~liiinigt o tilcsc are o1:tainetl hj :tpy?lying
the re\ ex hct tr,~r:sfo~
zliatio11
are
X a -- (1 \
, ~ v ~ , ~ t ~ ., l p0,68b2(+1
,)
i $ 2 ) y O-l625(& - d4)
. (36)
Xr:
(1 id)(y~,,,,~
- yi,,,, ,.,,,,1
- O~liiL"5iyii- +2j9 O.OXX2($,

+

-

-

-&
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Thus it appears that the best equivn1ent orbitals in this inolec~rte:Ire not
completely Zoealised in the two double bonds bud are to sornc extent disrributed over the whole syste~an This Oilure to obhf-,'ir; l o c , ~ l i ~ ~ini t ri.; tkic
molecular-orbital analogue of resorlarrce hetaecn valence str tieturci.

Dkussion
The rndin result that emerges from thc discussions ~f p a ~ t i r i ~ l acases
r
i*
"cat it has proved poqsihle to give a description of a n~oleculein .ler.ni\ of
equivalent orbitals ullich arc spprox~nateiplocd~\ed,t ~ uhitli
t
eebrl i w
transfornled irlto ileloenlrsed moleeulnr ctrbitals without an:, ellniigc i n t i l r
value of the total wave fimctiori. Tile ~ctalvalcnt ~ ~ T ' I ) I T ~arc
L / , cl(jsc:y
associateii! with the interpretation of a elien~icalbard rr; -ihc tiieory, for. in
a sakarated molecule, the eciuivaient. orbitais are mniniy icsc,ili\ed :~l,~itlt
tit o
atoms. or correspo~ldto lorre-prtir electrons. Double and triple bond* 111
molecuIes such as ethylene and acetylene are represented n.: bent srnple
bonds, although the rather less loealibed a-n description is eqnaIlp valnd.
Another property of these equivalent orbitals is that they iilclutle in
themselves effects of delocalisation. Such effects are mo-t amporttt~~t
in
conjugated molecilles, although they are present in a11 rnoleculei to n greater
or lesser extend. In a highly conjugated s ~ i t e msuch , ~ s bcnzrrir only
a limited amount of locaiisntiorr can be ach~eled 1)y tra;i*ftrrrnirilj t i t i
orbitals.
For large molecuies, the ecjuiva;ent-orbilal anslysii i3 the must conrenient starting poirit for s moiecui:tr-oriiit;el treatr~ient Iii a moieenlc
such as a Tong-eh:tin parafin it I5 po.srib'ie to nrltc npprouiinnte c(l~iivdie~~t
orbitals corresponding t o each bond ;hil(! tlierl t o apply a tr,t~lsformntioi o
obtain the deloc~rllsecirnoleeular orbitals Simple x\iun~ption ,tl,out t1:c
interaction of neighboilring bonds will then Ie,tii: en eitintntes of the rri,~iive
stability of the various energy 1evelb.Y

* Hail,

Proc. Roy. Soc., l!iZl,

A , 205, 541.
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From: J. Chem. Soc., pp. 2260-2289 (1953)

466. T h e Electronic Ot.bituls, LYhnpes, und Spectru of Po1yulol)rir.
iMolecul~s. Port I. AH2 Molecules.
The eicciroiiic orbital; poisible ior an i?i!, ri:ulcciilc i\lleil linear arc
Qualitative
correlateil wit11 those possible for tile rnoleclile w i ~ c i non-linear.
l
LJIAI-I are given for the vnrinui orbitals.
curves of binding energy z~e~~szrs
These curves are then used to explain and pretlict (i) the shapes and iii) the
eiectronic spectra and associated characteristic< of AII, molecules. X i i ,
molecules containing 4 valency electrons shouicl be linear in tlicir grountl
states. AH, molecules containing 5-8 valency electrons shotllcl be bent in
their ground states.

THE purpose of this paper is first t o correlate the cicct1-oliic orbitals of a bent wit11 :i
linear AH, molecule, next t o ilecitle whether a given orbital becomes nmre or 1i.w tigiiiiy
bound with increase of the angle HAII, and then tri use the resulting graphs of biiitiiiig
energy aersits apex angle t o explain and predict tile shapes and spectra of AH, moleciilcs.
Lintnr AH, 1Woleczr1es.-The lowest-energy intra-valency-shell orbitals of a linear AH,
n~olecule,may, on the assumption that thesc are built solely from s ancl 1, aton-ric orbitals,
be described as i o l l o u ~: (i) Two orbitals binding the hydrogen atoms t o tiic cciltral
atom. These may be tl~oughtof as each formed b y the overlap of an sp l-rybritl atnrnic.
orbital on A with the Is orbitai of I~ydrogen. If so regarded they will be c~r!)il;ils of
o-type predominantly localized one in each A-H iiistance. If, however, one wcrc tiiscussing
a transition involving excitation of an electron from one of tlie bonding orbitals, one coc!ti
not regard the electron as coming from one A-K link or the other--the two are
indistinguishable. If one first conceives of the orbitals a s completely localized iiric Ilai
to take combinations of them in ordcr t o exprcss this ii~distingoisliabiiity. Tilcse
combinations arc. rithcr in-phaie or out-of-phase and n a y be labelled a, and n,,rcspcctivciy.
(ii) A r,,orbital. This is simply a @ orbital localized on the central atoin ancl pointing in a
direction at 90" to i h c NAH line. I t i~ non-bonding. Since there are t\vo sucii dirrctions
that art7 iniiep~ntii.nt hut ~qui\,:~lcnt
!excc~ilfor a rotritiori by Boo), tiic iirbitni i s t.rvci-foii:
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rlegeucratc. If the apex angie were changed from 180°, the degeneracy must become split.
The order of decreasing binding energy of these orbitals is a,, a,, xu.
The
i'it7,zi .AH, 1Woiecrrles.-A bent A H z niolecuie belongs to the symmetry class C,.
definitions of the symbois appropriate to the non-localized orbitals of such a molecule are
given bclow. The z axis bisects the NAH angle and lies in the molecular plane. The
-v axis also lies in the molecular plane and is parxllei with the H ... H line. C,(z) means a
rotation by 180"about the z axis. n,(y) means a reflection in the xz plane. -y and ncan rcspcctively that the wave function does not or does change sign when one of the
syinzmetry operations C,(z) or a,(y) is carried out.
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* Certain autiiors rcverse the de!initions of 6,and b2

.I.he lowest-energy intra-valency-shell orbitals of an *%H,molecule whose apex angle is
$0" are then as follows : (i) Two orbitals binding the hyclrogen atoms to the central atom.
.I..hese may be thought of, in the first place, as each formcd by the overlap of a pure fi atomic
orbital on A wit11 the Is orbital of N. This would be to think of the orbitals as predominantly localizeci, one in each A-K distance. As with the bonding orbitals of the
linear molecule, however, for discussions of spectroscopic transitions involving these
orbitals they must be regarded as non-Iocalized. The equivalent non-localized orbitals
xi(:simply the in-phase or out-of-phase combinations of the two localized orbitals, and,
being no longer localized, may, by the above table of definitions, be labelled al and bZ
Z fi orbital on atom X pointing in the x direction. The foregoing Table
respectively. (ii) i
shows that the molecular symbol to be applied to this orbital is b,. (iii) An s orbital on
atom A. It is non-bonding. The Table shows that the molecular symbol to be applied
to this orbital is a I .
Correlntio~zof tile Orbitals fir Lie& awd Linear ,Wolecules.-Clearly, if the HAH angle is
gradually increased, the a, and the b2 bonding orbitals must eventually become the ag and
tlie CT,orbitals respectively of the linear moiecule. At the same time the binding energy
of the orbitals must increase, The reasons for this may be seen by thinking of the
orbitals in either their localized or their non-localized forms. For the localized forms, the
rcasons are : j l j the orbitals are built solely from ;b atomic orbitals of A in the 90" moleeuIe
but partly irorn an s atomic orbital of if in the linear molecule; (2) an s p hybrid valency
gives rise to a stronger bond than does a pure j5 valency (see Walsh, Discuss. Paraday Soc.,
1047, 2, 18).
Wi-~enconsidering the non-localized forms, it is convenient to form first the two possible
group orbita!~of the fi, group, viz., 1s 4- Is and Is --- 1s. To do this automatically takes
;I.C~OI.LII~
of tile syn~n~&:yof the I ~ O ~ C C I L ~ ~ Tile
I C . components from which the non-localized
moiccular orbitals are built may then be written as foiiows :
-

lierii I - ~ ilccuif
O

I., -! I ~u ,,
I , - 1 3 . i)?

Linear mi~lecule
,-

L
.
-

P.
Pi.,

a,
b!
ti,

IS

:-

IS,

1; -- I,\,

u,
u"

P.p,.
Pv,

r.

0,.

',, 0 ,
p.,
' A , 0,
cjn:ixn~cnts of tlic sairlc spccies f nay tiicii bc " inixeci " to form tlie actual molecular
ortiit:iis. 'riiis proccciiirc Icads to the sanle e n d as taking cornbinatioils of the localized
o i l . Wc no\v introduce three principies : (i) in the ifO' inoieculc the sd orbital does
iiqt! i,!ix
I" 1i;;briclize ") with 111c other orbitals *; (iij whether or not an orbital becomes
111tjrk tiglitiy bountl with change of angle is deiermincd primarily by whether or not it
~...l l ; i i i gfroin
~ ~ bciiig buiit frorn a fi orbital of :"lo be$g built from an s orbital of A ; and
11ti) if ~i!i ~!i:iugt.
of .I \-aic\rlciesfrom wiiicli the orbital is buiit occurs when the angle is
i.t~;~~~gc-<l,
tlic. foilowing suixidiary e8ci.t di.tcrrilii~esavliethcr the orbital becomes more
(

T t ; ' i o ~ i ~ ! i ~ i ~1.)!

lLc<~::,\?l< > i l <5

:n.tIie !hi: .!r.szrii;t.e~~loi t h e n o i ~ - : i i ~ ~ ~!v)rid
l . i ~ ~orhliais
:
cuiislstcnr w ~ t ht h a t o f tiie

or less tiglitly bound : ir' tfie orbital is anti-bo~idi~ig
bctvjec~ltile end ;ttonls it is r:io.it
tightly bound wlien the latter are as far apart as possible (i.c., in tlic 1iile:~rnioleculej ; if it
is bonding between the eilil atoms it is most tiglitiy bounti when tile latter are a.; near
together as possible ji.e., in rhe 90" moiecule). Tlte nl-r;, bond orbitai is thus built iron1
a combination of Is
I s and p, in tlic 90' molecule, from a combination of 1s -;
Is allti s,
in the linear molecule, and from a combination of 1s Is, s,i, aild $, in the intern~etlintc
molecuie. I t follows that the orbital is more tightly bound in the Iirlear tiiaii iii if!? bent
n~olecule. The bz-G,, orbital is built from a conlbination tif the I s - is and fi,
compoilents in both the bent and tile linear molecule; but fro111principle jiii), it is more
tightly bound in tile linear molecule siiice it is niiti-boiitiing bctweer: the end atoms.
Clearly, as the HAH angle is increased, tiie t , orbital o l the bent molecule niast bccomr
one of the two -.,, orbitals of tile 1ii:ear molecule. To a first approximation, the orbital is
tlie same when the apex angle is 90" as wl~enit
-is 180". We may therefore suppose its binding
6'
energy to remain approxin~atelyconstant as the

+

+

an& changes.
Increase of tlie apex angle frorn 90" implies
inixing of thc nlsa orbital with the ox$, orbitiii
on A. The n, bond orbital, instcad of being
I
built from a pure $ valeilcy of A, bacomcs more
i
ant1 more built also from the s orbital of A ;
while a t t h r same time the non-boncling orbital,
instead of being built solely from the pure s
orbital of -4, becomes more and more built from
a p, orbital on A. In the linear molecule, tlic
boncling orbital has become built from an orbital
of A thar. is solely s, wliile the ~ion-bonditig
---------_
-orbital has become built solely from a $, orbital
j of A. In other words, :LS ille HAfI angle illI
90'
Ahgie H A H &*creases from 90" to 180', the bond orbital
increases in binding energy, while tilr lion-boilding
orbital originally laballed a,st clccreases in bincling energy until at 180' it bccoines one
ctf the degenerate T,,
orbitals.
A t 90" the non-bonding u,sk orbital inust be ~iiucllmore tiglitly bound than rile 11or-ibonding blp orbital. Where it l ~ e in
s relation t o the b, and a , bond orbitals is bcst decided
by appeal to experimeiltal Facts.
Shapes of Actztal AHz ;Molecules.--The Figure is a correlation diagram between tile
orbitals possible for bent and linear AH, inulecules. i t incorporates tiie conclusions
reached above as to whether a particrilar orbital rises cir falls in energy as tlie HAH r~ngle
is changed.*
The Figure does not inclutic all the possible intra-valency-siiell orbitals, but orriy tlic
lowest-lying orits. Two others are possible and are referred to below. Tliere is no
particular reason to make the 1;igui-e include all and only d l tile iiitra-vnleiicy-s!reli
r>rbitals; for a n iritinite number of extra-x-alency-sllel! orbitals is also possible, tile lowest
of which (see the discussion below of the spectrum of water vapourj will be comparable in
energy with the highest intra-valency-sliell orbitals. I t is just as arbitrary to ;:inkr tiic.
Figure show six orbitals as to make it show four; and, indeed, for the ljurposc ~i
interpreting objervecl spectra it is less desirable since it is the liigliest intra-vaicncy-~11~11
orbitals that are most likely to lie above or mix with the lowest extra-valency-slieli orbitals.
There is no doubt about the four lowest-lying orbitals-they are intm-vaiency-~Iiriii : ~
type; but tlie fifth and sixth orbitals in order of energy are probabiy not hot11 simple
intr;~-va1ency-~l~d
orbitals. A similar point should be borne in mind in rending all t i ~ r
* 1
1 1 '
I Tiie diop injm left to rii.1.t of tile a,-o, orbital ciirve, due to lpriii,:~pie ( I , , , ; s
//

increasing

P-

i

oltsct by n sm:ilicr rise dlic t o principle jiii! TIir :.!se iroiri iclt to riglit (if tiic a , z , , ori,~t:iic ~ . r \ . ~1, >
not oiiaet. Tile 1-1:-ui-e :iaa tl~i,refrirt~
heel: iIr-.~un\i.~~.'ri the a , - ~ ,anil
~ i,J n , cilrvzs fdi:ir!y fn,iii icir t : i
right by similar znioiint-:: ant: botii inl11nq c o i i s ~ i l c r a b iless
~ ~ tlinii tile n,-a,, citrvc rises
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p;cpers of illis scries, wherc tiic correlation diagrams show what arc thought to be the
lowest energy orbitals and tio not necessarily include clll the intra-valcncy shell orbitals.
Each of the cur\.es must be a maximum or a minimum on the 180" line, since from
:SOo to 270" the curves must repeat their behaviour from 180" to 90". The two most
ttghtly bound orbitais 1mve a minimum on the ISO" line. One therefore expects that all
.\Hz molecules containing only four valency electrons wiU. be linear in their ground states.
:is far as is known, this is true. As examples, tlie BeH, and HgHz molecules are expected
to be linear in their ground staies. On the other hand, the ground states of AH, molecules
containing 5 , 6, 7 , or A vaiency electrons are expected to be bent because at least one
eicctron has to be piaced in tlie a, 2011-bonding orbitai. Similarly, the first excited state
of HgH, or UeH, sllould be bent. This r z , orbital rises steeply from left to right in the
Figure bec;~use,as already explained, it changes from a pure s orbital to a pure 9 orbital.
'The ground state of the FI,O molecule, with eight valency electrons, has therefore a bent
nilclear conriguratioii. The CH, molecule, with six valency electrons, is similarly expected
to be bent. Tile actual value of the apex angle cannot be predicted, while the Figure
renrains merely qualitative. If the cmgle is close to 180°, the ground state of the =olecule
may be a triplet, the configuration

. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .

(lt1)'(b2)2(al)(b,),3N, .
lying lower in energy than
~nl)z(b,j2(a,)2,~.4,

(1)

(2)

!,ccause the existeiice oi electron repulsion offsets the small energy difference of the (a,)
and jb,) orbitals. If, on the other hand, the apex angle is considerably less than 180°, the
ground state uriil be a singlet, having the configuration (2). I3y analogy with H,O anci in
view of the fact that the two most weakly bound electrons of the H,O molecule lie in the
ri, orbital anci should therefore have comparatively littie effect on the apex angle, the
stcond possibility seems the =ore likely.
The small decrease that has been observed in the apex angle in the series H,O, H,S,
II,Se, R,Te n1ay be due either to the a,-rr, curve rising even more steeply or to the bonding
orbital curves falling Iess steeply as one passes from HzO to H,Te. However, the total
range of tlic dccreasc is only 14".
Sficcivn of AH, Afa1eczilcs.-jij Spcctrztm of H,O. In the ground state of the H,O
molecule all the orbitals represented in the Figure are fully occupied. These are the only
low-lying orbitals of the molecule. S o electronic spectrum of H,O is therefore expected
it11tlI compai-ativeiy short wave-lengths are reached. In agreement, the first absorption
, i f the miilecr~lc
occurs as 3 continuum between 1830 and 1500 (A.,
ca. 1675 A ; Kopfield,
l'iz>ls. Kci'iew, 1950, 77, 560).
In the Figure the b, and the upper i t , curve have been drawn to cross at an angle of
< . i t . 1.10".
The reason for tliis is as foilows. Three ionization potentials of HzO are known
(Price ant1 Sugden, ?'u(iiis. Fnraday Soc., 1948, 44, 108, 116). uiz., 12.61 v, 14.5 Lt0.3 v,
Iri.5 , 0.3 v. A good Kyclberg scries is know11 leading to ilie first limit (Price, J. Chem.
I S . 1
, 4 4 ) :\ crutier Kydberg series is also known leading to the third limit
jHi:ililing, :liin. T'lysii;, 1024, 13, 5'39). Kydberg series are only likely for the excitation
< i f lonc-pair electruns (or, sometimes, of weakly bonding or anti-bonding electrons);
c.st.i:cliion of a11elcciron from a stror~filybonding orbital is hardly likely to give a series of
tiiscrelc trarrsitions. Fur this reason ir seems best to interpret the first and third limits as
clue respectively to ionization from the (b,) and (a,) lone-pair orbitals ; leaving the second
limit to represent ioilization of tlie (b,) bonding electrons. The ground state configuration
of H,O is tlicrelorc writtixn as (!?1)2(nlj~b2)2(!D,)"
instead of j i ~ , ) ~ ( b , ) ~ j a , ) ~ ( bThe
, ) ~ .main
conrlusions of this paper \toulc! not, however, be altered if the order of the (al) and (6,)
orbitals \sere rt.vcrsed.*
,.
I i t u iiiti-a-va1e::zy-siicl1 orbit;rls u:llilr ilrliil tiioac sliow:~in tlie Figure are possible.
'Tlicsi. ;ti,. Iiighiy tinil-bonding in n a t ~ ~beiug
i ~ , obtained by considering out-of-pl~;~se
ovci-lap i i E an oxygen vaicncy wit11 tile hydrogen i s valency. The lower of the two is of
* i'rice anii s:lg:icn
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species il-$, where the bar indicates the anti-bonding nature. For spectroscopic purposes
it must be considered as non-localized and therefore built by the in-phase overlap of the
two hydrogen Is atomic orbitals, these interacting out-of-phase with an oxygen valency
that is 2s in the linear molecule and Zp, in the 90' molecule. Because of its anti-bonding
nature, it may well lie so nigh that transition to it requires as much energy as transition to
the lowest extra-valency-shell (Rydberg) orbital. In other words, the longest wavelength allowed transition of HzO may be formulated
!a1)2(a1)Tb2)2(bl)(al)11Bl
+- ( ~ ~ ) ~ ( a ~ ) ~ ( b ~ ) ~ ( b ~ ) ~ , ~ ~
where the uppermost (al) orbital refers either to the anti-bonding intra-valency-shell
orbital or to the 3s orbital of the oxygen atom. The 1830-1500-A absorption has already
been interpreted as due to transition of an electron from (6,) to (3sal) (Mulliken, J . Chern.
Phys., 1935, 3, 506; Price, Teegan, and Walsh, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1950, A, 201, 600). Its
continuous nature, however, makes it best considered as involving also transition to a
repulsive upper state containing an electron in the anti-bonding (2,) orbital (cf. Walsh,
unpublished work).
According to Wilkinson and Johnston ( J . Chem. Phys., 1950, 18, 190) the absorption
actually consists of three diffuse bands superimposed on a continuum. Rathenau
(2. Physik, 1934, 87, 32) had earlier found structure in the continuum, stating that a
frequency difference -1300 cm.-l was present. The diffuse bands found by Wilkinson and
Johnston are at 1608, 1648, and 1718 A. I t is possible that they represent the Rydberg
transition while the continuum represents the intra-valency-shell transition. The
maximum molecular extinction coefficient is about I000.* I t seems therefore that the
transition(s) must be regarded as allowed, in agreement with the present assignments.
Because of this, one expects either or both of tlie two totally symmetrical vibrational
frequencies of the upper state to appear in the spectrum, It is possible that the separation
of the 1608 and the 1648A band (1520 cm.-l) represents the bending vibration v,
(1595 cm.-' in the ground state), and that the separation of the 1608 and the 1718 band
(3388 cm.ll) represents the stretching vibration vl (3655 cm.-l in the ground. state). The
smallness of the reductions in these frequencies from the ground-state values would accord
with only one quantum of each vibration appearing. It seems that comparatively little
change of the molecular dimensions occurs on excitation, in agreement with the transition
being of an electron from one non-bonding orbital (whose binding energy changes little
with change of HOH angle) to another.
(ii) Spectrum of NK,. In the ground state of the XB, radical only one electron lies
in the (b,) orbital. A long-wave-length transition

a

.,. (a1)(bJ2,2Alc+... ( u , ) ~ ( ~ , ) , ~.B , . . . . .
should therefore be possible.
wave-length, transition

It represents an aliowed transition.

(3)

The further, long-

. . . (b2)(b1)2,2B,4 - f ... (b2)2(b1),2B1
is forbidden. The allowed transition should be polarized in the x direction, i.e.,
perpendicularly to the molecular plane. Since the transition involves transfer of an
electron from the orbital represented in the Figure by the steep a,-x,, curve to the orbital
represented by the approximately horizontal bl-x,, line, it should result in an increase.
of the apex angle in the equilibrium form of the upper state. On tlie other hand,
since the (a,) and the jb,) orbital are ilon-bonding, there should be little change of S-H
length.
The so-called " ammonia a. " band, lying in the visible region, has long been attributed
(though without proof) to the YB, radical. It was first observed by Eder (De~zksclzr.
* 'ii:ilkinson and Johnston record intensities in terms of the atrnospiieric absorption coetlicirnt at
30' C . Their values have been multiplied by (22.4 x 303)/(2.30 x 273) in order to obtain n~oit-cisiar
extinction coefficien:~. Tile present d~scussionassumes rllat the bands observed by them in tile continuuni are not duc t o irnpiur~tles. There is sonic doubt of tiris, hou'cvcr, since I<a:hi~~au's
fiiidlngs asc
not elltirely in agreement with these of Vii1k:nsi;n and ; o i ; i ~ ~ t ~ ; ~ .
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Wicn. Akad., 1893, 60, 1) in the ammonia-oxygen flame. I t was later found to occur
(more weakly) in the spectrum of an uncondensed discharge through ammonia (Rimmer,
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1923, A , 103, 696). The iatter method of obtaining it supports the
identification of the emitter as a decomposition product of NH,. The band also occurs
in the spectra of the hydrogen-nitrous oxide (Fowler and Badami, ibid., 1931, A , 133, 325;
Gaydon, ibid., 1942, A, 181, 197) and the methane-nitrous oxide flames (Gaydon,
loc. cit.). Infra-red bands observed in the spectrum of the former flame have been
provisionally assigned to an extension of the band (Gaydon, loc. cit.). Rimmer's highresolution photographs showed the great complexity of the band and the many lines (some
3000) present. The fine structure appears much too complex for the emitter to be the
diatomic radical S M . Its attribution to KHz therefore seems very plausible. If the
attribution is correct, then the interpretation of the band can hardly be other than as the
emission transition (3). Analysis of the observed rotational structure should proceed in
the light of the expectations formulated above.* That the structure should be so complex
is not surprising (i) if the HNH angle is such that the molecule is not even an approximate
symmetric top t and (ii) if, as expected here, the apex angle changes markedly in the
transition.
(iii) Spectrum of CH,. If the ground state of the molecule is a singlet, then the
following is the longest-wave-length absorption transition :

K2(a,)2(b,)2(a,)(b,),'B,+- K2(a,)2(b,)2(a,)2,1A,
Mulliken (quoted by Venkateswarlu, Phys. Review, 1950, 77, 676) has earlier made the
same assignment. The transition is ailowed, with polarization p~rpendictilar to the
main symmetry axis. I t should probably occar a t quite long wave-lengths (cf. the
supposed SH, transition above). It would result in an increase of apex angle in the
equilibrium form of the upper state. On the other hand, there should be little change of
C-H length. The Figure thus enables very specific statements to be made about the
expected spectrum of CB,, which should be helpful in the search currently being undertaken in various laboratories for that spectrum.
It is worth noting what the expectations would be if the ground state of the CK,
molecule should turn out to be a triplet. This impiies that the molecule is nearly linear
in the ground state and we shall therefore use the a, x, . . nomenclature for its orbitals.
Consider only transitions with no change of multiplicity : the lowest energy transition,

.

is forbidden. There will be no allowed transitions until comparatively short wavelengths (probably, by analogy with H,O, not untii wave-lengths <2500 A). The longest
wave-length allowed transition will be 3fI,,t- 3C,- whose interpretation may be

where (a,') stands for either the 3s carbon atom orbital or the anti-bonding orbital
referred to above in the discussion of the H,O spectrum.
If the CH, moiecule is found to have a strong transition at wave-lengths considerably
longer than 2500 A, it should be safe to conclude that (a) the apex angle in the ground
state is considerably less than 180" and (b) the ground state is a singlet.

* Since this paper was written, Dr. D. A. Ramsay has informed me t h a t Professor Herzberg and he
have now ( a ) proved t h a t the ammonia s bands are due to NH,, (li) obtained tile system in absorption
between 4500 and 7400 A, and ( c ) shown, in agreement with the present expectations, t h a t the upper
an-! the lower state differ considerably in tlie geometrrcal arrangement of the nuclei (see Herzberg and
Kamsay, J . C h e ~ n Phys.,
.
1952, 20, 397: Dzscztss. Faraday Sac., 1953, 14, 1 1 ) . Dr. Ramsay has also
pointed out to me that the same assignment of the bands a s made here has becn given earlier by Mulliken
and quoted a s a personal communication in a paper by Swings, ~lcI<ellar,and >linkowski (-lsl?ophys.
J., 1943, 98, 142j.
7 rlccor<liiig to the l'lgiire the apex angle in the ground state slio~rldbe closc to t h a t of tlie H,O
rnoieciile

A. D. WALSH
Relntiolz to Other Work.-In the following papers we shall show that, as with AH,
molecules, the shape of a molecule in its ground state depends primarily on the number of
valency electrons. In general terms, the recognition of this is of course not new (see,
e.g., Cassie, Nature, 1933, 131, 438; Penney and Sutherland, Proc. Roy. Sac., 1936, A ,
156, 654), though the newer data now available frequently enable the older generalizations
to be extended and made more precise. There seems, however, to have been only one
previous attempt to plot a correlation diagram between the orbitals possible for a
polyatomic molecule in each of two nuclear configurations, and to use such a diagram to
discuss both the shapes (in excited as well as ground states) and electronic spectra of
moleCules. This was by Mulliken (Rev. Mod. Phys., 1942,14,204)who plotted a correlation
diagram for the limited case of AB, molecules. He did not specifically apply his diagram
to AH, molecules. He also said that he was unable to give any simple explanation of why
particular curves should rise or fall with increase of angle. His diagram was either
empirical or based upon unpublished computations.
UNIVERSITY
OF LEEDS.
[Iieceived, May lslh, 1952 j

467. The Electronic Orbitals, Shapes, and Spectra of Polyatomic
Molecules. Part II.* Non-hydride AB, and BAC Molecules.
A correlation diagram is plotted for the orbitals of linear and non-linear
triatomic molecules. Simple reasons are given why particular orbitals
become more or less tightly bound as the apex angle changes. The diagram
is used to interpret and predict the shapes, reactivities, and spectra of nonhydride triatomic molecules. As regards the shapes, the following facts
(most of which have been recognised for some time) become understandable :
that molecules with not more than 16 valency electrons are linear in their
ground states; that molecules with 17, 18, 19, or 20 valency electrons are
bent in their ground states, the apex angle decreasing markedly from 16- to
17- and from 17- to 18-electron molecules and less markedly from 18- to 19and from 19- to 20-electron molecules; and that 22-electron molecules are
linear or nearly linear in their ground states. The paper has much in
common with an earlier paper by Mulliken.

THE purpose of this paper is to apply to AB, and BAC molecules the procedure which in
Part I * was applied to AH, molccules. We consider first symmetrical, non-hydride,
triatomic molecules AB,.
AB, Molecules.-The lowest-energy orbitals of a linear AB, molecule may, on the
assumption that they are built solely from s and p atomic orbitals, be described as follows :
(i) Two lone-pair s orbitals, one on each B atom. (ii) Two bond orbitals analogous to the
bond orbitals discussed in Part I. For discussion of molecular shape, they may be thought
of as built from sp hybrid valencies of A plus pa valencies of the two B atoms and largely
localized one to each A-B distance. In discussion of spectroscopic transitions involving
them, they would have to be regarded as non-localized. combinations of the localized
orbitals and be labelled ag and a,. (For simplicity, hybridization of the s and the
p valencies of the B atoms is here neglected. It is unlilcely that its inclusion would alter
the general form of the correlation diagram plotted in the Figure. A similar comment
applies to later papers of this series.) (iii) A xu orbital built by the in-phase ovcrlap of a
px atomic orbital on each of the three atoms. It will be bonding and two-fold degenerate.
(iv) A ng orbital built by the out-of-phase overlap of a px atomic orbital on each of the
B atoms. It has zero amplitude at the central atom, being localizcd entirely on the I3
atoms. It is two-fold degenerate, wcakly B++B anti-bonding and A t + B non-bonding.
(v) A 5, orbital built by the in-phase overlap of a fix atomic orbital on each of the B atoms,

*

l'art I, prcccding paper.
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these overlapping out-of-phase with a px orbital on the central atom. It is two-fold
degenerate, B++B bonding and A t + B anti-bonding. A bar is placed over the symbol
to indicate the A++B anti-bonding nature.
The T , , orbitals are both built from atomic orbitals on each of the three atoms. Nevertheless they will be partly localized in a way that may be deduced as follows. The
sharing of an electron between two atomic orbitals is only likely when those two atomic
orbitals have equal, or almost equal, binding energy. If the two atomic orbitals differ
widely in binding energy no sharing will take place. I t follows that if the f i x atomic
orbitals of A are nzzsch less tightly bound than those of B the possible x orbitals in the
molecule AB, are as follows : two orbitals (each two-fold degenerate) practically entirely
localized on the B atoms and one higher-energy orbital (also two-fold degenerate)
practically entirely localized on the A atom. In most actual AB, molecules (e.g., Cot,
SO,, OF,, NO,), B has considerably greater electronegativity (i.e., has considerably more
tightly bound valency orbitals) than A. While therefore it would be too extreme to speak
of complete localization of any of the x orbitals, it follows that the three two-fold
degenerate x-orbitals fall into two groups : (a) the two lower-energy ones (xu and xg)
which should be more localized on the B than on A atoms, and (b) the higher-energy
G, orbital which should be more localized on A than on the B atoms. In the case of
the x, orbital, this argument merely reinforces what was already evident from the nature
of the orbital [see (iv) above]. In the non-linear molecule the degeneracy of each of the
orbitals is split. The xu orbitals each yield an a,' and a b," orbital while the x, orbital
yields an a," and a 6,' orbital. The primes are added for clarity to the usual grouptheory symbols. A single prime means that the orbital is symmetric with respect to
reflection in the plane of the molecule, a double prime that it is anti-symmetric. (vi) A Gg
orbital which is similar to the G, orbital described in Part I in the discussion of the spectrum
of H,O. It is built by the in-phase overlap of a Po valency on each of the B atoms, these
overlapping out-of-phase with an s atomic orbital on the central atom. It is A++B antibonding, though B-B
bonding.
In AH, molecules, there is general agreement that the x u lies below the Gg orbital.
This is likely because the former is non-bonding whereas the latter is A++H anti-bonding.
In non-hydride, AB, molecules, however, the orbital corresponding to x,, of AH, is E,, i.e.,
an orbital that is A++B anti-bonding. A major reason for the orbital's lying lower than
r, is therefore removed. We shall see in discussing the spectra of AB, molecules, however,
that there is no compelling evidence for G, not still lying above E,.
By arguments similar to those given above, the E, orbital is more localized on the A
than on the B atom.
The lowest-energy orbitals of a 90" AB, molecule may then be described as follows.
(i) Two lone-pair s orbitals, one on each B atom. I t is assumed that these play little
part in the binding of the B to the A atoms and that, being rather more tightly bound
than any of the other valency orbitals of B or than any of the valency orbitals of A, they
vary little in energy as the apex angle changes from 90" to 180'. They are therefore
represented by horizontal straight lines on the correlation diagram (see Figure).
(ii) Two bond orbitals. Considered as localized orbitals, they are built from pure
fi valencies of the A atoms overlapping with p valencies of the B atoms. Considered as
non-localized orbitals, their synlbols are a,' and b,'. As described in Part I they both
become more tightly bound as the apex angle changes from 90" t o 180'.
(iii) An n,sd orbital. This, in first approximation, is a pure s orbital localized on
atom A. As the apex angle changes from 90" to 180" this must, as described in Part I,
tend to go over into a prr orbital localized on atom A. I t must therefore tend to correlate
with the upper rather than with the lower x,, orbital. The localization on atom A was
complete for AH, molecules. For AB, molecules the orbital will be largely, but not
completely, localized on A. The curve representing the orbital rises steeply from left to
right on the correlation diagram (Figure). The steep rise may be accentuated because the
orbital becomes markedly A++B anti-bonding in the linear molecule. The Figure thus
incorporates largcly unchanged three of the curves of the Figure in Part I.
(iv) Thrce 01-bitals anti-symmetrical with respect to reflection in the plane of the
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molecule. The first of these (b,") is built from a $ atomic orbital on each of the threc
atoms overlapping in-phase. I t is A t + B and (weakly) B t + B bonding, and becomes one
of the lower nu orbitals in the linear molecule. The A atomic orbital concerned in it is
pure p in both bent and linear molecules. According to the principles enunciated in Part I
any change of binding energy as the apex angle is changed is therefore governed by the
fact that it is weakly B++B bonding. This means it will be rather more stable (lead to
more evolution of energy) when the two B atoms are as close together as possible (i.e., in
the 90" molecule). The curve representing the orbital in the Figure has therefore been
drawn to rise slightly from left to right. The second of these orbitals (a;) is built from a p
atomic orbital on each of the B atoms overlapping out-of-phase. I t is A t + B non-bonding
and B U B anti-bonding, and becomes one of the xg orbitals in the linear molecule.
anti-bonding it will be more stable when the two B atoms are as far
Because it is BuB
apart as possible (i.e., in the 180" molecule).
The curve representing the orbital in the Figure
has therefore been drawn to decrease from left
to right. The third orbital (b,") is built from a
p atomic orbital on A overlapping out-of-phase
q, with each of two p orbitals, one on each of the
B atoms. In a 60" B, molecule this b," orbital
would be degenerate with the az" orbital. It is
the analogue of the b, orbital shown in the
Figure of Part I. Because of the presence of
% low-lying p atomic orbitals on the B atoms it is
% now, however, A t + B anti-bonding and B t + R
bonding, instead of non-bonding and localized
solely on A. Because it is B t - t B bonding it
will be most stable when the two B atoms are as
close together as possible. I t is represented in
the Figure therefore, not by an horizontal line
ng
(as in Part I), but by a line that rises from left
to right.
(v) Two orbitals symmetrical with respect to
reflection in the plane of the molecule and
primarily built from two p atomic orbitals lying
one on each B atom with axes in the molecular
plane and at right angles to the direction of the
adjacent B-A line. That which involves in-ph~se
overlap of these two orbitals is of species alf.
That which involves out-of-phase overlap is of
species b,'. The a,' orbital becomes one of the lower xu orbitals in the linear molecule.
It is B++B bonding, which supplies a reason why it should decrease in binding
energy with increase of apex angle. On the other hand, because the s orbital on A
is expected to interact little with the
orbitals on the B atoms from which a,' is
built, in the 90"molecule the a,' orbital largely loses the A t - f B bonding character which
it has in the linear molecule. This supplies a reason why the a,' orbital should become
more tightly bound as the apex angle increases. The a,' orbital has therefore been
inserted in the Figure as showing comparatively little dependence on angle.* The
b,'-x, orbital is B t + B anti-bonding and is therefore represented in the Figure by a line
that falls from left to right.
(vi) An Z,' orbital that correlates with the Gg orbital of the linear molecule. This

* As a net effect the a,' orbital curve probably falls from left to right in the Figure for the following
reason. I n a 80- B, molecule the a,' orbital leading to the upper ?i, should become degenerate with
the b,' orbital leading ton,.
This might happen if the a,' orbital leading to the lower ?.i curls u wards
from right t o left. For if orbital curves of the same species cannot cross, the a,' orbital curve Ekading
to the upper ?r, may contain a minimum t o the left of which i t curves steeply upward to meet the
b,' orbital. I t should be emphasized, however, t h a t it is the part of the diagram from 90' t o 180'
that concerns real molecules.
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orbital consists largely of an A atomic orbital. According to the principles given in Part I ,
it is built from a p, orbital of A in the 90" molecule but from an s orbital of A in the 180'
molecule ; and therefore is represented in the Figure by a line that falls steeply from left
to right.
If it should happen that the 8, orbital lies below Z,, then the curve from the a,'s~
orbital will lead, not to the Z , , but to the a, orbital. Orbital curves of the same species
cannot cross.* In that case, the steep rise over most of its course of the curve from the
al'sl orbital could still be regarded as due to the reasons already described, i.e., to its
" trying" to reach G,,; but an " avoided crossing" would have to be drawn, with the
result that the curve from the a,' orbital which " tended " to proceed to a, would be
drawn in fact to proceed to the i;,orbital. However, we shall see below that the balance
of evidence is not unfavourable to Z, lying above G,,,i.e, no such " avoided crossing " is
necessary.
(vii) A total of twelve intra-valency-shell orbitals can be built from one s and three
fi atomic orbitals on each of the three atoms of AB,. For completeness therefore a
twelfth orbital curve has been added to the Figure. I t represents a Fi-G, orbital which
is built by the out-of-phase overlap of valencies on the B atoms, these themselves overlapping out-of-phase with a p valency of A. I t is A++B and B t + B anti-bonding.
Because it involves no change of A valency as the apex angle is changed and is B t j B antibonding, it is represented in the Figure by a curve that falls from left to right. I t may
well lie so high in energy, however, that it is above the lowest extra-valency-shell orbital.
I t should be emphasized (1) that the actual forms of the curves in the Figure are
uncertain, except that each must be a maximum or minimum on the 180" line, (2) that
though the energy order of the orbitals on the 180' ordinate is probably definite (except
perhaps for 'Z;, and i;,)t that of the orbitals on the 90" ordinate is uncertain, (3) that no
stress should be put upon the quantitative energy differences shown even on the 180"
ordinate,$ and (4) that though the above arguments provide plausible support for the
rise or fall from left to right of a given orbital they are not always conclusive. In other
words, some of the support for much in a correlation diagram such as that illustrated must
be empirical. We therefore proceed below to examine how far the Figure can explain
known facts.
BAC Molecules.-A diagram very similar to the Figure for AB, molecules should also
hold for BAC molecules. The absence of a centre of symmetry now means that the g
and u suffixes for the orbitals in the linear molecule must be abandoned. With the
exception of the primes, the symbols for the bent molecule (C, symmetry) also become
inappropriate. The only appropriate symbols are now a' and a".
Shapes of Non-hydride, Triatomic Molecules.-Of the lowest eight orbital curves on the
right-hand side of the Figure, all but one either decrease from left to right or are horizontal.
The one exception rises only slightly from left to right. One therefore expects that AB,
or BAC molecules containing 16 or less valency electrons will be linear in their ground
states. So far as is known there are no exceptions to this rule. CO,, COS, CS,, N,O,
CICN, HgCl,, NCO-, and N,- supply well-known examples. Of less well-known molecules,
the ions CO,+ (see below) and NO2+ (see Gillespie and Millen, Quart. Reviews, 1948, 2, 277)
are linear, while the radicals C, and N, would be expected to be linear. The uranium atom
has six valency electrons, the configuration in the ground state being . (5f)4(7s)2,where
the (5j)- and the (7s)-orbitals have closely similar binding energies. One would expect,
therefore, that the ion UOzt+ would be linear in the ground state. This is true
(Zachariasen, Acta Cryst., 1948, 1, 277, 281; Sutton, Nature, 1952, 169, 235). I t seems

-

* The point is the same a s t h a t involved in the familiar diagrams correlating t h e orbitals of two
separated atoms with those of the united atom.
The lowest a orbital t o the right goes into the lowest
oibital to the left, t h e second lowest o orbital to the right goes into the second lowest to the left and
so on " (Ilerzberg, "Molecular Spectra and Xlolecular Structure,'' Van Nostrand, New 'Jlork, 1950,
1,. 327).
t For CO, the ionization energies for electrons in the a,, nu,and n, orbitals are known t o be 18.00,
17.32, and 13.79 ev. ; i.e., the .
o lies only just below the ?r, orbital, the w, orbital lying considerably
higher, in accord with the Figure.
Tn any case these energy differences must vary from molecule t o molecule.
"

o
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that the implications of the Figure are not limited to light atoms but apply throughout
the Periodic Table. The ions AgC12- and AuC1,- are linear." One may deduce, either
directly by arguments similar to those of this paper or by analogy with the isoelectronic
CO, that the ground states of keten and allene molecules will have linear CCO or CCC
chgns respect&ely.
The ground state of a molecule such as NO,, however, containing 17 valency electrons,
has to have its outermost electron in the a,'sA-it, orbital which rises sJeeply from left to
right in the Figure. The ground state of the NO, molecule is therefore bent,? its apex
angle showing a considerable drop from 180". When NO,' reacts, a donation of electrons
to it may be considered to occur. These electrons occupy the a,'s~if,, orbital, resulting in
the NO, group's becoming triangular. NO, is the only 17-electron molecule for which an
apex angle has been reported. Two rather widely different values for this angle have been
given (Table 1). The mean drop from 180" is 37" & 11". One would expect the apex
TABLE1. A f e x angles of ground states of triatomic molecz~les.
No. of valency
electrons
16

Molecule
Numerous

17

NO2

18

NOCl
NOBr
NO,- (in crystal)
0 3

sox

Apex angle
180"

:1
116
117

{
(

C10,
FzO
C1,O
C1,S
Br2Te
BrIBrClICl1,-

Mean
value
180"

Ref.

{

Electronic spectrum
Electron diffraction

1

llfl$

127 f 3
116.5-117
119" 2'
116.5"
101
110.8
101 4
103f3
98
3

*

~1e;tron diffraction
Micro-waves
Electron diffraction
,,
s,
,,
3,

+

1

i

c

1431-t11

Method of determn

3,

3,

,,

3,

8,

0.

X-Rav diffraction
180" or
ca. 180'

,.

,,

,,

,,

..

.,

CIIBr* Spurr, using the electron diffraction data of Maxwell and Mosley (J.Chem. Phys., 1940, 8, 738),
found 141" (quoted by Jost and Russell, Systematic Inorganic Chemistry," Prentice Hall, New
York, 1944).
Harris and King. J. Chem. Phys., 1940, 8, 775.
Claesson, Donohue, and Schomaker, ibid.,
1948, 14, 207. ' Ketelaar and Palmer, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1937, 59, 2629.
Truter, personal
commnnication: Mrs. Truter (Nature, 1951, 168, 344) originally reported the angle as ,132' 48'. but
has since revised her estimate.
Carpenter, Acta Cryst., 1952, 5, 132. 1 Shand and Spurr, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 179.
Hughes, Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc., 1951, 26, 21, No. 6.
Crable and
Smith, J. Chem. Phys., 1951, 19, 502.
Dunitz and Hedberg, J. Anzer. Chem. Soc., 1950, 72, 3108.
j Brockway, Rev. Mod. Phys., 1936, 8, 231.
k Palmer, J . Anzer. Chem. Soc., 1938, 60, 2360.
Stevenson and Beach, ibid., p. 2872. " Rogers and Spurr, ibid., 1947, 69, 2102. " Bozorth and
Pauling, ibid., 1925, 47, 1561. O Wyckoff, ibid., 1920, 42, 1100. p Mooney, Z. Krist., 1935, 90, 143.
g Mooney, Phys. Review, 1935, 47, 807; Z. Krist., 1938, 98, 324; 1939, 100, 519.
"
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angle to show a further marked drop if an eighteenth electron were added. The exact
value of the apex angle in 18-electron molecules must vary from molecule to molecule
because the heights of the various orbitals and the steepness of their change with angle
must vary from molecule to molecule. In other words, if it ever becomes possible to plot
the Figure in a completely quantitative way, a separate figure really needs to be plotted
for each molecule. I t is remarkable, however, that the apex angles reported for various

* The hybrid valencies giving linearity may not be sp when hea.vy elements are considered. The
general ideas of the present argument should, however. still be valid.
t Added in Proof.-It is not obvious that ogle electron in the a , ' s ~ i i ,orbital should outweigh the
effectof, e.g., the filled al-a, and bpo. orbitals. However, the fall of the a,-a, curve from left to right
in the Figure is offset by the B .ttB bonding nature of the orbital; whereas the rise of the al1s,-5,
curve is accentuated by the B tf B bonding nature of the orbital and by its becoming A fi I3
anti-bonding in the linear molecule. I t is plausible therefore that the latter curve should rise much
more steeply than the a,-a# curve falls. See also the footnote concerning this point on p. 2263.
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18-electron molecules only vary over a range (ca. 12" at most and probably only 5") that is
small compared with the total range of the abscissa in the Figure.* These angles are given
in Table 1. The mean value implies a drop of ca. 26" from the mean value for NO,.
A 19-electron molecule has to place its outermost electron in the blJ-it, orbital. Since the
curve of this orbital rises from left to right in the Figure, but not as steeply as that of the
a,'s~-iS, orbital, one would expect the apex angle of such a molecule to show a further, but
smaller, drop from the value characteristic of 18-electron molecules. The only 19-electron
molecule for which an apex angle has been reported is C10,. The value of the angle reported
for this molecule probably has a considerable uncertainty, but is not incompatible with the
expected small drop from the mean value for the 18-electron molecules. One would
expect a further small drop in the apex angle of a 20-electron molecule. One expects and
finds the actual angle reported for such molecules to cover a range of values, but again the
range is small (cn. 13" : see Table 1). The mean value represents a drop of about 13" from
the value for C10,.
To sum up, all 17-, 18-, 19-, and 20-electron molecules have ground states that are
bent ; the apex angle drops considerably from 16- to 17-electron molecules; and also from
17- to 18-electron molecules; the apex angle also drops, but less markedly, from 18- to
19-electron molecules and from 19- to 20-electron molecules; and these facts fit very well
with expectations from the Figure. I t is remarkable that mere number should determine,
for AB, and BAC as for AH, molecules, the crude magnitude of the apex angle (cf. Cassie,
Wntztre, 1933, 131, 438; Penney and Sutherland, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1936, A , 156,
654; Sidgwick and Powell, ibid., 1940, A, 176, 153).
The first excited state of the CO, molecule has its most weakly bound electron in the
allsa-Z, orbital. I t has the same reason as the ground state of NO2 for being bent, and
at the same time has one less electron in the orbitals stabilizing the linear form. One
strongly expects therefore the first excited state of CO, t o be bent. We discuss evidence
in favour of this below. The keten and the allene molecule are isoelectronic with CO,. I t
follows either directly by arguments similar to those of this paper, or by analogy with CO,,
that the CCO or CCC chains in the equilibrium forms of the lowest-lying excited states of
these molecules should be non-linear (cf. Sutcliffe and Walsh, J., 1952, 899). Further
examples of molecules which have linear ground states but probably bent upper states are
given i11 a discussion below of the spectra of triatomic molecules. I t is probably a very
common phenomenon for polyatomic molecules to have different shapes in their excited
and in their ground states (cf. the following papers).
The groundstate of a22-electronmolecule must have two electrons in the 2,' - T S , orbital.
The trend of the apex angle in 16-20-electron molecules should therefore be sharply
reversed on proceeding further to 22-electron molecules. Indeed, if the Zlf-iF,, curve
falls sufficiently steeply, 22-electron molecules should be linear in their ground states.
As Table 1 records, the trihalide ions are reported, experimentally, to be linear or
nearly so. Pimentel (J. Chem. Phys., 1951, 19, 446) has earlier discussed the molecular
orbitals involved in the ground states of trihalide ions, accepting these states as linear, but
he made no attempt to discuss the more difficult problem of why this was so. In essentials
Pimentel's conclusions agree with the orbitals that would be predicted from the Figure for
the ground state of a 22-electron molecule. In particular agreement with Pimentel, the
Figure shows that there is no need to invoke the use of d orbitals to explain (qualitatively)
the bonding (and the linearity) of the trihalide ions.
Alter~zatiaeStatement of the Factors determining the Apex Angle.-It is striking that the
apex angles of the ground states of H,O and F,O are nearly the same (104' and 101"
respectively).? It presumably means that H-H and F-F repulsions are of minor
importance in determining the angle. This is readily interpreted in terms of the Figure.
The major factors determining the apex angle lie in the a,'-o,, b,'-o,,, and alsA-E,,, curves,
i.e., in the curves largely common to the Figures of the precedtng and of the present Faper.
It can be seen from the Figire that the sum of the b,"-ir,,, b,'-x,, 0,"-x,, 0,'-x,,, and

* S~rn~larly,
~t was pointed out in Part I that the known angles for 8-electron AH2 molecules \ a l p
onlv over a range of 14"
t I am indebted to Dr P Torl,~ngtonfor stressing this t o me
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blW-xu curves changes comparatively little with the angle. The major changes in binding
energy with angle may therefore be regarded as due to the three remaining curves which,
for F,O, must be substantially the same as for H20. In other words, the major factor
determining the apex angle is a property of the central atom. I t is the interaction between
the valencies of this atom used for the bonding orbitals and the lone pair a,' orbital.
So far we have expressed this interaction in terms of hybridization of the valencies
of the central atom. One could express the interaction in alternative terms of
electrostatic repulsions between the electrons in the bond orbitals and those in the "lonepair" orbital (cf. Pople, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1950, A , 202, 323). Thus the fundamental
reason why 17- and 18-electron molecules have ground states that are bent is because
they have 1 and 2 electrons respectively which are in orbitals more localized on the central
than on the end atoms and repel the bond electrons. As a consequence of the molecule's
bending, the extra electrons come to occupy an orbital whose contribution from the central
atom is no longer pure p, but an sp hybrid pointing in the +z direction (axes as in Part I).
At the same time the valencies of the central atom used for the bond orbitals become inore
nearly pure p, i.e., become less electronegative (Walsh, Discuss. Faraday Soc.. 1947, No. 2,
p. 18). The hybridization changes thus imply that thc clcctrons in the lone-pair orbital
move away from the bond orbitals in the z direction (the orbital no longer having its centre
of gravity at the nucleus of A as it had in the linear molecule) while the bond electrons
move away from atom A towards atoms B. These are just the changes expected to follow
from repulsion between lone-pair electrons on A and the bond electrons.
In the ground states of 22-electron molecules, two electrons are placed in a further
orbital which is more localized on atom A than on atoms B. This orbital is built from a
p, orbital of A in the 90" molecule and from a pure s orbital of A in the linear molecule.
At intervening angles the orbital represents the second sp hybrid that can be formed from
the s and p, orbitals of A. This second sfi hybrid points in the -2 direction and so restores
symmetry to the electron cloud around A. The bond electrons are now subject to
repulsions from the electrons in the sp hybrids which tend to cause bending in opposite
directions ; thus the molecule resumes a linear or nearly linear form.
The key curves causing the major changes of shape are : (a) the bond orbital curves,
(b) the at's,-xu($,) curve; and (c) the 7il'(pz)-~(s~)
curve.
Reactivity of Triatomic Molecules.-The outermost, unpaired electron of the ground
state of the NO, molecule lies in the a,'s~-E, orbital. From the arguments above, this
electron is more localized on the N atom than on the 0 atoms. Reaction of NO, with a
free radical is therefore likely to form a nitro-compound rather than a nitrite. Inhibition
of certain free-radical reactions by NO, may plausibly be attributed t o such reaction : the
inhibition occurs under conditions where addition of a nitro-compound has no effect, but
addition of a nitrite catalyses the reaction. Similarly, initiation of chains by
H-abstraction by NO, (see, e.g., McDowell and Thomas, Tram. Faraday Soc., 1950, 46,

1030) is likely to form H.N<'

rather than HOsNO. One might expect that, since NO,
0
molecules readily associate to form N,O,, the latter molecule has the structure O'-N.N/O
0'
'0
(cf. Ingold and Ingold, Nature, 1947, 159, 743; Walsh, J. Chem. Phys., 1947, 15, 688;
Claesson, Donohue, and Schomaker, ibid., 1948, 16, 207 ; Broadley and Robertson, Nature,
1949,164,915). On arguments similar to those given here, the outermost, unpaired electron
of the ground state of the NO molecule is more localized on the N than on the 0 atom.
Since NO and NO, associate to form N,O,, a certain presumption is raised in favour of the
structure 0-N.N< 0 for N,O, (see also Part V of this series).
0
The nitrite ion has its two most weakly bound electrons in the n,'s~-iF, orbital, i.z.,
more localized on the N atom than on the 0 atoms. One might therefore expect reaction
with an acceptor entity to take place at the N atom rather than at the 0 atoms. 1x1
agreement, the nitrite ion reacts with a carbonium ion to form a nitro-compound (Austin,
Thesis, London, 1950).
The ClCO radical has its outermost, unpaired electron more localized on the C tban on
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the C1 or 0 atom. One therefore expects it to react most readily at the C atom. This is in
agreement with the reaction that has been postulated for the radical (Rollefson and
Montgomery, J. Amer. Chem. Sac., 1933, 55, 142, 4025), namely, formation of carbonyl
C1.
chloride . C1, 4-,ClCO = C1,CO
The first excited state of the SO, molecule contains one electron in the a,'s~-E, orbital
and one in the b,"-E, orbital. Both these orbitals are more localized on the S atom than
on the 0 atoms. I t is interesting that photochemical reactions of SO,, presumably
involving this excited state, have been shown to form two bonds to the S atom (Dainton
and Ivin, Trans. Faraday Sac., 1950, 46, 382). Moffitt (Proc. Roy. Sac., 1950, A , 200, 414)
has previously noted that the most weakly bound electrons of the ground state of the SO2
molecule lie in an (a,) orbital (here called allsa) which is predominantly localized on the
S atom; and that the oxidation donor ") reactions of SO, to form SO, or SOZClzcan
therefore be readily understood.
The discussion in this section is somewhat naive in that reactivity is a complicated
matter; but it is sufficiently successful to suggest that the ideas involved are useful in
considering not merely the ground state, but also the photochemical, reactions of molecules.
Combined with the conclusions of the preceding section concerning the shapes of excited
states, they should be of particular use in considering possible photochemical syntheses.
Relatiolz to Other Work.-As mentioned in Part I, Mulliken (Rev. Mod. Phys., 1942, 14,
204) has earlier plotted a correlation diagram for the orbitals of a linear and a bent
triatomic molecule. Mulliken, however, was unable to give any simple reason why
particular curves rose or fell with change of apex angle. In many respects, our Figure
agrees with that of Mulliken. There are two major differences. The first is that Mulliken
supposed a, to lie below E, (for his reasons, see J. Chem. Phys., 1935, 3, 739). As already
explained, this results in the curve from allsa leading to instead of to E, and in the curve
from i,' leading to E, instead of to 6. The second major difference is that MuUiken drew
the curve from a,' as rising from left to right, whereas in the present Figure it has
the opposite curvature. Mulliken's diagram made the reported linearity of the 22-electron
molecules incomprehensible
Mulliken particularly used his diagram to interpret observed spectra of triatomic
molecules. In the next section we give a fuller discussion of these observed spectra,
indicating our agreement with, or changes from, Mulliken's assignments.
Spectra of Nan-hydride, Triatomic Mo1ecuLes.-(i) COz and N,O. It is striking that,
whereas the N20 and C02 molecules are isoelectronic, ultra-violet absorption by the former
begins at ca. 3000 A whereas that by CO, does not occur until ca. 1700 A.* A simple
explanation is as follows. The lowest-energy transition of these molecules, according to
the Figure, is of an electron from the xg to the xu orbital. In other words, it is from an
orbital largely localized on the end atoms to one largely localized on the central atom.
The orbital localized on the end atoms will be less tightly bound in NNO than in OCO
since the electronegativity of N is less than that of 0.i On the other hand, the orbital
largely localized on the central atom will be more tightly bound in NNO than in OCO
since the electronegativity of N is greater than that of C. We have therefore the situation
represented diagrammatically below and the transition in N,O should require considerably
less energy than that in CO,.

+

('I

,

Tlze first electronic transitions of N,O and C02.
--

-

'

f
-

N,O

1.
I

]orbital largely local~iedon the central atom

] O r b ~ t alocalized
l
on the end atoms.

CO,

According to our Figure (p. 2268) the upper state of the longest-wave-length-absorption
* Even in liquid C 0 2 no absorption occurs until a t least 2150 A.
t I t is easily seen t h a t in N,O the analogtie of the lower x, orbital is predominantly localized on the
O atom, while the analogue of the xg orbital is predominantly localized on the end S atom.
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system of CO, should be related to the configuration (x,)~(E,). This gives rise to lA, (twofold degenerate), lZ,-, and lC,' states. By analogy with atoms and diatomic molecules
one would expect lA, to be the lowest of these states. The transitions

...

( Z ~ ) ~ ( ' Fl~A)u, f-- (5J4. lCgf
. . . . . (I)
and
... (xg)3(&), 12,- f-- (x,)~,lC9+ . . . . . (2)
(x,)3(iFU), I&,+ +--. .. (?;,)4, lx,+
. . . . . (3)
are forbidden; while
is allowed. Now, (3) should be a particularly intense transition since it belongs to the
class of so-called " V c-- N " transitions which, compared with other intra-valency-shell
transitions, are expected to have particularly high intensities (Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys.,
1939, 7, 20). The different possible states correspond, in CZ, symbols, to the four
configurations (see Figure)
a * .

. a .

9 . .

The first two of these configurations represent states that are expected to be strongly bent,
and the second two states that are expected to be slightly bent or linear. lA, correlates
with lA, and lB,; lZ,+ and 1Z; correlate with lB, and lAz respectively. For bent upper
states, the degeneracy of lA, is split, so that (1) has to be replaced by the two transitions
1A2f -... (T,)~,lCgf . . . . . . . ( 1 4
and

'Bz

f-

... ( 4 4 , 1C9+ . . . . . . .

(1B)

Both transitions would be weak, partly because forbidden by the Franck-Condon principle
and partly because both are related to the forbidden transition (1). In addition, (1A) is
forbidden by the symmetry-selection rules and has therefore an extra reason to be weak
compared with (1B). Similarly, for bent upper states, (2) and (3) have to be replaced
respectively by
'Az f-- ...( 5 ) 4 , 1C9+ . . . . . . . ( 2 4
. . . . . . . (3.4)
and
lBz +- ... ( 4 4 , Ix9+
(2A) should be very weak because it is forbidden by the symmetry-selection rules and
is related to the forbidden transition (2). Provided, however, that the upper state is not
strongly bent, (3A) should be strong since it is allowed by the selection rules and is related
to the intense transition (3).
The lowest-energy absorption of CO, falls into two regions, 1700-1400 and 13901240 A. The latter region has am, a t ca. 1335 A (Price and Simpson, Proc. Roy. Soc.,
1939, A, 169, 501) and is much stronger than the 1700-1400-A region, though not as
strong as the Rydberg bands at shorter wave-lengths. There is no doubt that it represents
an allowed intra-valency-shell transition. Indeed its intensity makes it only plausibly
identified as transition (3) or (3A). In the latter case the upper state cannot be strolzgly
bent. The appearance pressure of the 1390-1240-A absorption, relative to the Rydberg
bands, appears to be of the order found in other molecules for V t--N, relative to
Rydberg, transitions (e.g., acetylene; see Part 111). The 1700-1400-A absorption
contains a peak of, , E
-110 * (ca. 1495 A ; Wilkinson and Johnston, J. Clzem. Phys.,
1950, 18, 190). This is too strong for the transition to be plausibly interpreted
as a triplet +- singlet transition (which would be expected to have an extinction
coefficient < 1; Kasha, Discuss. Faraday Soc., 1950, 9, 72). I t is also too strong to be
plausibly interpreted as (2) or (2A). Further, it is not plausibly interpreted simply as (I),
partly because of its intensity and partly because of the strong expectations that the first
absorption of CO, sh6uld lead to a bent upper state. The only plausible interpretation is
as transition (1B). In view of the expectation (see Figure) that the lowest-energy

*

See foetnote, p 2264
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absorption should lead to a strowgly bent upper state, the 1495-A peak may be interpreted,
in more detail, as
. (1B')
...(a,"),(b,') (a,'), 1B, (correlating with A,) c--...(?r,)4,
This leaves the interpretation of the 1390-1240-A region to be given in more detail as
... (a,") (b;),(b,"), lB, (correlating with
+-. .. (qJ4, 18,' . (3A')
raising the expectation that the upper state may be slightly bent. That the expectation
is correct is strongly supported by the fact that in the analogous region of CS, (see below)
there is evidence that the upper state is bent through a few degrees. In view of
the remarkable dependence of apex angle upon number of occupied orbitals (irrespective
of the particular nuclei concerned) we would expect the apex angle in the upper state of
the -1495-A absorption to be less than the ground state angle of NO, (143" f 11') by a
small amount which represents the effect of losing an electron from the linear-stabilizing
X, orbital.
A reasonable expectation for the apex angle would be 135" f LO0.
I t is interesting that Wilkinson and Johnston find, besides the peak a t ca. 1495 A, three
still weaker bands at 1690, 1673, and 1662 A, which appear to represent a separate system.
These bands, which are very diffuse, are also mentioned by Price and Simpson (loc. cit.).
I t is possible that they represent transition (1A).
The 3000-1760-A absorption of N,O is also known to subdivide into a t least two
ca. 2900 and ca. 1900 A), requiring different appearance pressures (see
regions .A,(,
summary given by Sponer and Teller, Rev. Mod. Phys., 1941, 13, 75).
As stated above, Mulliken (loc. cit. ; J. Chem. Phys., 1935, 3, 720) supposes the ;i,t o
lie below the Z, orbital. Since if that were true we should need to draw our Figure with an
" avoided crossing " and the a,'s~curve leading to ii, instead of to xu, Mulliken's interpretation of the longest-wave-length absorption is identical with the present interpretation,
provided that the upper state is formulated in the Cz, symbols given above. The difference
is that Mulliken's interpretation implies that the lB, upper state correlates with the
(x,)~(;,), lrJg linear state instead of with the (~,)~(ii,),l A U linear state. [In a bent molecule,
the degeneracy of the lIIg state would be spllt, leading to transitions (1A) and (1B) above.]
Now, if the upper state of the first absorption correlates with Ing, one might expect the
analogous absorption in N,O to be much stronger, since it should be related to the allowed
transition
... (X)3(.), 1n +. .. (44, 1z+ . . . . . . (4)
The first absorption of N,O, however, remains weak. I t seems better, therefore, to regard
the first absorption as related to the transition
... (x)~(%),l A +--...( ~ i ) l~X,+ . . . . . . (5)
which is forbidden in N20, as is (1) in CO,, i.e., at least with N,O, to regard ;3 as lying
above E. [Doubtless altogether the 3000-1760-A absorption of N,O involves absorption
to the three bent upper states which correspond to 'B,, 1A, (correlating with 1AJ and lA,
(correlating with I&,-) of CO,.] I t is true that with COS the first absorption becomes
stronger than in CO,, but (as we explain below) this is not compelling evidence in favour of
6 lying below %. Further, in other molecules [e.g., diatomic molecules, C,H, (see
Part 111) and HCHO] the details of the spectra are only plausibly interpreted by supposing
that the orbital analogous to ;i,iies above that analogous to Ti,,. With no molecule does
there appear to be any compelling evidence that 5, (or its analogue) lies below ii,. At
least pending further evidence, therefore, we shall proceed on the assumption that $
lies above Ti,, since this implies a simpler form for our Figure. If later work should show
that after all 2, lies below xu, it would not be difficult to make the necessary changes in the
present assignments.
The continuous nature of the absorption in CO, and N,O does not seem surprising in
view of the fact that the energy absorbed is sufficient to cause dissociation into the ground
states of CO and 0 or Nz and 0 respectively. I t is clear, however, that the equilibrium
form of the upper state may possess much less energy than the form reached in absorption
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a t .A,,
from the ground state. The upper state may therefore be stable in the equilibrium
form and a discrete emission spectrum may be possible. If the absorption spectrunl of
CO, at high temperatures were studied, so that transitions from high vibrational levels of
the ground state were possible a t sufficiently long wave-lengths, the absorption spectrum
would presumably become banded.
Returning now to the 1390-1240-A region of CO,, we should expect from the interpretation given above that both the v, bending frequency and (more strongly) the v, stretching
frequency of the upper state would appear in the absorption. The latter expectation
follows from the fact that the x,,orbital is C t + O anti-bonding. For an allowed transition,
only frequencies that represent vibrations which are totally symmetrical should appear
strongly; if the upper state remained linear, v,, being then non-totally symmetrical,
would not appear strongly. The bands in the region are diffuse and shaded to the red.
Their separation is -50Cb-600 cm.-1, but is too irregular for the structure to be interpreted
in terms of a single frequency of this magnitude. Price and Simpson suggest that two
progressions are present, one starting a t 1380 A and the other a t 1368 A, each with
frequency intervals of ca. 1225 cm.-I and each rising to a maximum intensity a t the same
wave-length. However, the measured intervals of these supposed progressions vary
from 1080 to 1350 cm.-l. No doubt the difficulty of measuring the diffuse bands can partly
explain this irregularity, but the variation is so great that it seems more probable that two
different frequencies are involved. In this connection it should be noted that, for a reason
that will be made clear in Part 111, it would be possible for the bending frequency to be
slightly increased in the upper state relative to the value of 667 cm.-l in the ground state
(cf. N20below).* The stretching frequency, on the other hand, is expected to be decreased
in the upper state from its value of ca. 1340 cm.-l in the ground state.
The analogue of the CO, 1390-1240-A system in N,O appears to be the absorption
occurring between 1520 and 1425 A (Duncan, ,I. Chem. Phys., 1936, 4, 638), although the
appearance pressure of this absorption is only about a tenth of that for the CO, system.
The absorption consists of nine diffuse bands. Duncan represents their spaclng by a
frequency of 621 cm.-l in the upper state. This might represent the totally symmetrical v,
vibration of 1285 cm.-I in the ground state, though if so the drop is very great.
Alternatively, 621 cm.-I might represent the bending vibration which has a frequency of
589 cm.-l in the ground state; the small increase is not implausible (see Part 111). If the
latter interpretation is correct, then it implies that the upper state is (slightly) bent.
Sponer and Teller (loc. cit., p. 109) suggest the further interpretation that two separate
progressions, each with a spacing of ca. 1240 cm.-1 (representing the 1285-cm.-l groundstate frequency), are present; but if so the drop in frequency seems surprisingly small.
However, the spacing between the bands is irregular and, though this is doubtless partly
due to the difficulty of measurement, it is not improbable that Iwo frequencies are involved,
I t is unfortunate that the diffuseness of the bands
one representing v,' and the other vl'.
precludes resolution of the rotational fine structure to decide whether the bands are
parallel or perpendicular. Whatever the correct interpretation, if v,' is involved the
progression in it is fairly short (maximum intensity occurs at the fifth band), so that the
upper state is slightly, rather than strongly, bent.
An extensive emission band system believed to be due to the CO, molecule is known.
I t appears in the carbon monoxide flame spectrum (see Gayclon and Wolfhard, Natz~re.
1949, 164, 22). The bands lie between 5500 and 3000 A, with maximum intensity around
4200 A. Smyth (Phys. Review, 1931, 38, 2000) was unable to find emission bands that
could be ascribed to CO, over the range 2700-1400 A. In other words, there appeared
to be no bands corresponding to those found in absorption around 1500 A. However, as
Gaydon (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1940, A, 176, 505; " Spectroscopy and Combustion Theory,"
Chapman and Hall, London, 2nd Edn., 1948) pointed out, if the upper state is considcrably
bent one would expect the emission system to lie a t wave-lengths much longer than those
of the corresponding absorption bands. This follows from the Franck-Condon principle.
The extensive range covered by the emission spectrum confirms that the molecular
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dimensions change considerably in the transition. Excited CO, molecules in the carbon
monoxide flame almost certainly arise by the reaction
o ( ~ P )+ CO(~I;+)
-+co2*

. . . . . . . (6)

I t follows that the excited molecules are in a triplet state (Laidler, J. Chem. Phys., 1949,
17, 221) and that this triplet state is not more than ca. 130 kcal./mole above the ground
state. If the excited state arises from the first excited configuration, then the system is
clue to the transition
...(b,')(alf), 3B, ---+... ( R , ) ~ ,lZg+ .
. (7)

i.e., involves a change of multiplicity. Gaydon assumes that the transition is to the
ground state but does not point out that this must mean the transition is forbidden because
of the change of multiplicity. If the ground state is not involved, the lower state must be
strongly bent and (probably) triplet. Only so will it be possible for the height of the
lower state above the ground state to be sufficiently low for an emission stretching to
ca. 3000 A to arise from an upper state produced by (6). The lower state should not be
more than 30--40 kcal, above the ground state. If the ground state is not involved, then,
for obvious reasons apart from one of the states' being strongly bent, the emission system
does not correspond to any known absorption system; and the vibrational frequencies
present are not, as Gaydon supposes, those of the ground state.
In fact, the evidence that the lower state is the ground state is unconvincing. Thus
Gaydon interprets frequency differences of 2065 and 565 cm.-l as the 2349 cm.-l (v,) and
667 cm.-l (vz) frequencies of the ground state. The discrepancies are very large if they are
due to anharmonic factors concerned in transitions to high vibrational levels of the
ground state. The anharmonic factors for the lower ground-state levels are known to be
very small [e.g., ( x , ~ , ) ,= -1.3 cm.-l]. The observed progressions are so long that the
bands can hardly all be to very high levels of the ground state. In the ground state Fermi
resonance occurs between the v, and v, levels, the resonance splitting being -102 to
144 cm.-l. This separation does not appear in the emission spectrum. Further, the
upper state is expected to involve an excited orbital that, in comparison with the ground
state, is strongly C f 3 0 anti-bonding. In other words, if the ground state is concerned,
the transition should show progressions in v1 of the ground state. These progressions
should be represented by pairs of bands separated by the Fermi resonance splitting and
with .-.,vl of the ground state between the pairs. The V, frequency in the ground state is
known to have the approximate value of 1340 cm.-1. The anharmonicity (nCwI)is known
to be very small (-0.3 cm.-l), but, if the other two frequencies are markedly reduced by
anharmonic factors, the vl" progressions should be represented by pairs of bands separated
by markedly less than 1340 cm.-l. Now the most commonly occurring intervals in the
flame spectrum (Gaydon, loc. cit.) are 565, 1130, and 1500 cm.-1. Intervals that occur
less frequently are 345, 925, 1355, 1700, 2065, and 2260 cm.-l; intervals that occur still
less frequently are 160, 230, 515, 780, 1865, and 1915 cm.-1. In addition Gaydon refers
to the bands' tending to occur in pairs with a separation of ca. 60 cm.-l between the
members of a pair. None of these frequency differences is plausibly identified as vl of the
ground state. The only two that are close to the expected magnitude are 1130 and
1355 cm.-l; but the first of these is rather low and is much more plausibly interpreted as
3 X 565 cm.-l, while the second is too high. Gaydon makes no attempt to identify any
of the observed frequency differences as vl. If the lower state is the ground state, nonappearance of progressions in v, of the ground state is difficult to understand.
Let us see what interpretation of the observed frequency differences can be given if the
ground state is not involved. Gaydon assumes long progressions in v,. However, there is
no precedent in the known spectra of triatomic molecules for long progressions in the
unsymmetrical stretching frequency v,. Further, such progressions would imply that one
of the low-lying states of CO, has the C atom nearer to one 0 atom than to the other; and
there is no theoretical expectation of such a lack of symmetry. In fact, if the emission
involves a single upper state and a singlc lower state, we may confidently expect the
system to be capablc of interpretation in terms of four fundamental frequencies alone,
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vl' and V< should both be less than 1340 cm:'.
v,' and v," are
viz., v,', v,', v,", and v,".
likely to be less than or close to 667 cm.-l (the value of v, in the ground state). All the
frequency differences greater than 1340 cm.-I must be interpreted as overtones or combination bands of the fundamentals. 60, 160, 230, and probably 345 cm.-I are too small to
be plausibly interpreted as fundamentals. The very commonly occurring 565-cm.-l
frequency is an obvious choice for one of the fundamentals. It immediately enables
1130, 1700, and 2260 cm.-l to be interpreted as 2 x 565, 3 X 565 and 4 X 565 cm.-l
respectively. Moreover, the magnitude 565 cm.-l makes it practically certain that this
frequency is a bending one ; it is too low to be plausibly chosen as a v, frequency. v," =
565 cm.-l is the obvious choice, since in an emission transition v," is likely to be more
The existence of long progressions in : v then implies that the two
prominent than v,'.
states concerned differ markedly in apex angle. Since we have argued that the lower
state must be strongly bent, the upper must therefore be linear or only slightly bent. This
is in contrast to Gaydon's interpretation that the transition is from a strongly bent upper
to a linear lower (ground) state. Since the emission takes place from a hot source
(-600" c in the " glow " of oxidizing carbon monoxide and a much higher temperature in
the ordinary flame of carbon monoxide), we expect v,' also to appear in the system, but
v,' = 515 cm.-l is the obvious choice to try. Such a
probably less prominently than v,".
choice may a t once explain the tendency of bands to occur in pairs with ca. 60 cm.-l b,-tween
the members of a pair since 565-415 is close to 60. On account of Boltzman factors, we
should not expect the frequency 2 x 515 cm.-l to be prominent; and, in agreement, no
frequency of ca. 1030 cm.-I appears. The only likely choices for the v, frequencies (since
they must be less than ca. 1340 and since 1130 cm.-l has already been identified) are 925
and 780 cm.-1. Of these, it is 925 cm.-1 which, being the commoner of the two, is likely
to represent v,".
Such a choice probably accounts also for (a) ca. 1865 cm.-l,
since 2 x 925 = 1850, (6) ca. 345 crp.-l, since 925 - 565 = 360, (c) ca. 1500 cm.-l, since
925 565 = 1490, and (d) ca. 2065 cm.-l, since 925
(2 x 565) = 2055. The commonness of occurence of, e.g., 1500 cm.-1 is understandable, since it is composed from a very
commonly and a fairly commonly occurring interval. This leaves v,' = 780 cm.-l. Just
as 2 X 515 cm.-l did not occur, so we should not expect 2 x 780 cm.-l to appear; nor is
it found. The choice, however, plausibly identifies (a) ca. 1355 cm.-I, since 780 565 =
1345, (b) ca. 1915 cm.-l, since 780 $ (2 x 565) = 1910, (c) ca. 160 cm.-l, since 925 - 780 =
145, and (d) ca. 230 cm.-l, since 780 - 565 = 215. This accounts for all the observed
frequency intervals and moreover the whole forms an entirely reasonable, consistent,
interpretation. The magnitudes of 2v," and 2v,' are such that no Fermi resonance is
expected with the v, frequencies; and in agreement no further spearation remains to be
accounted for by such resonance. Moreover, it is very reasonable that v," should oe less
than v,', and v," less than v,'; for the lower, strongly bent state (a) is likely, for a reason
that will be referred to again in Part 111, to have more resistance to bending than the upper
linear or nearly linear state and (6) almost certainly involves the a,'sdi-ii, orbital which
tends to lose its Ct-fO anti-bonding character as the molecule bends.
Summarizing, v[ = 565, vl" = 925, v i = 515, v,' = 780 cm.-l and it is clear that the
ground state is not involved and that the system consists of a single electronic transition.
,411 the vibrations concerned are totally symmetrical with respect to the bent molecule and
therefore there is no symmetry restriction on the number of quanta of each that may occur.
The O(3P) atom in (6) is expected to approach the C atom of the CO molcculc along the
C-O line, in such a way that an unpaired fia electron of the 0 atom interacts with a o lone
pair on the C atom. It appears probable therefore that the resulting state of CO, is 3lI.
Having regard to what are the low-lying states (see the Figure), this must be 311,. Our
analysis of the flame bands requires this state to be linear or nearly linear; it is satisfactory
that our Figure (though not Mulliken's correlation diagram) predicts linearity for the 3II,
state. The lowest excited state of CO,, according to the Figure, sliould be the strongly
bent 3B, (or less probably 3A,) state. The flame bands are therefore most probably to be
identified as due to the allowed transition
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Further, there is a very low probability that a triplet, strongly bent (apex angle
135" & lo0), excited state of CO, would emit radiation and pass to the ground state. I t
would behave almost like a separate chemical species, a fact that may have something to
do with the " latent energy " that has been reported for carbon monoxide flames (David,
Leah, and Pugh, Phil. Mag., 1941, 31, 156).
(ii) CO,+. Discharges through CO, give rise to a pair of strong bands at 2882 and
2896 A. I t is known (Bueso-Sanllehi, Phys. Review, 1941, 60, 556) that these are due to
the CO,+ molecule ; that they represent the transition . . (a,) (7r,)4(x,)4, ZC,+ --+
. (r~.)2(~,)4(n,)3,2ng; that (as would be expected from the present considerations) the
molecule is linear in both upper and lower states; and that the transition causes little
change of the molecular dimensions.
The negative glow of discharges through streaming CO, or excitation of CO, by
electron impact gives rise to an extensive system of weak3r bands lying between 5000 and
2900 A. The bands were first observed by Fox, Duffendack, and Barker and have been
studied by Smyth, by Schmid, and especially by Mrozowski (Phys. Review, 1941, 60, 730;
1942, 62, 270; Rev. Mod. Phys., 1942, 14, 216). According to Pearse and Gaydon (" The
Identification of Molecular Spectra," Chapman and Hall, London, 2nd Edn., 1950) these
bands are believed to be due to the neutral COBmolecule, but this neglkts the work of
Mrozowski which appears to show conclusively that the bands are due to CO,+ and that
2!dU----+ .- ( R ~ ) ~ ( X , ) ~ , AS would be
they represent the transition . . (~,)~(?r,)~,.
expected from the present arguments, rotational analysis shows that the molecule is linear
in both upper and lower states. In accord with this, only vl vibrations appear strongly.
'The degradation of the bands to the red and the extensive range covered by the spectrum
are understandable in view of the properties of the x, and x, orbitals.
( 1 ) C S From our Figure we should expect the first absorption of the CS, molecule
to be due to transition to a configuration correlated to (;r,)3(%,). The first absorption
consists of a large number of bands between 3980 and 2767 A (h,,,. -3200 A) (Wilson,
Astrophys. J., 1929, 69, 34). I t is weak, requiring several cm. pressure with a 1-m.
absorption path, and is, like the first absorption peak of CO,, plausibly interpreted as
( 1 B ) That the CS, spectrum, unlike that of C02, consists of discrete bands is understandable since the exc~tationenergy for CS, lies below that required for dissociation. One
would expect the upper state to be considerably bent and to possess a considerably
Increased C-S distance over the ground state. Mulliken (J. Chem. Phys., 1935, 3, 720)
early concluded that the upper state of the system was bent in its equilibrium form.
Liebermann (Plzys. Review, 1941, 60, 496), from a partial vibrational analysis, showed
that long progressions in v,' occur and also that the intensity of bands originating from
v," = 2, relative to bands originating from v[ = 0 but proceeding to the same upper level,
is considerably greater than would be expected from the Boltzmann factor alone. Both
thcse facts strongly suggest a considerably bent upper state. In addition, one-quantum
lumps of v,' occur, which would be expected for a bent upper state but not for a linear one.
liotational analysis of six of the bands (at 3673, 3637, 3601, 3535, 3501, and 3468 A) by
Licbermann (ibid., 1940, 58,183; 1941, 59,1 0 6 ~ ;1941, 60, 496) has shown them to be of
t h c parallel type with simple P and R branches, closely resembling lS,,+
C- lX,+ bands of
a ~~lolecule
in which both states were linear. If, however, the upper state were linear,
alternate bands of the vB' progression should be of a I1 t-- S type, which they are not. In
fact, Liebermann has shown that the observed simple rotational structure is equally
compatible with any apex angle between 125" and 180". (As estimated above for the
filst excited state of C02, 135" 5 10°would be a reasonable value for the apex angle in the
excited state.) If the upper state is bent, the parallel nature of the bands identifies them
as 'B, C- lCTi, in agreement with the expected interpretation (lBr). AIulliken (ibid.,
1941, 60, 506) has earlier shown how the observed characteristics are compatible with
interpretation (1B'). The only difference between his and the present interpretation is
that he supposed the upper state correlated with lII, rather than with lA,. The rotational
structure, on the assumption of a markedly bent molecule, indicates a considerable
inciease of C-S leilgth on excitation. This is as expected for transition (1B') and implies
that progressions in v,' sllould bc present. These have not yet been identified. I t may be
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noted that v,', when found, is expected to be somewhat greater than its value (410 cm.-l)
in the 1C,+ state (see below) since the a,'s~-x, orbital is expected to lose some of its antibonding character as the molecule bends; on the other hand, v,' should be less than v,"
which is 657 cm.-1. The magnitude of the angular restoring forces is considerably reduced
by the excitation, the frequency v, being 275 cm.-l in the upper state as against 401 cm.-l
in the ground state. Transition (1A) has not yet been identified, but may be present in
the 3980-2767-A system. ,
The second absorption system of CS, consists of a much more intense set of bands with
. ,A,
ca. 1970 A. Almost certainly this system corresponds to the CO, system of. , A,
ca. 1335 A (Price and Simpson, 1939, loc. cit.) and may be interpreted as (3A'). Mulliken
has previously briefly suggested that the absorption represents (3). According to the
present considerations, the upper state would be expected to be slightly bent, while the
C-S length would be expected to be considerably increased relatively to the ground state.
That the transition covers an extensive range of the spectrum (2300-1800 A) is not therefore surprising. Price and Simpson have already concluded that the upper state is bent
through a few degrees. As a result the molecule acquires one low moment of inertia and
this explains the many heads, separated by about 40 cm.-1, observed in each band under
high dispersion. The bands as a whole are shaded to the red, as expected. Only one
upper-state vibration appears as a long progression. This has a frequency of ca. 410 crn.-l
(390-430 cm.-l), and undoubtedly represents the symmetrical valency-stretching
frequency v, which is 657 cm.-I in the ground state.
(iv) COS. The first absorption of COS (2550-1600 A) is much stronger than that of
CO, or CS,. This might be taken as evidence that the first absorption of CO, or CS, is to
an upper state that correlates with 111, rather than with lA,, i.e., that 2, lies below E,,. The
corresponding absorption of COS might then be expected to be much stronger because of
the absence of a centre of symmetry in linear COS; the transition lx +- lBC is allowed,
whereas lII, f-- lC,+ is forbidden. An alternative explanation is equally valid, however,
viz., that, though the transitions lA, +- lC,+ are symmetry-forbidden for CO, and CS,, the
analogous transitions 1A" t- lC+ are allowed for COS (apart from the Franck-Condon
restriction on intensity). There should be two of these 1A" +- lC+ transitions, corresponding to the lAz upper states of CO, or CS, correlating with l A and 1C,-. In addition
there should be a third transition, to a bent upper state, corresponding to, the lB, state of
CO, or CS, correlating with lA,. I t is significant that a t very low pressures (-0.01 mm. in
a I-m. pathlength) the absorption sub-divides into several wide diffuse bands (2380-2150,
2120-2080, and 2050-1860 A) apparently involving three separate electronic transitions
(Price and Simpson, 1939, loc. cit.). [That the first absorption of N,O remains weak, while
that of COS becomes comparatively strong, may be because the electronegativities of N
and 0 are closer than those of S and 0 (Walsh, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1951, A , 207, 13), so that a
bent state of NNO is not so far removed from C,, symmetry as a bent state of COS.]
The seconcl absorption region consists of some seven diffuse bands extending
from ca. 1550 to ca. 1410 A with Am,,. a t 1510 A (Price and Simpson, 1939, loc. cit.). I t
undoubtedly corresponds to the CO, absorption of hrn&=.1335 A and the CS, absorption of
.,mA
1970 A. A progression probably involving vl1 is present with a difference of ca.
760 cm.-l. The corresponding frequency in the ground state is 859 cm.-1. Price and
Simpson refer to the 1510-A system as a possible first member of a Rydberg series, but this
would not accord with the present interpretation as an intra-valency-shell transition and
as corresponding to the CO, and the CS, system discussed above.
(v) HgCl,, HgBr,, HgI,. According to analyses by Wehrli (Helv. Phys. Actn, 1938,
339; 1940,13, 153) and Sponer and Teller (J.Clzem. Phys., 1939,7, 382; Rev. Mod. Phys.,
1941, 13, p. 106), the upper states of the 1731-1670, 1862-1813, and 2108-2066 A
absorption regions of HgCl,, HgBr,, and HgI, respectively are probably I&,+. The
absorption regions are therefore to be interpreted as (3). As expected, the bauds are
degraded to the red; ,and the stretching frequencies in the upper states are considerably
reduced relative to the ground state. The excited states do not depart appreciably from
linearity. This of course is quite possible according to the present arguments. Although
the bl"-i;,
curve falls from right to left in the Figure its curvature is not necessarily
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sufficient to cause the l8,+states to be bent. Indeed, since the bl"-Z,, curve falls from right
to left because the orbital is bonding between the end atoms, it is not unlikely that the
curvature would be less when the central atom is very large (as Hg) and the end atoms are
therefore far apart, whatever the molecular shape. I t is significant that v,' does occur in
the spectra though, in accord with the selection rules for a strictly linear upper state,
always as two quanta; its occurrence indicates that the forces controlling bending have
changed as a result of the transition. v,' does not occur in the spectra. v,' is less than
v," by a few cm.-1 for each molecule (65, 36, and 30 cm.-l, compared with 70, 41, and
33 cm.-l for HgCl,, HgBr,, HgI, respectively). In accord with the above absorption
representing transitions to lC,+ upper states a longer-wave-length absorption continuum
has been observed for each molecule (Wieland, 2. Physik, 1932, 76, 801; 77, 157). The
maxima of these continua are a t ca. 1810 A (HgCl,), ca. 1950 A (HgBr,), and ca. 2660 A
(HgI,). The continua should represent transitions to strongly bent lB, upper states,
correlating with la,.
(vi) NO,. That a Rydberg series exists in the spectrum of NO, (Price and Simpson,
Y'ra~ts.Faraday Soc., 1941, 37, 106), the members of which are accompanied by very little
vibrational structure, implies that a state of NO,+ exists which is non-linear and has an
angle not very different from that in the ground state of NO2. As Price and Simpson
have already remarked, the Rydberg series can hardly proceed to the ground state of
NO,+ since there is strong evidence that the latter is linear and the Franck-Condon
principle would forbid photo-ionization to such a state without a large amount of
accompanying vibration. The magnitude of the ionization limit obtained from the
Rydberg series (12.3 v) makes it very probable that the series leads to the first excited
state of NO,.' (certainly to a very low-lying excited state). We have, therefore, evidence
that the first (or a t least a very low-lying) excited state of NO2+ is considerably bent, as
the present arguments would lead one to expect.
(vii) NO,. From our Figure, for a ground-state angle of 143" :f_ 1l0, the allowed
transitions of longest wave-length for NO, should be
. . . ( ~ L ) ~ ( b i ) ~ ( b ;,B1
) , t--.. . (ai')2\bi)2(ai),,A1
. . . (10)
. . (ac)2(bi)2(;l'), ,A1 t-.. . (a,'')2(bi)2(al'), ,A1 . . . (11)
. . . (a2")2(bz')(al')" 2& +-. . . (a,'1)2(bi)2(a1'), ,A1 . . . (12)
'1-ransitionsof the types
. . (a,")(b2')2(al')2,.A, t-. . . (a2")2(b2')2(al'),,A1 . . . (13)
. . (a2")2(h2')(al')(bl"), ,A2 t- . . . (a2")2(b2')2(a,'),2Al . . . (14)
would be forbidden. By Mulliken's reasoning (Rev. Mod. Phys., 1942, 14, 204), the
observed absorption bands of NO, between 9000 and 3200 (strongest between 5750 and
3520 A) may be attributed to one or more of the transitions (lo), ( l l ) , and (12). Pearse
and Gaydon (loc. cit.) comment that more than one electronic system may be involved in
the bands. Expressions (LO), ( l l ) , and (12) supply examples of transitions that might be
polarized in any of the three possible axes, might lead to an increase or a decrease of apex
angle, and might markedly increase or hardly change the N-O distance. Transitions that
cause a marked change of angle or N-O distance would be expected to occupy an extensive
region
of the spectrum.
..
1 owards shorter wave-lengths should come the transitions
and

. . (a2")2(ba')(nl')(<'),$23, + - . . . (n2'1)2(52')2((111),
. . (a2")(b2')2(al')(bl"),2132+- . . . (n,")"b,')2(al'), 2A

. .

(15)

. .

(16)

followfed at still shorter wave-lengths by

. . (tiz') (n2")"bi)2(a11)222B2+- . . . (b2')2(~,")2(b2')2(al()'
2Al . (15)
liotll tllcse are allowed and they are of the same symmetry type.
NO, has a second absorption systeill between 2600 and 2270 A. Certain of the
observed bands of this system are known to be of tllc parallel type with red-degraded
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K-structure (Mulliken, 1942, loc. cit.), i.e., polarized parallel to the axis of least moment of
inertia and so to the 0.. - 0line, NO, k i n g an approximately symmetric top molecule.
This implies that the bands are part of a B, +-A, system, the transition being assumed
to be electronically allowed. Mulliken chooses either (15) or (16) to represent the system.
(17) might be considered as another possibility, but, whereas (15) should lead to a small
increase of apex angle and (16) to only a small decrease, (17) should cause a very marked
decrease. Rotational analysis of the 2491-A band has yielded angles in the ground and
the excited state (154" 4" and 154" + 6" respectively) which differ little (Harris and
King, J. Chem. Phys., 1940, 8, 775). This favours assignment to (15) or (16) rather than
to (17). However, some doubt must attach to the conclusions from the rotational analysis
since (a) the ground state angle obtained is very different from the angle reported
from electron-diffraction studies (132"), and (b) it is not based on a complete resolution of
the J-structure. That the angle has in fact changed from the ground state to the upper
state is indicated by the appearance in the spectrum of vibrational bands probably
representing the upper-state bending frequency v, (Harris, King, Benedict, and Pearse,
ibid., p. 765). The frequency is 523 cm.-l, compared with 648 cm.-l in the ground state.
Expressions (15) and (16) should lead to a considerable increase of N-0 distance. In
agreement, from the rotational analysis of the band at 2491 A, it has been concluded that
this distance is 1-41 + 0.06 A in the upper state, compared with 1.28 5 0.03 A in the
ground state. One would expect the totally symmetrical stretching vibration (probably
1320 or 1373 cm.-1 in the ground state) to appear in the upper state. A frequency of
714 cm.-l possibly represents this. However, the vibrational analysis of the system is as
yet far from satisfactory, one difficulty being that the separations to long wave-lengths of
the apparent origin of the system do not obviously correspond to the frequencies found in
the infra-red spectrum. (In order to avoid absorption by N,O,, the spectrum has been
studied at temperatures above 100" c, so that a number of bands due to transitions from
vibrational levels of the ground state appear.) The difficulty is enhanced by the fact that
the Raman spectrum of NO, has not yet been observed (owing to the molecules absorbing
throughout the visible and the near ultra-violet regions) with the result that the vl"
frequency is not definitely known. I t should also be noted that predissociation of the
bands of shorter wave-length shows that a second electronic upper state is concerned in
the absorption.
A further absorption system of NO, occurs between 1600 and 1350 A with.,,A
at
1467 A (Price and Sirnpson, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1941, 37, 106). This contains a very
long vibrational progression, covering a t least some fifty bands. The frequency difference
is 200 cm.-1 and almost certainly represents the v,a, deformation vibration. I t follows
that the equilibrium form of the upper state has an apex angle very different from that of the
ground state, and also has considerably reduced angular restoring forces. This suggests
that the upper orbital concerned is a,'-E,, whose curve rises so steeply in the Figure, and
perhaps that the lower orbital is one of the bonding orbitals. In other words, it is very
plausible to assign transition (17) to the system. The bands of the system should be of
the parallel type, but a decision awaits study under higher dispersion.
According to the Figure, the following transition should lie very close to (17) .

. . . (a{)(bi)2(a2")2(b2')2(a{)2,
,A1 t-.
. . ( ~ 1 ) ) ~ ( b i ) ~ ( ~ i ' ) ~ ( b , ' 2AI
) ~ ( < ) (18)
,
I t too should lead to a considerable decrease of apex angle, though not quite as illuc11as (17).
I t should also lead to an increase of N-0 distance. I t is an allowed transition that should
be z-polarized. Price and Simpson (loc. cit.) find a second absorption system to be present
in the 1600-1350-A region. I t too shows a long vibrational progression, the frequency
difference being roughly the same as for the system identified as 17). I t seems very
plausible that this represents transition (18). When the 1600-1350system is esarniried
under high dispersion, it should be possible to test whether the bands ascribed to (18) are
In fact of the expectid perpendicular type.
A further transition,
...(bl")(a,')2(b,')"ai')2(b,')(~')2, f - . .(b1")2(a1')2(b2')2(aZ'~)2(bZ')2(~11),
.
2A1 (19)

k
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should 11c a t slightly shorter wave-lengths than (17) and (18). Transition (19) is allowed,
and z-polarized, and should lead t o an increase of N-0 distance and a small decrease of
apex angle. According to Price and Simpson's photograph (loc. cit.), there are faint
narrow bands in the 1350-1300-A region (which may be a continuation of the 16001350-A system) followed by a strong progression beginning a t 1280 A and undoubtedly
representing one of the Rydberg transitions of the molecule. Just on the long-wavelength side of the latter occur weaker, diffuse bands which Price and Simpson ascribe to
transitions from vibrating ground states. This seems unlikely in view of the Boltzmann
factors involved. More plausibly, the bands either represent (19) or form part of the
Rydberg transition, all being due to excitation from the vibrationless ground state and
the ( 0 , O ) band not being the strongest member of the system.
The absorption in the 1600-1350-A region is strong, requiring an appearance pressure
hardly greater than that required to bring out the Rydberg bands a t shorter wave-lengths.
In part this can be attributed to the presence of two (and perhaps three) transitions all
occurring in the same region. Further, a transition such as (17) can be regarded as
belonging to the V t- N class. I t is related to a a, +- a, transition, wherein there is no
change of angle and the wave function of the upper orbital is of the same type as that of
the lower except for the possession of an extra node along the chain of atoms. Both (17)
and (18) have the characteristic of V
N transitions in that an electron is partially
transferred from the end atoms to the central atom. However, a fuller discussion of why
transitions (17) and (18) should have high intensity (as well as an examination of the bands
under high dispersion) is required before the assignments can be considered really
satisfactory. Until this is done, the assignments must be regarded as tentative, though
plausible.
Price and Simpson attribute the absorption to excitation of a " TC" electron in the
NO bonds. According to the present assignments, however, the absorption primarily
lnvolves only orbitals which are symmetrical with respect to reflection in the molecular
plane.
(viii) SO,. In the ground state of SO, the only low-lying vacant orbital (see the Figure)
should be the uppermost b,". Next in order but considerably above b," comes Zi.
Remembering that the apex angle in the ground state is l l g O ,we see that the transitions
of longest wave-length should fall into two groups. The first should sub-divide as follows :

+--

. . (a[)2(bi)2(al')(b,"),

lB1 t-.. . (a,")2(b2')2(al')a, 'A1

. .

(20)

'1 his is an allowed transition that should give rise to perpendicular bands (the molecule
bsing assumed to be an approximately symmetric top in both lower and upper states).
Further, it should lead to a small increase of apex angle and probably t o a small increase
of S-0 length :

. . (a2")(b2')2(a1')2(bl"),lB2 +.

. . (n211)2(b2')2(a1')2,
lA1

. .

(21)

This is an allowed transition that should give rise to parallel bands and lead to a moderate
decrease of apex angle and increase of S-0 length.

. . ( ~ ~ " ) ~ ( b ~ ' ) ( ~ ~lA,' ) ~t( b ~. .". )(,i;f)2(b2')"(al')2,
,
lrl,

. .

(22)

This is a forbidden transition.
Experimentally, SO, is known to have absolptioit bands stretching from cn. 39'00 to
2600 A. Metropolis and Beutler (Pltys. Review, 1940, 58, 1078) showed that the regions
from ca. 3900 to 3400 A (h,,,.
cn. 3740 A) and from ca. 3400 t o 2600 A (Amax.
2940 A) belonged t o separate transitions. The origin of the former is a t 25,775 cm.-I
(3880 a ) . The latter region is the stronger, having a maximum molecular extinction
coefficient of -400 (Garrett, .I., 1915, 1324). The characteristlcs of the bands in the
3900-3200-.k region are as follows. They possess a -1-structure degraded towards the red
and a I<-structure degraded towards the violet, the latter diverging more slowly than the
former. Metropolis (ibzd., 1941, 60, 283) has shown that this implies a small increase both
of apex angle and of S-0 length in the excited state. The conclusion is confirmed by the
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vibrational structure of the transition, especially by the absence of long progressions
involving the deformation frequency. That the changes are small is also confirmed by the
fact that the strongest band is that representing a combination of only one quantum of
each of the totally symmetrical vibrations. The arrangement of the I< sub-bands shows
that the transition is probably of the perpendicular type. The 3900-3400-A system thus
agrees very well with the expected characteristics of transition (20). Mulliken has
previously assigned (20) to the region.
From a vibrational analysis of the 3400-2600-A region, Metropolis (ibid., p. 295)
showed that (1) the origin lay at 29,622 cm.-l (3376 A), the transition thus covering a very
extensive region, (2) both apex angle and bond distance change markedly in the
transition, (3) the frequencies in the upper state are 794 (symmetrical stretching),
345 (symmetrical deformation), and 833 cm.-1 (anti-symmetrical stretching), compared
with 1152, 525, and 1361 cm.-1 respectively in the ground state, (4) from the vibronic
selection rules, because both a, and 6, vibrations appear in the upper state, the electronic
part of the latter is either lAl or lB,, and (5) the values tor the excited-state frequencies
when substituted in theoretical formulz for a valence force model yield an apex angle of
probably ca. 100" compared with 120' in the ground state, i.e., they show that the apex
angle decreases in the transition. Metropolis also noted that the rotational structure
showed none of the regularity present in, e.g., the 3900-3400-A bands. This implies that
the dimensions of the molecule have so changed that the upper state is not, even
approximately, a symmetric top. This in turn makes rotational analysis difficult, but at
least makes it practically certain that the angle must have decreased and the length
increased during the excitation. The characteristics of the 3400-2600-A bands thus
agree very well with identification of the transition as (21). Mulliken has previously
assigned (21) to the system.
The second group of transitions expected from the Figure is as follows :

. . (62')(a~)2(b,')2(a1')2(bl"),
lA, t--.. . (b,')3(a,")2(b,')2(~')2,IA1
This is a forbidden transition.

.

(23)

. . . (al')(b2')2(a2")2(b2')2(a11)2(bl"),
lBl t- . . . (al')~b~)~a~')~b,')2(a1')2,
,Al . (24)
This is an allowed transition which should lead to a moderate decrease of apex angle and a
moderate increase of S-0 distance. It should give rise to perpendicular bands.
. . (bl")(al')2(b2')~a2")2(b2')2(al')2(b,"),
lA t. . (b1")~a1')2(b~)2(a~21)2(b2')2(a1))22
,Al . (25)
This is also an allowed transition which should give rise to bands of the perpendicular type.
I t should cause a greater increase of S-0 distance than transition (24) [because the (a,')
orbital is less S t + O bonding than the (b,")], but comparatively little change in apex
angle.
The following two allowed transitions may lie fairly close to the second group above :
. . . (b,')2(a,')(al'), lA, t-.. . (bi)2(al')" lA1
. . . (26)
. . . (b,')(a,')z(iil'), lB, +--. . . (b2')2(a1')2,1Al . . . . (27)
'Transition (26) would be perpendicular, and (27) parallel. The former should cause a
very marked, and the latter a small increase of apex angle.
Experimentally, SO, shows a region of absorption from ca. 2400 to 1800 A (h,,,. cn.
2000 A). Its maximum molecule extinction coefficient is several times that of the 34002600-A system. Duchesne and Rosen (J. Chem. Phys., 1947, 15, 631) have shown, by
vibrational analysis, that at least two and probably three electronic transitions arc
involved in the region.* The first of these has its origin at 42,170 cm.-l (2371 A), the
vibrational frequencies appearing in the upper state being 963 (symmetrical stretching)

* The possible tllird tiansition is to an upper state llaving vibrational frequencies of 845 (symmetrical
stretching) and 360 cm.? (symmetrical bending). Rosen (J. Pliys. Radium, 1948, 9, 155) gives its
origin as 45 499 cm.-' (2198 A) and mentions the existence of a fourth transition whose orlgirl 1s a t
47,510 cm.-; (2105 A) with upper-state frcqucncies of -800 ( v , ) and 350 cm.-' (v,).
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and 379 cm.-l (symmetrical bending). The high intensity and the absence of antisymmetrical vibrations show that the transition is an allowed one. The partially resolved
I-otational structure of the bands of this system shows that they are of the perpendicular
type, the I<-structure being degraded towards the red. The J-structure remains almost
completely unresolved, but seems also to be degraded towards the red. Duchesne and
Rosen conclude that the transition causes a fairly marked decrease in apex angle and a
small increase in bond length. These conclusions are the more reasonable when the upperstate frequencies are compared with those obtained by Metropolis for the 3400-2600-A
system. In agreement with the small increase in bond length, transitions with many
quanta of the symmetrical stretching frequency are not strong. These conclusions are
not as definite as one could wish, but are in fair agreement with the characteristics expected
for transition (24). Mulliken has assigned (26) and (27) to the ca. 2000-A region, but both
these should cause a considerable increase of apex angle ; in addition, (27) would be of the
parallel type.
The second electronic transition involved in the 2400-1800-A system has its origin a t
44,236 cm.-1 (2260 A) and is stronger than the first. The vibrational frequencies
appearing in the upper state are 775 (v,) and 375 cm.-I (v,). The intensity and the absence
of anti-symmetrical vibrations make it virtually certain that the transition is electronically
allowed. No rotational analysis has yet been made, except to show that the structure is
not identical with that of the first transition in the region. However, the magnitude of
the symmetrical stretching frequency suggests that the bond length has increased more in
the second electronic transition than in the first. This conclusion is supported by the
appearance of strong bands representing many quanta of the symmetrical stretching
frequency. The rather scanty known characteristics of the transition are therefore not
incompatible with its assignment to (25).
If the possible third and fourth transitions in the 2400-1800-A region should be
confirmed, the expectation is that they will be found to represent (26) and (27).
(ix) SeO,. Selenium dioxide possesses the following absorption regions :
( a ) 5000-3400 A (A,,.
4080 A) (Duchesne and Rosen, 1947, loc. cit.). The origin
appears to be a t -4570 A. Prominent progressions involving the symmetrical bending
frequency of the upper state (-200 cm.-l) are present. Progressions involving the
symmetrical stretching frequency are not prominent. I t follows that whereas the apex
angle changes appreciably in the transition, the Se-0 bond length changes little. The
absorption is fairly strong. This and the complete absence of anti-symmetrical vibrations
show the transition to be allowed.
Duchesne and Rosen (Nature, 1946, 157, 692) a t first suggested that the absorption
region might be analogous to that of SO, between 3900 and 3400 A. Later, because this
SO, absorption causes a more marked change of length than of angle, while the SeO,
absorption causes a change of angle more marked than that of bond length, they abandoned
this suggestion in favour of one whereby the SeO, transition was analogous to the SO,
transition of origin a t 2371 A. The latter suggestion seems the more probable also because
the former entails that the next absorption system of SeO, (3300-2300 A) would be
analogous to the SO, 3400-2600-A system and therefore show little or none of the expected
long-wave-length shift. This implies that two electronic absorption systems of SeO,
should be found in the infra-red region, and that the 5000-34004 region may be
tentatively interpreted as (24).
(6) 3300-2300 A (A,,,
2700
(Duchesne and liosen, Physicn, 1941, 8, 540). The
origin is at 3000 A. The most prominent feature or this absorption is the presence of
progressions involving the symmetrical stretching vibration (ca. 665 cm.-l in the upper
state compared with 900 or 910 cm.-l in the ground state). I t therefore appears that the
transition causes a marked change of bond length but little change of apex angle. It is
probably analogous to the SO, system of origin a t 2260 A, and may be tentatively identified
3s (25).
(x) TeO,. Tellurium dioxide possesses an absorption region from 4500 and 3000 ;\
with A,,,,. near 3550 A (Duchesne and Rosen, 1947, loc. c i f . ) . The only upper-state
frequency that appears strongly is one of 650 cm.-l, representing the symmetrical
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stretching frequency (815 cm.-l in the ground state). This indicates that whereas the
length has increased considerably during the excitation, the apex angle has changed
comparatively little. There is little doubt that the system corresponds to that at 33002300-A for SeOz. It may be interpreted as (25). There should be several systems of
longer wave-length to be found.
(xi) 03. Ozone is an IS-electron molecule and has a ground-state apex angle not
greatly Merent from that of SO,. Its spectroscopic transitions should therefore correspond
to those of SO,. I t has a weak absorption system in the visible region (7585-4380 A :
zmBx. = 1-12),centred particularly on two strong, diffuse bands in the orange at about 5730
and 6020 A (Colange, J. Phys. Radi~m,1927, 8, 254; Wulf, Proc. Nut. Acad. Scz., 1930,
16, 507). There are also very weak absorption bands in the infra-red (Wulf, loc. cit.). We
suggest that one of these weak absorption regions represents transition (20), and that they
therefore correspond to the SO, absorption of A,,
ca. 3740 A. Ozone has a fairly strong
2550 A ; c,,.
2800), which has about
absorption system in the region 2900-2300 A (I,,.
the same maximum extinction coefficient as the 2400-1800-A system (A,,. ca. 2000 A) of
SO, (Wulf and Melvin, Phys. Review, 1931, 38, 330). We suggest, therefore, that the
2900-2300-A system is to be interpreted as involving some of the transitions (24) to (27).
Transition (21) may give rise to known weaker absorption bands of 0, between 3525 A and
system (Fowler and Strutt, Proc. Roy. Soc.,
the long-wave-length end of the 2900-23004
1917, A, 93, 577 ; Wulf and Melvin, loc. cit. ; Jakowlewa and Kondratjew, Physikal. Z.
Sowjetmion, 1932, I , 471). If so, these absorption bands correspond to the 33002600-A system for SO2 (I,,.
2940 A). The bands are diffuse and tend to degrade to the
red, as expected for bands belonging to transition (21), but with no rotational structure
resolved. Upper-state vibrational frequencies of -300 and -600 cm.-l appear. The
former is probably v, (705 cm.-l in the ground state), and the latter probably V, (1110 cm.-l
in the ground state). If these tentative interpretations are accepted, each transition in 0,
is shifted to long wave-lengths of its analogue in SO2. This appears resonable, at least for
those transitions [(21), (24), (25) and (27)] that involve transfer of an electron from the end
atoms to the central atom.
Ozone emission bands have been observed between 4465 and 3090 A in a mild condensed
discharge through oxygen (Johnson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1924, A , 105, 683). It is probable
that these represent the reverse of one of the transitions involved in the 2900-2300-A
system. Transitions involving a considerable decrease in apex angle in the equilibrium
form of the upper state could appear in emission (see the Figure) well to the long-wavelength side of the corresponding absorption bands.
(xii) NOCI. Nitrosyl chloride is a further 18-electron molecule, whose transitions
should therefore correspond to those of SO, and 03. I t possesses two systems of weak
absorption in the visible region (Goodeve and ICatz, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1939, A , 172, 432).
The shorter-wave-length system (maximum at 4750 A) shows little structure. The longerwave-length system (maximum at 6017 A) is associated with seven more or less discrete,
red-degraded bands, showing frequency differences of 1580 and 380 cm.3. The groundstate frequencies of nitrosyl chloride are given by Burns and Bernstein (J. Chcm. Phys.,
1950, 18, 1669) as 1799 cm.-l (a stretching vibration mainly localized in the 0-N bond),
592 cm.-l (a stretching vibration mainly localized in the N-CI bond), and 332 cm.-I
(bending). The 1880-cm.-l upper-state frequency can only well correspond to the
1799-cm.-l ground-state frequency. The 380-cm.-I upper-state frequency may represent
either the 592- or 332-cm.-l ground-state frequency. Both the banded absorption
(&mar.-1) and the shorter-wave-length visible absorption (E,,. -5) have very low intensity.
While it is possible, therefore, that one of the systems corresponds to the 3900-34004
region for SO,, assignment is quite uncertain. The 3900-34004 region for SO, has been
interpreted as (20). These transitions may readily be re-formulated in terms of the
symbols appropriate to the C, symmetry of NOCl.
A much stronger~regionof continuous absorption has a maximum at about 1900 A
(Price and Simpson, 1941, loc. cit.). With increasing pressure, this absorption spreads
somewhat to short wave-lengths and much more to long wave-lengths. Price and Simpson
suggest it is the analogue of the 1600-1350-a system for NO, and the 2400-1800-A system
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for SO,. In terms of the present assignments the former analogy cannot be very close,
since the analogue of the (al'+) orbital is completely filled in the ground state of NOCl.
Closer analogies are likely to be found with other 18-electron rather than with 17-electron
molecules. We agree with Price and Simpson that the 1900-A region of NOCl is probably
analogous to the 2400-1800-A system of SO,. Its interpretation is therefore probably
analogous to some of the transitions (24) to (27). Like the SO, system, the absorption is
quite strong, E ~ being
~
~>2000
.
(Goodeve and Katz, loc. cit.).
Between the absorption in the visible region and that of the 1900-A system, a broad
maximum of absorption occurs (see Goodeve and Katz, loc. cit.), some of which may
represent transition (21).
(xiii) CF,. An uncondensed discharge through the vapour of a fluorocarbon gives
rise to an extensive emission spectrum of many-headed bands lying between 2340 and
cn. 5000 A. A vibrational analysis of the shorter-wave-length end of this system has been
made by Venkateswarlu (Phys. Review, 1950, 77, 676) and the transition was assigned t o
the molecule CF,. The analysis, and also the presence of both J- and K-rotational
structure, of the bands shows, as expected from the present considerations, that the molecule
is not linear. The frequencies of the sub-heads (i.e., the K-structure) fit the relation
expected for parallel bands.
Laird, Andrew, and Barrow (Trans. Faraday Soc., 1950,46, 803) have observed some of
the same bands in absorption between 2350 and 2650 A. This establishes that the lower
state is the ground state, so that the polarization of the transition identifies it as
'Bat-lA1.
The vibrations to appear in the emission transition are the two that are
totally symmetrical (v, and v2) I t follows that lB, is the symmetry of the electronic part
of the upper-state wave function. The vibrational structure then agrees with the
transition being an electronically allowed one. In absorption, the b a ~ d sform a single
progression with successive excitation of the bending vibration in the upper electronic
state (496.5 cm.-l compared with 666.5 cm.-l in the ground state). This makes it clear
that the apex angle changes considerably during the transition. Venkateswarlu found
the K-structure of the bands to be shaded towards the violet, while the J-structure is
shaded towards the red. This implies that the apex angle is larger in the upper than in the
ground state ; the question whether the bond length has increased or decreased must be left
open. The existence, in the emission spectrum, of a long progression involving the
symmetrical stretching frequency (1162 cm.-I in the ground state, 750 cm.-I in the upper
state) but with the first and second bands the strongest indicates that the change of bond
length is appreciable but not large.
Considering only the transitions so far formulated for an 18-electron molecule, we find
only one-viz., (27)-that is a parallel transition and leads to an increase of apex angle.
I t may therefore be that the transition just described is to be interpreted as (27). On the
other hand, one would not expect (27) to lead to a very marked increase of apex angle.
There is another possibility not so far formulated; it is (see the Figure)

...(rclf)(b,'), I H , <--- . . (a,')?, 1A . . . . . .

(28)

wllele @,)' ~epreseritsthe (6,'
z,,) o~bital. This should lead to a marked increase of
both apex angle and bond length. Mulliken (quoted by Venkateswarlu) has earlier
suggested this assignment. If correct, it means that there should be several longer-wavelength systems of CF,. Weak bands on the long-wave-length side (3700-3300 A) of the
main part of the above emission system may represent one of these additional systems.
(xiv) C10,. Chlorine dioxide is a 19-electron molecule. According to the Figure its
ground state should be 2B,.
In absorption, the molecule possesses an extensive system of red-degraded absorption
bands lying between 5225 and 2600 A (Coon, Phys. Review, 1940, 58, 9 2 6 ~ ;J. Clcem.
Pliys., 1946,14,665). The (000) t- (000) band is at 21,016 cm.-l and.,h,, is at ca. 3300 -4.
The transition is a strong one (em,,. at least 2000 ; Goodeve and Stein, Trans. Faraday Soc..
1929, 25, 738) and is therefore to be regarded as electronically allowed. Rotational
analysis of the bands (Coon, 1946, lor. rit.) shows them to be of parallel type. Of the
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longest-wave-length group of expected allowed transitions there are only tu o of ~)rtrall(>l
type. These may be formulated

.. . (ap)(bi)2(a1')2(b1")2,,A, <-. . . (ai')2(b2))2(a1')2(b1"),
,R1 . .
. . (bi)(al')2(bl")(Zlr),2A2t-.. . (b,')2(a,')2(bl"),2Bl . . .

(20)
(30)

Transition (29) should cause a small decrease, and (30) a small Increase, of apex angle.
Both should cause a considerable increase of C1-0 distance and should occupy a fa~rly
extensive region of the spectrum. Coon (1940, loc. cit.) points out that twenty or more
bands due to the symmetrical stretching vibration appear in the transition, but not more
than two of the symmetrical bending vibration; this indicates a much more profound
change of C1-0 length than of OClO angle. The magnitude of both the breathing and the
bending frequency is reduced from the ground state to the upper state (945 to 708, and
447 to 290 cm.-l, respectively). Further, the rotational analysis reveals that both K- and
J-structure degrade to the red a t approximately the same rate. This confirms that the
change of length is more important than that of angle. Coon showed in fact that, whlle
the C1-0 distance increased markedly, there was a small decrease in apex angle. (The
figures given for the angle were 109" & 3° in the ground state and 92" 5 6" in the uppel
state; but these were based upon an old electron-diffraction value for the C1-0 bond
length and are subject to correction.) The observed characteristics of the system thus
fit with assignment to (29). Mulliken earlier came to the same conclusion. Assignment
to (29) makes the electron jump analogous to that supposed responsible for the SO, 34002600-A bands. I t should be noted, however, that the latter bands are considerably
weaker.
UNIVERSITY
OF LEEDS
I Iiecezued, .Wav 15lh, 1952 1
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The Electronic Orbitals, Shapes, and Spectra of Polyatotrric.
Molecules. Part III.* HAB and HAAH Molecules.

The electronic orbitals possible for bent and linear HAB and HAAH
molecules are correlated. Whether or not a given orbital becomes more or
less weakly bound as the molecule is changed from the bent to the linear form is
discussed. The results are used to interpret the shapes and spectra of HAB and
HAAH molecules and radicals. H ~ ~ ~ m o l e c ucontaining
les
10 or less valency
electrons should be linear in their ground states. Molecules with 10-14
electrons should be bent in their ground states. 16-Electron HAB molecules
should be linear again.
HAAH molecules containing 10 valency electrons should be linear i n
their ground states. Those containing 12 electrons should be bent but planal.
(cis- and trans-forms). Those containing 14 electrons should be bent ant1
non-planar. The spectra of the isoelectronic molecules HCN and C,H, arv
particularly discussed ; the first excited state of each should be non-linear.

-

Orbitals of HAB Molecules.-The lowest-energy orbitals of a linear HAB molecule may
be approximately described as follows, on the assumption that they are built solely from
s and 9 atomic orbitals : (i) An s orbital on B. I t is assumed that this plays no direct
part in the binding of A to B and remains largely unchanged whatever the HAB angle.
(ii) A a orbital binding the H and the A atom. It is built from an H I s and an A s$
hybrid valency. (iii) A a orbital binding the B and the A atom. I t is assumed to be
built from an A sfi hybrid valency and a B pure 9 valency. (iv) A x orbital binding the B
and the A atom. It' is built by the in-phase overlap of p orbitals on A and B. I t is twofold degenerate; and, since in many HAB molecules B is of greater electronegativity
* Part 11, preceding paper
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than A, it is usually more localized on B than on A. (v) A it orbital that is anti-bonding
between A and B. I t is built by the out-of-phase overlap of fi orbitals in A and B. I t is
two-fold degenerate and, by the arguments of Part 11, usually more localized on A than
on B. (vi) A o orbital built by the out-of-phase overlap of an orbital on A with a B pa
and the H 1s valency. I t will usually be more localized on A than on B or H. I t is analogous
to the s, orbital described in Part I1 and therefore is assumed to be built from an s orbital
of A.
The lowest-energy orbitals of a bent HAB molecule, in addition to the s lone-pair
orbital on B, can be approximately described as follows : (i) An a' orbital binding the H
and the A atom. When the HAB angle is 90°, the orbital is built from an H Is and an A
pure p valency. (ii) An a' orbital binding the A and the B atom. In the 90" molecule,
it is built by the in-phase overlap of pure p valencies on A and B, pointed towards each
other. In Fig. 1 the orbitals of the bent and the linear HAB molecules are correlated.
Clearly, the two bonding a' orbitals must become the two o orbitals; and, as explained in
Parts I and 11, the a'-o curves must fall from left to right. (iii) An a" orbital binding
the A and the B atom and built by the in-phase overlap of a fi orbital on A and a p orbital
on B, the axes of these p orbitals being perpendicular to the molecular plane. Clearly, this
orbital must become one of the bonding x orbitals in the linear molecule. There is no
reason why it should change appreciably in binding energy as the HAB angle changes. I t is
therefore represented in Fig. 1by a horizontal straight line. (iv) An a" orbital that is built
by the out-of-phase overlap of P orbitals on A and B, their axes being perpendicular to the
molecular plane. I t is anti-bonding between A and B, and becomes one of the anti-bonding Ti
orbitals in the linear molecule. Like the other a" orbital, there is no reason why its binding
energy should change appreciably as the HAB angle changes. I t is therefore represented in
Fig. 1 by a horizontal straight line. (v) An a' orbital analogous to the 2,' orbital of Part 11.
By analogy with the latter, when the HAB angle is 90°, the orbital is built from a pure
p, orbital on A overlapping out-of-phase with a B pa' and the H Is valency. The z-axis
lies in the plane of the molecule and bisects the HAB angle. The orbital is usually
predominantly localized on A. As the apex angle increases, the orbital tends towards the
5 orbital of the linear molecule. Since it is largely a p orbital of A in the 90" molecule,
but an s orbital of A in the linear molecule, it is represented in Fig. 1 by a line that falls
steeply from left to right. (vi) An orbital which in the 90" molecule is a pure s lone pair
orbital on A. I t is of species a', here written a's*. As the HAB angle changes towards
180" the orbital becomes increasingly built from a p orbital of A whose axis lies in the
molecular plane. I t is therefore represented in Fig. 1 by a line that rises steeply from left
to right. Being localized largely on A, it tends to become one of the it (rather than one
of the x) orbitals of the linear molecule. As the HAB angle approaches 180" it becomes,
to some extent, A t + B anti-bonding. If the E lies slightly lower than the it orbital, the
a's* orbital curve will actually lead to the 5 rather than to the E orbital. There is every
expectation, however, that this is not so and that G lies above E. In the diatomic molecules
isoelectronic with HAB molecules (e.g., N, isoelectronic with HCN) the analogous
G orbital certainly lies above the analogous E orbital. Moreover, analysis (see below) of
the spectrum of C,H, (also isoelectronic with HCN) fits well with the assumption that it
lies below 5. For these reasons and also on grounds of simplicity Fig. 1 is drawn with ?i
above it. (vii) An a' orbital which in the 90" molecule is a nearly pure fi orbital on B
whose axis lies in the molecular plane but perpendicular to the A-B line. I t probably has
a sufficientlydifferent binding energy from the a's* orbital (or to the two bonding a' orbitals)
for little interaction to occur. As the HAB angle increases towards 180°, this a' orbital
interacts more and more with the orbital which at 90" is a's* because the latter becomes
increasingly built irom a p orbital of A. This interaction increases the binding energy of
the present a' orbital. In other words, the,present a' orbital becomes increasingly A t + B
bonding as the apex angle increases and is represented in Fig. 1 by a line that descends
from left to right. At 180" the orbital becomes one of the bonding x orbitals.
Fig. 1 shows the eight lowest-lying intra-valency-shell orbitals. A ninth, highest, is
also possible but is not needed for the purposes of this paper ; see also the comments on this
point in Part I.

From: Imrg. Chern., 1, 111-122 (1962)
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The bonding in the molecule ion VO(HzO)lZCis described in terms of molecular orbitals. I n particular, the most
significant feature of the electronic structure of VOaf seems t o be the existence of considerable oxygen to vanadium
r-bonding. A molecular orbital energy level scheme is estimated which is able t o account for both the "crystal
field" and the "charge transfer" spectra of VO(H10)12+ and related vanadyl complexes. The paramagnetic
resonance g factors and the magnetic susceptibilities of vanadyl complexes are discussed.

Introduction
The high oxidation states of metal ions occurring
at the beginning of the transition and actinium
series usually are found in complex oxycations of
the types MOn+ and MOze+. The remarkable
(1) Presented at the Symposium on Ligand Field Theory. 140th
National A.C.S. Meeting. Chicago, September. 1861.
(2) National Science Foundation Fostdactorsl Fellow. 1960-61.

stability of these complexes, along with their interesting spectral and magnetic properties, has
aroused considerable theoretical speculation concerning their electronic structures. The uranyl
ion, U0z2+,has been discussed most often,s but
partly due to the lack of good wave functions for
(3) For example, see R. L. Belford and G. Belford. J C h m .
Phyr., 34, 1330 (1961).
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the uranium atom, many features of the electronic
structure of UOta+are still uncertain.
One of the simplest oxycations of the above
type is the vanadyl ion, VOZ+. I t may be formulated as containing V4+, with the electronic
structure [Argon1 3d1, and an oxide ion. As might
be expected, VOZ+always occurs coordinated to
other groups both in the solid state and in solution,
bringing the total coordmation number of vanadium to five or six. Many complexes containing
the V02+ ion have been described, and in most
cases they have a characteristic blue or purple
color. For example, a number of common bidentate ligands form 2:1 complexes with V02+.'
The energy level scheme for vanadyl has been
~
considered by Jglrgensen6 and by F ~ r l a n i ,both
using a simple crystal field model. Fnrlani's calculation considered only the C,, symmetry of
V02+alone, and therefore cannot hope to account
for all the observed levels. By considering V02+
in aqueous solution as a tetragonal VO(H20)sZ+
molecule ion, with axial destabilization, Jglrgensen
obtains a level schemewhich qualitatively accounts
for the "crystal field" part of the spectrum.
However, Palma-Vittorelli, et al.,' tirst pointed out
that the electrostatic model could not account for
the observed magnetic properties of VOS04.5H20
and concluded that ?r-bonding between vanadium
and oxygen must be important.
There is now an appreciable collection of structural, spectral, and magnetic data available for the
vanadyl ion and its complexes. Therefore it
seems desirable to develop a theory of the electronic structure of VOZ+which will be consistent
with its physical properties. I t also might be
hoped that an understanding of the principal
features of the bonding in VOZ+will be a helpful
guide in attempts to develop a general theory of the
electronic structures of MOn+ and MOP+ complexes.
Structure of the Vanadyl Ion Complexes.The structures of a t least three different compounds containing vanadyl ion have been determined by X-ray methods. I t is significant that
VOz crystallizes in a highly distorted rutile (TiOn)
structure, in which there is one conspicuously
short V-0 bond (1.76 A.) in each VO6 unit?
Thus there seems to be a greater driving force to

form VOZ+in VOz than there is to form TiOL+in
Ti02, since the Ti06 units in the rutile structure
contain no distinguishable TiO" fragments.
Anhydrous V o ( a ~ a )(aca
~ is acetylacetone) appears to be only five-coordinated in the crystal,
with the VOZ+group perpendicular to the oxygen
~
V-0 bond
base of a square ~ y r a m i d . The
length in this complex is only 1.59 b.
The structure of VO(SO4) .5Hz0 is a distorted
octahedron, which clearly contains the VOZ+
group situated perpendicular to a base containiing
the four water oxygens.' The V-0 bond length
ior VOZ+is 1.67 A,, while the V-0 bond lengths to
the water ligands are approximately 2.3 b. A
sulfate oxygen completes the tetragonal structure
by occupying the other axial position. The V
atom is coplanar with the water oxygens.
The vanadyl ion in aqueous solution presumably
has an analogous tetragonal structure; a V-02+
group with five more distantly coordinated water
molecules completing the coordination sphere.
There are other possibilities for the solution structure, of course. For example, potentiometric
measurements confirm the existence of the donblycharged vanadyl cation in aqueous solutions of
V4+, but fail to tell us whether it is VOz+ or V(OH)12+.L0 However, the accumulated spectral
and magnetic evidence, which will be discussed
later, strongly support the assumption that the
vanadyl ion actually retains its V02+identity in
solution, and is surrounded by water molecules to
complete a distorted octahedral array.
The electrostatic model for the hydrated vanadyl ion consists of V4+ situated in a tetragonal
electric field caused by the oxide ion and five
water dipoles. The crystal field energy level diagram for such a situation is given in Fig. l.
The parameters Ds and Dt specify the degree of
tetragonality present in the field.lL If the tetragonal perturbation results in axial compression,
as in Vo(H~0)6~+,
the axial al orbital is less stable
than bl, but the ordering of the e and b~orbitals
depends on the relative values of Ds and Dt.
Magnetic data on vanadyl complexes which will
be discussed later indicate an orbitally non-degenerate ground state, and so the e orbitals are
less stable than bz in this case. Thus for the
ground state configuration the one d electron in

(4) M. M. Jones, 2. Nalwfmch., llb, 585 (1957).
(5) C. K. Mrgensen. Arts Chcm. Scond., 11. 73 (1957).
(6) C. lurlani. Riccrco xi., 81. 1141 (1957).
(7) M. B. Palma-Vittorelli, M. U. Palma, D. Palumbo, and
F. Igarlata. Nuooo rimenla. 8,718 (1956).
(8) G. Ander-n.
Arts Chcm. Scond., 10, 623 (1956).

(9) R. P. .Dodge, D. A. Templeton. end A. Zalkin, J . Chcm.
Phyr., 86, 55 (1961).
(10) 8. J. C. Rosotti and G. S. Rassotti, Ada Chcm. Scnnd.. 9,
1177 (1955).
(11) W. Mo5tt and C. J. Ballhaueen, Ann. Rev. Phys. Chcm.. 7,
107 (1956).
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6Dg-219s-6Dt

6Dy.2 Ds-Dt

Fig. 1.-Energy levels in crystalline fields of Oh and com5Dt) > 0.
pressed Ctvsymmetrg, with (-3Ds

+

V02+ is placed in the bz orbital. The predicted
transitions are bz + e (-3Ds
5Dt), bz + bl
(lODg), and bz+ al (10Dp-4Ds-5Dt).
Thespectrum of VOS0c5H20 in aqueous solution shows
two crystal field bands, at 13,000 cm.-' and 16,000
an.-', which from Fig. 1 can be assigned to the
transitions b2 + e and b2 + bl, respectively. The
bz -+ al transition is expected at higher energies,
but i t is not observed, presumably being covered
by the broad charge transfer band which sets in at
about 30,000 an.-'.
The value of 10Dq is obtained directly from the
b2+ bl transition, which gives Dg = 1600 cm.-I
for V4+ in aqueous solution. This Dg is considerably smaller than a value of 2600 an.-' which
might be expected for V4+ by extrapolating the
Dg's for V(H20)c2+(1220 an.-l) and V(HZO)P,~+
(1900 cm.-').I2 The values of Ds and Dt can be
calculated by mahmg the reasonable assumption
that the b2+ al transition for VOSOc5H20 occurs
at approximately 35,000 cm.-I (this transition is
actually observed in a number of vanadyl complexes in the neighborhood of 30,000 an.-'). This
calculation gives Ds = -4570 cm.-I and Dt =
- 143cm.-I. These values may be compared with
the values Ds = - 117 cm.-I, Dt = -33 cm.-I,
for tetragonal cobaltous oxide.18
From these results it is clear that a rather exaggerated tetragonal distortion is present in VO(H20)s2+,and that a pure crystalline field model,
that is, a model which only considers o-bondingto
be present, cannot provide an adequate description of the electronic structure of V02+. I t thus
is evident that an accurate description of the elec-

+

(12) L.
(13) T.

E. Orgd, J. Chcm. Phys.,

83, 1819 (1055).

S. Piper and R. L. Cadio, ibid.. 38, 1208 (1960).

Fig. 2.--Structure of the VO(H20)s+' molecule ion.

tronic structure of the vanadyl ion and its complexes must include provisions for ,-bonding, and
this will be accomplished by the method of molecular orbitals.
The Molecular Orbital Description of Vanadyl
Ion.--Since the crystal structure of VOSOc5HzO
is known, the molecule ion VO(HZO)~~+
will be
taken as the example. The ligand oxygens will
be numbered as shown in Fig. 2. In this model the
axial sulfate oxygen, present in the crystal, is
replaced with a water oxygen. Such a substitution
does not affect any of the energy states of interest,
and has a conceptual advantage for a discussion of
the V02+ion in aqueous solution.
The 3d, 4s, and 4p metal orbitals will be used for
bonding, along with the 2% 2p, (2p,), and 2p,(2p,, 2p,) orbitals of oxide oxygen, and the sp.
hybrid orbitals for the water oxygens. In view of
the longer vanadium to oxygen bond lengths (2.3
A,),,-bonding involving the water oxygens seems
unlikely, and thus will be ignored.
The transformation scheme for the metal and
ligand orbitals in C4, is given in Table I. In
specifying the form of the molecular orbitals, use
has been made of the fact that the vanadyl VO
bond is undoubtedly the strongest link, the four
waters in the square plane are equivalent and are
attached more strongly than the axial water molecule, which is the weakest link of all. With this in
mind, the bonding in VO(H20)s2+can be pictured
as follows: a strong u bond of symmetry al between the sp, oxygen hybrid orbital and the (4s
3d.J vanadium hybrid orbital (there is some
experimental justification for sorting out a localized u molecular orbital involving only the 3d.2
and 4s vanadium orbitals, and the 2s and 2p, oxygen orbitals-this is the fact that no nitrogen

+
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TABLE
I
ORBITALTRANSPORMATION
SCHEME
IN Clv SYMMETRY
Representation

a,

Metal Orbitals

ad,,
4s

Ligand Orbitals

+ 4s

- 3d,*

;(.T,

+ + ua + or)

hyperiine structure is found in the paramagnetic
resonance spectrum of vanadyl porphyrins)'4-16;
two n bonds of symmetry e between the oxygen
2p, and 2py orbitals and the vanadium 3d,, and
3d,, orbitals, making a total of three vanadium
to oxygen bonds in V02+; four bonds involving
the sp, hybrid orbitals of the equivalent water
oxygens and vanadium (4s-3dS4)(al), 4p, and
4p,(e), and 3d,,,, (bl) orbitals; the sixth ligand,
the axial water oxygen, is considered bonded to
the remaining vanadium 4p,(al) orbital; finally,
the 3d, vanadium orbital, of symmetry bz, is nonbonding.
The hybrid atomic orbitals used can be written
in the form

Venodium
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/??aL e v r / r

orbifa/s

t

Oxygen
orbito/s

,-;

e
I

Fig. 3.-Molecular orbital scheme for VO(Hn0)61+.The
levels are drawn to scale.

sulted for details concerning any of the calculations
discussed in this section.
Using the criterion that bond strengths are
proportional to overlap, the ordering of the molecular orbitals is shown in Fig. 3. I t is gratifying
to note that the order of increasing energy of the
crystal field levels bn, e,*, bl*, and Ial* is the same
+(hybrid) = (sin B)*(s) f (cos B)*(p or d )
(1)
as given in Fig. 1 for the crystal field model.
The values of 0 are estimated by methods described
The bonding molecular orbitals all can be written
in the Appendix; this gives 0 = 0.455 for the sp,
oxygen hybrid orbital and 0 = n/4 for the ~ d , ~
P = c~Hmetal) s*(ligand)
(2)
vanadium hybrid orbital. The tetrahedral hyand
similarly
the
antibonding
levels
, used for the water oxygen u orbibrid, 0 = ~ / 6 is
+* = cl*m(metal) f c%*Nligand) (3)
tal.
In order to obtain some idea of the relative
with
strengths of the bonds, and thus the positions of
CLCI* c a * c,c2*Gii s*csGiGii
=0
(4)
the one electron molecular orbitals, overlap integrals were evaluated, using the SCF radial funcwhere O (metal) and 9 (ligand) refer to the proper
tions for vanadium given by Watson,16and oxygen
combination of metal and ligand orbitals for the
radial SCF functions taken from data given by
molecular orbital in question. Approximate
Hartree." Bond distances used were taken divalues of the energies of these orbitals can be obrectly from the VOS04.5H20 crystal results, and
tained by solving the secular equation H~~
-Gijej
are given in Fig. 2. The overlap results are sum= 0. The estimation of the one electron orbital
marized in terms of the usual group overlap inteenergies follows closely the procedures outlined by
grals (G,,'s) for each molecular orbital, and are
M~lliken'~
and Wolfsberg and Helmholz.lB The
given in Table 11. The Appendix should be conHit and Hjj integrals are approximated as the
VSIE's (valence state ionization energies) which
(14) C. M. Roberts. W. S. Koski, and W. S. Caughey, j. Chcm.
are discussed in Section A of the Appendix. The
Phys. 34. 691 (1961).
(15) D. E. O'Reilly,ibid.. 89, 1188 (1958).
Hij resonance integrals are set equal to -2Gij.
(16) R. E. Watson, Quart. Prog. Rept., M.I.T., April, 1960.
(17) D. R. Hartree. "The Calculation of Atomic Structures,"
(18) R. S.Mulliken, J. Ckcm. Phys., 23, 1841 (1955).
John Wiley, New York, N. Y., 1957, pp. 169-171.
(19) M. Wolfsberg and L. Helrnholz, ibid., Z0, 837 (1952).
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TABLE
I1
Gnow OVERLAP
INTEGRALS
AND ESTIMATED
ORBITALENERGIES
FOR

THE

VO(H20)&2+
MOLECULE
ION

Bonding levels

Antibonding levels

-e

Symmetry
of M.O.

Gii

e,
b~
Ial
IIa,
IIIa,
e

0.139
.I94
.305
,390
.313
.467

-e

(em.-9

(cm.-1)

140.026
157,126
173.500
165,837
150,750
152,931

0.446
,381
,345
.409
,154
,201

'

0.834
.853
,883
,765
.941
,888

,

CI*

100,422
94,130
68,158
43,395
42,750
10,244

0.907
,946
,996
1.006
1.042
1.113

n*

-0.567
-0.555
-0.620
-0.770
-0.474
-0.698

Coulomb
energy
(cm.-1)

Atomic orbital

Vanadium 3d
4s
4~
Oxygen (2s 2p,)
ZP*
Oxygen(H10) (2s 2p,)

+

+

- 112,924

- 96,792
- 64,528
- 162,933
-132,282
-148,414

TABLE
I11
ANALYSZS
OF

--

Transition

Predicted
energy
(polarization)
(cm. -9

THE

VOS0..5Hz0 SPECTRUM

Obsd."

(cm. -1) for
VOSOISRIO

Predicted
oriliator
strength

/.lo'

Obsd.

12,502(1)
13,060(I )
3.9
1.1
aB* a B ~
18,794
16,000
Vibronic
0.45
zB2 aAt
44,766
Covered
Vibronic
.. .
%Bs 2E(II)
38,800(1)
41,700(1)
26.4
50.3
'B, IBP
44,WO( )
-50,000
44.7
150
Experimentally observed energies and j's refer to aqueous solution, 0.014.10 A4 in HISO'. In the VOSOI.~HPO
crystal the ZB* ZE(1) and the 2B2 2E(II)bands are observed a t the same energies in I polarization only.
IBI

--

-

-

11

vanadyl oxygen are estimated as the proper cr and
~ / ( H ~ ~ ) ( Hthe
~ ~ )geometric
;
mean is preferable
x VSIE's of the neutral oxygen atom.
since the resonance energy is expected to decrease
The results of the calculation in terms of 61, c ~ ,
rapidly as the difference in the coulomb energies
becomes greater. Since the VSIE's for the di- and e values are given in Tahle 11. For purposes
of comparison, Fig. 3 is drawn to this energy scale.
ferent atoms vary considerably with the degree of
ionization, a charge distribution for VO(HSO)~~+ There are 17 electrons to place in the molecular
must be assumed for the initial calculation. After
orbitals shown in Fig. 2. The ground state is then
completing one calculational cycle, the resulting
[ ( ~ a ~ ~ ) ~(e:)* ~ ~(lllalb)~
a ~ (e,b)4
) ~ (bz)l],
h ~ ~ ) ~
charge distribution is calculated, using MulIikens'
rB9. There are several excited states with energies
suggestionZo that the overlap contribution be
less than 50,000 cm.-I above the ground state.
divided equally between two atoms. This proceTable I11 gives the predicted energies of the transidure is continued until a self-consistent answer
tions to these excited states, along with assignappears. The final charge distribution is V+0.97 ments of the solution spectrum of VOSOc5H20,
0-3.60
( 5 ~ ~+I.=~.
0)
which is shown in Fig. 4. The oscillator strengths
The VSIE's for atoms with fractional charges
Cf's) of the orbitally allowed transitions have been
are obtained by extrapolation of VSIE us. degree
calculated using the M.O. wave functions, and also
of ionization curves. This procedure is used for
are given in Tahle I11 for purposes of cumparison.
all the atoms except the vanadyl oxygen. In this
Consider first of all the so-called crystal field
case the coulomb energy is raised by the excess
transitions; these involve moving the br electron
positive charge on the neighboring atoms, and it is
to thee,*, bl*, and Ial* M.O.'s, which areof course
senseless to adjust the VSIE for any fractional
essentially the 3d metal orbitals, resulting in
charge. Therefore the coulomb energies for the
zE(I), ZB,, and zAl excited states, respectively.
To a good approximation electron repulsion
(20) R. S. Mulliken, J. Chcm. Phyr., 13, 1833 (1855).
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Fig. 4.-The electronic absorption spectrum of VOS04,5Hp0 in aqueous solution: (a) complex = 0.0237 M. HdO,
= 0.1 M: (b) complex = 0.00237 M. HISO, = 0.01 M.

effects can be considered to be the same for a l l
these states. Therefore transitions are expected
to occur to IE(I), %B1,and 'A1 in order of increasing
energy. Since the electric dipole vectors transform
as Al and E in Ca., only transitions to B2 and E
excited states are orbitally allowed; thus the
2Bz-C zE(I) transition is expected to have somewhat greater intensity than the other crystal field
transitions. These observations support the assignment of the more intense first band (13,000
an.-') of V 0 S 0 ~ 5 H ~to0 the transition 2B2+2E(I). The agreement is satisfactory between the
calculated and the observed f values.
The second transition (16,000 cm.-I) appears as
a weak shoulder and is assigned to 2 B-+Bl,
~
it is
allowed vibronically and should appear in all
polarizations. The Z B+
~ zA1transition apparently
is hidden under the first charge transfer band of
VOSOd.5H20; it is observed, however, at approximately 30,000 an.-%in a few vanadyl complexes.
The charge transfer spectrum below 50,000
cm.-' is due to the promotion of an electron from
the oxygen r orbital (e:) to the crystal field
levels bz and e,*. Denoting the inner core ubonding M.O.'s as IC, the first charge transfer

band (41,700 cm.-1) is assigned
zB~~(IC)~Ye~b)4(b~)11~2E(II)[(IC)'~(e~~)~(h~)xl

There is considerable repulsion energy involved in
this transition, since an electron must be moved
from a delocalized ?r orbital into an occupied bz
orbital which is localized on the vanadium. This
repulsion energy is estimated as ca. 11,700 cm.-'
by comparing the positions of the first charge
transfer band of V02+with the first band of VOCb.21 This 11,700 cm.-l estimate is included in
the predicted energy for the lBz -C zE(II) transition. Both the predicted energy and the predicted
f value agree well with the experimentallyobserved
values.
Moving an electron from e,b to e,* results in
the excited orbital configuration [(IC)lP (erb)l
(bz)' (e,*)']. From this configuration doublet
states can be constructed that transform as ~AI,
ZA~,
'BI, and IBzin CdV. Since only a transition to
a *B2state is orbitally allowed, the other states will
not be considered. The energy of the first 2Bp -+
2Bztransition can be predicted by adding together
(21) F. A. Miller and
(1957).

W.

8. White, Speclrochim Ado, 9, 98
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Fig. 5.-Absorption spectra of a single crystal of VOSOI.~H~O:
C w e A (cm.-I). light polarized
B,light polarized 11 to the V-0 axis.

I to the V-0 axis; Curve

the orbital promotional energy and the repulsion
energy contributions. The repulsion energy estimate of 11,700 cm.-I must be corrected for the
diierence in repulsion energy between the %E(II)
and ZBzexcited states. This difference can be expressed in terms of the usual coulomb and exchange integrals, calculated from the proper determinantal wave functions for the 2E(II) and the
most stable
excited state. This calculation
predicts that the 2B2+ 2B2transition should occur
a t about 44,000 ~ r n . - ' . ~Thus
~
it is reasonable to
assign the broad band found a t about 50,000 cm.-'
to the 2Bz -P =B2transition. Furthermore, the
calculated f value agrees rather well with the f
value which can be estimated from the band shape.
The Crystal Spectrum of VOS04.5Hz0 and
Spectral Properties of other Vanadyl Compounds.-The electronic absorption spectra of a
single crystal of VOSO4.5H20 have been determined for light polarized both parallel and perpendicular to the molecular V-0 axis. These
spectra are shown in Fig. 5. I t is important to
note that the positions of the absorption maxima

found for;the crystal are virtually the same as those
found for an aqueous solution of VOS04.5Hz0.
This must mean that there are no significant structure changes in going from crystal VOSOa.5HzO to
aqueous solution. The other important observation is that the 13,000 cm.-I band (2B2-+ =E(I))
and the 41,700 cm.-I band (2Bz+ 2E(II)) appear
principally in I polarization, providing a rather
convincing confirmation of these band assignments. Since it was not possible to obtain an accurate spectrum above 45,000 cm.-l, the predicted
polarization of the second charge transfer band
('Ba + 2 B ~could
)
not be checked.
In addition to the above study, the reflectance
spectrum of a powdered sample of VOS04.5Hz0
has been determined, and the crystal field bands
at 13,000 cm.-I and 16,000cm.-I were resolved.
The reflectance spectrum of VOn has been measured by Riidorff, Walter, and Stadler.z3 This
measurement shows the charge transfer band a t
41,700 cm.-I which is characteristic of vanadyl ion,
but the crystal field bands were not resolved.
A survey of the spectra of common vanadyl

(22) Calculations of this type will be discussed in mare detail by
H. B. Gray and C. R. Hare in a forthcoming publication.

(23) W
. Rildorff. G. Walter, and J. Stadler. 2. anorg. rr. ,oilgem.
Cham., %ST, 1 (1968).
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TABLE
IV
SURVEY
OP TUB SPECTRA
OP VANADYL
COMPLEXES
Medium

0.5 to a MHCIO,
Crystal

Powder
Powder
CsIIs01-1
Hz0

H10

Hz0

Madma
(em.-l)

13,100
16,000
41,700
13,WO(l.)
16.000
41,700(1)
41,700
12,900
16,100
12,800
17,300
12,800
17,200
29,800
12,600
16,500
29,400
11,000
{17,000
18,800
25,300

complexes is given in Table IV. The bands are
assigned in a way consistent with the energies and
intensities expected from a con~parisonwith the
VOS04.5H20spectrum. In fact, the main features
of the spectra of vanadyl complexes are strikingly
similar; a band a t about 13,000 cm.-I, followed
by a second, less intense band a t about 17,000
cm.-I. For the enta, oxalate, and tartrate van2A1 transition is ohadyl complexes, the 2B2
served before charge transfer spectra set in.
Magnetic Properties of Vanadyl Compounds.The paramagnetic resonance of V02+ has been
investigated for a number of complexes and
< g > values are all very nearly 2.7.14J6,24-29A
survey of g values for different complexes is given
in Table V. In the molecular orbital description
of VO(H~O)~:the formulas for the g values hecome
-).

(24) C. A. Hutchinson. R., and I,. S. Singer. Pkys. Re".. 89. 256

(1953).
(25) R.
(1860).

N. Rogers and G. E. Pake, I. Chcm. Phys., $8, 1107

(26) N. S. Garif'ianov and B. M. Kozyrev, Doklody Akod. Nouk
S.S.S.R..98, 929 (1954).
(27) B. M. K O Z ~ K ~ V~,
i ~~~~d~~ SOL,
~
19, 136
~ (1955). ~
(28) R. J. Paber and M. T. Rogers, J . Am. Chcm. Soc., 81, 1849

(1959).

(29) P. W. Lancastec and W. Gordr, J. Ckem. Phrr., 19, 1181

(1951).

f.10'

v

1.1
0.48
50.8

.. .
...
...
...

...
...

2.6
1.0
1.5
1.2
2.0
2.5
0.70
15.6
1.7
1.4
2.2
4.1

--------

Assignment

*E(I)
2Bz 1Bt
2Ba IE(I1)
%BI+ zE(1)
2Bz-+ ZB,
%Bz
4 2E(II)
*Bz-+ ZE(I1)
aB,
=E(I)
aB~ aB~
%B%- 2E(I)
=Ba aB,
aB, *E(I)
*B* aB,
2Bz

%Bz

Ref.

5
This work
23
This work

2A1

$B,
lE(1)
2B2 xB1
%BZ
+ =Al
=Bz lE(1)
%Bz
lBz

%BI
*A1

+

if it is assumed that l
i 251 > = 0.
Since the approximate charge on vanadium is
+1 in the M.O. approximation, a value of the spin
orbital coupling constant = 135 cm.-I is taken
for V+." The calculation then gives gi = 1.983,
gll = 1.940, with (g) = 1.969. This is in excellent
agreement with the accurately known (g) = 1.962
value for aqueous solutions of V02+.26-n The
measurements on powdered samples of the vanadyl
sulfates also give (g) values in reasonable agreement with this calculation.
Several measurements have been made which
clearly show the predicted anisotropy of the g
factor. In the case of VO(etioporphyrin 11) gi =
1.988 and gll = 1.947,l4which indicates that this
complex has an electronic structure which resembles VOS04.5H20. The somewhat lower g values
indicate that the energy levels are closer together,
which is reasonable since the porphyrin nitrogens
probably can n bond with the b2 (3d,,) metal orbital, thus raising its energy relative to e,* and
bl *.
It
to study V 4 + in a *Ore
environment by substituting i t into the Ti02
lattice.al ~h~ symmetry
is almost octahedral
and ~presumably
thei dominant
axial~field of ~~ 0 % '
~
~
(30) T. M. Dunn, Trans. Foroday Soc., 67, 1441 (1961).
(31) H. J. Gerritsen and H. R. Lewis, Phys. Rco., 119, 1010
(1960).
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Compauod

VOSOI. 5HsO
VoS01.2H20
VOe+
V02+
VO(etioporphyrin 11)
VO(etioporphyrin I )
VOP+

TAELBV
g FACTORS
FOR VANADYL
COMPLEXES
PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE
Deteils
Z l
811
Powder. temp. range 4...
...
3W°K.
Powder
...
...
...
Aq. soh.
...
Alcohol or glycerol soln..
...
...
temp. .90°K.
Castor oil soh.
1.988
1.947
Petroleum oil soh.
1.987
1.948
1.983
1.93
Adsorbed on (a) IR-100
(b) Dowex-50
1.979
1.88
(c) Charcoal
1.983
...
(d) IR-4B
1.989
1.93
Powder
...

...

VOCi*

is eliminated. This means that an increase in
AE(%Bz
-+ %B1)is expected, accompanied by a corresponding decrease in AE(=Bz + %E(I)). The
observed values of gl = 1.914 and gll = 1.957
strongly support this interpretation. A reasonable
value of 5 = 150 cm.-' gives AE(%Bz-t $BI) =
28,000 ern.-' and AE(2B~
-+ 2E(I)) = 3500 cm.-I.
Recall that for the crystal field model, AE(2Bp -t
2B1)is equal to 10 Dq, and the value 28,000 cm.-'
is now in agreement with expectations for V4+.
The other magnetic property of interest for
V02+complexes is the susceptibility. The theoretical expression for the magnetic susceptibility is
of the form3%

where Cis the Curie constant and XA,F,stands for
the temperature independent contributions to the
susceptibility (high-frequency terms). In this
case

The magnetic susceptibility of VOSOa(3.5
HzO) has been measured by P e r r a k i ~over
~~ a
temperature range of 145'. A plot of x vs. 1/T
gives a straight line with slope 0.335 and intercept
130 X
Thus

in satisfactory agreement with the predicted
equation (13).
Several room temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements have been made for both
powdered samples and aqueous solutions of vanadyl c o m p l e ~ e s . The
~ ~ ~effective
~~
magnetic moments arrived a t are listed in Table VI. The
TABLEVI
MAGNETIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY
DATA
FOR VANADYL
COMPLEXES

where P is the Bohr magneton, N is Avogadro's
number, and where AEo,, is the transition energy
from +O to +i. Since values of gl and g l l have been
they will be
calculated above for VO(HZO)~~+,
used to calculate C. The major contributions to
x ~ . are
~ . from the %B1and 2E(I) excited states;
contributions from the other excited states will
be ignored. Thus eq. 8 becomes
=

~ p y ~ ,+, zzg,2)
12kT

+

t/8N02C

I <h 12+ Ul +i> 1 z
AEo. i

(11)
(32) J. H. Van Vleck. "Electric and Magnetic Susceptibilities,"
Oxford University Press. 1932.

Componenta

Temp..
"C.

self

B.M.

Ref.

VOSO,. 5HsO
26
1.73 This work
VOZ+ (aq. HC10,)
20
1.72
34
VO(~C~)~.H~O
17.5 1.72
35
VO(aca)~
22.5 1 . 7 3 This work
VO(salicyla1dehydeethylene18.5 1 . 6 8
35
diimine)
VO(salicyla1dehyde-0-phenyl- 17
1.68
35
enediimine)
(NH.)s[k~(malonate)aj. 3 H ~ 0 17
1.70
35
a Powder sample unless otherwise indicated.
(33) N. Perraki., J . Pkys. radium, 8, 473 (1927).
(34) S. Freed. 3. Am. Ckem. Soc., 49, 2456 (1927).
(35) R. W. Asmussen. "Magnetokemiske Unders#gelrer over
Uorganiske Kompleksforbindelser,"
Gjellerup. Forlag, Copenhagen.
1944.
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moments all are approximately equal to the spin
only value of 1.73 B.M. for one unpaired spin, as is
expected when the orbital contribution is completely quenched in the low symmetry field.
Discussion
I t is worthwhile to summarize the main points
of evidence concerning the structure of the vanadyl
ion in solution. First, the position of the 2Bz+
2E(I) band (13,000 an.-') is the same in the crystal and for an aqueous solution of V0S04.5Hz0.
Also, the fist charge transfer band (41,700 cm.-I)
is found at the same place in an aqueous solution
of VOz+, in the rdectauce spectrum of powdered
VOz, and in the absorption spectrum of crystalline
VOSO4.5HzO. Since these transitions involve the
VO2+ orbitals, it is convincing evidence that the
solution structure at least contains the V02+ entity. Protonation of V02+,resulting in V(OH)Z~+,
would significantlyaffect the amount of r-bonding,
and thus completely change the positions of the
energy levels.
Secondly, the magnetic data are consistent with
the V02+formulation for the vanadyl ion in solntion. For example, the values of (g) reported for
vanadyl complexes are approximately the same
both for the crystal, powder, and aqueous solution
measurements. A smaller (g) value would be expected for the more symmetrical V(OH)2fi ion,
similar to the (g) = 1.938 found for V4+ in the
Ti02 lattice. Finally, the magnetic susceptibility
of an aqueous solution of VOZ+is the same as the
susceptibility of powdered VOSO4. 5H20, within
experimental error, and corresponds to the spin
only moment of 1.73 B.M. This constancy might
not be expected if the complex undergoes a
structural change in going from the crystal to
aqueous solution, although i t must be admitted
that the susceptibility difference for a structural
change would hardly lie outside the realm of experimental error.
The resistance of VOz+ to protonation can be
understood in terms of the M.O. bonding scheme.
With the oxygen 2p orbitals used for r-bonding,
only the non-bonding sp, hybrid is left for a proton; it has considerable 2s character, and is energetically unsuited for bonding purposes.
The extreme importance of ligand to metal Tbonding in the oxycations must be emphasized.
In the case of VO2+,this r-bonding accounts for
the drastic reduction (-45%) of the free ion [
value,86 the resistance of V02+ to protonation,
(36) Reference 30 gives a value d 260 -.-I
for the E of Va+.
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and the charge transfer features of the electronic
spectrum of VOSO4.5H8. Indeed, it is clear
that any complete discussion of the electronic
structures of the oxycations of the transition and
actinium series must allow for substantial oxygen
to metal r-bonding. Furthermore, i t can be
qualitatively understood why ions of this type in
the first transition series usually have the formula
MO"+(Ti02+,VOZ+,CrOJ+), whiie similar ions in
the actinium series are invariably M O Z ~ + ( U O ~ ~ + ,
NpOz2+). The two 2p, orbitals on oxygen can
satisfy the n-bonding capacities of the two 3d,
orbitals of a first transition series metal ion, but it
takes at least two oxygens to satisfy the combined
T-bonding capacities offered by the 5f and 6d
orbitals of the metal ions in the actinium series.
Appendix
A. Radial Functions and Atomic Orbital Energies.4elf-consistent field (SCF) radial functions
for vanadium 3d and 4s orbitals were taken from
Watson's report." Watson gives no 4p function,
so it is estimated as having approximately the
same radial dependence as the 4s function. Analytic 2s and 2p oxygen SCF radial functions were
obtained by fitting the numerical functions given
by HartreeL7with a linear combination of Slater
functions. These radial functions are summarized

+

Vanadium R(3d) = 0.52436(1.83)
0.4989k(3.61) 0.1131&(6.80)
0.0055d8(12.43) (15)

+

+

(4s) = -0.0224&1(23.91) - 0.01391dt(20.60)
0.06962d,(10.17) 0.06774da(9.33)
- 0.09708$kp3(5.16) - 0.2462+~(3.51)
0.04412b,(3.87) 0.3607+5(1.88)
0.6090d~(1.15) 0.1487+~(0.78) (16)

+
++

+

++

R(4p) = da(1.024)
Oxygen R(2s) = 0.5459&(1.80)

(17)

+ 0.4839d1(2.80) (18)
+

R(2p) = 0.6804$~(1.55) 0.4038dp(3.43) (19)

where &(p) = NprU-'e-", and Np is a normalization constant.
Valence state ionization energies for u and T
electrons in these orbitals are calculated for different degrees of ionization using the formulas and
methods given by MoffittJ7along with the spectroscopic data compiled by M o ~ r e . ' ~
The degree of mixing in the hybrid orbitals

* (cos B)@(2pS)

$(oxygen o) = (sin B)Q(2s)

$(vanadium r ) = (sin B)Q(4s)

+ (cos 0)@(3d.*)

(20)
(21)

is estimated by requiring that the quantity
(37) W. M o S t t , RIPts. Prom'. Phys.. 17, 173 (1854).
(38) C. E. Moore. "Atomic Energy Levds;' U. S. Natl. Bur.
Standards Circular 467, 1849 and 1862.
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VSIE(e) be a minimum, where S(B) is the overlap
s(e)
between the hyhrid orbital and the appropriate
orbital on the neighboring atom, and VSIE(8) is
the valence state ionization energy for different
amounts of mixing 8. This gives 0 = 0.455 for the
oxygen u and 8 = a/4 for the vanadium u. The
sp, tetrahedral hybrid orbital, 0 =. 7r/6, is used for
the water oxygen.

B. Overlap 1ntegrals.-The two atom overlap
integrals (Stj9s)between the various atomic orbitals were found in the tabulations available in the
l i t e r a t u ~ e . ~ ~The
- ~ ~ group overlap integrals
(Gij's) of interest in the M.O. calculation are related to the Sij's as
G(e*)= S(2p,,3dr)
(22)
G(h,) = t/~S(tea,3ds)

(23)

G(Ia,) = S(rs,sdo)

(24)

original ligand orbitals, and NsdXymP
is the normalization constant a 3d., orbital would have
with an exponential factor p2, in the radial function.
Supplying the proper values of cz and v,,.-, for
the 2 B ~, =E(II) transition, and obtaining the
overlap integral from Jaff6's table,41f = 2.64 X
is calculated.
+ 2E(I) transition, the same inteFor the
grals are involved as in the above calculation.
Only the constants v,,.-3 and c2 are different.
Thus eq. 31 is written

-, 2B2transition
For the %Bz

and therefore
f(lB2

where tea is the tetrahedral sp, hybrid for the
water oxygens, and the oxygen orbitals are always
listed first in parentheses.
C. Intensity Calculations.-The
theoretical
expression for the oscillator strength of a transition is given by43
f

= 1.085 X lO-yv.,.-,)

where $I and

$11

l a v ~&I

dr

1

(28)

refer to the initial and final states,
&

respectively, and r = i,
For the transition 'Bz

=

-.

IS
I
C
: I r 1 $11

+ j, + k,.
+

2E(II)

I(IC)'l(eb~=)(eb~x)(eb~F)(b2)(bz)l
[(IC)1qeb=x)(b)(ebfi)(b2)l

I

E(II)(orbital)
=

(30)

Simplifying, eq. 28 reduces to

where NzP is the normalization constant for the
(38) R. S. Mulliken. C. A. Rieke. D. Orlof, and H. Orlof, J .
Chcm. Phys.. 17, 1248 (1948).
(40) H. H. Jaffe and G . 0. Doak, ;bid., PI, 186 (1853).
(41) H. H. j-ffe, ;aid.. ai, 25s (1953).
(42) D. P. Craig, A. Maccoll, R. S. Nyholm, L. E. Orgel, and
L. E. Sutton, J . Chcm. Soc., 354 (1954).
(43) C. L Ballhausen, Pron. in Znag. Chcm.. 2. 261 (1960).

+

=B,) = 1.085 X 10"(vom.-1) X

Experimental
Anhydrous VO(aca)r was prepared as described in the
literature." Analyzed VOSO,.5H10 was obtained from
Struers Co.. Copenhagen. Solution spectral measurements
were made using a Zeiss instrument. Reflectance spectra
were obtained with a Beckman DU equipped with a standard reflectance attachment. Magnesium oxide was used
as a standard. The resolution of the hands in the reflectance spectrum of VOSO,.5HzO did not differ from the resolution achieved for the crystal absorption spectrum A
shown in Fig. 5.
Thecrystal absorption spectra were obtained with a Zeiss
instrument modified for double beam operation. I t was
equipped with a calcite polarizer and quartz optics which
allowed accurate spectral measurements up t o 45,000
cm.-1. The optical system was designed to record spectra
of very small crystals (about 2 mm.). The details of the
design and operation of the crystal spectrophotometer will
be reported elsewhere.46
The prismatic crystals of VOSOI.SH%Ohave four molecules in the monoclinic cell, with the VO groups arranged
approximately parallel to the wedge of the prism. The A
spectrum in Fig. 5 was recorded with the light incident on
the 110 face and vibrating in a plane perpendicular to the
wedge of the prism; the B spectrum was recorded with the
light vibrating in a plane parallel to the wedge.
and VOThe magnetic susceptibilities of VOSOI.~H~O
(44) Inorganic Synthcscs, 6, 115 (1957).
(46) A. E. N i e l ~ n to
, be published.
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(aca)e were determined by the G O ~ method."
Y
tubes were calibrated with H~[CO(SCN)~].

Sample
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A Molecular Orbital Theory for Square Planar Metal Complexes
BY HARRYB. GRAYAND C. J. BALLHAUSEN'
RECEIVED
JULY 25,1962
The bonding in square planar metal complexes is described in terms of molecular orbitals, The relative single
electron molecular orbital energies are estimated for the different types of r-electron systems. Both the d-d
and charge transfer spectra of the halide and cyanide complexes of Nilf. Pd'+. PtZ+and Auaf are discussed in
terms of the derived molecular orbital scheme. The magnetic susceptibilities of diamagnetic ds-metal complexes are considered, and it is concluded that a substantial "ring current" exists in KgXi(CN),.HsO.

Introduction
The metal ions which form square planar complexes
with simple ligands have a d8-electronicconfiguration.
The five degenerate d-orbitals of the uncomplexed metal
ion split into four different levels in a square planar
complex. Thus three orbital parameters are needed
to describe the ligand field d-splittings.
Various efforts have been made to evaluate the dorbital splittings in square planar metal complexes,
and to assign the observed d-d spectral
The
most complete calculation has been made for Pt2+complexes by Fenske, Martin and Ruedenberg: and considerable confidence may he placed in their ordering of
the d-orbitals. However, for other complexes the dordering may depend on the metal ion and the type of
ligand under consideration.
I t is the purpose of this paper to develop a moleenlar orbital theory for square planar metal complexes.
Both the spectral and magnetic properties of typical
square planar complexes of Ni2+, Pd2*, Pt2+and Au3'+
will be considered in order to arrive at consistent values
for the molecular orbital energies. However, in contrast to previous workers, effort will be concentrated
on the assignments of the charge transfer bands of representative square planar complexes.
Molecular Orbitals for Square Planar Complexes.Figure 1 shows a square planar complex in a cdrdinate
system with the central atom at the origin, and the four
ligands along the x- and y-axes. The orbital transformation scheme in the Dab symmetry is given in
Table I.
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The form of the a-orbitals depends on the type of ligand
under consideration. Square planar complexes in
which the ligands themselves have no a-orbital system
(Cl-, Br-, HzO, NHJ will be case 1; complexes in
which the ligands have a a-system (CN-), and thus
both a-bonding (?ib) and a-antibonding (s*) ligand
orbitals must be considered, will be case 2.
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Fig. I.-A molecular orbital casrdirlate system for a square planar
metal complex.
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The mixed u- and T-orbitals are
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Fig. 2.-Molecular orbital energy level scheme for square
planar metal complexes in which there is no intra-ligand rr-orbital
system (case I).
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The following general rules were adhered to in estimating the relative energies of the single electron molecular orbitals: (1) The order of the coulomb energies
is taken to be a (ligand), ab(ligand), nd(metal), (n 1)s
(metal), =*(lipand), (n
l)p (metal). (2) The
amount of mixing of atomic orbitals in the molecular
orbitals is roughly proportional to atomic orbital overlap and inversely proportional to their coulomb energy
difference. (3) Other things being approximately
equal, u-bonding molecular orbitals are more stable
than T-bonding molecular orbitals, and u-antibonding
molecular orbitals correspondingly less stable than Tantibonding molecular orbitals. (4) Interactions
among the ligands themselves are expressed in terms
of a ligand-ligand exchange integral 8: the sign of this
interaction for each molecular orbital is another factor
in the 6nal relative ordering. (5) The relative molecular orbital ordering is considered final only if it is
fully consistent with the available experimental results: exact differences in the single electron molecular
orbital levels can only be obtained from experiment.
The general molecular orbital energy level schemes
arrived a t for square planar complexes are given in Fig.
2 (case 1) and Fig. 3 (case 2). Group molecular orbital
overlap integrals (for Ni(CN)dZ-) and ligand exchange
interactions are summarized in Table 11.
Almost all square planar complexes with simple
ligands are diamagnetic and contain a metal ion with
the d'-electronic configuration. Thus the ground state
is \AI,. The lowest energy excited states will be described separately for case 1 and case 2.
Case I.-There
are three spin-allowed d-d type
transitions, corresponding to the one electron transibJg(u*)
-+ 'Az,), alg(u*) --blg(u*)
tions blg(s*)

+

+

+

('A,, + lB,,) an$' eg(r*) -t b~,(u*) ('A,, -t 'Ed. All
these are panty orbidden as electnc dipole transitions.
Two allowed charge transfer transitions may be anticipated, corresponding to the one-electron transitions
b2,,(~)4 blB(u*) (IAlg + 'AZ~)and e,(rb)
bt,(u*)
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The group overlap integrals are for Ni(CN,)*-. The atomic
wave functions are: 36 and 4s radial functions for nickel from ref.
16. 2s carbon radial function from ref. 17. 2p carbon radial functidn from ref. 18; the 4p nickel radial fhnction is estimated as
(P(4p) = R5.(1.40), where Rs (1.40) is a Slater orbital with
exponent 1.40. The Ni-C distance is Laken t o be 1.90 A.. averaged from the data given in ref. 21.
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*Referred to the ground state as zero.
For the approximations used to estimate the Slater-Condon energy for the charge
transfer transitions, see ref. 19.

Fig. 3.-Molecular orbital energy level scheme for square
planar metal complexes in which the ligands themselves have a
r-orbital system (rase 2).

('A',
'E,,). These are transitions from molecular
orbitals essentially localized on the ligands to molecular orbitals essentially localized on the metal atom.
An examination of the transition moment integrals for
these two transitions reveals that, for any reasonable
'EU transition will be
molecular orbitals, the 'Al,
'Az,.
more intense than 'Al,
Case 2.-There
are three d-d transitions; 'A,,
'Az,, 'AlB lBlg and 'A,, -+ 'E,, as in case 1. The
charge transfer bands of lowest energy are expected to
involve transitions from the highest filled metal orbitals
to the most stable empty "ligand" molecular orbital,
the az,(a*). The first charge transfer transition is
brs(r*) + atu(=*) (1AlB 'Blu). This transition is orbitally forbidden and should have relatively little intensity. The second charge transfer band corresponds
az,,(s*) ('A,,
lAZu). The
to the transition a ( *)
energy of this tran%on is calculated to be AE('A1,
'BI,)
As, corrected for differences in interelectronicrepulsion energies in the >ApU
and 'BL, excited states.
a2.The third charge transfer transition is e , ( r * )
(r*) ('AI,
LEU),and is calculated to be AE('A,,
'BI.)
A2
Aa, again corrected for repulsion dlfferences in the 'E. and 'B,, excited states. A summary
of the calculated orbital and interelectronic-repulsion
energies of all the excited states of interest for case 2
is given in Table 111.
The 'A,,
'A2,, and 'Al, -c 'E. transitions are allowed, with the 'A,, -+ 'E. transition expected to have
considerably greater intensity. Thus a three-hand
charge transfer spectrum, with an intensity order
'Al1!
'E, > 'Al,
'AlU > 'Al, + 'BIU,should be
typrcal of square planar complexes with case 2 type
~.
ligands.
Spectral Properties of Square Planar Metal Complexes. A. Halide Complexes (Case I).-The com+

- - - +
-+ +
- -

plexes P d X F , PtXaZ- and AuX- (X- = halide) are
square planar and diamagnetic. The spectra of solid
samples of KzPdCla and KlPdBr4 have been measured
by Harris, Livingstone and Reece,=and by Yamada.'z
Three bands are observed which may he assigned to d-d
transitions. In solution, PdClrz- and PdBrr2- show
two charge transfer bands.
The interpretation of the spectrum of PtCl.2- is
complicated by the presence of one or more "spin-forbidden" bands. However, PtClf- seems to exhibit
the three spin-allowed d-d bands, and one charge transfer hand. The spectra of the AuCla- and AuBrr- complexes clearly show the two charge transfer hands.1°
Assignments of the spectra of these halide complexes,
in terms of the derived molecular orbital level scheme
for case 1, are given in Table IV. The values of the
single electron parameters A,, A2 and AX also are calculated and are given in Table V for comparison purposes.
B. Cyanide Complexes (Case 2).-The spectra of
the square planar Ni(CN)r2-, P d ( C N ) P and Pt(CN)dZ- complexes are given in Table IV. Each complex exhibits the expected three charge transfer bands,
but the d-d bands for the most part are obscured by
these charge transfer hands. For Ni(CN)P, there
are two shoulders on the tail of the f m t charge transfer band. These shoulders probably represent at least
two d-d transitions. The charge transfer spectrum of
Au(CN)r- appears a t higher energies than for Pt(CN)r2-. Thus only one of the expected three charge
transferbandsis seen below 50,000 an-'. The significance of this is discussed later.
Assignments of the spectra and the calculated values
of A'. A2 and As for the cyanide complexes are given in
Tables IV and V, respectively.
Magnetic Properties of Square Planar Metal Complexes.-The magnetic susceptibility of the diatnagnetic dasquare planar metal complexes is given by
where

x = 'lr(2Xl

+

f Xll)

X I = X*
xa.p.<1,
X I I = X*
X ~ . P . < I IX.i,
,

+

+

(22)
(23)
(24)

In eq. 23 and 24, XAis the atomic contribution for the
n~oleculein question (the sum of the Pascal constants),
X.,, represents the expected diamagnetic contribution
of the metal-ligand r-molecular orbital system (analoxons to the ring- diamagnetism in benzene) and

(9) C. M. Harris. S. B. Living~tooeand I. H. Keece. J. Chm;. Sac.. 1605
(1959).
(10) A
. K. Oanppadbagagend A. Chekrauorty. J. C h m . P h y s . , S S . 2208
(1981).
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PdCld- (aolid R,PdClJ
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...

(Cx)rNP'

to cxptl.

A.oignmeot

$Ax.

-

work

,Ah 8.12.20
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The magnetic susceptibility of a single crystal of KPNi(CN)4.H20 has been measured by Rogers." The
values he obtained were
- PdBnS ( s l i d KrPdBn)
16.W ....' IAI. t LA,, 8
XII = 127.8 X 10- (c.g.s.)
20.WO . . 'A,. lR,.
ae.ooo" ... IA,. BE,
XL = -146 X lo'* (c.g.3.)
lsq. roln., crccn Br -I
30.100
10,400 %A\,
1ASubtracting eq. 24 and eq. 23, the unknown X A is
40,500
30.400 1A$,
1E.
eliminated, yielding
PtC1,'- laq. $*In.)
17.700
2 6 ,Als SAW 2a
21.000
16 ,AlI
1Av.
XI - XI1 (XH.I..~L)
- XE.P.CII))
= -Xrinp (29)
25.500
58 ,Al.
~BI.
30.200
64 ,AlE IE,
Using the experimental values for the AE's, XH.F,Y)=
(37,900) 250
b
26 X 10- and X~.r.(ll)= 142 X 10- are calculated;
48,000
8.580 ,A?, ,Ah
this gives Xi., = -98 X lod.
PtBr.r- (sq soln , 1 MBr-1 18.700
5 ,A,,
r&.
Thar work
18.700
16 1Aa.
Discussion
The metal orbitals involved in a-bonding in square
planar complexes are the nd,., nd,a-,., (n
I)s, (n
l)p, and (n
l)p? The mi+-,~, (n l)s, (n
l)p,
and (n
l)py orbitals account for most of the a-bonding, judging from the values of the overlap integrals in
Table 11, and the nd.. makes only a minor contribution.
Case 2
The most important r-molecular orbital is the a%., conNi(CN)d- lsq. mln )
(22,500)
2 ,Al.
'Al. This work
sisting
of the (n 1)p. metal orbital and a combination
130 500)
210 LAl.
~BI.
32.300
700 *Afz IBtm
of the four ligand r,-orbitals. This gives a very stable
35.200 4.200 l A ~ . - t A r
r-bonding orbital (with only a single node in the molecular plane) which may be called the "ring" r-orbital
All the other pure r-molecular orbitals have an equal
number of electrons in their bonding and antibonding
Pt(CN).l- (eq. wln..)
35,720
1.580 1A,.
1BlU
levels.
(38,880) 26.000 IAI. 1%
The tendency of mi8-metal ions to form square planar
39.180
28,500 $Als
1E.
41,320
1.850
'AN
complexes increases in the order Ni2+ < Pd'+ < Pt2+.
Au(CN)I-(ap. .oh.)
30.880
51 IA2.
'Ats
22
Two features of the molecular orbital bonding scheme
37.880
331 IAI,
~BI.
are consistent with this observation. First, the avail46.080
2.400 IAI,
IBly
ability of the nd,~,, metal orbital for a-bonding un'This band is found at 21,700 cm." in the K,PdBr,.2HzO
doubtedly
increases in going from Ni2+ to Pt2+ (Nicrystal; see ref. 12. LPossibly a "spin-forbidden" charge
C14'- is tetrahedral; PdClt- and PtCL2- are square
Uansfer transition.
planar). Second, the square planar configuration is staTABLE
V
bilized by the ring r-bonding, which is expected to inMETALd-ORBITAL
ENsRoIEs aon SELECTED
SQUARE
PLANAR crease from Ni2+to Pt".
The addition of a fifth group
CO~~PLBXE~
above the square plane drastically decreases the ring r-----dd
-*
bonding, by tying up the (n
1)p, orbital in a-bonding.
The assignments of the electronic spectra of the
square planar halide and cyanide con~plexesof Ni2+,
d*.
Pd2+, Pt2+ and Aus+ are given in Table IV. The
halide complexes will be considered first. The spectra
of K2PdClr and KzPdBr, show three bands which may
-d.~
be ass~gnedto d-d transitions. In the molecular orbital
energy level scheme for case 1 ligands, the order of the
AS
single electron molecular orbitals is reasonably expected to be es(~*),al,(a*), bz.(r*) and b,,(a*). Thus
-----is..
d".
'B1, and
the bands are assigned 'A,, + 'AX,, 'A,,
Orbital energy di5erences (an.-') for K = 10F, = 700 cm.-I
'A,, -r 'E, in order of increasing energy. The energy
c.m,I-ien
&,
A,
A,
lnolecular
orbitals
deduced
order
of
the
single
electron
PdCL119,150
6,200
1450
here is consistent with the results of a "complete" elecPdBr,'18,450
5,400
5650 (1350)'
trostatic calculation of square planar Pt2+ complexes
PtCLY23,450
5,900
4350
performed by Fenske, el aLB
22.150
~t~r.26,000
3550
The spectra of PtClr2- and PtBrrZ- are slightly more
AuCL>20,000
....
....
complicated;
- t h e first band is quite weak and is asAuBr.>20,000
....
....
signed
as the first spin-forbidden transition, 'Al, -+
Ni(CN).'24,850
9,900
650
'A2,. The spin-allowed transitions are assigned in the
Pd(CN)F
>30,000
10,800
50
same way as for the P d X P con~plexes. The spectra
Pt(CNkl>30,WO
12,600
-4140
of
single crystals of K2PtCI, using polarized light show
Au(CN),33,410
10,620
....
that the 25,500 an.-' band occurs in x,y and the 30,200
The value of 4 for K,PdBs.2H10.
an.-' band occurs in e polarization.12 These polarizawhere gm is the degeneracy of the ground state and
(11) M. T. Rogers, 3. Am. Chcm. Sac. 69, 1506 11947).
AE..i is the energy separation between the ground state
112) S. Yamada, ibid.. 13, 1182 11951).
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tions are expected for the assignments given here, asother hand, the first charge transfer band for Au(CNrsun~inpa vibronic iutensitv pivine mechanism. Chatt.
occurs at higher energy than for Pt(CN)42-, expected
~ a m l c nand Orgel" preGo<sly &signed the spectrum
only if the charge transfer for these cyanide complexes
of PtCln2-somewhat differentlv (17.700 cm.-'. 'A,, -+
is of the metal ligand type.
3As; 21,000 cm.-I, 'Alg
3 ~ ; '25,500
;
cm.-l, l ~ l ;-+
The charge transfer band systems observed for the
'Azs; 30,200 cm.-', 'Al, -+ 'E,). However, the 25,500
halide (case 1) and cyanide (case 2) complexes should
an.-' and the 30,200 cm.? bauds are both quite sensiserve as a guide in assigning the charge transfer in other
tive to axial perturbations (both bands shift to the red
metal (case 1)
square planar complexes as ligand (a)
on changing the solvent from 12 M HC1 to water).13 or metal +ligand [az,(a*)] (case 2). In the halide comThis isevidence against the assignments of Chatt, e t ~ l . , ~plexes
~
the two charge transfer bands are separated by
and is consistent with the assignments proposed here.
10,000 to 13,000 cm.-I. Thus it can be estimated that
The AuC14- and AuBr4- complexes do not exhibit
the bz,(a) and e,(nb) molecular orbitals are separated
any bands which can unambiguously be assigned to d-d
by at least 10,000 an.-' in a typical square planar comtransitions. In these cases the two charge transfer
plex. This is a reasonable value since the bzu orbital
hands appear a t lower energies (than for PtXn2- comis non-bonding with a ligand interaction of -2P(v,v),
plexes) and mask the weaker d-d bands.
and the e. orbital is a - h ~ n d i n g . ~ ~
The only bauds which can clearly be identified in the
The three charge transfer bands due to metal -+
cyanide c&~~lt.xes
are due to char& trsnsfer transitions.
ligand [a2,[a*)] transitions and exhibited by the cyanide
A rougl~calcul;~tionrua). br pcrfonned to sho~vthat the
complexes are much more closely spaced. The two
charge transfer bands in NiiCN),? :irJne;lr at about
orbitally allowed metal -+ ligand transitions (alg(u*)
the Aergy expected for transi&onsfrom;eta1 d-orbitals
azu(a*), e,(a*)
a~,(a*)) are only 2,000-3,000 em.-'
to the ligand azu(r*) orbital. The ionization potential
apart In all the cyanide complexes, since the al,(u*)
of HCN is about 14 e.v.14 The calculated separation
and eg(r*) metal orbitals are virtually non-bonding and
of the single electron a b and a* levels in HCN is 9 e.v.16
thus very nearly equal in energy in these complexes.
Thus the coulomb energy of the a * level of complexed
Thus these two types of charge transfer show quite
CN- may be estimated at -5 e.v. The coulomb endifferent properties and should be distinguishable in
ergy of the Ni2+ d-orbitals in Ni(CN)a2- may be estiother nds square planar complexes. The ligand (a) to
mated a t about -10 e.v., using the spectroscopic data
metal type will have two bands, spaced by about 10,000
compiled by Moore,24 and assuming that the net charge
cm.-', the second more intense than the first. The
1. This
on the complexed Ni2+ is actually about
metal -+ ligand [a2.(s*)] type will have three close1
leaves 5 e.v., or about 40,000 an.-', as the difference in
spaced bands with intensities bZS(a*)-+ a2"(r*) [small{
energy of the single electron d (Ni2+) and a*(CN-)
al,(o*)
a2.(r*) [intermediate] and es(s*) -+ a?,(++)
orbitals. Since the a2,(a*) level is stabilized by the
[large]. The exact positions of these bands g v e of
empty 49, metal orbital (also by +2@(v,v,)) and since
course the best clues to the relative ordering of the dthe 3d,,, 3d,, 3d,, and 3d,2 orbitals are actually weakly
orbital energy levels. In all probability there will be
antibonding, the appearance of the t h e e charge transcases in which the bz,(a*) level is fairly close to al,(o*)
ferbandsin Ni(CN)42- between 32,900 cm.-land 37,500
and e,(a*) (A2 small), and thus only the two orbitally
an.-' is in accord with theory.
allowed bands will be observed. In any event the
The separation A, for the cyanide complexes is by far
spacing of the two orbitally allowed charge transfer
the largest of the three orbital parameters, and illusbands will easily distinguish between ligand -+ metal
trates that the d,.-+ is much more strongly antibonding
ligand type transitions for the nd8 square
and metal
than any of the other d-orbitals. The separation As
planar complexes.
decreases regularly in going from Ni2+ to Pt2+ (for
The "ring" diamagnetism apparently observed for
Ni(CN)2- and Pd(CN)?, the d,. is more unstable
KZ,N~(CN)~.H~O
may be considered as experimental
than d,,, d,,; for Pt(CN)n2-, the d , ~is more stable than
ev~denceof electron delocalization through the cyanide
d,,, d,.). This is compatible with the idea that the
system. The electrons in the az,(sb) orbital, in paraxial interaction of the water molecules in water soluticular, would be expected to generate considerable
. current."
tion decreases in going from Niz+ to Pt2+. The two
rmg
components observed for the intense charge transfer
~O
Experimental.-The
complex K Z N ~ ( C N ) ~ , Hwas
band in Pt(CN)$- are consistent with its assignment
prepared as described in the literature.23 The elecas 'A,, -.'E.: the 'E. excited state is expected
to be
.
tronic spectral measurements were made using a Cary
split b? second-order spin-orbit effects.
'l'he assignments given in this paper for tile cyar~~de 14 spectrophotometer.
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The Electronic Stru:tures of Octahedral Metal Complexes. I. Metal Hexacarbonyls and
Hexacyanides

The bonding in metal lieaacarbonyls and henacyanides is described in terms of molecular orbitals. Vapor
phase electronic spectra for the metal hexacarbanyls are reported in the range 3500-1700 br A molecular
orbital energy level scheme is presented which is able to account for the observed d-d and charge-transfer abcomplexes. The charge-transfer transitions all are assigned as metal (d) to
sorption bands in the d"meta1
ligand (r*).

Introduction
Transition metal carbonyls and cyanides are among
the simplest complexes in which both metal-to-ligand

and ligand-to-metal types of =-bonding are of importance. Thus a knowledge of the electronic energy
levels for typical metal carbonyls and cyanides is very
desirabl~
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METAL HEXACARBONYLS AND HEXACYANIDES
Recently progress has been made in assigning the
electronic spectra of several metal cyanide complexes:
Perumareddi, Liehr, and Adamson have treated the
dl, d2,ds, d9,and dlo metal complexes1; the spectrum of
Fe(CN)03- has received considerable attention2; Robin
has provided a theoretical interpretation of the chargetransfer processes in Prussian blue3; an interpretation
of the spectra of M(CN)d- complexes has been given4;
and the d-d spectrum of the Cr(CN)& complex is
well understood?

Fig. 1.-Coordinate system for the r - and n-molecular orbitals
of an MLa complex.

where the C's are subject to conditions of normalization
and orthogonality and the 9's are proper metal and
ligand orbital combinations for the molecular orbital
in question. These proper combinations for +(M)
and %(L) are given in Table I. Group overlap integrals are given for Cr(CO)s.
The a-molecular orbital system utilizes the n d , ~ , ?
andnd.. (e,), (n 1)s (a,,), and (n l)px,(n l)p, and
(n
l)p, (t,,) metal orbitals m t h the proper lmear
comb~nat~ons
of ligand a-orbitals. Thus there are
formed six bond in^ and six anti bond in^ a-molecular
b
orbitals.
The pure a-molecular orbitals are composed of the
nd,, nd,,, and nd,. (tz,) metal orbitals and the tzg
combinations of sband s * ligand molecular orbitals.
The instability order of the combining a-orbitals is
always sb(L) < nd, < n*(L). Thus there are formed
three (degenerate) strongly bonding s-molecular orbitals mainly localized on the CN-'s or CO's; three
virtually nonbonding (which may be either weakly
bonding or ant~bonding,depending on the stabilities of
ab(L) and a*(L) relative to nd,) molecular orbitals
mainly localized on the metal; and three strongly antibonding molecular orbitals mainly localized on the
CN-'s or CO's.

+

+

+,

Metal

One of the present authors and colleagues have dealt
with the square-planar metal cyanides6 and the metal
pentacyanonitrosyl complexe~?-~ Of the metal carbonyls, complete spectral assignments have been given
only for the Mn(C0)6X tyue com~lexes.'~
i t is important to estabfish thLmain similarities and
differences in the electronic spectra of isoelectronic
metal carbonyls and cyanides and to relate these
spectral comparisons to the nature of the M-CN and
M-CO bonds. In this Daoer the electronic suectra of
d6 metal carbonyls andAc<anidesare assignek o h t h e
basis of a derived molecular orbital energy level scheme.
The differences in the energies of the single electron
molecular orbitals for re~resentative metal hexacarbonyls and hexacyanides'are obtained and a general
discussion of electronic structure is presented.
Molecular Orbitals for Octahedral Metal Carbonyls
and Cyanides.-The coordinate system adopted for the
case of full a- and a-bonding in the Oh symmetry is
given in Fig. 1. The metal valence orbitals are nd,
(n
l)s, and (n
1)p. The carbon 2s and 2p.
orbitals will be used for a-bonding; for a-bonding, both
the ligand a-bonding (ab) and s-antibonding (a")
molecular orbitals will be combined with the d, and
p, metal orbitals to form the s-molecular orbital system for the complex. The single electron molecular
orbitals all are assumed to have the form

+

Fblecular
orbitals

orbitals

Ligand

tlU(0*,"*)

eR(o*)[dx~~y~,dz2]

:

c.

:'

+

+

+(m.o.) = Cx#(M)

+ CL#(L)

(1)

(1) 1. R. Perumareddi, A. D. Liehr, and A. W. Adamson, J . A m . Chern.
Soc., 86, 249 (1963).
(21 (a1 C. S. Naiman, J . Chrm. P h r i . , 86, 323 (19611; ibl G. Baru and
R. L. Belford, <bid., 87, 1933 (1962): (e) C. S. Naimao, ibrd., in press;
(dl the spectrum of Cr(CN)aNO:- has been related to the da metal
hexacysoide level diagram by C. S Nriman, ibid., S6, 1503 (1061).
(3) M . B. Robin, Inorg Chrm.. 1. 337 il96Z).
(4) (a) G. Gllemann, Thearcl. chrm. Ada, 1, 14 (1962); (bl E. Kbnig.
ibid., 1, 23 (1862).
(51 (a1 C. E. ShARer, private communicatian; (bl also quoted in C. K.
Jlrseosen, "Absorption Spectra and Chemical Bonding in Complexes,"
Pergamon Rcss, New York. N. Y., 1862, p. 291.
(61 H.B. Grny and C. J. Ballhausen, J . Am. Cham. Soc , a s . 260 (1963).
(7) C. J. Ballhaurcn and H.B Gray. Inor& Chrm.. 2. 426 (1963)
(8) H. B. Gray and C. J. Ballhausen. J. Chcm. Phys , 36, 1151 (1862).
(91 H.B. Gray, 1. Beroal. and E. Billiz, J A m Chrm Soc., 84. 3404

(1982).

(10) H. B. Gray, E.
$1. 1281 (1083).

Billis, A. Wojcicki,

and M.

Parona, Can. J .

Chmm.,

Fig. 2.-Molecular orbital energy level diagram for metal
helacyanides and hexacarbonyls.

+

Although the (n
1)p metal orbitals (tlu) are expected to be primarily involved in a-bonding, they may
interact with the tlu ligand s b and a * orbital combinations to yield three bonding and thgee antibonding
molecular orbitals mostly localized on the ligands and
three strongly antibonding molecular orbitals, with
both a- (uzde supra) and r-character, mainly localized
l)p
on the metal. The instability order s*(L) < (n
is assumed.
Finally, there are t,, and t2, a" and a* ligand orbital
combinations which do not interact with metal orbitals.
The molecular orbital energy level scheme expected for
the bonding situation described a b ~ v eis shown in Fig.
2.

+
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31.350 34.880 37.880

43,880
", crn

Fig. 3.-Electronic

11.810

32.000 38,500

-,

Y,

Ern

49.100

-,

spectra, of (a) Mo(CO)$ (left curves) in the vapor phase and (b) C o ( C N ) P (right curves) in water solution

There will always be 36 electrons (6 from each ligand)
to place in the molecular orbitals for the complex. In
addition, the metal may furnish as many as 6 valence
electrons for an octahedral metal carbonyl or cyanide
complex. The ground state for a d6metal hexacarbonyl
or hexacyanide is therefore

The most stable excited states for the d6 complexes re-

and 16F2 - 115F,, respectively, referred to the ground
state 'A,, as zero. Electronic absorption bands for
the transitions 'Al, -+ 'T,, and 'A,, -t 'Ts,
are expected
to be weak, since these transitions are-forbidden
for electric dipole radiation. (2) Charge transfer from
metal to ligand-the lowest energy transitions of this
type are t2,(r) -t tl.(r*) tzg(r)+ tzu(rt), tlg(r*), and
tlg(r) tZg(r*).' Thk t2:(r8) and tx,(r*) energies may
be estimated a t about -35,000 cm.-' from ionization
potentialr1and spectrosc~pic'~
data for CO and HCN.
The t,.(r*) level should be more stable, and the tz,(r*)

-

G n o w OVERLAP INTEGRALS FOR Cr(C0)s ANI! LIGAND-LIGAND
INTRRACTIONSFOR OCTAHEDRAL
METALCOMPLEXES
Molecular orbifd

Metal orbital

G.."

Ligand orbitals

1,igand-ligand
interaction6

a The group overlap integrals (G,,'e) are for Cr(CO)s. The radial wave functions are: 3d and 4s for chromium from ref. 13; 2s for
carbon from ref. 14; 2p for carbon from ref. 15; the 4p chromium radial function is taken to be *(4p) = R8,(1.20) where R+,(l20) is
an S T 0 with exponent 1.20. The Cr-C distance in Cr(C0). is 1.92 A,, from ref. 16. The o-valence orbital of CO and CN- is ar
For the ?i-molecular orbitals only, where, for example: Pll = .f(a,,)X(a,,)dr;
B I = .f(r,,)X(r,,)dr.
surned to be an sp-hybrid.

suit from the following electronic transitions: (1)
d-d transitions-these are the transitions that involve
the molecular orbitals which are mainly composed of the
centralmetald.orbitals, ~ h ~ t ~ , ( ~ ) - + ~ , ( ,promotion
,*)
gives spin-allowed excited states' 'TI, and ITs,. The
Slater-Condon energies of IT& and ITzg are -35Fa

meld
.., ,.
xne.,
L. Pranklin,

~

h

~

~

~

N*W y m k , N Y., 1957, pp. 273 and 280.
(12) G . nerrberg. ',spectra of ~ i a t o r n i cMolecule*,'' D ,van ~ o s t r a n d
and Co. Inc.. New York. N . Y., 1060, p 452; for HCN see K. Iguehi.
A C S ~ ~ ~fiers.
I C

3'~~;m;,$~;$c~9~~,~2'&ieuwpoort,
W.
R.

3.chew.my$..
SB, 1017 (198%).

Powell,and

Edgel~,

~
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TABLEI1

cm.-I, which are assigned as the allowed metal-toligand charge transfer transitions, 'A,,
'T,,('' and
'Ax,
'Tl,'2', respectively. In addition, shoulders indicating maxima a t 31,350 and 51,280 cm.-' are in evidence. The low energy weak band is assigned as the
Amax,
7max.
Complex (sample)
cm -1
f X 10'
As~xgnment
'T,,. The weak band a t
first d-d transition, 'Al,
51,280
cm.-I probably results from the t2,.(a) -+
cr(C0)~
(vapor)
3190 31,350
0 69 'A,,
IT,,
tl,(r*) transition.
2795 35,780 19 1
'Axg *TLal')
The spectra of MO(CO)~
and W(C0)6 are very similar
2248 44,480 145
'Als
IT,u121
1950 51,280
2 5
to(*) tss(r*) to the spectrum of CI(CO)~. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of Mo(CO)+ The intense bands a t about 35,000
MO(CO)~
(vapor) 3190 31,350
0 53 'A,,
'TI.
2867 34,880 13 9
'Alg
J T , u ~ z ~ and about 43,000 cm.? are present. Both the 'A,,
'TI, and the 'A],
'Ts, d-d bands apparently are
2654 37,680
ITza
0 41 'A,,
resolved, the former on the low energy side, the latter
2280 43,860 178
'Alg
lT,alz)
on
the
high
euergy
side
of the first intense band.
1930 51,810 22 4
tds)
The separation of the two d-d bands is 6330 cm.-I
W(C0). (vapor)
3070 32,570
0 36 'A,.
IT,,
for M ~ ( C O ) ~it; is only 4600 cm.-' for W(CO)6.
2865 34,900 12 6
'Als
1Tlrn1'1
The predicted diffeiencebetween 'TI, and ITz, is 16F, 2690 37,170
IT,,
0 30 'A,.
2240 44,640 208
'Ars
~T,w~zl 80Fd. Thus we obtain the reasonable values F2 =
1980 50,510
t2.(r) t2.(s*) 10F4 = 790 em.-' for MO(CO)~and F2 = 10F4 = 575
4 6
1900 52,630
4 0
tz,(n) + tz8(rT) c m . 3 for W(C0)o. The bands observed a t higher
'T,,cZ' are assigned to states arising
energy than 'A,,
Fe(CN)g'- (aq
4220 23,700
0 002 'A,,
from the transition ttg(r) trg(a*). Complete spectral
soln )
3225 31,000,
0 84 IA,.
IT,.
assignments
for
the
M(C0)6
complexes are summarized
2700 37,040
0 47 'A,,
IT*.
in Table 11.
2180 45,870 532
'Alg- 'Tl,,l1>
B. Metal Hexacyanides.-The electronic spectrum
2000 50,000
2 3
'A,<
1T,"[Z)
of Fe(CN)64- shows relatively weak bands a t 31,000
RU(CN)~'-(aq
3225 31.000
'A,% 'TSS
and 37,040 em.-'. These bands are assigned,as the
soln )'
2060 48,500 85
'Alg -:T,ulzj
expected d-d transitions, 'A,, -t 'T, and 'Al,
'Tlgi
1920 52,000 45
'Aa
lTlu's'
respectively. There is a very weai band a t 23,70Q
OS(CN)~"((aq
2130 47,000 110
'Aze 1Tla(Il
sol" )'
1950 51,300 95
'Als
~ T , u ~ z ) cm.-', which is assigned a s the first spin-forbidden
transition, 'A',
3Tig. This assignment agrees with
CO(CN)B~(aq
3120 32,050
0 30 'Az
IT,.
the -70F4 Slater-Condon energy of 3T1, relative to
soln )
2600 38,460
IT*,
0 28 'A,,
IT,,. The two charge-transfer bands are a t 45 870
2020 49,500 31 8
'A,.
LT,,l"
('A,, -z 'TI,(')) and 50,000 cm.-I ('A,, -t lT,,(Z'). %he
a Est~matedfrom R g 2 m ref 3
spectra of Ru(CN)&~and Os(CN)04- are similar, except
the weaker bands for O S ( C N ) ~ ~apparently
are obr
scured by the more intense charge transfer.
less stable than the -35,000 cm.-'. The &,(a) orbital
The absorption spectrum of K,CO(CN)~in aqueous
energy depends strongly on the metal under considersolution is shown in Fig. 3. The two d-d hands,
ation, but is likely to be in the -70,000 to -85,000
'A,,
'TI, and 'Al, -+ ITzg, are displayed as sharp
cm.-' range. Thus the metal-to-ligand charge transfer
maxima a t 32,050 and 38,460 cm.-'. The first chargetransitions should appear in the 30,000-55,000 cm.-'
transfer band is located a t 49,500 cm.-' ('Al,
region of the spectrum.
'T1,c11). The 'A,, -+ 'T,,(2' transition should appear
Only 'A,, + 'TI, transitions are allowed for d6 metal
hexacarbonyls and hexacyanides. Since both t2g'r) a t about 53,000 cm.-'. However, since it is difficult to
obtain high resolution solution spectra in this region,
+ tlu(r*) and tzS(r)
t2=(r*) promotions give
the exact position of the 'Al,
band was not
excited states, there should be two intense chargelocated.
The spectral assignments for the M(CN)s"transfer bands of the metal-to-ligand type in the 30,000complexes are given in Table 11.
50,000 cm.-' range. (3) Charge transfer from ligand
to metal-the lowest energy allowed transition of this
type is t2.(rb) + eg(r*), 'Alg -+ ITlU. The energy of
Discussion
the t2.(rb) orbital can be'estimated a t about - 110.000
carbonyls
The d-d transitions in most of the d"eta1
cm.-1 from the ionization potentials of CO and HCN.Io '7
and cyanides are hard to locate with certainty, since
The e,(v*) energy is obtained from the arevious estithe large A-values mean that metal-to-ligand charge
mate of the t&) orbital energy and adding 35,000
transfer may occur a t about the same energy as the
cm.-' for A (vide znfra). Thus the ligand-to-metal
e,(o*) transition. For
two bands due to the tzp(r)
charge transfer for the d6 complexes is not anticipated
the complexes in which the metal furnishes fewer than
below 60,000 cm.-'.
6
valence
electrons
(such
as
the
d5 Fe(CN)s3-), addiElectronic Spectra of d6 Metal Hexacarbonyls and
tional charge-transfer bands due to ligand-to-metal
Hexacyanides. A. Metal Hexacarbony1s.-The electransitions further obscure the weak d-d bands.=
tronic spectrum of Cr(C0)s in the vapor phase shows
Nevertheless, in many cases reliable values for A are
two intense absorption bands a t 35,780 and 44,480
available for M(CO)Gand M(CN)s"-complexes, These
(14) D. R. Hartree, "The Caleulalion of Atomic Structures." jobn wile,,
A-values are summarized in Table 111.
and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1957, pp. 189-171.
With the exception of the dl-d3 complexes, the A(15) C Zener. P h y r Rcu., 86, 61 (1930).
values in Table I11 all are approximately 35,000 cm.-'.
(16) "Interatomic Distances," The Chemical Society, London, 1958, p.
I t is somewhat surprising to find similar A-values for
M188.
(17) The rb-levelranoof be less stable than -110,000 em - 2 in either
complexes with widely varying charges on the central
t o or HCN. T h e ionization potential3 of CO aod HCN are both approxi.
metal.
One of the good examples for comparisol~
mate17 14 e.u. The CO rb-level is very likely to be considerably more
purposes is the negligible change in A in going from
rt=ble thaa -110,000 rm.:'
since in this ease there is evidencela that the
Fe(CN)s4- to Fe(CN)63-. Recall that in halide,
ionization potentist refers to the removal of one of the carbon 2s elemoor.
(18) H. H,1x66 and M. Orehia, Tefrohrdron, 10, 212 (1980).
ammlne, and aquo metal complexes, an increase in the
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for metal-to-ligand (a*) type charge transfer, since the
ionization potential of electrons in metal d,-type orbiMAGNITUDE
OF THE d-d SPLITTING
PARAMETER
iR FOR DIFFERENT tals must increase in the order CrO< Fez+ iCo3+.
HEXACARBONYLS
AND HEXACYANIDES
METAL
This increase in the energy of a particular charge-transfer transition on increasing the positive charge of the
Complex
A cm
Complex
A, cm -I
central metal ion is characteristic of metal-to-ligand
C~(CO)G
34, 150n
Fe(CN)sz35,000'
(a*) transitions and has been used as evidence for this
MO(CO)G
34,150'
CO(CN)~*34,800same transition type in square-planar cyanide comW(CO)$
34,570'
Fe(CN)a433,800"
plexes. The ligand-to-metal type charge transfer,
TI(CN)BJ22,300'
Ru(CN)P
33,800'
which occurs in metal halide complexes, shifts to
V(CN)223,390'
OS(CN)~'>34,000
lower energy, as expected, on increasing the positive
cr(cN)~a26,600'
charge of the central metal ion. This is demonstrated
nicely in the PtCld2-and AuC14- comple~es.~
From
6 l'or 35F* = 2000 cm -1
a lior 35F6 = 2800 cm -1
ref 1
From ref 5
From ref 2a
The difference in the energies of the 'Alg- 'TIU(')and
LAl, +
transitions is due to two factors. First,
~ositivecharge on the central metal ion means a
ligand-ligand interactions result in a stabilization of the
substantial increase in A. For example, for Fe(HIO)sZ+, ti,(a*) molecular orbitals; this stabilization is 4Pli
A = 10,400 c m . 3 ; for Fe(HzO)s3+,A = 14,300 c~n.-'.'~ relative to the tz.(a*) molecular orbitals. This part of
However, halide, ammonia, and water ligands do not
the total energy difference is probably between 1000
engage the metal in metal (d,)-to-ligand (a*) a-bonding,
and 2000 em.-' fur all the M(C0)s and M(CN)eXand since A is the difference in the orbital energies of
comolexes. The remainder of the difference in the
e,(o*) and tz,(a), the expected increase in A due to an
l~,,k
'T,,(') and 'A,,+
transition energies is due
increase in n-bonding in going from Fez+ to Fe" (in
to the stabilization of the tl,(a*) ligand orbital combinathe hexacyanides) is canceled by the accompanying
1)p-orbitals.
tion by a-interaction with the metal (n
decrease in A due to a decrease in d,
(CN-) back
Thus the mamitude of the total snlittinr rives an indidonation.2Vhis observed constancy of A with a
cation of thg degree of involvenkt orche (n f 1)change in the charge on the central metal ion may be
p-metal orbitals in a-bonding.
expected in other octahedral complexes in which there is
An examination of Table I1 reveals that the splitting
systems with apextensive back bonding,2"rovided
of the two charge-transfer bands is 3500-4300 c m . 3
proximately the same number of valence electrons are
for the M(CN)sP- complexes and 8700-9740 cm.ll
compared. Indeed, the A-values for the metal hexafor M(CO), complexes. Thus the involvement of the
cvanides decrease r a ~ i d l vas the number of d-electrons
1)p-metal orbitals in a-interaction increases con(n
decreases in the M:+ cbmplexes. Thus we have the
siderably in going from M9 hexacyanides to W hexaA-order: Co(CN)a3- ;
. Fe(CN)63- >> Cf(CN)e3carbonyls. This is reasonable since the (n
1)p> V(CN)e3- > Ti(CN)63-. This of course mdicates orbitals are undoubtedly more expanded for the neutral
that ligand (ab)-to-metal a-bonding is relatively more
metal atoms.
important in the dl-da cases, and metal-to-ligand (a*)
The intensity of the 45,000 em.-'band in the M(CO)e
a-bonding is more important in the d3-d6 cases.
complexes is unusually large. The allowed transition is
Maximum back bondine in the cases here under intlg(a) -f t2u(a*)('A3g-t 1T1U(2)),
which involves a molecvestigation occurs in the" metal hexacarbonyls, since
ular orb~tal(t2,(r)) substantially delocalized out to the
the tzg(a)level must be assumed quite stable to account
CO's and a molecular orbital (t%,(a*))essentially localfor the large A-values observed. I t is interesting that
ized on the CO's. Thus a large contribution to the inA in the M(CO)I series increases only slightly in the
tensity from ligand-ligand integrals is suggested. This
and W(COh. This follows
order Cr(CO)6, MO(CO)~,
particular contribution to the intensity would increase
the usual pattern of A(3d) < A(4d) < A(5d) in a conwith an increase in back donation and, indeed, the fsistent series of complexes, but the effect here is very
value of the LALg+ lTIU(%)
band may be related to the
small, indicating that the o- and ?r-changes akmost
amount of back donation. The order of increasing f
cancel in the 3d, 4d, and 5d valence orbitals in this case.
of the 'A,, + lTIU(Zl
band is CO(CN)~+< Fe(CN)q4The constancy of the total M-CO bond order for M
< Ru(CN)s4- < Os(CN)s4- < Cr(C0)s < Mo(C0)e <
= Cr. Mo. or W in an analoeous series of comnlexes is
W(CO)s. The CO(CN)&~complex is assumed to have
also indicated from vibrational spectral result^.^'
the smallest 'A,, -+ 'T1,(21band intensity, since no maxiThe metal bexacarbonvls and hexacvanides all
band
mum or shoulder separate from the 'Alg + 'TIU(')
appear to exhibit the two allowed charge transfer
couId be resolved. The above order is certainly a
bands predicted for metal-to-ligand (aX)type transirrasun;ible ~~rrdic,tion
of the order oi increasi~lgback
tions. There is considerable evidence in favor of
gl<,natit,t~
in these c<,n~l,lexei \Ve are now investi~irting
these assignments. First of all, the band positions are
this matter in some detail.
in agreement with the results of a simple calculation
(vide supra). Also, recall that for the other type of
Experimental
charge transfer (ligand (ab) + metal), the predicted
energies are far larger than the energies observed.
The K8[Co(CN)~]complex was prepared as described in the
The most convincing evidence, however, is the coml i t e r a t ~ r e . ~A~ sample of C ~ ( C Owas
) ~ donated by the Ethyl
parison of band positions in the series Cr(CO)6, FeCorporation. Samples of Mo(C0)s and W(C0)e were provided
(CNIc4-, and C O ( C N ) ~ ~ Y
The
. first band shifts to
hv the Climax Molvbdenurn Ca.
higher energies in this senes in the order: Cr(CO)6 <
Spectra in the 3500-1900 A. region were taken with a Cary
14 ~~ectrophotometer
purged with nitrogen. The vapor phase
Fe(CN)64-< Co(CN)s3-. This is the order expected
spectra were obtained using quartz gas cells, with path lengths
(IS) See rei 5b, p. 110.
from 1 to 10 ern. The vapor phme spectral measurements were
(20) I n molecular orbitzl Ianruage, back donalion (or hack bonding)
extended to 1700 A. usinganitrogen-purged Perkin-Elmer Model
-1

-

+

+

+

mean* considerable participation of empty ligand orbitals (usually

r*l

in the ~ a c u ~ i en-molecular
d
arbitsls moatlv loedized on the metal. We
sre fortunafeto have the simple words "back donation" to describe such n
state of affairs.
(21) F. A
. Cottoo and C. S. Kraihaorel, J . Am. C h r m . Soc., 84, 4432

(1062).

350 spectmphotometer.
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RECEIVED

The electronic structure of biscyclopentadienyl compounds is discussed in terms of molecular orbital theory.
in which symmeoy arguments may be used to facilitate such an analysis is described in some detail.

The way

The purpose of this note is twofold. On the one which one is led may be regarded as sufficient to dehand, i t is hoped to present a plausible and useful scribe the molecules, a t least to a first approximaaccount of the electronic structures attributable to tlon. I t is then quite possible to discuss secondbis-cyclopentadienyl compounds of the transition order terms but in the present instance this is
metals. The current interest in these molecules1 hardly necessary.
and their continuous proliferation prompts a rather
(a) The Orbitals of the Metallic Atom or Ion.more detailed examination of their structure than For simplicity, we shall confine our attention to the
was put forward by either Dunitz and OrgelZor by transition metals of the first long period. I n
JafTC.' And on the other hand, these systems are their ground states, the atoms of these metals
beautifully symmetrical. They therefore also of- have electronic structures of a common type,
fer an opportunity to illustrate in a simple manner, namely,
(K)(L)(3~)~(3p)~(3d)"J(4s)".Whereas
the principles by means of which symmetry argu- there is only one 4s orbital, there are five linearly
independent 3d orbitals. These may be distinments are used to elucidate electronic properties.
Since the appearance of Pauling's book,' several guished by the components of angular momentum
others have been published, of which that by Coul- ml(h/2rr) which they have about some given axis,
son6is perhaps the most recent. They have served Oz say, where mi = 0, +1, *2. Explicitly, their
to acquaint primarily experimental chemists with angular dependence is given by the formulass
the work that is being done in valence theory.
mr = 922: (15/32r)'/isinW.e'DQR(r)
de&
There is, however, a considerable gap that remains
ml = &I: (15/8r)'hsin B cos B eb'rR(r) = de:: ( 1 )
to be covered before the current theoretical literam, = 0: (5/16*)'/2(3 cos'8 - l)R(r) = da,
ture is comprehensible to the student of such
books. I n particular, the use of group theory in the The last form of writing will he explained below.
resolution of problems with high symmetry has only In order to show the nature of these orbitals, their
been treated in the later chapters of considerably contours on the ex-plane (i.e., the two half-planes
more exacting texts on quantum chemi~try.~$J = 0, rr) have been plotted in Figs. 1 4 . The
Whereas i t is not, of course, intended to bridge this specific example chosen is neutral iron, and the ragap in the present note, i t is hoped that the princi- dial functions R(r) were taken from the calculaples underlying the use of symmetry may be illus- tions of Manning and Goldb-g.g A three-dimentrated in a straightforward fashion, and that this sional picture of the moduli of these orbitals (onemay aid the experimentalist in deciding for himself electron wave functions) is obtained by ignoring
the relative merits of proposed electronic structures. the minus signs wherever they appear and rotating
The electronic structure, particularly of ferrocene, the figures about the z-axis; the contours, on which
has been discussed by several authors.2a.' All the absolute values of the orbitals are constant,
are open to some criticism.' The approach to be then appear as surfaces of revolution. For examfollowed here is that of molecular orbital theory, ple, the 3d orbitals with I rnl 1 = 1 both have moduli
and therefore similar to that of Dunitz and OrgelZ which may be represented diagrammatically by the
and of JafT6.' I t differs in several respects from paraboloidal surfaces of Fig. 5. The squares of
these treatments, however, and has been useful these moduli, of course, pive the corresoondin~
"
in the correlation of more recent information about electron densities.
Now these 3d orbitals have certain interesting
these bis-cyclopentndicnyl compounds. Throughout the nnalvsis. a workine rule of least disturbance properties. In the first place, suppose we invert
will be invoiced.' The lo& structure of, for exam- them in the orkin, namely, the atomic nucleus.
ple, a' cyclopentadienyl group will be disturbed as That is, let us construct new set of functions
little as possible so that its considerable resonance whose values a t the point (x, y, z) are the same as
energy is not lost. If, as will be shown to be the those of the original set, evaluated a t the point
case, strong primary sources of binding can be (-X, -y, -2). Then an examination of Figs. 1 4 ,
found without violating this rule, the structures to or an inspection of equation (1) shows that the new
orbitals are identical in every way with the old
(1) G. Wiltinson, P L. Pauroo and F. A. Cotton. Tnls JOURNAL.
ones: the orbitals are simply reproduced, without
16, I970 (1954). where an exhaustive series of references may be found.
(2) J . D Dunitz and L E Orgel, Nolure. 171. 121 (1953).
change of sign, under the inversion. For this rea(3) H H. JaIT6. J Chcm. P h y s , 21, 156 (1953).
son, they are said to be "even" (or "gerade") and
(4) I,. Pauling. "The Nature of the Chemical Bond," Cornell Univ.
we use subscripts g in their specification. This is an
Press. Ithaea, N. Y., 1939
example
of what are known as transformation
(5) C. A. Coulson. "Valence;' Oxford Univ. Prerr. Oxford, 1952.
(6) For example, H. Eyring. J. Walter and G . 8. Kimball, "Quanproperties. I t is easy to see that the 4s orbital is
tum Chemistry." John Wiley and Sons, Inc.. New York. N . V.. 1944.
also "even" in this sense.
(7) G. W~lkinnon.M. Rasenblum, M. C. Whiting and R. B. Wood(8) C. A. Codson, refereace 5, D. 27.
ward. THrs Jouahi~L.
74, 2125 (1952); B. 0. Fischer end W. Pfrb.
(9) M. F. Manning and L. Goldberg. Phys. Rev.. 68, 662 (1988).
2. Nolurforsrhung. 7B. 377 (1952).
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-10

Fig. I.-Contours on the ex-plane of the iron 3d orbital
with ml = f 2 (dei,) (distances along the z-axis in A.
units).

f

X-AXIS

%I

(so,). (distances along the

iron 4s orbital,
z-axis in A. units).

axis. That is, construct a new set of orbitals
whose values a t the point (r, 8, +) are the
same as those of the original set a t the point a(r,
8, 9
a). Then i t is seen from equation (1) that
the new 3d orbital with ml = zt2 is the same as the
Similarly, the
old one, apart from a factor e*=".
ml = 0 orbital remains completely unchanged, but
the mr = 1 orbitals which arise from the rotation
contain the additional factors e*&. The mi = f 2
orbitals are multiplied by factors which are the
complex conjugates, one of another, and are called
de;; g because they are "even," e because they are
conjugate pairs, and 2 because of the appearance of
this term in the appropriate rotation factors
e+%". The mi =
1 orbitals are called &
; for
analogous reasons, but the mi = 0 orbital, which remains invariant and, of the 3d orbitals, is unique in
this respect, is called da,?
The spherically symmetrical 4s orbital, which is also "even," remains invariant under the rotation and therefore qualifies
for the symbol a, as well; we call i t sag. An understanding of these simple transformation properties
is of great value in handling problems of high symmetry.

+

*

I

*

I

I

I

-

Fig. 2.-Contours on the 2%-planeof the iron 3d orbital
with ml
f1. (de:,) (distances along the z-axis in A.
units).
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Fig. 3.-Contours on the zx-plnnc of the iron 3: orbital
with nn = 0, (dn,) (distailccs nloug the z-axis in A. units).

As another
cxalnl,le of thcsc
ties, consider the effcct of a rotation a about the z-

Fig. 5.-Diagrammatic

representation of 1def.l contours
in space.

Lastly, it is profitable to consider the possibility
of a particular kind of hybridization. Suppose
we introduce certain external fields which repel
electrons in regions of space where the magnitudes
of both da, and
are
,,,,ill be pas(10) The notation has been chosen so as to conform t o represeotemint
I Jh d :
10' s i ' m ~ > l i e l thorcver,
~.
ono has been
*~,ccictioccur ltcre Nu expl~cirreferenee to

t i o n 01

the
S ~ U
c.~llrd ,i,. vote no ul.
the,,, U . ~ be
II
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tion are not in general those given in equation (2)these were chosen for convenience in illustrating
fields like F-but must be calculated.) The effect
is important whenever the fields F a r e of the same
order of magnitude as the difference between the
energies of the unperturbed 4s and 3d orbitals;
an inspection of spectroscopic data on, for example,
the iron atom, shows that this energy difference is,
in fact, quite small."
Other metal orbitals which are reasonably close
to, but more hizhlv excited than the 3d and 4s levels arise from Che'4p set. I t may be shown that
these are "odd" (or "ungerade") with respect to
the operation of inversion-that is, they change
stgn. Moreover, that 4p orbital with mi = 0 is
invariant under a rotation a, whereas the ml = 1
orbitals are multiplied by factors ei'".
These orbitals are therefore called pa,, peg, respectively.
(b) The Cyclopentadienyl Orbitals.-We shall
now consider the description of an isolated cyclopentadienyl radical. This will be a regular planar
system each of whose carbon atoms is joined by u
bonds to its carbon neighbors and to the hydrogen
atom with which i t is asso~iated.'~The five electrons which are not yet accounted for are the radical's unsaturation or ?r electrons. These are assigned to molecular orbitals encompassing all five
nuclei and containing the ring system as a nodal
plane: the orbitals change sign on reflection in the
molecular plane. They are piescribed as linear
combinations of the atomic 2p7r orbitals13

*

Fig. 6 -Contours on the 2%-planeof the stable hybrid orbital
ha, in the field F.

$0

=

PO(+,

+ h + + + +I) = cpa; w =
+ w+s + wz+r + wS+4 $. u4+d= cpe:
$3

~

+s

~

n

~

'

~

$+ 1 = vt(01

Fig. 7.-Contours on the zx-plane of the unstable hybrid
orbital ka, in the field F.

sible to construct new metal orbitals of a, type by
linearly combining da, and sa,. The interference of
these wave functions will increase the values of the
hybrid orbitals (and therefore the densities of any
electrons they may contain) in some places and
diminish them in others. For example, in Figs. 6
and 7 we illustrate, respectively, the two orthogonal
hybrid orbitals

+

ha, = ( l / & ) ( d a ,
sa,)
ka, = ( l / d ) ( d a , - so,)

(2)

I t is clear that if the repulsive fields are operative
in those regions where ha, is small, namely, in the
areas labeled F in the diagrams, then ha, may be
considerably more stable than ka, and, indeed, more
stable than either of the original orbitals, sa, and
da,. Regarding the field as a perturbation, we see
that the effect of the field on the da, and sa, orbitals
is to mix them in such a way as to produce one orbital, ha,, which is more stable than either and another, ka,, which is more highly excited. If there
arc two electrons of a , type, therefore, these will be
most firmly bound in the hybrid orbital ha,, and
not in either sa, or (la,. (The precise values of the
coeficients dctermit~ingthe amount of hybridiza-

(31

where the v are normalizing factors, 6, is the 2 p ~
orbital of atom r, and the last form of writing will be
explained presently. That the coefficients with
which the 6, appear in the n~olecularorbitals +have
been well chosen may be verified by solving the
requisite secular equation, or otherwise. Since +_,
is the complex conjugate of ++,, and $-z the conjugate of $+,, the energies of these orbitals are equal
in pairs-that is, they fall into two doubly-degenerate levels. More specifically, it may be demon+*,
strated that the energies of the orbitals $o,
are a
2P, a
2P cps (2?r/5), a - 2P cos ( * / 5 ) ,
respectively, where a is a constant and P, wh~ch1s
negative, is the usual resonance integral. I t appears that rC.0 is a very strongly bonding orbital, that
the
are less strongly bonding and the \I.+, arc
quite powerfully anti-bonding. In the ground
state of the cyclopentadienyl radical, therefore, the
electrons are allotted first to +O and then to
There are two possible assignments, (+,,j2(++,j2.
( C 1 ) and (+o)~(+-I)~(++I);
both have the same
energy, so that, the ground state of the radical is
doubly-degenerate. (Additional drgeneracy alscr

+

+

(11) R. I? Il=clarr and S Oot>dsrnit. "Atnnuc l i o r r ~ yStatcr."
M c O r a w 11t11 l i c ~ ~CI,.
k Iwc, N c w Yurk. N. V.. 10:lL.
(12) TI?;<
~ L a l e r n a ~ t taIthoug11
.
lrrrlcctly ;ulr.qxl:ite l c b r Illc ~,~~rl,~,scs
of this nolc, is not rtriclly true: it will I,? ;tlt~plificdin s 1;btcr coonnlliai.
catil,"

II:O

c

A

C ~ , , ~ rcrrrcr,c~
I , , ~ C ,.,j,tl1>

2

: 2111
~
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arises from the two possible orientations of the spin
of the unpaired electron in each of these assignments.) The resonance energy of the radical is the
difference between the energy of a single structure
containing two localized double bonds, (501
4j3),
and that of the above allocations, namely, [5a
4j3 6j3 cos (2n/5)]. Taking j3 = -20 kcal.,13this
leads t o the value of 37 k ~ a l . / m o l e . ~ ~ ~ ' ~
N~~ the molecular orbitals in ecluation (3) also
have interesting transformation p&pert~es. Consider the effect of a rotation through 2 r / 5 radians
about the fivefold axis of symmetry, perpendicular
to the plane of the rmg. For example, in place of
$+I take that function which is obtained from i t by
replacing atom 5 (and thus +s) by atom 4 (and thus
+4), 4 by 3, and so on, namely

+

+

$$I

-

v1(45

+ w 4 ~+ w'4z + wJ& + w444)

= w$+ I

+

Fig. 9.-The arrangement of the two cyclopentadienyl radicals with respect to the bonding de,, orbitals of the metal.

and those of the second ring C ~ are
B called c p ~ a ,
cp,e:,
c p ~ e * . Under the inversion, atom 1 and
therefore, with our convention of signs, also the 2pa
orbital 41, go over into atom 1' and orbital $I,, respectively. Thus the local molecular orbitals of
the first ring, namely, the C ~ A ' are
S , transfoxmedinto
the local molecular orbitals of the second ring
. - b.-y
the inversion

-

-

-

since w5 = 1. Clearly the effect of the rotation,
c p ~ a c p s a , c p ~ e : cpee:. c p ~ e : cpee? (4)
through an angle 2 r / 5 = a, say, is to multiply And, mulatis mutandis, those of the second ring go
9 , ~by w = e". Similarly $-I is simply multi- over into those of the first,
plied by w-I = e-'".
By the same criterion that
N~~ i t is easy, and convenient, to form linear
we used it1 discussing the rotational properties of
of the cpa7s and CpB9S
which asthe orbitals of the metals, this pair of orbitals may form into themselves, and not into each other as
be called e;:
since they are on the cyclopentadi- in (4), under the inversion. The new orbitals, so
formed, encomuass both rings in this case
envl
notation c6ef
, rim.
", we use the more s~ecific
Similarly the molecular orbitals $*, acquire factors cpa, = ( l / . \ h ) ( c p l t a
c p e a ) , cpa, = ( ~ / v ' . i ) ( c p , a e*?'" under the rotation, and are therefore referred
cPsa)
to as cpe:.
The strongly bonding $O orbital is inepee?), cPeZ = ( l l 4 ) ( c p n e ?
variant under the transfor~nationand is called cpa cPeE = ( 1 / d 5 ) ( c p n e :
cpse:) ( 5 )
on this account.
Let us now consider a systein of two cyclopenta- cpeE = ( ~ / . \ / i ) ( c p * c ; cpae:), c p e t = ( 1 / d 2 ) ( ' p l e ? cpse:)
dicnyl radicals. We suppose that thcse are sufficiently far apart that the 2pn orbitals of the one Using relations (4), it may be shown that cpa, is
do not overlap the 2 p r orbitals of thc other a t all indeed "even" with respect to the operation-as the
appreciably. Moreover, we arrange that the five- subscript g implies. Moreover, since this orbital
fold axes of the two rings coinide; this is to be contains equal admixtures from c p ~ and
a cpsa, an
called the z-axis. In order to %x the signs of the electron in the cpa, orbital spends half its time on
2pn orbitals on the one ring (see Fig. 8 ) relative to any one particular ring, and the remainder on the
those of the other, we choose thc point midway other. And similarly for the remaining orbitals of
between the two rings ( 5 ) . The ground state of the system of two non-inas the origin and adopt teracting c ~ ~ l o p e n t a d i e nrings
~ l is normally dethe convention that the scribed by the two separate assignments of nnsatnnegative lobes of the two ration electrons, namely
sets of 2 p r orbitals are
( c p ~ n ) ~ ( c Pand
~ e (~c)p ~e a ) 2 ( c p ~ e l ) z
(6)
5
1
directed toward this origin, and therefore toward where we have not troubled to distinguish between
4
each other. Finally, we the e,+ and e i orbitals, but tacitly agreed that the
arrange for the two cy- doubly-degenerate cpel level may accommodate as
3
clopentadiet~yl radicals many as four electrons, and thereforc the three
I'ig. 8:-A
cycIopci~~;uIic~1).1
to be skezi+-that is, they which are indicated. However, if we use relations
rutlical.
will fonn :I p e i ~ t a g o ~ ~ a(l5 ) ,it 111i1ybe shown that the thrcc electron assignantiprism. Labcling h e ~ n c n t seach dcscribe states of the composite system
carbon :1to111sof the first ring serially, from 1 to 5,
(~po~i~(rp~i.)?(cp~~~.)'(cpc,..)~
(ia)
we label those of the second ring 1' to 5', such that
(rp~r~~)Z(cp~.i2(rpejli)1(~pc~vi3 (7b)
carbon 1 goes over into carbon l', 2 into 2' and
( c p ~ ~ ) ~ ( ci*(cpcl,,)i(cpci,.
po.
i2
(7c)
so on,' under :un inversion in the origin, which is
of two rings which, in thcse sitnple molecular orbithereforc a ccntcr of syllilnetry (sce also Fig. 9).
I t is profit:iblc to rliscuss w11:lt haplicns when the tal terms, have the same cnergy (and, in particular,
molecular orbilals of thc two rings are subjected to the same rcsonance cnrrgy) as the specification (ti).
I
averaye, there are two electrons in rp.to
this ofxratiotl of i~~\.crsioll.The 111r)1cculnrorbitals For, ~ I the
of the first riug C/I..I'~
:Ire c:illr(f c/).4,1, r/J l c , ! , kc?' : u ~ dtwo in rpiiti, as wcll as three electrons in each of
the levels c p . . ~ ~(.[>I;P,,
,,
.Lily one of these assigtl~ l ~ c l l tsuch
s , as (7c) which may contain two unpaired
rlcctrons, 1nay thcrcforc be uscd ill order to link
the two ryclol~cntadicnyl radicals to thc metal
"

+
+
+
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atom, without destroying the resonance energy of
either conjugated ring.
(c) The Use of Symmetry Arguments.-In the
analysis which we have so far undertaken, namely,
the orbital description of the fragments which together form the bis-cyclopentadienyl compounds,
we have stressed the transformation properties of
these orbitals. Before going on to discuss these
molecules themselves, we shall explain the reason
for this emphasis.
If it is desired to form an electron-pair bond hetween two atoms or groups by means of electrons
in orbital 6, of the one moiety and orbital 6 of the
other, then a good criterion of the bonding is given
the overlap of these two orbitals. Now this overlap is gauged by the integral
S, = S+Z~+dv
Whenever S,, vanishes, it follows that the orbitals
do not overlap, and that they are not suited to
binding between the two atoms or groups. On the
other hand, if S
,, is appreciably different from zero,
the overlap is correspondingly large and the incipient binding strong. We shall apply this idea to
b i d i n g between the orbitals of a metallic atomwhich were considered in a-and the group orbitals (5) of the two cyclopentadienyl rings, which
were defined and described in b.
The importance of the symmetry properties
comes in when we note that the overlap integral S
between two orbitals often vanishes identically,
because of the way in which the latter transform.
They therefore give us an exceedingly powerful
method of analyzing the possible sources of binding,
or of eliminating the impossible sources. For simplicity, we shall describe a one-dimensional example
to illustrate the arguments which are to be used.
Let &(x) be some real function of a single variable x
which is "even," that is, +,(-x) = +,(x) = +:(x).
Also, let +,(x) be some "odd" function of x:
A(-x) = -+,(x) = -+:(x).
These are shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 10. Now let us evaluate
the overlap integral
S,.

=

S-+-

~~(x)+,(x)dx

Consider the contribution to this integral of increments Ax around the two points x = -b, x = b.
At the former, we have
A-S..

=+
(,.

-b)+,( - b ) A x = -+,(b)+,(b)Ax

since +, is "even" and
A+&,

+, is "odd."

At the latter

= ~5,(b)+~(b)Ax

The sum of these increments therefore vanishes.
Xoreover, since the whole domain of integration,

Fig 10.- To illustrate the asc of syluulctry arguments

+

from - m to m , may be broken up into pairs of
increments of this type, it follows that the value of
the complete integral vanishes also. That is, since
+, and 6 transform differently under the inversion
in the origin, the overlap between them vanishes
identically. When +, and +, are both either "even"
or "odd," this will no longer be true in general, and
these orbitals "overlap."
More generally, it may be shown for the threeand differ in
dimensional case that whenever
any one transformation property, then the overlap
between them vanishes. Thus if +, acquires the
factor ek under a rotation through w = 2 ~ / 5radians and is "even" with respect to inversion (i.e., it is
of e& type), and if +, is multiplied by e-"" under
the rotation but may also be "even" (of species eG),
then those two orbitals do not overlap a t all. The
proof of this theorem requires a more exacting notation, but essentially no different arguments from
those which we used in the one-dimensional case
above. As an important corollary to this result, it
follows that unless the transformation properties
of two orbitals are identical, these are not suitable
for the formation of electron-pair bonds. This limits the possibilities of binding very considerably and
eases the subsequent discussion.
(d) The Structure of Bis-cyclopentadienyliron
(II) !Ferrocene).-In order to fix our ideas, let us
consider the electronic structure of ferrocene. On
the extreme right of Fig. 11, we list the orbitals of
the isolated iron atom, indicating the symmetries
and approximate locations of the 3d, 4s and 4p levels. On the left, we show the orbitals of the group
of two cyclopentadienyl radicals. Some preliminary
calculations, which will be published in full a t a
later date, show that the @el orbitals are a t about
the same level as the iron 3d orbitals-that is, their
ionization potentials are about equal. As was demonstrated in b, any one of the three assignments (7)
describes a state of minimum energy of the two cyclopentadienyl rings (each of whose ground states
is degenerate). We choose a particular one of

+,

+,
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these, namely (7a), illustrating electrons in filled
shells by crosses, and unpaired electrons by circles
on the diagram. I t will easily be seen t h a t (7b) and
(7c) are not suitable for binding. There are also
several different ways of allotting iron's eight outer
electrons to the stable 4s and 3d orbitals. Only
one of these is useful, however, so that we choose to
put four electrons into the de?, orbitals, two into the
sa, orbital and one each into de; and deG.
Now let the two cyclopentadienyl
ap.
proacll the central metal atom in the manner illush iron
~ orbitals shown in
tratcd in pig, 9, ( ~ only
this diagram are rough representations of the delg
orbitals, for reasons which will appear below.)
Before
the binding possibilities, there
is an important effect of coulomb
repulsions which
must be considered, When the rings have assumed the positions they occupy in the stable ferrocene molecule, their electrons, which are very
strongly bound, have high electron densities in the
neighborhood of regions labeled F i n Figs. 3 , 4 , 6 and
7, They will powerfully repel eleetrons in these regions, Accordingly, as was explained in a, the sag
and da, orbitals will hybridize to form stable ha,
unstable ka,. We may say that the effect of
the electrons of the two rings is to
the

sa, and da, orbitals, The two electrons which we
assigned to sa, for the isolated iron atom will

Lhen

therefore drop into the favorable hybrid ha,
the two rings are brought up, The complementary
unfavorable hybrid ka, will probably now lie in the
region of the 4p orbitals of the iron atom, This reis illustrated, diagrammatically in
the third column of Fig. 11, (The precise loc&ion
of ha, and ka, is difficult to determine, It is only
ilnportant for our argument that ha, should not be
appreciably more stable than the 4p orbitals,)
Finally, we come to consider the nature of the
iron-carbon bonding. By the symmetry argulnents of c, we
consider binding between
orbitals with the same transformation properties.
Aloreover these should contain unpaired electrons.
~h~
jrysource of the binding must therefore
lie betwecn the cfie,, and del, orbitals. The overlap
betwecn these orbitals is not only allowed by sym]rlr,ry, but also favored by
ill Fig, 2,
wc show a dotted representationhf one 2pa orbital
of Cpn. (More specifically, it is a contour chosen
so as just to touch the similar contour on a Ileighboring
Thus it appears that the
ring orbitals c ~ ~ , , ,
enconlpass all ten carbon
atotns, appreciably ovcrlap the paraboloidal con1
tours of the del, orbitals (see also ~ i 10).
~ ~, 1 the
prerequisites for strong bonding between theill are
thus s:ltisficd. Since the cl~ergiesof the de,,
rpe,, orbitals are also at about the same level, this
bontlir~g should not involve charge separation.
'l'llc net cl~nrgcson t11v iron and cyclopentadienyl
rinjis shoirld vanish, in first npproxin~ation. Four
clectrons are thcrcforc irivolrcd, two for cach Cp-Fe
bonll.
'l'lic bori~lirigurbilnls bel,, ~vliicliin inolccular orhitill t l ~ c ~ will
~ r ybe

+ dek),

br$ = ( l / d ~ ) ( c p p : ,

are nl~~)roxi~rr:~Lcly
located in the second colunln of

Fig. 11. The complementary antibonding or
repulsive orbital
re:, = ( l / d ) ( c p e p , - deG)
is also shown.
There are various secondary types of bonding.
which may be considered. For example, the filled
dez8 orbitals may donate electrons into the vacant
cpe,, orbitals. The latter are strongly antibonding
in the carbon-carbon sense, and therefore are not
to accept
the
negativity exhibited by the cyelopentadienyl rings
is small.
the
cpels Orbitals may
fornay
donate
into the vacant peln
orbitals. However, the cPelu orbitals are bonding
in the carbon-carbon regions, and the electron affinity of iron for 4p electrons is low, so this etfect
be
There may be a little Of both
occurring simultaneously, leaving no net charge o n
the rings Or On the
this wouldhave to
be at the expense Of the resonance energy of the
clopentadienyl rings. Since very favorable binding conditions have already been found, i t seems unnecessary to invoke these secondary forces.
This
Of the
provides a very
satisfactory rationalization of the organic reactions
of farocene, which behaves in many respects like
an aromatic
I n our view, each ring has
a high local resonance energy, discussed in b and
remains uncharged. This is in agreement with the
reactivity of the molecule and with the acid dissociation constants of its carboxylic acid derivatives."
Since the densities of the bonding iron orbitals are
rotation ail^ but
as
shown in Figs. 5 and 9, the two unsubstituted
rings should be freely rotating to good approximation. The absence of any nearby unfilled orbitals
for the molecule's diamagnetism.
Other Bis-cyclopentadien~l Compounds.--It is
interesting to give similar accounts of other neutral
mO1ecules like
where the
iron
atom is
Cr or other atoms Of the
by Co'
transition elements. The energy level diagram will
not be very different .froin Fig. 11 in all these cases,
and we may treat the molecules
Or subtracting the requisite nulnber of electrons.
The simplest example is bis-cyclopentadienylcobalt(II), where we add one
This may go
either into one of the 4P orbitals or into the relatively unstable ka, orbital. I n either of these cases,
of course, i t has one unpaired electron (i.e., i t is in a
doublet state). For his-cyclopentadienylnickel(II),' on the other hand, two electrons ]nust go into
these orbitals. whether they go, one into ka, and
the other into solne 4P level, or both into the 4p levels, is in nrany ways immaterial. The proximity of
the Rag orbital energy to that of the 4p orbitals will
ensure that we shall be left with two singly occupied
orbitals whose electrons are in a triplet state with
their spins parallel (Hund's principle of maximum
multiplicity). In bis-cyclopentadienylcl~rotnium(11) two clectrons are removed. If the ha, orbital
is appreciably more stable than the de?, orbitals,
both will come from the latter level, lenving one
(17) R. B. Woodward. X I Ro.mblilm and X I C WRitiog, Tars
,,,O
J
74, sraa (lsazj.
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electron in de;, and the other in dei,, so that their
spins become parallel, and we have a triplet once
again. If the ha, level is close to the dez, levels,
however, one electron will be taken from each and
we get another triplet condition. (The ha, level is
certainly not appreciably less stable than de2,,
for then i t would lose both electrons and leave a
diamagnetic molecule--contrary to experience.'&)
More detailed magnetic studies may well be able to
settle some of these ambiguities, which are due to
our ignorance of the precise location of the ha,
and ka, levels. However, since these are only
concerned with the details of the electronic structure of the metal atom, and do not in any way affect
the nature of the metakarbon bonding, the uncertainties are unimportant in the above instances.
Bis-cyclopentadienylmanganese(II)would be isoelectronic with the femcinium ion, and arise from
the loss of a dez, electron. I t is interesting to speculate on the magnetic properties of bis-cyclopentadienyltitanium(I1) and -vanadium(II). If, as we
may suspect, the ha, orbital is sufficiently more
stable than dez,, in these cases, then (C6H&Ti, with
only two electrons not involved in metal-carbon
bonding, would be diamagnetic, both being assigned
to the ha, orbital. However, it is also quite possible
that the extra Hund stabilization, which occurs
when two electrons can orient their spins parallel to
one another, is sufficiently large that one electron
goes into ha, and the other into dez,. The molecule
would then be a paramagnetic triplet. If (Cs5)zTi
is diamagnetic, then (6H6)zV with one additional
electron (in de23 would most probably have only
one unpaired electron (doublet state). On the
other hand, if (C6H6j2Tiis paramagnetic, it would
be supposed that (C6H6j2Vhas three electrons with
their spins all parallel, one each in ha,, de$ and deG
(quartet state).
Throughout, we have regarded, for example,
ferrocene as being made up of two neutral cyclopentadienyl radicals and of a neutral iron atom.
Moreover, we have shown that this tacit nomenclature reflects the actual charge distribution in the
stable molecule. However, since many of the reactions leading to synthesis of bis-cyclopentadienyl
compounds occur under ionic conditions, and in
view of the oxidation potentials of the compounds,
it is in some ways chemically appropriate to regard
the metal atom in ( C ~ H S ) ~as
Mbeing in the I1 oxidation state. Whereas it is not, of course, intended
to suggest that the metal has a formal charge of +2,
tbis notation is very convenient also in other cases.

For example, the name bis-cyclopentadienyltitananium(1V) dibromide refers to the molecule
Ti+4(C6H;)2(Br-)2. However, it is better, for
structural purposes, to regard this molecule as
[Ti(C6H6)2]++Br;, SO that the titanium has two
dele electrons a t hand for the metal-carbon bonding-which we consider to be the essential feature
of all these bis-cyclopentadienyl molecules. The
existence of this particular c o m p ~ u n d is,
' ~ in fact, a
strong piece of evidence in favor of our picture of
the metal-carbon bonding; i t can have no more
than two electrons available for this purpose.
As a final point, there is no reason why the pentagonal pyramid formed by any one cyclopentadienyl
ring and a metal should be a structure unique to
bis-cyclopentadienyl compounds. I t is quite possible that compounds of a diierent type, e.g.,
[(CrH6)M;A'A,]X,-1 where A is a neutral group
and X a singly charged anion, can exist. The first
examples of such cyclopentadienyl compounds have
in fact been madeis: these are the molybdenum
and tungsten cyclopkntadienyl carbonyls; (C6H6)MO(CO)~MO,(CSHS).
and (C~H~)W(C~).SW(CSHE.).
In conclus~on,it is hoped that an understandable
account has been given of the way in which symmetry arguments may be used to simplify the analysis of the electronic structures which may be
ascribed to bis-cyclopentadienyl co~npoundsof the
transition elements. More particularly, i t has
been shown that the essential binding is between the
del, orbitals of the metal and the cpe,, orbitals of
the cyclopentadienyl rings, forming two electronpair bonds. In order to understand the magnetic
properties of the compounds, the effect of the electrostatic fields on the da, and sa, orbitals of the
metal, to produce hybridization, must be considered. Dunitz and Orgel appreciated the predominant role of the el, orbitals but neglected to consider
the s or p electrons of the metal. On the other
hand, JaffB,in considering all possible combinations
of ring orbitals and metal s, d and p orbitals, gave
structures whose physical significance it is difficult
to understand. Both treatments give erroneous
predictions of one sort or another.',ZO
The author would like to express his cordial
thanks to Professors G. Wilkinson and R. B. Woodward for arousing his interest in these molecules.
(19) G,Wdkinron, P. L.Pauson. l M. Birmingham and P. A. Cotton, <bid..
1011 (1953).
(20) Norn m o n o rN moon -More recently, in a private com.
munication t o the author, Dr. L. Orgel has expressed views which are
in iubstantlel agreement with thoae described in the present note.
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The Group Relation Between the Mulliken and Slater-Pauling Theories
of Valence
J. H. VANVLECK,
Harward Uniwersity
(Received October 7, 1935)
By means of the group theory of characters, it is shown that there is an intimate relation
between Mulliken's molecular orbitals and the Slater-Pauling directed wave functions. One
can pass from the former t o the latter by making a simple transformation from a n irreducible
t o a reducible representation. Consequently the same formal valence rules are usually given
by either method, and one can understand generally why wave functions of the central atom
which are nonbonding in Mulliken's procedure are likewise never employed in constructing
Pauling's "hybridized" linear combinations.

Two

istinct viewpoints have been particularly developed in applying quantum
mechanics to problems of valence,' namely, the
Heitler-London-Pauling-Slater method of the
electron pair bond, and the method of molecular
orbitals used by Hund, Lennard-Jones, Mulliken,
and others. The two procedures represent
different approximations to the solution of a
complicated secular equation. The method of
molecular orbitals permits factorization into
one-electron problems, but a t the expense of
adequate cognizance of the terms due to electron
repulsion, which are too fully recognized in the
H-L-P-S procedure. A characteristic feature of
the latter is the "hybridization," whereby linear
combinations of states of different azimuthal
quantum number for the central atom are necessary in fields of, for example, tetrahedral symmetry. I t was shown by the writer that in the
case of carbon compounds the two theories,
though superficially different, predicted similar
results on geometrical arrangement.2 I t is the
purpose of the present paper to show that the
equivalence is general in the sense that one
formulation will give the same formal stereochemical valence principles as the other. Thus
it is futile to discuss whether the Mulliken or

' L. Pauling, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 53, 1367 (1931); J. C.
Slater Phys. Rev. 38 1109 (1931) R. S. Mulliken Phys.
Rev. 40 55.41 49 751.43 279 (1b32-3). J. ~ h e r n :Phys.
1, 492 ( i 9 3 h ; i, 3 j 5 , 566 (i935). For otier references, or
more detailed introduction bn the methods which we campare see J. H. Van Vleck and A. Sherman Rev. Mod.
~ h y s 7,
. 167 (1935). Other workers besides ~ u l l i k e nhave
contributed to the molecular orbital nroredore. h- u- t- wesometimes refer to the latter as Miliken's method, since
we are concerned with the application to polyatomic molecules in the light of symmetry groups, an aspect considered
primarily by Nlulliken.
J. H. Van Vleck, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 219 (1933).

. ~ - -~--- .

Pauling theory will give better working rules in
compounds formally amenable to electron pair
treatment. Both, for instance, suggest the
now classic Pauling square configuration for
Ni(CN)4-- in view of the diamagnetism of this
ion. (A tetrahedral model would give para) can only
magnetism with either m e t h ~ d . ~One
inquire which procedure involves the more
reasonable hypotheses. I t seems to us that in the
case of the transition elements, one must probably decide in favor of the Mulliken formation
as a simple qualitative description, though
perhaps a poor quantitative approximation. I t
is difficult to believe, for instance, that the
Fe(CN)G4- radical has the Pauling structure
Fe4-(CN)G,since the Fe ion certainly is unwilling
to swallow four extra electrons. The conventional
ionic model Fe++(CN-)s, on the other hand,
probably goes too far in the other direction.
The Mulliken viewpoint has here the advantage
of allowing an arbitrary distribution of charge
between Fe and (CN)G,depending on how one
weights the various atomic orbitals in forming a
molecular orbital as a linear combination of them.
Only a limited significance should, however, be
given to any purported preference between the
two methods, as each represents a solution of the
secular equation only under certain, extreme
conditions. The true wave function is in reality
a combination of H-LJ-M and H-L-P-S functions, along with many ingredients intermediate
between these two extremes, and so either theory
is bound to have some semblance of truth. The
latter functions, for instance, can be amplified
Cf. Pauling reference 1 and J. H. Van Vleck and A.
Sherman, Rev.'Mod. Phys. b, 206, 221 (1935).
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by taking linear combinations with terms representing different stages of charge transfer until
finally just the right polarity is obtained.

theory of molecular vibrations employed by
Wigner and by E. B. Wilson, Jr.,6 but is simpler
since we are not interested in displacements of
atoms from equilibrium, and in consequence all
nonvanishing entries are unity rather than some
root of unity. After the characters have been
found, the determination of the constituent
irreducible representations proceeds in the usual
way by means of the theorem that the unresolved characters must equal the sum of the
primitive characters contained therein.
As an illustration, we may consider a complex
containing six atoms octahedrally arranged, i.e.,
located at the centers of the six cube faces. Then
the symmetry group is the cubic one Oh, and the
characters associated with the arrangement of
attached atoms are

We shall confine our discussion to the case
where a central atom attaches n atoms arranged
in some symmetrical fashion (tetrahedron,
square, etc.) characteristic of a crystallographic
point group.4 Let $(I?) be a wave function of the
central atom which has the proper symmetry,
i.e., whose transformation scheme under the
covering operations of the group is that characteristic of some irreducible representation I?.
Let
6e a wave function of attached atom i.
We shall assume that only one orbital state need
be considered for each attached atom, and that
this state is either an s state or else is symmetric
(as in a 2pr bond) about the line joining the
attached t o the central atom. The method of
molecular orbitals in its simplest form5 seeks to Here x(Ca), for instance, means the character for
construct solutions of the form
the covering operation consisting of rotation
about one of t h i fourfold or principal cubic axes
(normals to cube faces) by 2?r/4. Any rotation
The coefficients a,must be so chosen that Z,a,+, about such an axis leaves two atoms invariant,
transforms in the fashion appropriate to the and hence x(C2)= x(C4) = 2. On the other hand,
irreducible representation .'I Now the important X(C2') =x(C3) = O since no atoms are left inpoint is that bases for only certain irreducible variant under rotations about the twofold or
representations can be constructed out of linear secondary cubic axes (surface diagonals) or
combinations of the $,. T o determine which, one about the threefold axes (body diagonals). Inascertains the group characters associated with version in the center of symmetry is denoted by
the transformation scheme, usually reducible, I. By using tables of characters for the group Oh,
of the original attached wave functions $,before one finds that the irreducible representations
linear combinations are taken. This step is easy, contained in the character scheme (2) are, in
as the character xn for a covering operation D Mulliken's notation,"
is simply equal to g, where q is the number of
atoms left invariant by D. This result is true
inasmuch as D leaves g of the atoms alone, and
The irreducible representations corresponding
completely rearranges the others, so that the
to various kinds of central orbitals are shown
diagonal sum involved in the character will
below:
contain unity g times, and will have zeros for the
other entries. The scheme for evaluating the orbit
s
p
dy
d~
f
characters is reminiscent of that in the group
rep.
Alg T I , E , Tz, Az,, TI,, T2,. (4)

+,

-

See R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Rev. 43, 279 (1933) or references 6 and 7 if further background is desired on the aspects
of group theory and crystallographic symmetry which we
use.
Called by Mulliken the LCAO ("linear combination of
atomic orbitals") form. For a critique of this type of approximation see R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys. 3, 375
(1935). It appears to have been first suggested by Lennard- Jones.

The notation for the various kinds of d wave
functions is that of Bethe,' dz.,
E. Wigner, Gott. Nachr., p: 133 (1930); E. B. Wilson,
Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 2, 432 (1934); Phys. Rev. 45, 706
(1934).
H. Bethe, Ann. d. Phvsik 3. 165 (1929).

MULLIKEN AND SLATER-PAULING VALENCE THEORIES

SY~~METRY

P

CENTRAL
ORBITALS

f

d

Tetrahedral (Td)
Trigonal (Dab)

A,

A,'

TZ
As", E'

E ( d y ) , Ta(ds)
A,', E', E"

AI, T I ,TZ
A,', A%',A1", E', E"

Tetragonal (D4h)

AT.

Asu, Eu

AI., BI.. Bz., Eo

A*,, BI,, Bzul2E,

rl.(drl) =(1/12)Y(f(r)(3z2-r2),
rl.(d~2)= $f(r) (x2-y2),
W61) =f(r)xy, rl.(dez) =f ( ~ ) x z ?
rL(deJ =f(r)yz.

(5)
(6)

By comparison of (3) and (4) we see that is it
impossible for de orbitals to form any partnerships with attached orbitals, in agreement with
Mulliken's conclusion8 that dy rather than de
is particularly adapted to forming octahedral
bonds. Mulliken's arguments were mainly of a
qualitative nature. The preceding considerations enable us to formulate the situation more
succinctly, as they show that the de orbitals are
entirely nonbonding.
In Table I we give the irreducible representations, in Mulliken's notation, contained in the
central and attached orbitals for compounds of
other types of symmetry. When 3 or 4 atoms are
trigonally or tetragonally attached, we have
supposed that the plane of these atoms is a
plane of symmetry, as in (Nos)-or Ni(CN)4--.
When there is no such symmetry plane, as in
NH3, the distinctions between u and g, or between primes and double primes, are to be
aboli~hed,~
and the symmetries degenerate to
C3", C4" instead of DSh,D4h When 6 atoms are
attached in the scheme D3h, or 8 in D4h, they are
arranged respectively a t the corners of a trigonal
and a square prism.
The results given in Table I are obtained by
the same method as in the octahedral example.
The explicit forms of the linear combinations of
the attached orbitals which transform irreducibly, or in other words the values of the
coefficients ai in (1) have been tabulated by Van
R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Rev. 40, 55 (1932).
In adapting Table I t o the case cs,, the following irregularity, however, is t o be noted: one must replace A,',
A,", Az', Az", respectively, by Ai, As, Az, A , rather than
by A,, A,, Az, A2 as one would guess.
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ATTACHED
ORB~TALS
No.
Repn~n~~~nrro~s

4
3

6
48

A,, T2
A,', E'
A,', Ax",E', E"
Au,
BI,, E,
A,,, A*". Blo. B2u Em Eo

Vleck and Sherman10 in many instances, and so
need not be repeated here. The a , for the octahedral case are also given in Eqs. (2)-(7) of the
following paper,
Note particularly that in the tetrahedral
complexes, the de orbitals of the central atom are
bonding, as there are attached orbitals of similar
group properties with which they can combine,
while the dy orbitals are nonbonding. The reverse was true of octahedral compounds-a result a t first a little surprising in view of the
isomorphism of the groups T d and Oh. This reversal was also deduced by Mullikena from the
geometrical study of the way the central wave
functions "overlap."
I t will be observed that if eight atoms are
attached, their full bonding power is not utilized
unless one includes f wave functions for the
central atom, since the representation Bz, is not
included in s, p, or d. Now f wave functions
usually have too high energy to be normally
available, or else are so sequestered in the interior of the atom as to be of no value for bonding
because of small overlapping. Even if eight atoms
are attached a t the corners of a cube, central f
wave functions must be included in order to
realize all possible bonding partnerships, for
results always true of tetragonal symmetry
surely apply to cubic symmetry, which is a
special case of the latter. On the other hand, no
f functions are needed for six atoms attached
either octahedrally or a t the corners of a trigonal
prism. We thus have an indication of why it is
that coordination numbers of six are common in
nature, while those of eight are rare.

METRODOF DIRECTEDELECTRON
PAIRS
We now turn to the method:of Pauling and
Slater. Here the procedure is to use hybridized

----

lo J. H. Van Vleck and A. Sherman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 7,
219 (1935).
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central orbitals, i.e., linear combinations of
orbitals of different azimuthal quantum number,
in such a way that the resulting central wave
function projects out especially in some one
direction in space, and so is adapted to form an
electron pair with one particular attached atom.
Thus for tetrahedral compounds Pauling and
Slaterl use wave functions which are linear
combinations of s and p, or alternatively as
Pauling1 shows, of s and de wave functions.
For octahedral compounds, Pauling finds that
sp3dy2 combinations are appropriate, and s$2dy
for tetragonal. Hultgren" proves that eight
atoms cannot be attached (at least symmetrically) by means of unidirectional electron pair
bonds formed from s, p, and d wave functions.
Incidentally, the present paper shows that
sp3d3f functions are needed to hold eight atoms.lz
It will be noted that the wave functions involved in the Pauling unidirectional linear
combinations are precisely those which are
bonding in the method of molecular orbitals.
For example, Pauling, like Mulliken, makes no
use of d y orbitals for tetrahedral compounds, or
of de for octahedral. Such coincidences have
hitherto appeared something of a mystery, but
as immediate explanation, as follows, is furnished
by group theory.
In the Pauling-Slater theory, one desires the
central wave functions to possess unilateral
directional properties so as to be correlated with
one particular attached atom. Hence the P-S
central functions must have the same transformaof the attached
tion properties as do those
atoms before linear combinations of the latter
are taken. Thus the problem of finding the
linear combinations of the central orbitals which
exhibit the proper directional properties is
simply the reverse of finding the proper linear
combinations of the attached orbitals in the
Mulliken procedure. The difference is only that
in the P-S theory, the linear combinations are in
the central rather than attached portion, and
their construction corresponds to transformation from an irreducible representation to a
$C.,

lL R. Hultgren, Phys. Rev. 40, 891 (1932).
'?Similar conclusions on the type of bonds necessary t o
attach eight atoms have also been obtained in unpublished
work of R. S. Mulliken.

reducible one, of structure similar t o that belonging to the original $:s, rather than t o the
inverse transformation.13 Clearly, the same irreducible representations are needed in the construction of a given reducible representation as
those contained in the resolution of the latter
into its irreducible parts. Pauling has obviously
shown considerable ingenuity in constructing his
wave functions without using the status in terms
of group theory.

The argument underlying Table I, etc., ostensibly assumed that the molecular orbital be
expressible as a linear combination of atomic
orbitals, but is readily seen to be still applicable
provided only that the charge cloud of any attached orbital be symmetric about the line
joining the given attached atom to the central
one. Hence the atomic orbitals can be of what
James calls the flexible type, i.e., contain parameters which can be varied in the Ritz method,
and which allow for the fact that chemical combination distorts the atomic orbitals from what
they would be in the free condition. This admission of flexibility is fortunate, for it is well
known that it is a bad quantitative approximation6 to express a molecular orbital as a
linear combination of undistorted atomic orbitals. The Ritz variational problem is, of course,
to be of the 1 rather than n electron type, so that
the generality in our analysis by means of
molecular orbitals is roughly comparable with
that in the Hartree method.
One thing which the preceding analysis does
not do is to tell us what is the best arrangement
of atoms in case the symmetry group does not
uniquely determine this arrangement. For instance, by examining the overlapping of wave
functions, Hultgren" finds that when six atoms
are attached a t the corners of a trigonal prism,
the binding is firmest if the sides of the prism are
square. This fact cannot, however, be inferred
from our group theory considerations, as there
are no additional elements of symmetry when
the sides are square rather than rectangular.
: 3 This trclr~dorn~arlon
h.<s been explicirly given hy rhe
\\.r~terIn t I ~ e r n s e (rneth;lne
~i
(j.('hem. k'hys. 1, 177 (1933,),
I~urhe <Ixl not (liscuss its group-theoretical aignlficance.
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The Spectra and Electronic Structure of the Tetrahedral Ions Mn04-, 0 4 - - , and C104-*t
MAX WOLFSBERG~
AND LINDSAYHELMHOLZ
Deparlmnl o j Chemistry, Washingto* Uniwersily, S f . Louis, Mksouri
(Received January 14, 1952)

We have made use of a semiempirical treatment to calculate the energies of the molecular orbitals for
the ground state and the first few excited states of permanganate, chromate, and perchtorate ions. The
calculation of the excitation energies is in agreement with the qualitative features of the observed spectra,
i.e., absorption in the far ultraviolet for ClOc, two strong maxima in the visible or near ultraviolet for
MnO,- and C r O i with the chromate sDectrum dis~lacedtoward hixher enereies. An a ~ ~ ~ o x i mcaa ti de a rion of the relativrf-values for the Grst (ransitions i n ('rO<-and >ln~;-isalsu in agreement with experiment.
l'hc darn on thr ul.sorption spectra oi permangan3tc ior~in dlffcrmt crystalline fields is interpreted in
terms of the symmetries of the excited states predicted by our calculations.

IN

INTRODUCTION

the past twenty years the electronic stmctures of
many organic molecules, particularly benzene and
related compounds, have been discussed in terms of the
molecular orhjtal and valence bond methods> During
the same period the structures of inorganic ions have
been inferred from the bond distance^;^ a bond distance shorter than the sum of the conventional radii
has been attributed to the resonance of double bonded
structures with the single bonded or Lewis structure.

FIG. 1. Orientation of the orbitals. The orientation of the
oxygen orbitals relative to the axes on the central atom is
shown in this figure. The direction cosines of the 0, orbitals are
$1: -1134
-1/34 -1134, TZ,: 1/68, -2!/3!, 1/64; TUX: 1/24, 0,
-1/24. ~ i direction
e
cosin'es of the other oxygen orbltals may be
obtained from these by the action of the twofold axes of Ts,
which coincide with the z,y, and z axes shown. The central atom
orbitals are defined with reSDCCt to the axes on the central atom.

'It has been shown3. however. that this shortenine need
not necessarily he attributed'to double bond f o r n h o n .
We hope to come to
the
bonding in inorganic molecules from molecular orbital
which can be checked against the observed
spectra.
We have applied to inorganic complex ions a semiempirical method similar to that which has yielded
significant results in the case of organic molecules and
have chosen to treat permanganate, chromate, and
perchlorate ions because the existing data' seem to
afford the greatest number of tests of the correctness
of the calculations.
The tetrahedral ions, PO;SO4and Cl0,- show no
near ultraviolet absorption whereas the ions, X04-, of
the fourth-row transition elements, which have the
same number of valence electrons, show characteristic
visible and near ultraviolet absorption, two strong
maxima with the correspondingpeaks displaced toward
shorter wavelengths with decreasing atomic number of
the central atom. This trend is also observed for the
fifth- and sixth-row transition element compounds. A
satisfactory theory must account for these differences
and regularities.
The relative intensities of absorption calculated may
be compared with those observed as an additional check
of the method.
Data on the absorption of permanganate ion in
different crystalline fields4 indicate the existence of
several excited states to which dipole transitions are
forbidden in the absence of perturbing effects. The
correlation of these data with the results of our calculations gives important evidence as to their correctness.
PROCEDURE

*Presented a t the Symposium on Molecular Structure and
Spectroscopy Columbus Ohio June 1951.
t ~ b s t r a c t i dffrom thd the& subkitted by Max Walfsberg in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor
of Philosophy a t Washington University.
f Atomic Energy Commission Predoctoral Fellow. Present address: Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Long Island,
xT
-...xr--q.
L Y C W xu,*.

The molecular orbital method in its LCAO form is
employed' We assume that the nonvalence
trons of X and 0 are unaffected by the bonding and
that the X and 0 nuclei plus these inner shell electrons
form an effective core into the field of which the mo-

'For reference on both methods see R. S. Mulliken, J. chim.
phys. 46 497 (1949).
2L.Pjuling, Tire Nalare of Ihe Chemical Bond (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1940).

B40,397 (1938).

a K.

S. Pitzer J. Am. Chem. Soc. 90 2140 (1948).

' J. Teltow, i. Phys. Chem. B43, 168 (1939); 2.Phys. Chem.
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TABLE
I. Molecular orbital combinations-XO,, symmetry T d .

X

orbitals
E

0 orbitals

(~)C~~+c~+s~+~~l

Irreducib!e
representations

AI

( $ ) ~ W V ~ + T U ( - T3'(iirt+rxz-r=e-rz01
V~-TVI~
+C=",+=*- rva-?ru,1

TI

(i)Cra+iiua-iiv~-r,~+3'(==t+r=s-r=~-rz*)1
The designationof the d-orbitalsis that given by Eyring. Walter. and Kimbail. Ouonrum Chcmislrr (John Wiley and Sons. Inc.. New Yoik, 1944). We
have also used throughout the group theoretical symbolism which is essentially t h a t of these same authors.

lecular electrons are to be placed. Thus we consider
only the 3d, 4s, and 4p atomic orbitals of the central
atoms (3s and 3p in the case of CI) and only the 2p
atomic orbitals of the oxygen atoms in constructing the
molecular orbitals. I n the case of the molecule ions here
discussed twenty-four electrons are to he placed in the
moiecular orbitals, the ground state being constructed
by placing twenty-four electrons in the lowest-lying
molecular orbitals.
In setting up molecular orbitals for a system possessing equivalent atomic orbitals on equivalent atoms one
finds that the requirement that the individual molecular
orbitals belong to irreducible representations of the
point symmetry group of the system determines immediately the relative coefficients with which these
equivalent orbitals enter into the final molecular
orbitals. With the oxygen orbitals and X orbitals
oriented as in Fig. 1, one finds by standard group theoretical methods3 the irreduc~ble representations to
which the central atom orbitals belong and determines
the appropriate linear combinations of oxygen orbitals
transforming according to the same rows of the same
irreducible representations as the central atom orbitals.
The final results are shown in Table I. The sets of
combinations of oxygen orbitals are considered normalized, the overlap of oxygen wave functions heing
neglected for the time being in view of the qualitative
nature of our calculations.
The calculations of the molecular orbital energies r
(which we employ in the same manner as is usual in
the semiempirical methods for organic molecules) and
the evaluation of the coefficients of the atomic orbitals
and sets of atomic orbitals in Table I in the final
molecular orbital requires the solution of secular determinants (one for each irreducible representation) of
the form 1 H,,-G,,rj =0, where H,, has its usual
meaning and G,, is the group overlap integral to be
further defined later. I t is seen from Table I that this
6 E . Wigner, CIuppen Theorie t ~ n d ihre Anwendung auf die
Quanlenmechanik der Atomspeklren (Friedr. Vieweg und Sohn,
Braunschweig, 1931).

involves the solution of a quartic for the orbitals with
symmetry T 2 and quadratics for the orbitals of symmetries E and A,. The orbital of symmetry T I will he
nonbonding and is fully determined by symmetry
considerations.
The values of H i i (the energy of a n electron in the
ith orbital in the field of the nuclear skeleton and the
remaining valence electrons) have been used essentially as parameters in the solution of the equations for
the case of chromate ion. The values were chosen not
greatly different from the valence state ionization potentials' for CrQand estimated for oxygen from the
ionization energies of some inorganic compounds in
which the formal charge on oxygen has been estimated
to be in the neighborhood of minus one-half. The values
thus obtained were altered by trial and error to satisfy
the following requirements: (1) the first and second
excitation energies should be a t least qualitatively
correct and (2) the resulting charge distribution should
lead to formal charges approximately those assumed in
setting up the atomic orbital wave functions. The values
of Hi; for permanganate were then obtained from the
chromate values by varying them in accord with what
seems reasonable chemically; the oxygen and central
atom should be somewhat less negative and the values
of Hi; should correspondingly decrease. The values
assumed are shown in Fig. 2. For oxygen we have
assigned H,, smaller values than H , , to take into
account the fact that the u-orbitals penetrate farther
into the region of positive charge on the central atom.
That this is not unreasonable is indicated by the results of a more exact calculation for the C 0 2 molecule7
in which the calculated N,, for the oxygen atoms was
found to be considerably lower than for the H,,. .
The values of H,, we have approximated by setting
them proportional to the correspondingoverlap integrals
according to the following relation:

R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. I'hys. 2, 782 (1934).

'J. F. Mulligan, J. Chcm. Phys, 19, 347 (1951)

SPECTRA OF MnO;, C r O i - , AND
The G(i,j ) are the "group overlap" integrals, for
example :

These may be obtained in terms of the simple u and a
diatomic overlapss (S,) by expressing the central atom
orbitals in terms of a linear combination of equivalent
orbitals oriented relative to the axes on the oxygen
atoms.
The relationship between the G,, and S,, is given in
Table I1 and the values of G,, for the three cases under
discussion are given in Table 111. The group overlap
integrals calculated using wave functions derived by

The calculated molecular orbltal energies far
MnO4-, C r O i , and CIO4-.

the Slater formulasg were found to give results which
could not be reconciled with experiment. In particular,
the G.l1(s, o)'s were so small that the first excited
orbital was one of symmetry A , . As will be seen later,
this is in disagreement with the spectra. The Slater 2p
and 3d atomic wave functions differ radically from tile
self-consistent field functions. We have therefore derived a general set of analytic atomic wave function^'^
which more closely approximates the existing seliconsistent field functions and, wit11 the exception of the
For Llle system of coordil~atesused and general method see
Mulliken, Rieke, Orloff, and Oiloff, J. C l ~ c ~ nI'hys.
.
17, 1218
(1940).
a J. C. SIater, Phys. Rev. 36, 57 (1930).
l o The general form of these iunclians and a discussion af the
~nethatlof obtai8:ing them will he submitted for publication in the
near future.

(4p, z) overlaps, these functions have been used to
calculate the values in Table 111. The values of
G T ~ ( ~u)P ,and Gr2(4p,a ) we have estimated from the
calculations using Slater orbitals by varying the values
in accordance with the trends observed in the G~2(3d,x )
from Cr04= to Mn0.r. This is certainly a doubtful
procedure but, since the omission of the 4p orbitalq
from the calculation entirely produces no qualitative
change in the energy levels§ or the relative intensities,
we do not feel that this approximation is serious for
our present purposes. The values of F, employed were
F,= 1.67 for u overlaps and F,=2.00 for n-overlaps.
These values are in moderately good agreement with
those found by us to give satisfactory results in making
calculations of the energy levels of homonuclear diatomic molecules of first and second row elements.
These values are F,= 1.6, F,= 1.87.
With the simplifications outlimed above the solution
of the secular equations is straightforward and leads
to the energies of the molecular orbitals illustrated in
Fig. 2. The twenty-four valence electrcns are to be
placed in the orbitals of lowest energy. I t is seen that
there exist four t2 orbitals (threefold degenerate) each
capable of holding six electrons. The orbital ltzll is
strongly bonding and 2t2 slightly bondimg while 3f2
and 412 are antibonding. In addition there are two e
orbitals (twofold degenerate), l e strongly bonding and
2e antibonding. The strong bonding of the l e electrons
is a-oxygen bonding with the central atom and may be
considered as similar to the effect of double bonding
in the simple valence bond treatment. I t is to be remarked, however, that the stability of the le orbital
as given by our calculations is much greater than is
ordinarily attributed to the n-electrons in a double

G

c1.2(P, c)

GTI (p,T )
GT. id. 01
C T ~id; T )
G E ( d , n)
G.4, (s, v)

!4nO>0.10
-0.25
0.12
0.15
0.26
0.28

CrOr

CIOe-

0.00
-0.20

0.33
-0.26

0.18
0.32
0.27

0.56

n..
1 1.

. ..

...
...

$ T h e fact that the neglect of the 4 p orbitals in the 00,- and
\1110,-- cases lead to no qualitative change in the calculated
orl~italenergies has led u s to neglect also the 3d orbital in the
C1OlMcnlcnlation. For this case the 3p-3d separation is certainly
greater than the 3d-4p separation in AlnOc and Cr0.-.
li We are using here a natation similar to that used in atomic
structures, clesignaling molecular orbitals of a given symmetry
by numbcrs 1, 2, 3 , ctc., in order of increasing energy.
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TABLEIV. Calculated and observed excitation energies.
ObsMn0.-Calc

1st transition
2nd transition

Obs00.-Calc

Opia,c

2.29 ev 1.68 ev 3.25 ev 242 ev 6ev 5.23 ev
3.96
2.78
4.59
3.15
.. . .

..

bond in the valence bond treatment.1j There exist
further two al orbitals, one bonding (laJ), and one antibonding (2al). Finally there is one nonbonding oxygen
orbital, tl (threefold degenerate). Placing the tyventyfour electrons in the lowest lying orbitals gives the
ground state:
(le)4(112)6(la1)2(212)6(t1)6
with symmetry Al.
RELATIVE EXCITATION

qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
This assumption is incorrect, and in more exact calculations terms of the type neglected here have been shown
to be far from negligible. The correct expressionsfor the
energies of the transitions involving the excitation of a
11electron to the 3t2 orbital are given in the appendix.
Table IV shows the calculated and observed energies
of transition in the three ions conside;ed here, and it is
seen that the first absorption by ClOa lies well into the
ultraviolet and MnOn and Cr04= show two maxima
in the visible and near ultraviolet. The rather surprising
quantitative agreement probably arises from the empirical nature of our calculations. This agreement can
be improved by changes in the values of the H,;s
and the F,'s, but these changes are limited severely
by the requirement that the intensities of absorption
be given correctly.

ENERGIES

The first excited orbital has the symmetry Tz, and
it is assumed that the first absorption maximum corresponds to the excitation of a nonbonding tl electron to
the lowest-lying unfilled orbitals 312. Such an excitation
(le)4(lt2)g(lal)2(2t~)
(
11)"(M4(lt3ylral)~(2t2)~(tI)~(3t2)l

'

Tll and
gives rise to four states of
Tz (both singlet and triplet\states, of which only the
singlet states are considered here since no spectral evidence of the triplet states has been found). Eor the
symmetry Td only the transitions Al-+T2are allowed
for dipole radiation. Transitions to the other levels are
forbidden in the absence of perturbing effects but are
observable in the spectra of solid solutions of MnO4in KC104, NaC104, etc., and will be discussed later in
connection with these spectra.
The second excitation accord'mg to Fig. 2 should involve the excitation of an electron from the 212 orbital to
the 31%orbital which is a t least partially bonding. The
resulting configuration,

(le)4(lt2)6(la~)2(2t2)5(t~)6(31~)L,

gives rise again to four states of symmetries AI, E, TI,
and Tz. The second maximum characteristic of the
Mn04- and Cr04- spectra is accordingly attributed to
the transition from the 'A1 ground state to the 'Tz
state of this configuration. The existence of the states
to which transitions are forbidden is not so clearly
given in this case by the crystal absorption data because of the diffuseness of the spectra. The presence of a
TI state, however, seems reasonably certain.
If the assumption is made that the energy absorbed
in the tranxition IAl-+'T2 is equal to the difference in
energy of the final and initial molecular orbitals for the
first transition, cr2-€11, then the calculations show

8 We have also computed molecular orbital combinations and
group overlap integrals for symmetries Dab, Oh, and D4r. I t agai?
would appear that bonding between R atom orbitals and a-orbltals on X in compound-RX, is of no small importance. Thus in
predicting configurations of complex molecules one probably has
to consider such bonding in addition to the usual single bonding.

INTENSITIES O F ABSORPTION

Evaluation of the transition moments has been
carried out for the allowed transitions neglecting all
integrals except those over the same atom. The results
can be given in terms of the coefficients of the various
atomic orbitals making up the molecular orbitals involved. The f-value (oscillator strength) for the first
transition is found (with the above assumpti~ns)to
depend on the coefficients of the a-combination in the
3t2 orbitals
is
fil-3i2=

(8a2mcv/3h)3Sh2,

where s is the projection of the X-0 bond on the
or or axis (see ~ i1) and
~ , Is the coefficient of the
a-combination in the excited state, is the average
frequency (observed wave number) in the absorption
band. The observed f-values for this first transition are
j(~,,o~-) =0,032 and j(cro4-) =0,089, those calculated are 0.076 and 0.22,, resuectivelv. of more simificance for our analitative calculations. uerhaus. is the
ratio of f(~noi-)/f(cr04=), which is calculated to be
2.62 and observed 2.9. The ratio of the f-values of the

.

8

FIG.3. The portion of the spectrum of permanganatc ion dissolved in KC104 corresponding to the first nlloived transition.
The position and relative intensities only are iniiicateii.

SPECTRA O F MnOI, C r O I - , AND C10,

FIG. 4. The spectrum of permanganate ion dissolved in NaClO.
in the region corresponding to forbidden transitions. The dotted
line in the spectrum parallel t o a is the assumed position of the
vibrationless transition A , - - A l (of E). The indicated separations
were obtained by measuring a similar diagram given by Teltow
and are consequently subject to considerable error.

first and second transitions can also readily be calculated with the same assumptions as above and the
neglect of the central atom integrals. The ratio is
calculated 1.17 for permanganate and observed 1.99.
The results for chromate are qualitatively in error
giving 0.71 calculated and 1.20 observed.
SPECTRA O F M n O r I N DIFFERENT SOLID
SOLUTIONS

Potassium permanganate and potassium perchlorate
are isomorphous with very nearly the same unit cell
dimensions. I t should be possible therefore to dissolve
appreciable amounts of MnO4- in the perchlorate
lattice without great distortion. The site symmetry of
the perchlorate (permanganate) ions in this lattice is
C,, that is, of all the symmetry elements of the free
M n 0 4 ion the only one remaining in the solid solutipn
is a plane of symmetry which lies perpendicular to the
b axis of the crystal. In this environment the T2 state
should be completely split into two A' states and one
A" state of symmetry C,. The transition A1-+A' is
allowed with the electric vector parallel to the a-c
plane and the transition A1-+A" with the electric
vector perpendicular to this plane, that is, parallel
to the b axis. The portion of the spectrum of permanganate involving the first allowed transition is
shown in Fig. 3. With E parallel to a and c axes one
observes doublets with a splitting of about 30 cm-'
which one would expect from a slightly perturbed T2
state in symmetry C,. With the electric vector parallel
to b one finds. arain in agreement with a re diction.
single lines. he relatively jarge f-value f i r this ah:
an allowed transisorption indicates tilat it is
tion 'AI-+~TZ.The splitting of the level in the field of
symmetry C, rellders this collc~usionalmost certain.
of greater interest for our purposes is a discussion of
the portion of the spectrum corresponding to the lower

energy forbidden transitions of MnOc. A calculation
of the relative energies of the states arising from the
configuration (e)4(1t1)6(2t2)~lal)2(t,!5(31t)1
has been carried out (see Appendix), again, as m the calculation of
f-values, with the neglect of all integrals except those
over the same atom. This calculation gives the energies
of the states in the order of increasing energy Az, E,
TI, and T2. One should accordingly expect to find evidence of transitions to the A2, E, and TI states on the
long wavelength side of the first strong absorption
maximum.
This region of the spectrum for M u O ~ -dissolved in
anhydrous NaCI04 is shown in Fig. 4. The site symmetry of the tetrahedral ions in this lattice is C2=.The
degenerate levels should be completely split in this
symmetry, the symmetries d the resulting states (in
C2") and the polarization of the transitions rendered
allowed by the perturbation are given in Table V. As
indicated in this table a T1 state in a field of symmetry
C?,should show absorption with electric vector parallel
to the b and G axes, for an E state absorption with
electric vector parallel to the a axis, the direction of the
twofold axis a t position of the ion. The spectrum in the
region I1 (Teltow's designation) corresponds precisely
to what one would expect from a TI state.**
There is no way of regarding the region designated
by 11' as a continuation of the bands II. The strong
absorption with E parallel to a would (Table V) then
correspond to a transition A1 of C Z ~ + A ~ ( Carising
~~)
from an E state of Td. In order to classify the spectra
it is necessary to assume that the vibrationless transition A~+AI (of E) does not appear. This is a pheTABLEV. Only the transitions of importance to our calculations are listed in the table. Transitions from the A , ground state.
The polarizat~onsare given relative to the crystal axes of the
indicated structures.

Ta
AL

C, (KCIOI)
A

-LA,,

Allowed
transitions
AI-A'

A,-AX
A,-A.
A,-BE
At-B2
A,--AI
A,-A?

poiarkation
11 a , 11 c

-'

[la
forbidden

lI
I/

b
c

Ilc
forbidden

' * T h e e and b ases givcn in Fig. 4 are the b and e ares given
by Teltotv. He expressed doubt as to the correct assignment of
axes and gave the axes in terms of the optical ases of the crystal.
Because of the su~cestioncontained in our calculations we have
correlated x-my i;ktures with the optical constants and have
found that, indced, Teltow's a and b ases should be interchanged.
For assistance with this work we are indebted to Professor A. F.
Fredrickson of the geology department of \Vashington University.
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TABLE
VI.

The ratio of the intensities of the lorbidden Lransitions to those allowed is roughly five times as great in
the case of NaCIOa solid solutions as in the case of
(em')
I
E
TI
E
TI
Transition
KC104 indicating again that the perturbation is greater
in the former case causing a greater mixing of the T,
wave functions with the E and TIfunctions allowed
in C2".
I n the KC1Oa lattice, the site symmetry of the tetrahedral ions is C,. The symmetries of the resulting states
and the directions of polarization of the allowed transitions are shown in Table V. The spectrum shows one
very sharp line (half-width 7 cm-I) a t the long wavelength extreme of the bands parallel to b. Close to this
line there appear two lines, less sharp, which must be
attributed to a n electronic transition accompanied by
the excitation of a lattice vibration since the intervals
are too small to correspond to any frequencies of the
ion even in an excited state. That this is so is also suggested by the fact that these same intervals occur in
the allowed spectrum in which the vibrational frequencies are markedly different.
The sharp line a t 14,446 cm-I is attributed to a
"vibrationless" transition from the A' ground state to
the A" (of C,) state arising from E (of Td)on the basis
of the following argument: if this transition were
Ar+A" (of TI in Td), one would expect to observe a
doublet since TI splits into two A" states in this symmetry; the splitting might well be small but should be
observable because of the sharpness of the line. I n
the NaC10+ lattice where the crystal perturbations are
larger as indicated by the greater splitting of the T2
level and the greater relative intensity of the forbidden
spectrum relative to the allowed spectrum, the transitions to the states arising from E of Td are five times
.uo!_and vd are assumed to be lattice ire~uenciesand are taken from the
z spectrum.
as strong as those attributed to the Al to TI transition
bw(X) indicates the ir?guency of the vibration of the tetrahedral ion
of symmetry X . The desrgnatians are those given h y Herzbeig. Infrared
and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary it
ond Roman Spcclrn (D. Van Nostrand and Company. Inc.. New York.
19451, p. 1W.
seems plausible to attribute a larger j-value to the
A ,+E transition.
nomenon which is met within all the forbidden transiNo sharp lines appear when the electric vector is
tions in d i e r e n t crystalline fields and one for which we polarized parallel the a-c plane. Internal consistency
have no explanation. The weakest point in the above of all the crystal data demands that there exist a t
argument is the strong absorption parallel to b in the least one A' state in this solid solution; consequently,
region II'. With the assumption mentioned above the as mentioned above, it is assumed that the A'-A'
spectra can be ordered, and it is seen that the strong vibrationless transition is not observed. With this
absorptions parallel to b coincide (as indicated by the assumption one may classify the spectra in terms of
dotted lines) with lines parallel to a which correspond the set of frequencies observed parallel to the b axis
to transitions A e A l (in C2,)+lattice vibrations The with the A' state %risingfrom E occurring a t 14460
lattice perturbations in NaClOa are certainly large cm-', 14 cm-I from the A" of E and an A' state arising
compared to those in KC104 as may be seen from the from TI a t 14,670 cm-I, 11 cm-I from the unresolved
splitting of the Tz state (200 cm-') and it is perhaps not A" states (from T Ia t 14,681 cm-I). The results of such
unreasonable to assume that this large perturbation is an analysis i r e given in Table VI. There is nothing
responsible for the large intensity of absorption parallel unique about the assignment of frequencies given in
to b in the region II'. The intensity of absorption gen- Table VI. The table is given merely to indicate that the
erally in this region is of the order of five times that in data may be accounted for in a relatively simple way
the region I I . The difference between the characteristic and that the data which appeared to Teltow to be
vibrational intervals in the two regions offers addi- without regularity can be ordered in terms of the protional evidence that they correspond to transitions to posed scheme. Particularly is this true of the data in
different states.
the sodium perchlorate solid solutions.
Obs

1 ~ 1 - v

Calc

SPECTRA OF MnOy, CrOi-,AND C10,
The spectra obtained in solid solutions LiCI(Mn)04
.3Hz0 are also compatible with the proposed assignment, showing sharp absorption perpendicular to the
threefold axis of the crystal (Al+E transitions) and
only weak and diffuse absorption parallel to the threefold axis which presumably arises from electronic
transitions Al+E accompanied by vibrations.
The polarization data discussed above seem to show
definitely that more than one level exists lower lying
than the T , level, that one of these is probably TI and
the other E. There is no evidence for either an A2 or
A1 state, the data in LiC1(Mn)04 tending to rule out
the Al state more definitely than the A2 state. We feel
therefore that these data lend strong evidence in favor
of the correctness of the calculations which predict
that the first transition involves the excitation of a 11
electron to a l2 orbital since this is the only transition
which gives rise to the states which are compatible with
the observations. A transition t+t2 would also give E,
T,, and T2 states hut would in addition give an Al state
which might be expected to show up in the spectra,
particularly in solid solution in which the site symmetry is C8,(LiCIOa.3HzO, or Ba(C1032.3H20).
CONCLUSIONS

us to formulate rules for the empirical estimation of the
H,,'s and thus give a very simple method of makmg
molecular orbital calculations for inorganic molecules.
The method outlined above has been applied to the
ion Cr03F- with very satisfactory results both as to
relative excitation energies and intensities. Calculations
on Cr02Cl2 and SO2Clzare under way a t the present
time.
We are indebted to Professor S. I. Weissman of
Washmgton University and to Professor R. S. Mulliien
of the University of Chicago for generous advice and
encouragement in the course of the work.
APPENDIX

The energies of the excited singlet states arising from
the configuration. . . (11)5(3t2)1relative to the ground
state are given below where

and +.L' is the zth orbital function of the degenerate
nonbonding set of symmetry TI and +,La is the yth
orbital function of the set 3t2.

The qualitative aspects of the spectra are given
correctly by our empirical calculations and we feel E (singlet T,)-E
that t f e electronic structure of the ions discussed is
essentially correct. The interpretation of the bond disE (singlet E)- E
tance in terms of "double bonding" is seen to have
some justification in view of the importance of n-bonding between the central atom and oxygen atoms. In E (singlet TI)- E
the case of the transition element compounds all five
d orbitals and the 4s orbital are apparently employed
in bonding whereas in ClOa the 3d atomic orbitals E (singlet A?)- E
would have very small coefficients in the bonding
molecular orbitals in an approximate calculation. This
would correspond to a more important contribution of
"double bonding" in MnOa and Cr04- than in C104-,
hut the term double bond loses much of its meaning in
these cases since the structure can only with difficulty
he considered as resulting from the resonance of localized double bonds.
The quantitative agreement gives some hope that a
similar treatment applied to more ions might enable

(singlet A I ) = ~(312)-e (11)
-K+2C+J-2D
(singlet A1)= e (31%)-s (!I)
-H+2A-2B+J
(singlet A , ) = c (312)-e (1,)
-K+2C-

J+2D

(singlet AI)= e (312)-6 (11)
-H+2A+4B-2J

CORRECTIONS
Professor Mulliken has noted the following corrections:
1. Regarding the formulae 14(3) in the paper by Mulliken, Rieke,
Orloff, and Orloff, (- (77 - 1) should be ( 5 77 + 1) in 14(3) and
( ( 2 v2 - 1) should be (1 - t27') in 14(4). The equations derived
f r o m 14(3) a r e c o r r e c t and those from 14(4) incorrect by a minus
sign. All calculated overlap integrals a r e , however, correct.
2. All formulae and tables that pertain to 5s, 5pa, etc. a r e really
for n* = 4. They a r e listed as n = 5 to correspond to Slater's r u l e s
which for n = 5 would specify n* = 4.

Dr. M. Wolfsberg has noted the following in the Wolfberg-Helmholz
paper:
Typographical E r r o r in Table 11: The expression for GT2 (d, a )
should read:
GT2(d,n) = ( 2 ~ ' % / 3 ) ~ ( d a , p n )
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